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FROM K d c h i  I crossed' the sea in a dGnghi 
to Maskiit, and thence, in an Arab bagala, sailed 
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2 PAPERS. 

for Kishm, in the Persian Gulf, when, crossing 
the island, I reached Bassador, then an English 
station, where I was cordially welcomed by the 
few of my countrymen residing there. A cruiser 
of the Honourable Company some time after 
touching, the politeness of her officers gave me 
the opportunity of proceeding to Bbshir, where I 
continued for three or f?ur months, under the 
hospitable roof of the late lamented Major David 
Wilson, at  that time the resident; and a gentle- 
man of a mind SO superior, that to have possessed 
his friendship and esteem is a circumstance of 
which I shall never cease to be proud. I there 
drew up, from materials in my possession, and from 
recollection, a series of papers relating to my 
journeys, and the countries through which I had 
passed, which were forwarded to the Government 
of Bombay, or to Sir John Malcolm, then the 
governor. I was not aware that such use would 
be made of them, nor am I quite sure I should 
have wished i t ;  and I doubt whether it has not 
proved more hurtful than beneficial to me. I may 
justly lament that these documents should have 
been artfully brought forward in support of un- 
sound views and ambitious projects. I may also 
be dissatisfied, in a less degree, that the informa- 
tion they contained has- served the purposes of 
men wanting the generosity to acknowledge it. 

From BbsMr, a two months' journey led me to 
TabrGz, the capital of the late Abbb Mirza. but 
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then desolated by the plague. Before setting out 
the sad intelligence of the dewwe of the envoy, 
Sir John Macdonald, had reached BGshb, and I 
found Major, now Sir John Campbell, in charge 
of the mission. My obligations to this gentleman 
are more than mere words can express, and far 
greater than might be seemly to relate in these 
pages - yet, I may be .permitted to record, that 
if my subsequent labours have proved advan* 
ous to science, it  was owing to his generosity that 
I was placed in the position to prosecute them. 
With Sir John Campbell were Mr. now Sir John 
McNeil, and Captain Macdonald, nephew of the 
much regretted envoy. Nearly, or quite two 
months I enjoyed the society of the fkiendly 
circle, at TabrCz, at the hazard of acquiring a 
distaste for the rough pleasures of a rude and 
rambling life. I then accompanied Captain Mac- 
donald to Bagdiid, where for some days we pro- 
fited by intercourse with Colonel Taylor, the resi- 
dent, and passed down the Tigris to Bassorah, 
having been joined by the late Captain Frank 
Gore Willock. From Bassorah we gained K h k ,  
which has since become remarkable from its oc- 
cupation by a force from Bombay, and thence 
crossed over to Bbshir, where I had again the 
satisfaction to meet Major David Wilson, who 
was preparing to proceed overland to England. 
Captain Macdonald arranged to return with him, 
and Captain Willock and myself took our pas- 

B R 
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sages, in a merchant vessel of Bombay, for Mas- 
k&, and a pleasant course of eleven days brought 
us to anchor in its haven. W e  took up our abode 
at the house of Reuben ben Aslan, agent of the 
Bombay government; and a few days were agree- 
ably passed in visits to the ImAm, and in inter- 
course with the inhabitants. 

Captain Willock hired 3 vessel to convey him 
to Mhdavi, and I took my passage in an Arab 
bagala, destined to Karbhi. I sailed the day 
preceding that fixed for the departure of Cap- 
tain Willock, in April 1831, and that excellent 
and kind-hearted gentleman accompanied me to 
my vessel, and remained with me until it was put 
under weigh. W e  parted, never to meet again. 

The shGmQ, or north-westerly winds, raged with 
considerable violence,- a cil.cumstance in our fa- 
vour,--and the seventh day after leaving MaskAt 
we came in sight of the castle of Mankoh, on 
the height commanding the entrance of the har- 
bour of KarGchi. I t  being night when we neared 
it, we anchored off the land. 

During this trip I suffered from lock-jaw, and 
my teeth were so nearly closed that I could with 
difficulty introduce between them small portions 
of halGErh, a sweetmeat of Masktit, so called, of 
which I luckily had a few baskets, part of a pre- 
sent from the Imlm to Captain Willock ; and 
which for four or five days was my only suste- 
nance. As the trismus arose from cold, it0 symp 
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toms gradually decreased, without the aid of me- 
dicine, and on approaching K d c h i  the rigidity 
of my jaws had somewhat diminished, although 
it was a long time before I could extend them 
to their full and natural extent; and I have since 
found that I am liable to a recurrence of this 
malady. The passage otherwise had been a brisk 
and pleasant one. 

The Arab nQqiidAh, or commander of the dGnghi, 
was an intelligent and civil young man. Willing 
to impress me with high opinions of his nautioal 
proficiency, he daily took up the skeleton of a 
quadrant, without glasses, and affected to gaze 
intently upon the sun; after which, with a pair 
of compasses, he would measure distances upon 
his map. On one occasion some of the crew at- 
tempting to adjust the rudder, which was in a 
very crazy condition, wholly unshipped it. Avail- 
ing themselves of their dexterity as swimmers, after 
much trouble, they succeeded in replacing it. The 
dtinghi, it may be observed, is the common trad- 
ing vessel of the ports of Arabia, the Persian Gulf, 
Mekrh, Sind, and MQabk. The proper Arabic 
appellation is, however, bagala, or the coaster, 
from bag&, the side, or shore. I t  is of low 
tonnage, and is impelled by a cumbersome 16th 
sail ; in changing the position of which it is also 
necessary to shift part of the cargo from one side 
to the other, to cause a counter-balance, or the 
vessel runs the chance of being capsized. From 
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six to twelve hands, make up the crew of a dbn- 
ghi, which is probably the form of vessels employed 
in these seas from remote antiquity. 

On the morrow we weighed anchor, and stood 
in for the harbour. On gaining its entrance, the 
height of M m h h  being immediately to our left, 
we were assailed by the shouts of the garrison 
located in the castle on its summit. The n&qGd&.h, 
not understanding the meaning of these shouts, 
and continuing his course, the soldiers, or armed 
men, descended the rocks, and fired a few musket- 
shots over us in tmrmene. Being sufficiently near 
to be perfectly audible, they peremptorily com- 
manded that we should anchor, and lower down 
our boat. The nAqGdAh did so, and sent his boat 
to the shore. I t  returned with a party of soldiers. 
It appeared that I was the cause of these move- 
ments; but how these people should know I was 
on board could only be accounted for by supposing 
that some vessel must have sailed from Maakiit, 
during the few days of my stay there, and have 
brought intelligence that a Feringhi, or European, 
waa at that port, intending to embark for Kariichi. 

The grand c a w  of alarm I afterwards dis- 
covered, when informed that two European gen- 
tlemen were at one of the mouths of the Indus, 
anxious to proceed to Lahore by the river route, 
but that the am'm of Sind had hitherto not d s  
cided to allow them to pass. These gentlemen, I 
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subsequently learned, were Captain Bumes and hie 

Party* 
The principal of the soldiers who came recog- 

nized me. He embraced my feet, and bold me that 
he would go to Hiban Khh, the governor of the 
town, and acquaint him that an ancient guest had 
arrived. He added, there was little doubt but that 
I should be permitted to land. He went, and 
without delay returned, bringing a message from 
the governor that the orders of the amh were 
positive, not to allow any European to land at  
Kardch;, or even to enter the harbour, but that 
I should be duly supplied with wood, water, and 
other necessaries. I explained, that the amirs' 
orders had reference to ships of war, not to in- 
dividuals ; but this view of them was not admitted. 
I then requested, that notice of my arrival, with 
a letter from myself, might be sent to Amh Nassir 
K h h  at  Haidarabiid. This was objected to. 

Finally, the soldiers departed, three of them re- 
maining on board as a guard over me, so far that 
I was not to be suffered to quit the vessel. The 
nfiqGd6h repaired to the town, and on his return 
at mid-day, with the sanction of the governor, ran 
his dbnghi into the h~rbour, and so close to the 
shore on the right hand that at low water it wae, 
left on the sand. 

Two of the three soldiers with me were so little 
inclined to be civil, and were so much impressed 
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with a senpe of their own consequence, that I 
ordered the crew to give them nothing to eat; 
therefore, after enduring hunger for two days, 
they were constrained to hail a fishing-boat, into 
which they stepped, and regained the garrison at 
M a n h h ,  one soldier only remaining. As he was 
tolerably respectful his wants were duly provided 
for. In  the course of two or three days, however, 
observing my medicine-chest, he would not be 
satisfied unless I gave him medicine, without having 
need of it. Judging the opportunity a good one 
to rid myself of him, I administered s smart dose 
of jalap, which producing very sensible effects, he 
was also glad to hail a fishing-boat and to rejoin 
his companions. W e  remained two or three days 
more in the harbour, but I was no longer honoured 
with a guard. 

This adventure at  Kargchi, unexpected on my 
part, somewhat disconcerted me. I saw no alter- 
native but to return to Maskiit ; and thence, if pos- 
sible, to reach Bandar Abbb, and from that point 
vi& KermAn and Yezd, to gain Sisth,  Khdahib, 
and the Afghh countries. The shbmAI winds 
were, moreover, exactly contrary, and we had to 
calculate upon a tedious and even dangerous return 
voyage to Maskiit. I learned at  SbnmiMl, some 
months afterwards, that the governor of Karhhi 
had despatched tidings of my arrival there to his 
masters at Haidarabiid, who had sent him orders 

- 
(received after my departure) to expedite me with 
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all honour to Haidarabbd, and to allow me to incur 
no expense on the road. They also severely re- 
buked him for not permitting, in the first instance, 
a defenceless and unassuming stranger to land, who 
had, by his own account, neither servants, arms, nor 
boxes. In  justice to the a& of Sind, it must be 
averred, that however politically jealous of the Eu- 
ropean, they are not so deficient in common sense 
or humanity as to offer any interruption to the un- 
protected stranger, whom chance or necessity may 
conduct to their territories. Of this I had before 
experience. I passed freely through their country, 
and resided in perfect liberty and security at their 
capital. Their political jealousy of the European 
is owing to their fears of his power; and thme fears 
are artfully kept alive by a few interested persons 
about them. It must be conceded, that the i p o -  
rance and- credulity of the amirs render them easy 
dupes. I t  would surprise many to know that these 
rulers of a kingdom believe that a regiment of 
soldiers may be lodged in an ordinary box: whence 
there is no article in the possession of an European 
that they view with so much distrust. Such idle 
notions, i t  is obvious, would be dispelled by in- 
creased intercourse and better acquaintance. 

Our nPqGdiih did not wait for a cargo, and we 
weighed anchor and put to sea, with the wind fairly 
in our teeth. W e  made, however, little way, pass- 
ing, while it was yet daylight, the small rocky islet 
noted as Chilney's Isle on our maps, which the 



Sindians d l  Charna, and at sun-set, on looking bea 
hind us, we could hintly d w r y  the white waUs of 
the castle Manhoh. Towards night we made for 
the land and came to anchor. 

The shbmlil incessantly raged ; so that after many 
days passage, working on a little by day, and edging 
in to the shore ~ n d  anchoring by night, we arrived 
off the port of Ormiki, into which we sailed to 
procure water. 

The n&qbd&h went on shore, and, it  would seem, 
told the tale of my repulse at Kariichi; for pre- 
sently a boat put off, bringing one Chbli, on part 
of the governor, Fati K h h ,  who had sent me as 
present a basket of eggs, also an invitation to land. 
The country, it waa told me, was independent of 
Sind, and that I should be expedited in safety to 
Kaliit, or to any other place I might prefer. 

I accompanied Chbli, and was introduced to the 
governor, whom I found sitting under an old wall, 
with a circle of the inhabitants around him. Among 
these was the n8qGdA.h. The governor appeared 
about forty years of age, spare, and dark-featured, 
with anything but a prepossessing countenance, in 
no wise improved by his long lank black hair. He 
renewed the offers of service conveyed to me by 
Chbli, and desired me to consider the country as 
my own, and himself as my slave,-an ordinary but 
hyperbolical mode of expressing welcome, and of 
imparting confidence. I determined at once to 
remain a t  Ormih, hoping thence to be able to 



reach KalBt ; and although I foresaw the probability 
of an adventure, confided in my good fortune to 
get over it. 

Seeing the miserable state of the huts composing 
the town, I inquired concerning my lodgings ; and 
an old tower of a dilapidated fort was pointed out 
to me; the other tower (there being but two) was 
occupied by Fati K h h  himself, while within the 
area of the enclosure was a hut, the residence of 
Baloch Khh, who, I afterwards found to be joint 
governor with Fati K h b .  My apartment was 
very crazy, and was reached by a ladder, yet, such 
as it was, it appeared to be the most eligible that 
presented ; besides, it had the advantage of forming 
part of the government house, therefore I hcepted 
it. My effects were sent for from the dGnghi; and 
the young Arab niiq6dii.h took his leave, recom- 
mending me strongly to Fati Khh's  care, telling 
him that I was a particular friend of the I m h  of 
Maskiit, and that he would come the next mosam 
(season) to inquire how I had been treated. I 
found myself alone at Ormiha, among new ac- 

quaintance. 
I soon discovered that Fati KhAn's principal 

object in making me his guest was, to be relieved 
from a complaint, which afflicted him occasionally, 
via. an inflation of the abdomen, which happened 
whenever he indulged in dates, halG& or other 
improper food. I desired him to abstain from such 
food, but this he said was impossible. I therefore 
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administered drugs to him ; but these he found un- 
palatable, and discontinued. My presence, therefore, 
did not much benefit him, he persisting in, the in- 
dulgence of his Apician appetites, 'and retaining 
their consequence in his pot-belly. 

Being considered a t6bib (physician), I had nu- 
merous patients, some of whom I contrived to cure. 
A t  length my reputation began to decline, having 
recommended to a person, who applied for a jGl4b 
(purge), (my drastics being exhausted,) to drink a 
tumbler of sea-water. A t  night, when seated in 
my tower, and Baloch K h h ,  with a party, were 
sitting in the area below, I found the circumstance 
was a topic of conversation with them. " Ap deri6h 
bor," (drink sea-water,) said one. " Ap deri6h bor," 
said another, and all burst into laughter, in which 
I could not refrain from joining, although at the 
chance of being overheard by them. Baloch 
KhAn suggested, and all agreed with him, that I 
was no tibib, but that my object was to examine 
the country. 

I remained above a month at Omha., occupying 
myself as well as I could, to beguile the weary days. 
Baloch Khan had two sons, the younger of whom, 
a youth of about seventeen years of age, was my 
companion in the tower, and in mystrolls. H e  was 
of good disposition, and could read and write Persian ; 
while, by his assistance, I framed a small vocabulary 
of the Baloch dialect. With the inhabitants of 
the small community I was on the best terms, and 
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they omitted no occasion to show me civility and 
attention. I had, moreover, made friends with two 
or three Baloch families, who resided in tents near 
the wells without the town. They kept goats ; and 
whenever I visited them, I could depend upon 
being treated with a bowl of milk or buttermilk: 
Occasional visitors would come from the jangal, 
and I made inquiries of them as to their localities, 
their tribes, and their neighbours. Twice I made 
the ascent of the high hill Mount Araba, which 
terminates the peninsula on which Om6ra is situ- 
ated; but at other times was compelled to confine 
my excursions to the sandy beaches on either side 
of the peninsula. 

When the shbm6l raged, and it generally did 
with extraordinary violence, I had no resource but 
to keep my tower and amuse myself as well as I 
could with my papers and the conversation of my 
friends. I carefully refrained, while at Ormiha, 
from exhibiting money, asserting, that I depended 
upon medicinal practice for the supply of my ne- 
cessities, although I took care to make more than 
an equivalent return f ir  any kindness shown to me, 
and to suffer no service to pass unrequited. I was 
enabled to acquit myself on these points, having 
in my possession a few knives, and a variety of 
trifles, which also were prized beyond money. The 
two governors were of the mrwWi tribe of Baloches, 
the most respectable of that community, and which 
in one of its bmnches, the Kambariiri, gives a khgn 
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to Kaliit. They were both natives of Kolwa, in 
the province of Jhow, to the west of =la; and 
although Fati K h h  stood in relation of son-in-law 
to Baloch K h b ,  there was ill-will between them, 
perhaps owing to the jealousy and rivalry of power. 
The fgmily of Baloch K h b  resided with him at 
O m &  and consisted of his wife, a respectable 
woman, two sons, and a daughter; the last, a per- 
sonable young maid, named Gab& was affianced to a 
young man at Passann& a neighbouring small port 
to the west. The family of Fati K h b  resided at 
his native place of Kolwa. It chanced one day, 
that intelligence arrived of a son being born to 
him, on which two or three old ship guns, lying 
in front of the gateway of the fort, were loaded. 
On the first discharge down tumbled the greater 
part of the gateway, and my old tower so tottered 
over my head that I leaped into the area without 
making use of the ladder. Seeing the disaster of 
the gateway, the other guns were dragged to a con- 
siderable distance, and then discharged. I was 
thinking in what manner I should depart from 
O m &  when Baloch K h h  informed me that he 
ww about to proceed to Jhow, and if I chose to 
accompany him, he would expedite me thence to 
E 1 a  in Laa. I had a wish to visit Jhow, having 
heard from my young friend, his son, that the ruins 
of an ancient city existed there, among which coins, 
&c. were found, also the remains of an extraor- 
dinary fortress. It occurred to me, as just. possible, 
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that they might indicate the site of the city founded 
by Alexander among the Oritae, and which he 
peopled with Arachosians. I expreesed to Baloch 
K h b  the satisfirction I should have to accompany 
him to Jhow, and requested him to hire a camel 
for me. 

When my intended departure became known, 
many inhabitants of the town conjured me not 
to trust myself in the power of Baloch K h h .  
Chiill also represented to me that I was about to 
take a fatal step; that he was convinced the 
intentions of Baloch K h h  were evil, particularly 
as the camel he pretended to have hired for me 
was. actually his own, and its conductor his slave. 
Finally, Fati Khan sent for me, and urged, that 
as I was especially his guest he felt himself respon- 
sible for my safety, and that he did not like the 
thought of my proceeding with Baloch K h b .  H e  
added, that if I would wait another month or two, 
he should be going to Jhow himself. I yielded to 
such representations, and the old sinner, Baloch 
KGn,-for his hairs were silvered by age,--depart- 
ed on his journey. When i t  was known that I re- 
mained, congratulations were made me by all, and 
it seemed universally agreed that I had escaped 
destruction. The sons of Baloch K h b ,  I had ob- 
served, were not SO pleased at  the idea of my ac- 
companying their party, as, from the friendly feelings 
subsisting between us, I might have expected ; and 
when I was apprised there was danger I construed 
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the reserve of the young men into a dislike that 
any evil should befall me, while their duty, and 
regard for their father, prevented them from inform- 
ing me that I had reasons to distrust. 

Some days after, a SGnmiM diinghi arrived from 
Maskiit, and I resolved to sail in her to her desti- 
nation. I accordingly took leave of Fati K h h  
and my Orm4i.a friends ; the former requested me 
to'oblige him with a lancet, which I gave him with 
pleasure. We  weighed anchor about nine in the 
forenoon, the sh6mA.I blowing strongly, but in our 
favour, and we had a brisk passage along the coast. 
By ten or eleven o'clock the next day we had neared 
the harbour of SGnmibii the entrance being - im- 
peded by sand-banks, over which is a constant 
surge. Our nhqiidbh had a little erred in his course, 
and brought his dfinghi directly upon the sand- 
banks ; he saw his danger, but crying " Takowal 
Khod$" (By the favour of God,) manfully dashed 
the vessel amid the surge. A momentrrry struggle 
followed, and the next moment we found ourselves 
floating in the calm waters of the harbour, the 
n&qGd&h elate, and congratulating himaelf on his 
successful experiment, for he said there was not a 
gaz (yard) of water on the bank. The passage had 
been as pleasant as quick, and was to me a gratuit- 
ous one, for being reputed a Gbib, I was held a 
privileged person, and was not so much as asked 
for a passage fee. I took up my abode at SGn- 
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mi&& at the house of JamP1, a companion in the 
dfinghi and as the tidings of the arrival of a 
Feringhi gbib  soon spread, I began rather vigor- 
ously to enter upon the practice of physic. I 
made some unexpected and extraordinary curea, 
for if I felt myself safe, and knew the disorder 
I had to treat, I did not neglect the opportunity 
to do good, and my fame so much increased that 
I was viaited by patients from the distant hills. I 
had a singular case from the hills, of a personable 
female, the wife of a wealthy LGmri, part of whose 
face had become white. The husband proffered two 
camels, if I could by my skill induce the return 
of the ori5nal tint. I remarked, that the lady 
would look better if she became white altogether. 
They both smiled, but were not to be persuaded 
that black was not a preferable hue. This case 
of course exceeded my ability. I removed from the 
house of Jamhl to a hired apartment in the bazar. 
The door was latticed, so that I lived rather in a 
cage than a house. I had made numerous acquaint- 
ance, and many of the HindGs were very obliging, 
particularly two, Ti& Ma1 and Kimji. I resided 
in perfect security and freedom. 

During my stay the reigning Jiim, or chief of 
Las, the province of which SGnmiM is the port, 
arrived, in charge of his mother, from the capital, 
BSla. I visited him, and found an intelligent child 
of six or seven years of age. As instructed, he 
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saluted me with a " KhGsh Amadid," or " You are 
come welcome," and I sent him a few pictures, which 
much pleased him. 
This accession of the court contributed to extend 

the circle of my acquaintance, and I found among 
the officers of the government many simple and 
rude, but yet good and worthy men. Arab Vakil, 
one of the principal men of the little state, was of 
this description, and J h  Din&, a relative of the 
J h ,  joined to his other good qualities considerable 
suavity of manners. 

Having one day taken the likeness of a young 
HindG, the son of my friend Ti& Mal, by the assis- 
tance of a camera lucida, the fact was Ieported to 
a lady, the dhai, or nurse of the young J h  ; and 
she could not rest until she had her likeness taken. 
How this was to be effected was a difficulty. It 
is not the custom for a lady of the standing of this 
fair dhai to admit a male stranger to her presence, 
and she, moreover, was held in singular repute for 
propriety and delicacy of conduct, upon which she 
much prided herself. It was farther, as I disco- 
vered, necessary, that I was to be fully impressed 
with the conviction of her purity of mind and ele- 
vated feelings, and in no wise to suspect that so 
common a failing as vanity made her desirous of 
seeing her fine features on paper. I readily pro- 
mised everything; and the ingenuity of a JGkia 
Mhza, a platonic admirer, as he represented him- 
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self, of the lady's beauty and accomplishments, and 
who officiated as the &remiss in this affair, brought 
about the desired end. She was to believe that 
she had weak eyes, and that they could be cured 
only by my placing the camera lucida at a certain 
distance from them, and I was to believe, that on 
consideration only of my being a tiibib the lady had 
been induced to infringe etiquette and admit a male 
to her presence. I was farther to believe, that she was 
not aware that her picture was to be taken, but that, 
as the JGkia had explained to her, by means of the 
camera lucida her sight was to be benefited. When 
all was arranged, and a convenient opportunity pre- 
sented, the J6kia introduced me to this lady; and 
I found a female of very respectable appearance, if 
not so .handsome as his flattering reports had led 
me to expect. She was very courteous and digni- 
fied, but, like myself, preserved her countenance 
with some trouble. She spoke fluently in Persian, 
and was, for such a country, a auperior woman. I 
contrived to get over the business tolerably well, 
and produced a picture, which I perfected at my 
lodging, and which, I was told by the JGkia, an- 
swered the purpose of pleasing her. I had to cor- 
rect a certain prominence in the naaal feature, 
which, however, was not owing to an error of myself 
or my lucida, for it existed in nature. 

The season of the year was not the most favour- 
able, yet did I not find the heat inconvenient at 
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SGnmiiid ; I was, nevertheless, somewhat suffering 
in health, and gradually weakened in strength, al- 
though without positive or definite ailment. 

I was, therefore, thinking of quitting SGnmiiini, 
and was about engaging rn armed party of LGmris, 
for the consideration of one hundred rupees, to 
escort me to Shikiirpbr. These men, while willing 
to have undertaken the task, frankly confessed that 
they were at enmi9 with eome of the tribes 
through whose limits they must pass; and that 
there was the possibility of collision. .They assured 
me, in such an event, I should be the last to suffer, 
which I could believe, and waa on the point of 
ratifying a bargain with them, and committing 
myself to chance, when some P a t h  merchants of 
Kalit arrived at S h m i K i  from Kar6hi. This 
was a fortunate occurrence, aa it gave me an oppor- 
tunity of visiting Kalkt, rnd I indulged the hope 
of renewing my health a d  strength in its fine 
climate, when I could proceed to Kbdahir, KAbal, 
or elsewhere, as occasion or inclination might 
prompt. 
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TRE mode in which my acquaintance commenced 
with the Patan merclaanta may illustrate the ease, 
as well as security, which, in most instances, ob- 
tains, of making. kquaintances, if liot friends, 
among& the trafficking classes of Afghh .  

I was sitting alone in my hired apartment in the 
hzw of Sbnm'ui when one of the merchants, a 
stout well-dressed person, came in front of my 
abode, evidently with the intent to address me, 
but after a short gaee, he turned about and went 
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his way. The fact was, I was sitting cross-legged 
on my chiihiirpiihi, or cot, and, according to the 
fashion here, without a shirt; and not being in 
the best humour with myself and the world, my 
appearance wm not very prepossessing. I guessed 
the cause of the merchant's abrupt departure ; and 
to be prepared, in case of another visit, clad myself 
in clean white linen, and, preparing coffee, seated 
myself a little more gracefully. The beverage I 
drank from a sparkling tumbler, in default of china, 
and before me I had two or three beoks. In a 
short time the P a t h  reappeared, probably without 
any notion of accosting me, whom he had rejected 
as beneath his notice, but chancing to direct a 
glance towards me, he seemed astonished at my 
metamorphosis; and before he could recover from 
his surprise, I addressed him with a courteous and 
sonorous S a l h  Alikam. He, of course, gave the 
responding salutation, Alikam Saliim, and advanced 
to me. I invited him to sit down, and a short 
conversation followed, in which I expressed my 
desire to leave SGnmihi, and he said, "Why not 
accompany me to Kalh ?" I asked when he would 
start, and he said, "This evening," and left- me: 
My resolution was instantly fixed, and I set about 
pakking my effects. Soon after, I was visited by 
four other Afghhs of the party, and they testified 
their pleasure that I was about 'to be their com- 
panion. I next went into the bazar, arranged some 
money matters, and hired a camel for two rupees,. 
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to carry me to Bela. I was anew seated in my 
apartment, when the merchant whom I had first 
seen again passed, and observing my effects ar- 
ranged for motion, asked me, "In God's name, are 
you going with me 1'' I replied, " In God's name, 
I am," when he took my hands, and placing them 
with his own upon his eyes, assured me that he 
would do my " kistmat " on the road, and would 
from KalAt provide me with trustworthy com- 
panions for KhdahAr, KAbal, or elsewhere, as I 
might think proper. 

The name of my new friend waa AbdGl Kalik, 
and he proved to be the principal person of the 
painty. Another native of KalGt, named Iddaitlila, 
also paid me a visit ; and I had never reason to 
change the favourable' opinions of his chaiacter I 
then formed. 

Towards evening, having 'been previously regaled 
with's parting feaat by my worthy HindG friend 
Ti% Mal, who had during my stay been invari- 
ably attentive, I mounted my camel and joined the 
Kalkt party, who occupied an' old d a r a d l a  neai 
the wells behind' the town. My other HindG 
friend, Kimji, accompanied me thither, and on the 
road inquired of'me whether he should speak in 
my'favour to the Patins. I said, I w& so sitisfied 
with them that it was unnecessary. On arrival 
the good man could not- r&tr;lin himself, and made 
a few remarks, which elicited a renewal of prb.: 
tedations of service and attention from AbdGl 
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KIlik and K a y 5  IddaitGla, the latter asserting 
that he never saw a W t i  but his heart rejoiced. 

The party which I had now joined wm composed 
of inhabitants of Kal& excepting one Y M ,  a 
native of K&ndah&. The first was Kaikdiid. He 
was portly and good-natured, and was temporarily 
mounted on a camel, a mare belonging to him 
being at Bkla, where it had been left for the sake 
of pasture. I afterwards found that he waa one 
of four brothers, who in partnership with a wealthy 
cousin, Faiz Ahmed, were engaged in trade, and 
that they had sar& at Kariichi and KAndahh. 

The next was Kalifg IddaitGla, a very respectable 
young man ; he was mounted on an excellent mG1, 
or running camel, which carried also his companion, 
IYlr Baksh, who was returning from a pilgrimage 
to Mecca. He had seen Bombay, and was full 
of the wonders there. Under the protection of 
Kalib IddaitGla was a young lad of Kalh, Nasi- 
Fblah, who had resided for some time a t  Kariichi. 

We  had also one Miihomed M k ,  who mde 
singly on a good mhi, and was a good young man ; 
he was apparelled rather coarsely on our journey, 
but I found, at Kaliit, that he had a handsome 
competence ; and expressing surprise at the ikvour- 
able change in his costume, was told that he had 
lately married. 

The above were all A f g h h  of the U b i  zai, or 
tribe, and with them I was in company, as was 
also YGsaf, the Afghh  of Khdahh .  This lat- 



ter person was corpulent and good-humoured, and 
seemed to act trs cook to the party. W e  ate in 
common, and considered oureelves especially com- 
panions. 

There was besides, one Faiz Miihomed, a respect- 
able merchant of KalAt, mounted on a good home, 
who had with him two or three servants, mounted 
on as many oamels. Attached to him was one 
Nawkb, who rode, or drove before him, an ass. Faie 
Miihomed waa of lonely habits, or being of another 
mi, did not mix much with the Biibis. He only 
kept as near to us during the journey as was requi- 
site for his safety. 

We  left SiinrniHi and, clearing the low sand- 
hills which encircle it, entered upon the level plain 
of Lss. It was overspread, more or less, with the 
magnificent diXdr, a large bush of dark green hue, 
called lClmi, and the gaz, or tamarisk-here a bush. 
After three or four coeses, the d6dk was replaced 
by the karit, or caper-tree, and still farther on the 
vegetation became more luxuriant as we n w e d  
Li& where we halted in a grove of mirndsaa, east of 
the village. 

W e  had marched ten oosses, or fifteen miles. In  
t h  dietance we found water only in one spot, a 
slough, and there unpalatable. Lihi is a small vil- 
lage, containing about twenty mud-houses, inhabited 
by Hindb, and eighty huts, the abodes of Miihome 
h. It has a. manufacture of salt. 

Beyond LiG the janpl  is formed of gae-bushes, 
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mixed with high grass. After three or four cosses 
it  diminishes, and the plain becomes speckled with 
the caper-tree. Parroquets, doves, mainas, and 
other birds, are seen. In two or three spaces we 
passed land which had been once cultivated, but at 
this time there were no crops, or indimtions of them. 
Occasionally a few LGmri huts occurred, and ex- 
cepting a few biibGrs, or mimosas, and mounds of 
earth in certain spots, which might denote the sites 
of former villages, there were no more positive 
proofs that the country had ever been better popu- 
lated. We  at length reached the Pbriili river, and 
crossed its scanty stream, flowing in a wide bed, con- 
fined by high banks, and halted under the shade of 
some large gaz-trees. This spot was called Piitti, 
and was considered ten cosses distant from Liii.15. 
About two miles to our right was the small town of 
Utal. 

Passing the jangal on the river bank, Utal be- 
came clearly discernible. A short course brought 
us again near the river to our left, but we did not 
cross it. The country bore the same features of 
level surface and jangal ; the latter perhaps a little 
more wooded. We  halted, finally, at Usmh  di 
Got, having marched fourteen cosses. Here were 
some sixty huts, of sorry appearance. 

The road to B6la led through a lane, formed either 
by p6rG trees naturally, or artificially of thorny 
bushes. Cultivation on either side of the road was 
pretty general, but the ground was now mostly fal- 
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low. A few fields of jbib and cotton only displayed 
productive vegetation. The jangal-trees were of 
finer growth, bespeaking an improved soil; and 
among them the pCrG predominated, and was con- 
spicuous from its dark and close verdure. A few 
huts are passed on the road, constructed of s t m  
and matting, in a conical form. About a mile from 
%la the jangal first permits a glimpse of it, which 
is rather attractive, the residence of the JBm tower- 
ing preeminently above the other houses of the 
town. The large dome of the Jiim's masjjit has also 
a fair appearance. The jangal again closes it from 
the view, until we reach the ancient course of the 
Pbrai, on the opposite bank of which it stands. 
From the near bank it has still an interesting aspect. 
We  crossed the deep and wide bed of the old 
stream, which is now the seat of much cultivation, 
and took up our quarters in a masjit on its bank, 
and west of the town, which it overlooked, being 
built on a mound. The residence of the Jhm is of 
mud, and surrounded , by lofty castellated walls, 
flanked with circular towers at the angles. The . 
houses of the town are also of mud, and have but 
the ground-floor. They are all provided with chim- 
neys for the admission of sir, as is usual in the 
pakka villages of Las, also at Kargchi in Sind. 
These convenient appendages face the south, and 
are either the rude originals or awkward imitations 
of the more elegant structures, called Mdgh'lr (wind- 



gatherers), at Bandar Abbiis, Bhshir, Shirdj, and 
other towns in Persia. 

BELA, CAPITAL OF LAB. 

%la -contains about three hundred houses, one- 
third occupied by HindGs. Supplies of common 
necessaries are procurable, but articles of luxury are 
scarce, and consequently high-priced. There are in 
its vicinity some old Miihomedan sepulchres. One, 
west of the town, covers the remains of MGsa 

. Nai&ni, and has a handsome cupola. The town de- 
rives its water from wells, some on a level with it, 
and others in the old bed of the P6r6G, where are 
fields of vegetablea and tobacco, with a large cultiva- 
tion of rice. To the west of the town we a few 
date-trees, bearing indifferent fruit, but producing an 
excellent e W  in the scenery of the plsce. The 
Piirslli flows a little to the west of BCla, and its 
waters are seen from it. About a mile north of the 
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town is the garden of the Jim, stacked, princi- 
pally, with mango, plantain, orange, citron, and olive 
trees. 

From BCla the party proceeded in advance about 
a coss, for the convenience of forage ; Khlikdid, M& 
homed Rafik, and myself, who stayed behind, were 
to join the following day. It was on my account 
this separation took place, the ame l  hired to carry 
me to Khozdlir not being forthcoming, aa promised. 
KAlikdiid, who took great interest in my affairs, 
particularly, as he often said, from the prompt and 
unhesitating manner in which I had placed myself 
under his protection, would not listen to my being 
disappointed in my journey to KalAt, although I 
protested against his incurring any inconvenience. 
Three days passed, and the fellow who had engaged 
hiscamel, and received a portion of the pre, did not 
appear. It so happened, we could not procure 
another. The journey from BCla to Khozdh is 
dangerous, and no one without connexiom, or per- 
sonal acquaintance with the hill tribes, will under- 
take it. KiXkdid was in considerable anxiety lest 
his companions, from their limited stock of provi- 
sions, should have been forced to proceed ; still he 
could not think of abandoning me, alleging, that 
the paasage through the hills might be difficult to 
me, unless in good and responsible company. 

At length the man brought his camel. We  
secured the animal, and its owner on some pretence 
returned to his village, vowing to be ready to start 
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with us in the evening. He was not punctual. 
In  possession of the camel, we left BGla ; I seated 
thereon, while Kiilikdiid had his mare, and Miihomed 
Rafik, p tempore, wm on foot. I was but indif- 
ferently accommodated on my new beast, his sad- 
dle being an awkward one, and had not proceeded 
very far ere, twisting round, it precipitated myself 
and luggage to the ground. KUikdLd, as soon as 
laughter at my comical situation had ceased, said 
it  would be really better that he should return to 
the town, and purchase a camel, for which we bad 
before been in treaty. The chance was, that on the 
hired beast I should daily be served in the same 
manner, while, being a b b d k  (camel of burthen), 
it was doubtful whether it  would keep pace with 
the rest of the party, it being intended to gain 
Kaliit by long and hasty marches. I assented, and 
the good-natured merchant trudged back on foot, 
giving me his mare, while Miihomed Rafik ar- 
ranged himself on the camel. We two went on 
for Walipat, about three covses distant, where we 
hoped, but hardly expected, to find our companions. 
Kiilikdiid, with his purchase, was to join us in all 
speed. About a mile from B6la we passed a small 
village of a few mud-huts to our right, and at length, 
it being fairly night, crossing the dry bed of a mourn- 
tain-torrent, halted on its opposite bank. Mihomed 
Rafik took cognizance of the mare, and, with the 
camel's rope fastened to my arm, I wrapped myself 
up in my Arab cloak and went to sleep. During 
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the night we were awakened by shouts, which 
proved to be from KUikdid, who was hailing us. 
W e  returned them, and he joined us with an excel- 
lent m&i, accompanied by the vender, a young 
aaiyad of B6la The latter received the price of 
his camel, sixty rupees, and left us. At  daybreak 
we repaired to some houses adjacent, where KA- 
likdgd was courteously received, but we learned 
with regret that our party had proceeded on their 
journey. Walipat, with the cultivated land mound 
it, was the property of J h  Dink, before noticed 
as a relation of the Jain of Las. He +as absent, 
but being a friend of Kaikdiid, his orders had an- 
ticipated our arrival, and we were plentifully re- 
galed. Here were a few mango-trees, also mimosas, 
and two or three pipals, here called doghGri. There 
was a good cultivation of rice, the land being water- 
ed by a canal derived from the PGriilii which was 
sufficiently copious and powerful to turn a flour- 
mill. 

In  the afternoon we left- Walipat, Kaikdbd on 
his mare, and I and Miihomed Rafik on my recent 
purchme; the hired camel being left with J6m 
Diniir's people until reclaimed by its owner. W e  
soon approached the low hills in front, under which 
were a few huts, and a little cultivation. Hence we 
traced for some distance the bed of the PGriili, 
overspread with the trunks and branches of trees, 
victims of its fury when swollen by rains. In many 
parts were clumps of living tamarisk-trees and 
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bushes, forming islands when the stream is full. 
At this season i t  was trifling, not exceeding twelve 
to fifteen yards in breadth, and not above kneedeep. 
Leaving the river, the road led for some distance 
through a place of burial, remarkable for its extent 
and the multitude of its graves; these were con- 
structed in all forms, square, circular, and oblong. 
Their limits were defined by fragments of grey lime- 
stone, while the interior surfaces were laid out irk 
divers patterns, composed of the small black and 
white pebbles found in the bed of the Ptir5.li. 
These are not recent monuments, but from the fre- 
quent admixture among them of spots described by 
larger stones, and clearly intended for masjits, they 
are of Miihomedan origin; and to account for the 
great number of graves, we may suppose some seri- 
ous conflict has taken place here. 

Beyond this silent city of the dead, we entered 
the jumble of low earthy hills, bounding to the 
north the plain of L w  and through which the 
PGrdili works its destructive course. Towering 
over them, on either side, were superior ranges. 
The one to the east, some six or seven miles 
distant, forms the boundary between Sind and 
Balochisth. In front we had two detached emi- 
nences of singular appearance, one having a per- 
pendicular fissure breaking from its perfectly square 
summit, and the other closely resembling a tower. 
On approaching them they proved masses of earth 
in the bed of the stream. This we again follow- 
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ed, repeatedly crossing the river in its devious 
windings. The crumbling hills displayed many 
h taa t ic  shapes, but the scenery afforded by the 
spacious bed of the river, its small islets, and its 
banks, shaded by thick tamarisk bushes, if inte- 
resting, wm not particularly imprewive. Finally, 
we bade adieu to the PGrtili, and entered the 
hills on our left by the defile of Koharn 
Wat. This was a strong position. Marching the 
greater part of the night, we halted in a dara, 
or spacious water-course, called BohCr. Resuming 
our journey at daylight, we proceeded up the 
same water-course for a long distance. We passed 
in it  a spot called Ping, where were a few b6r- 
trees and abundance of spring-water ; here we 
saw parroquets, and the variety of kingfisher call- 
ed mitb The dara closing, we crossed a low 
hill, into another, up which we proceeded until 
the sun waa very high, when filling our massaks, 
or skins, with water, which was plentiful and of 
excellent quality, we stole from the road, and rested 
in a retired spot during the heat of the day, 
and prepared our food. Our retreat was among 
large quantities of the fish-plant, a variety of 
aloe; and, for the first time, I saw the flowers of 
the plant. Snugly as we were secreted, some 
camels straying by us, reminded us that we had 
neighbours, but we did not see them. The trees 
prevalent among the hills were, the tamarisk, pErG, 
dCd&, nim, the black and white biibGr, and other 
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mimosas, with the useful Plsh. The kGnatti, or 
palmwhristi, also sometimes fringed the rivulets. 
W e  occasionally started a wild hog ; and partridges, 
or tittars, abounded. During our progresa this day 
we met a man walking without shoes, who, I was 
told, was Samshir K h h ,  son of A h  K h b ,  a 
chief of the hill tribes, and one who could assem- 
ble a large force. He was acquainted with K&- 
likdgd, and joked with him on meeting him in 
so convenient a place. We  afterwards fell in 
with two small parties of Baloches, armed and 
mounted on miiris. Nothing occurred beyond the 
usual routine of salutations and inquiries. K t  
likdiid always prefaced his intercourse with these 
people by holding up his hands, and repeating 
fatiah. In these rencountera we could learn no- 
thing of our frienh. 

In the forenoon we again started ; and leaving 
the dara, passed through a remarkably narrow 
defile, not that the enclosing hills were high, but 
that the road was so contracted. Clearing it, to 
our great satisfaction we joined our party, who 
had on our account travelled slowly. W e  halted 
awhile, rice being prepared for us. I was civilly 
received by all, although the delay in the journey 
might have been imputed to me ; and my purchase 
of the ame l  was applauded. 

W e  left this spot, called Khhaji, and marched 
the whole night. This was the most troublesome 
part of our journey hitherto. We  passed a suc- 
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cession o f  aacents and descents, and on one'occa- 
sion we were compelled to dismount. The night, 
however, did not permit us to select our road, 
and occasionally we may have deviated from it. 
For a considerable p& of the march we did not 
meet with water on the road: the first we reach- 
ed ww the river Orniitch, running at the foot 
of hills of some elevation, which separate the 
Minghal . and BiiGnjG tribes. The Orxiiitch, with 
little breadth, haa a fair volume of water, and a 
rapid course. We  passed nothing in the shape 
of a habitation; but on one occasion the bark- 
ing of a dog induced our party to keep silence. 
At daybreak we halted at a spot called TGrk& 
bGr. Here we had a small stream flowing in a 
deep and spacious bed to our right, an arm from 
which ran in front of us. To our left waa a broken 
plain, but we were on all sides surrounded by 
hills, some of them of magnitude. These hills, 
and generally the hills between Las and the Ka- 
l i t  territory, are of limestone formation. Trees 
were not very plentiful, yet one or two accessions 
marked our progress northward. To the tama- 
risk, the biibiir, b6r, and fish, were joined hish- 
warg, a plant prized by the Baloches for its me- 
dicinal qualities, and gishtar, a favourite food 
of camels. In the beds of the torrents and 
water-courses, if water be not actually visible, it  
may be readily procured by making small cavi- 
ties or pitp, when the latent fluid oozes forth, and 
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fills them, while, undergoing at the same time the . 
process of filtration, it is beautifully clear. 

At  TGrkiibGr we were visited, at various times, 
by a few individuals, all of them M'hghals. They 
were not numerous enough to make exactions, 
under pretence of duty, or sang, as they term 
it, and therefore were contented with small pre- 
sents of tobacco, and other trifles, which K d  
likdiid and others thought fit to make. In re- 
turn, they entertained us with the melodies of 
their pipes of reed, with which all were provided. 
A party passed us, dragging after them a sheep, 
which it seemed was destined to be a kdriit, or 
offering at some shrine, to which they were con- 
veying it. 

Towards evening much rain fell, and, being un- 
provided against such an accident, we were mise- 
rably drenched : thunder and lightning accom- 
panied it. The streams beneath us were promptly 
augmented; their torrents rolled with impetuous 
rapidity. On the cessation of the storm the body 
of water also decreased, but, by filling the hollows 
in the bed, our progress became somewhat embar- 
rassed in our next march, which, for some distance, 
led up it. 

W e  kindled fires, and dried our apparel, &c. 
as well as we could, when, night drawing nigh, 
we put ourselves in motion. Tracing the bed of 
the torrent, we at length left it, and commenced 
the ascent of a kotal, or pass, called B&&n Lak. 
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Surmounting it, we came upon an excellent road 
in a fine level valley, four or five miles in breadth, 
parallel ranges of low hills enclosing it ; its length 
was more considerable. W e  perceived no habita- 
tions ; but the soil was dotted by small trees, the 
olive, biibGr, and perpGk, the latter rich in its 
lovely orange blossoms. Occasionally, we passed 
large burial places, with masjits amongst them, 
defined by stones, as we had formerly seen ; and 
hinting that these sequestered seats had been, at 
times, disturbed by the din of war, and defiled 
by the slaughter of contending hosts. The sun 
was above the horizon ere we had reached the end 
of the valley, where low eminences, abounding . 
with the fish-plant, sepahte it from the plain of 
Wad. We soon traversed these, and passing, first 
a detached rock, and then a small rivulet, ar- 
rived at the dry bed of a water-course, on whose 
farther bank stands the town, if it  must be so 
called, of Wad. This we gained, and took up our 
quarters in some unoccupied tenements. 

We  halted at Wad ; and-as we had now cleared 
the Minghal hills, and had arrived at a place where, 
if the K h h  of Kalh's authority is not much re- 
spected, the chances of danger on the road had 
much abated, and the road onward to Kaliit is 
considered comparatively saf-my companions, to 
testify their gratitude, killed a sheep by way of 
kairiit, or offering, and consumed it themselves. 
Wad is a small town, comprising two parcels of 
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mud-houses, distant about one hundred yards from 
each other. The western portion contains about 
forty houses, principally inhabited by Hind6 traders ; 
the eastern portion contains some twenty-five or 
thirty houses, tenanted by Mghomedans. Among 
these are the residences of the s i rdh ,  or chiefs, 
of the great Minghal tribe, I& K h b  and Wali 
Mlihomed K h h  ; for the town, such as it is, is 
the capital of one of the most numerous tribes of 
BalochistPn. The house of Is& K h h  is distin- 
guished from the others by a single tree within the 
walls, and none of the houses have a second story. 

From north to south, the plain of Wad has an 
extent of five to six miles; from east to west it 
is more considerable; indeed, to the west the 
country is open, and no hills are visible. Conti- 
guous to the town were no signs of cultivation ; 
but under the hills, to the east, much wheat and 
j G k  are grown. About fifteen miles west, a little 
south of Wad, is N31, the little capital of the 
BkGnjG tribe, and generally, as at this time, at 
enmity with the Minghals. The former had now 
for allies two other tribes, the SamalWm and the 
Mha~lanb. N31 is said to resemble Wad in 
size, but has a castle, or defensive structure ; and 
by the B'uGnjGs themselves is reputed a site of 
great antiquity. I t  is probable that, being seated 
more immediately than Wad on the skirt of the 
plateau gained by the passage of the &h Lak 
range, the high road from the coast to Khozdrir 
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and Kalkt anciently led by it. That it should be 
disused now, is explained by the bad reputation 
of the BhGnjGg who, in ferocity and proneness 
to rapine, are said to exceed the Minghals; and 
they are, if possible, less under the control of the 
government of Kalh. 
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RESUMING our journey from Wad, we passed 
a garden belonging to IsA K h h ,  well stocked with 
apricot-trees, and watered by a fine canal. Beyond 
it we crossed the wide bed of a mountain stream, 
but dry, and a little after entered a dara, or valley, 
called Samln. To our left the rocks were of a 
dark reddish brown hue, those to the right were 
agreeably tinged with light pink and purple shades, 
as they reflected the rays of the setting-sun. We 
marched the entire night, crossing at intervals the 
beds of many torrents and rivulets : in some of them 
water was found in cavities, and in two or three 
were continued streams. SamAn dara was of great 
length, and widened towards its northern extremity. 



Here the soil had obviowly been cultivated, but 
no huts were seen. A spot occurred, called M i b  
Dara, a usual halting-place for kiiilas. Where 
the dam closed, low hills commenced, when the 
morn overtook us, and most of our party were so 
exhausted, that they halted, but KUkd6d, MA- 
homed Rafik, Ybsaf, and myself, pushed on, and 
from a high table space we at length descried the 
plain of Khozdh. About us were small patches 
of cultivation ; and still proceeding, we neared the 
town, which, &r the dreary country we had twl 
versed, in despite of its actual insignificance, was 
sufficiently attractive. 

Its environs were embellished with date-trees, 
and adjmnt to it were two or three gardens. The 
greatest extent of the plain was from north to 
south. It had much cultivated land, -and a verdant 
cbaman, or pasture, through which meandered the 
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slender rivulets, supplied from many springs. Over 
the surface, besides the town and ruined fort, seated 
on and about a small mound, were sprinkled several 
hamlets, of two and three houses each, water-mills, 
groves of mulberry-trees, with the bGnghb, or 
matted huts, of the pastoral Baloch families. Such 
features, with the grazing flocks of sheep and goats, 
and herds of camels, formed the scenery of the plain 
of Khozd6r; but it derived its chief interest at the 
time of the morning I first gazed upon it from 
being under the shadow of the very high hills of 
abrupt and singular outlines, which bound it to the 
east and south-east, and which effectually exclude 
the sun's rays from it, while the rest of the country 
around is illumined by them. It was not less in- 
teresting to view the gradual diminution of the 
shade thrown over the valley from the hills, and 
to observe the contrast of its gloomy and sunny 
parts. Descending into the plain, we crossed the 
dry bed of a nalla, or r6d-khha, whose waters, when 
filled by rains, flow into the Hab river, and halt 
under some trees a little east of the town. 

Our friends joined late next day, and complained 
of the long march we had made from Wad. The 
town contained about sixty houses, among them 
only three inhabited by Hind6 traders. Formerly, 
as many as thirty dwelt here, when the place was 
esteemed flourishing. There is a small artificial 
tappa, or mound, on which are the ruinous walls. 
of a modern structure. Its gardens yield grapea, 
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apricotq melons, mulberries, and pomegranates ; the 
latter are said to be good. Of vegetables there are, 
m6ti kolfah, bkd-rang, and Kdinjh.  Wheat is 
raised in large quantities, and is exported, procuring 
a good price, from its superior quality. The ri- 
vulets are fringed with mint, star-flowers, and two 
or three varieties of iris. In the hills near Khozdiir 
lead is found, which, being easy of fusion, is smelted 
by the BraGi tribes to make bullets, but no ad- 
vantage beyond this is taken or derived from the 
presence of the metal. Antimony is also said to 
occur. 

West by a little north of Khozdiir, and distant 
about ten miles, is the small town of Khappar, 
capital of the district inhabited by the Kaidriini 
tribe. About fifteen miles north-east is the small 
town of Zidi, held by the Siiholi tribe. The site 
of Khozdk would seem to be an eligible one, as to 
it converge many roads ; and with its facilities of 
communications with the neighbouring regions, it 
is difficult to account for its complete desertion. 
Besides the roads which lead to i t  from the coast, 
the western provinces, and Kalh, one exists from 
Gandiiva ; another leads from JGi in Sind. 

Khozdiir, figuring in Persian romances, and having 
been formerly, beyond doubt, a place of note, I cast 
my eye over the plain to ascertain if there was any 
object which might be referrible to a remote epoch. 
My attention was directed to a considerable tappa, 
or mound, north of the town, and towards i t  I bent 
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my steps. On the way, I found the soil strewed 
with hgments of burnt brick and pottery over a 
very large space ; indeed I could not define its full 
extent. I strolled for some time over it, in the 
hope of picking up a relique, perhaps a coin. In 
this I was disappointed, but met with numerous 
lumps of slag iron, and fragments of dark-coloured 
glass, or some other vitrified substance. The tappa 
itself had the remains of mud-walls, comparatively 
modern, on its crest, and at its base were sprinkled 
a few mulberry-trees. 

In the evening rain fell in torrents. The rGd 
k h h a  was inetantly filled by a stream, of surpassing 
violence and rapidity, which diminished and disap- 
peared as speedily. In the morning its bed was 
again dry. 

From Khozdh we followed the bank of the rtid 
khha. The soil in this direction was alike strewed 
with fragments of burnt brick and pottery. We 
reached a rude obelisk of mud, twenty to twenty- 
five feet in height ; the base of cemented stonee. 
This might be a boundary mark, or probably a 
sepulchral monument, the form being observable 
in some burial places near KalBt. It stands on 
the edge of the rGd khha, into which, at this point, 
the road leads. In front was an old building, which, 
on reaching, I aonjectured to have been a mttsjit, 
and it stands in an old place of burial. I t  is the only 
erection in the plain of Khozdh built of kiln-burnt 
bricks. Beyond it we crossed a fine cbishma, inter- 



secting our road. The course from Khozdk to 
BBghwAn lies through a spacious dara, not of uni- 
form level surfiwe, but of undulating character. 
On entering the plain of Baghwb we passed 
among its several small villages, mingled with which 
are the ruins of an old fort, of substantial construction, 
with some ziiirats, and tombs of singular appearance. 
W e  halted at the northern extremity of the plain, 
near a mill-stream. BAghwh has a cluster of small 
villages, interspersed with gardens and trees. The 
fruits are figs, apricots, grapes, pomegranates, apples, 
plums, and melons. There is a cultivation of the 
grasses, and an extensive one of wheat. On enterc 
ing the plain we were delighted with the fragranoe 
of the plant (now first occurring) called terk, in 
Pashto, and bGnti in KGr Ggi so general over the 
regions of Khorash and Afghhistan. BAghwb is 
enjoyed by four brothers, of the E l t h  Zai branch of 
the KambarWi tribe, the principal of whom are 
KamQ K h b ,  and Chapar K h h .  They are related 
to the khib of Kalh. About five miles west of 
a g h w h  a line of trees mdm the hills denoted 
the locality of Sheher wr, a small village, where 
the khAn of Kalkt resides when he visits this part 
of the country. 

W e  halted at Bhghwih during the heat of the 
day, and at evening resumed our journey, entering low 
hills, which are here considered the limits between 
HindGsth and Khorssib. The climate and vege- 
table productions of BAghwAn, indeed, assimilate to 
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those of the latter region ; and during this night's 
march we experienced a sensible depression of tem- 
perature. I had no means of verifying the latitude 
of Biighwh, or of any other place, which I re- 
gretted, as precisely the same change in climate and 
productions distinguished it  as marks so strongly Gan- 
damak and Jigdillak on the road between Peshiiwer 
and Kfibal, and both are the limits of the fragrant 
terk. Our journey was over a bleak sterile country, 
intersected by ravines and water-courses. Patches 
of cultivated land now and then were met with, and 
we crossed an occasional chishma By daybreak 
we had reached the level valley of L&oriAn, where 
were some curious remains of walls, parapets, and 
bands, constructed with care, of stones, which ap- 
peared to have been fashioned. My opportunity for 
observation was too slight to enable me to form any 
decided opinion as to the object of these works of 
labour, but it was apparent they were vestiges of 
other days. On leaving the plain of L&ori&n, 
which is considerably elevated, a short defile con- 
nects it with the more extensive plain of Anj'h. 
Over this defile nature had interposed in part a 
.wall of rock, and the deficiency has been supplied 
by works of similar materials and workmanship. 
The dreary plain of Anj'h has at the skirts of the 
bills surrounding it near Lakorih the same kind of 
walls, parapets, &c. !L'radition has no surmise to 
offer concerning these memorials of the past. The 
patives call them G6har Baata, or the works of in- 



fidels. I have since learned that analogous struc- 
tures are found in the dara of the Miilloh river, 
along .the line of road from Sohriib. to PanjghGr, 
and in the vicinity of Kalkt, particularly in the 
daras of Kirta and of Rodbib-, between Kalh  and 
Kirta. The plain of Anjha has a descent from 
Liikorih. W e  halted at  a chishma, where waa a 
little ploughed land, but over the plain was neither 
village nor hut. 
- 

Having reposed and refreshed ourselves at Anjira, 
we started in the afternoon for Sohriib. W e  crossed 
the dry bed of a water-course, in which were nume- 
rous bushes of the gandGri, or oleander, now charged 
with their splendid tufts of red blossoms. These 
plants, I remembered, embellish the rivulets of the 
.hills between Khist and Kamarej in Persia. Their 
leaves are said to be poisonous to cattle, and the 
Br6hGis have a saying, "Am chi t a en  ka jor," or,As 
.bitter aa jor, the latter word being their name for it. 
The road to Sohriib was pretty good ; to our right, 
or north, we had the range Koh Miidin, extending 
from Anjira. On reaching Sohriib we saw, some 
distance to the west, a line of trees, the site of the 
village of Nigghib-, by which leads the road to 
PanjghGr and Kej. Passing the village ,of Dan, 
amid some well-cultivated land, and with a good 
canal of irrigation, we struck off the road for the 
village of Sohriib, where we halted. Faiz M6horned 
and his party proceeded a little farther on to Rodani, 
a small village embosomed in mulberry-groves. At  
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Sohrhb were two or three Hindti residents, but they 
are not to be found at any other of the six or seven 
villages clustered in this plain. The night air here 
was very cold, as was the water. 

From Sohrgb the ascending and spacious valley 
was bounded on either side by parallel ranges of hills. 
Those to the east, of sharp and fantastic outlines, but 
of moderate height ; those to the west, of more 
elevation, and a continuation of K6h Mkb. Under 
them we first observed the little village of Hajika, 
and beyond it that of Dilwar-sheher. Still farther, 
some red hills at their base, were pointed out as the 
site of the village of Kisandhn, where parties from 
KalAt are wont to repair to enjoy the pastime of the 
chase. In our progress we had crossed the dry bed 
of a rGd khlna, which afterwards attended us on our 
right hand. W e  passed some rocky elevations imme- 
diately left of the road, called SGrma Sing, where, it 
is said, after rain antimony may be collected - 
whence their name. The rocks have, in truth, a 
dark blue, or purplish hue. Beyond, at a spot called 
Damb, where water is found in a hole, or well, in the 
bed of the rfid khhna, we rested awhile ; after which 
we continued our course to Rodinjoh, a village of 
twenty-five houses; and here we halted for the 
night. 

A t  this place were two or three neglected gar- 
dens, as many sanjit and willow trees on the bor- 
ders of a canal of irrigation, and a little cultivated 
land. On the plain west of the village was a tappa, 
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on the summit of which were a few ruins of lnud 
walls, and again, under the nearer hills east of it, 
were vestiges, as asserted, of a city, by tradition 
fhmous, called Sheher KGki. On the same autho- 
rity, it was destroyed by Jinghiz Khan, who has, a 

also, the credit of having dammed up a variety of 
springs, from which water, it is believed, once issued 
and fertilized the plain. Certain it is, that both 
here and at KalAt the springs have the appearance 
of having been wilfully closed. As the next march 
would conduct us to the capital, and my companions 
to their friends and fhmilies, recourse was had to the 
assistance of the toilette. Razors were put in re- 
quisition, heads were duly shaved, and beards and 
mustachios appropriately trimmed, while linen, which 
had been unchanged during the journey, was re- 
placed by cleanly supplies in store. Kaikdiid alone 
made no change in his apparel or appearance, and 
entered KalAt the following day as dirty and 
good-natured as he had been throughout thq 
journey. 

Our course to KalAt led through a wide, even 
dara. The hills to the west, called K&lagh$n ; those 
to the w t ,  Koh Kiiki and Saiyad Ali ; the latter 
being succeeded near Kal&t by K6h Zok. The 
dara itself is named RGgh, and produces some wheat 
in rainy seasons. About midway low eminences 
close the dara, and among them is a spot called 
Takht Bbdshiih, or the King's Throne. Approach- 
ing KalAt, we were met by AbdGl Wiihad, a brother 
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of KLlikdiid, and afterwards by several other persons, 
who came to welcome their relatives and friends, 
notice of their arrival having been given by Faiz 
Mfiomed, who had pushed on before us from 
Rodinjoh. Nearing a hill, called Koh Mirdb, to 
the west, Koh Z o h  being immediately to the east, 
we had the first view of the gardens of KalAt, and 
after rounding Koh MirdAn we had a fine view 
of the town, which, with its lofty Miri, or fortified 
palace, had a striking appearance; nor did the eye 
less delighted dwell upon the verdure of the gardens 
which studded the plain. The expanse of plain and 
hills in front, over which the peak of Chehel Tan 
was distinctly visible, suggested many ideas of novel 
scenes and future gratification. These contributed 
to increase the satisfaction with which I first viewed 
Kalkt. We  moved on to the house of Kklikdfid, 
a little south of the town, in the suburb occupied 
by the Biibi Afghbn tribe. His first care was to 
provide me with a distinct and comfortable lodging. 

On arrival at KalLt one of my first visitors was 
Faiz Ahmed, the most wealthy and respectable of 
the Bfibi merchants, and cousin of Kaikdiid. He 
highly approved of the latter's attentions to me dur- 
ing the journey. Kilikd6d was one of four brothers ; 
HAji AbdGlah being the eldest, after whom was my 
friend; to him succeeded AbdGl Hab and AbdGl 
WAhad. The four were in a kind of commercial 
partnership, to which was joined Faiz Ahmed ; and 
so intimate was the union of these five persons that 
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they had a common table. I had now become their 
mutual guest. Faiz Ahmed was held in universal 
respect, and deserved to be. He had conceived 
the notion that I was an agent of the British 
government, and although he did not press his ideas 
upon me, after I had told him they were incorrect, 
he would frequently seek to entrap me, sometimes 
offering large sums of money, taking in return 
drafts on Bombay ; and at others, urging me to 
accept a valursble horse, which, he observed, might 
answer my purpose as a present to the htikam, or 
governor of Bombay. Faiz Ahmed was well thought 
of by the Khtln of KalQt, who had more than once 
the wish to have deputed him on a mission to 
Bombay. The honour was declined, principally be- 
cause the merchant had a dread of the sea, which 
he had determined only to encounter when his 
religious duty should lead him across it, in pil- 
grimage to Mecca. To give an idea of his poli- 
tioal tmt  I may note, his once asking me, in talk- 
ing of the party proceeding to Lahore via" Sind, 
(which I afterwards learned to be that of Captain 
Burnes,) whether the doctor attached was not sent 
to examine Ranjit Singh's pulse, and to ascertain 
the length of his life. 

Hkji AbdGlah, the elder brother of KAlikdiid, was 
a singular character ; a fanatic, little short of a 
madman. He pretended to a dash of bGzGrghi, 
or inspiration, and acted at times very tyrannically, 
setting on fire the huts of HindG fgquirs, and pro- 
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scribing the use of tobacco. He was wont to ride 
on a white ass, which he had hken to Mecca with 
him. A present of coffee I made him much pleased 
him, ~ E I  its decoctions, by dispelling sleep, enabled 
him to sit up the greater part of the night and 
read the Korh .  The H&ji was, from eccentricity, 
accustomed to clad himself strangely, and was sakht, 
or stingy, to a degree. KAlikdgd, as will have 
been already known, was a portly, good-humoured 
personage, who seemed to have no desires beyond 
sustaining his corpulence, passing quietly through 
life, and making one rupee two in the ordinary 
routine of commerce. AbdGl Hab was a very sober, 
staid, and good person. He was better educated 
than his brothers, and was the learned clerk of 
the family. He sometimes journeyed to Sind and 
Kilndahiir, on the commercial business of the firm. 

AbdGl Whhad, the younger of the brothers, 
although receiving a small share in the profits 
of the trade, concerned himself in no mode with 
it. He  led what may be called the life of a gentle- 
man; that is, was always idle. He soon attached 
himself to me, and having nothing better to do, 
generally spent the greater part of his time in my 
company. With Liitif, a younger brother to Faiz 
Ahmed, he became the most constant of my co- 
panions. 

On reaching Kal&t, its chief, Mehrab K h h ,  was 
said to be at Gand4v6, in Kachi, but a day or two 
after we learned that he had arrived at Sohrgb, 
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where he intended to assemble an army, either to 
be prepared against any movement of the S i r d h  
of Khdahai. upon the northern province of J h d a  
w h ,  or to reduce the rebellious tribes to the west, 
and to put the province of Kej in order. The city 
was in charge of the kh$n's young brother, Mir 
Azem K h b ,  but the actual authority was vested 
in the Dkogah GG1 Maomed, a man much re- 
spected. My appearance was reported to the Dii- 
rogah, and it was suggested that I was a jLGs, or 
spy. He replied, it was very probable, but my 
object could not be with his country of hills and 
rocks. I soon found that I was likely to be detained 
for some time at Kalh, waiting for companions 
to prosecute my journey northward. I could have 
passed my time very agreeably in a place so quiet, 
and where the inhabitants of a11 classes were so 
civil and obliging, had my health not, unhappily, 
failed me. Its bad state prevented me from making 
many excursions I had contemplated, and I was com- 
pelled to limit my endeavours to ascertaining facts, 
and collecting information, illustrative of the por- 
tion of country into which my fortune, or, to use a 
MBhomedan term, my nasib, had led me. 

I t  chanced that GG1 Maomed, a respectable 
native of KhAnak, a village at the foot of Chehel 
Tan, who had been for some time a guest of Faiz 
Ahmed at KalAt, was about to return to his home. 
I conceived the desire to accompany him, as well 
anxious, if possible, to reach the summit of Chehel 
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Tan, whose taper peak continually tantalized my 
sight whenever I moved abroad, as hopeful to be- 
nefit my health by change of air and exercise. I 
mentioned my wishes to Faiz Ahmed, who approved 
of the trip, recommended me to the attentions of 
G61 Miihomed, and charged him to conduct me 
to the home of Shiidi K h h  at MastGng. 
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IN company with GG1 Miihomed, I departed by 
daybreak, having taken t,emporary leave of my 
KalAt friends the preceding evening. Skirting the 
walls of the town at a little distance, we passed the 
tomb of the son of the Vakil Pati Mzihomed, slain 
by his relative, Khodibaksh, the former sirdk of 
JhblawAn. I t  is one of the usual octangular monu- 
ments surmounted with a cupola, and although 
constructed but fifteen or sixteen years since, and 
still one of the most conspicuous objects of the 
kind near Kalkt, it is, from the perishable nature of 
its materials, and from the little skill of its archi- 
tects, fast falling into decay. About a mile beyond 
it, we had to our left, under a detached hill, the z ' b t  
and gardens of Bib& Wali. Here is a fine spring 
of water, and holiday parties from the town fie- 
quently visit the spot, particularly the HindGs. In 
a line with Bbb6 Wali to our right, was the vil- 
lage of KBhing, consisting of dispersed groups of 
agriculturalists' houses, with three or four adjacent 
gardens. Our road neared the northern extremity 
of the hill of BBb6 Wali, under which is a water- 
course, which we traversed until we came upon the 
villages of Malgozk and Malarki, the road leading 
be tween them. They comprised respectively nu- 
merous scattered houses, a large proportion of which 
were in ruins, and had many small gardens, with an 
extensive cultivation of gill, gillarchi aspfist, and 
tobacco. The plain was open and well irrigated. 
Passing the last habitation of Malgozib, prettily 
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situated in its garden around a huge mass of rock, 
we had a range of low hills immediately to our 
right. The plain ascended, and was covered with the 
usual wild and flagrant plants of the country. About 
three cosses from Kalht we came in line with the 
village of ZiArat, seated under low hills, to our left, 
about a mile distant, A coss farther, brought us 

. on a line with Gariik, also to our left and on the 
opposite face of the hills, but visible through an 
aperture in them. The rivulet of Ghiddarb issued 
from the hills on our right : this stream, turning five 
or six mills, flows westerly across the plain to Z i h t ,  
whence it winds through the hills into the plain of 
Chappar. It has a good volume of water, and is 
crown property. A mill occurred at  the spot where 
we crossed it, where we sat a moment or two under 
some magnificent weeping-willows. The banks of 
the rivulet were plentifully fringed with odorow 
phdina, or mint, in great luxuriance of growth. 
About half a mile. from this spot we came upon a 
collection of scattered houses, called Kk6z  G k M .  
Here was some cultivation, and many groups of 
mulberry and apricot-trees, but nothing that could 
be termed a garden; neither could the houses be 
termed a village, as they were generally in ruins, 
and untenanted. Here were many detached bfin- 
ghis, or black-tented abodes, and north of the cul- 
tivation a pretty large tomb-a term applied to 
an assemblage of bGnghb. Water was abundant. 
We rested awhile under the shade of some noble 
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mulberry-trees, near some ruined houses, where we 
found a Babch family. The females were pretty 
and civil, and readily consented to prepare bread 
for us, GG1 M6homed thoughtfully having brought 
flour from Kalkt. A question arose as to what was 
to be eaten with the bread, GGl Miihomed taking 
care to represent that I was too important a per- 
sonage to put up with bread alone. The males 
of the family denied having any gallGs, or melons ; 
but the females made signs to us, that they would 
bring some when the surly fellows went away. The 
bread, excellently cooked, was brought us, with 
roghan, or clarified butter; but the men sitting 
with us during our repast, our fair hostesses had not 
the opportunity of testifying their complaisance by 
the production of melons. After we had finished 
our meal the men left us to repose, and alike to 
take their accustomed mid-day nap. 

We  took our leave, and proceeded over a bleak 
ascending plain, until we entered some low hills, 
among which our road was to lead until we reached 
the plain of Mangarchar. We  found no water on 
our road, but on one occasion a foot-path to our 
left conducted, as GG1 Miihomed informed me, to 
a spring of water. We were not, however, left 
to suffer from thirst. A shepherd, crossing our 
track with his flock, liberally supplied us with but- 
termilk. GG1 Miihomed, who was in years, did not 
always move so quickly as I did, and was frequently 
some distance behind. This was the case when in 
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progress this day I had gained the summit of a 
small eminence, from which observing a Baloch 
coming towards me, I halted. The good man ar- 
rived, and at once saw that I was a stranger. He 
rudely put two or three questions ; one of which waa 
whether I was alone; my answers were unintelli- 
gible to him, and he was evidently considering the 
possibility of taking the liberty with me, that nearly 
every barbarian of these countries thinks justifiable 
with the unprotected stranger,-to appropriate his 
property. He had only a stout stick, and I had 
a similar weapon- present from Captain Willock- 
and a sprig from a tree 'at Waterloo. I was there- 
fore at ease, in event of attack, for if I had even 
the worst of it I had only to direct the fellow's 
attention to GG1 Miihomed, slowly creeping along 
in the rear, and he must have desisted or decamped. 
I believe he had brought his courage to the deter- 
mination of assault, when catching a glance of my 
companion, he instantly seated himself on the 
ground, being uncertain whether I had a friend, 
or he a partner in the spoil. I also seated myself. 
GG1 Miihomed joined; and leaving him to reply 
to his countryman's queries, I again sauntered on 
my way. These hills were generally low, and 
covered with soil. A few stunted trees were some- 
times seen on the higher ones, which were probably 
ghwens, a variety of mastich, common on the Ba 
lochistb hills, also on the Persian hills, between 
Persepolis and YezdikhLst, where it is called bani. 
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Fine porcelain earth was abundant at one spot. At  
sunset we cleared -them, and entered the plain of 
Mangarchar. Here we fell into the high road from 
Kaliit to Mastdng and ShAll, which, during the 
entire day we had to our right, separated from uq 
by hills. GG1 Miihomed represented it as perfectly 
level, leading up a valley marked by parallel hill 
ranges, but deficient in water. W e  made for the 
nearest tomiin ; before reaching which we came to a 
pool of rain-water. As soon as the Baloches mw 
strangers approaching they spread carpets without 
their tents. W e  were civilly received, and towards 
night furnished with a supper of good bread and 
roghan. I was very weary, having left Kaliit pur- 
posely on foot, that I might benefit fully from 
exercise. Our hosts were of the Langhow tribe, 
and are poor, subsisting chiefly on the profit derived 
from the hire of their camels, which they let out 
to the merchants. The plain of Mangarchar had 
a very bleak desolate appearance. A few houses 
and trees were, indeed, seen in solitary spots, but it 
was everywhere intersected by bands, or mounds, 
intended to detain rain-water for the purposes of 
irrigation. The t o m b s  of the Baloch tribes who 
inhabit it were everywhere dispersed over It. Many 
of these were on the skirts and acclivities of the 
surrounding hills, and from their black forbidding 
aspect rather increased than dispelled the gloom 
of the sterile landscape. 

W e  thence proceeded to a spot called AmbLr, 
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where we found two or three mud houses, and 
some mulberry-trees.  ire also waa abundance of 
water in canals, and a large cultivation of asptist. 
!l'his was decidedly the most fertile part of Man- 
garchar. Hence we struck across the plain north, 
towards a prominent tappa, or mound, passing in 
progress thereto, through the division called Mand6 
HAji having to our left, or west, that called KGr. 
From KGr leads a road to Nbshki. Bounding 
Mangarchar to the east was a high hill, named 
K6h MkAn. On reaching the tappa we found it, 
as well as its environs, strewed with fragments of 
pottery. We  thence made for a tomAn a little to 
the east of it, where resided some relations of GG1 
Maomed. As soon as we were near enough to 
descry the actions of the inmates of the bGnghis, 
we observed them busy in sweeping and arranging 
their carpets, they having noticed strangers ap- 
proaching, and having, probably, recogniwd 'my 
companion. We  were most civilly welcomed, and 
a cake was produced that we might break our fast. 
(We had brought rice with us from Kaliit, which 
was here prepared for our repast. 

On taking leave towards evening our host, Fati 
M4homed; a respectable aged m q  kissed my hands 
md craved my blessing, remarking, that visitors 
of my importance were rare. He also entreated me 
to pay a visit to a t o m b  on our road, where a 
young man was lying, who had been wounded in 
the hand some days before by a musket bal!, 
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and who was in danger from a hemorrhage. We 
accordingly went to the tomln; and I was so for- 
tunate as to stay the hemorrhage by the application 
of cold water, cobwebs, and pressure.' I was not 
aware to whom these tents belonged, but subse- 
quently discovered, at a time, and in a manner so 
remarkable, as to merit notice, if but to do justice 
to BrLhGi gratitude. After the surrender of KalAt 
to the insurgents, in 1840, when Lieutenant Love- 
day and myself were made prisoners and taken 
to the M'iri, on being led through the apartments 
preceding the Derigh Khkna, some forty or fifty 
swords were drawn upon us, a man threw himself 
between me and the assailants, and, had matters 
been pushed to extremity, would probably have 
preserved me. I found it was MLha Singh, the 
Langhow chief, and that it was at his tent that 
I was successful, as here noted; a circumstance 
which he reminded me of, and said, that he recog- 
nized me ;-I did not recollect him. Between these 
two tombs we passed a good garden, the only 
one on the plain, belonging to Dhai BibG, the 
dhai, or nurse of the K h h  of Kalkt in his infancy, 
an ancient lady, now famed for wealth and libe- 
rality, and formerly as much so for personal beauty 
and political influence. This garden stands in the 
division called Zard, the most northern portion of 
the plain of Mangarchar. At some distance beyond 
it we passed another ancient tappa, and around 
if was much cultivation. We finally reaohed the 



dwelling of a HindG, an acquaintance of my com- 
panion, where we halted for the night. East of 
us were the ruins of the village called Zard, which 
was represented as having been flourishing but two 
years since, when Mehzib K h h ,  with an army, en- 
camped at it. The presence of a protecting or 
invading force is equally noxious to the unfor- 
tunate inhabitants of these countries. The HindG, 
our host, was the only remaining evidence of the 
population of Zard. This poor fellow supplied us 
with clothing for the night, and with a supper of 
bread and milk. G61 Miihomed here learned that 
two of his sons had brought their camels to Man- 
garchar this day for the sake of grazing, and he 
sent to them, desiring that one of them would 
join him with a camel. The elder came, and,after 
saluting his father, returned, it being fixed that the 
younger one was to attend in the morning with 
a camel. 

Being about to take leave of our HindG, I direct- 
ed GG1 Miihomed to make him a trifling acknow- 
ledgment for the night's entertainment, when it 
proved that he had intended his hospitable offices 
to have been gratuitous. He now, as if determined 
not to be surpassed in generosity, immediately 
ordered his wife to heat the oven, and would not 
allow UEI to depart until we had breakfasted, setting 
promptly before us cakes of bread, buttermilk, 
apples, and dried mulberries. GG1 Miihomed's 
younger son had arrived with a camel; and a seat 
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on the animal's back was arranged for me. W e  
traversed the plain northward for about six miles, 
when we reached KEnitti, a village now of only 
fifteen inhabited houses, but with many more un- 
tenanted ones. Its ruin, as that of Zard, was attri- 
buted to the presence of the kh&s army. Between 
it and Zard are no habitations ; water is found in 
two or three places, and there is a water-course in 
the centre of the valley, supplied with running, 
but brackish water, the soil being charged with 
nitre, and covered with dwarf tamarisk-bushes in 
some places. At KEnitti were some mulberry 
and apricot-trees : and it is the southern division, 
in this direction, of the district of Mastbng. A 
little after passing Zard, GG1 Mhomed abruptly 
left the path. I asked where he was going, and 
he replied, to the graves of his forefathers. On 
reaching the burial place, he stood at the heads 
of many of the graves, and with his hands upraised 
to heaven, repeated short prayers, afterwards re- 
placing very carefully any stones which might have 
rolled from their original position. We  did not 
halt at K6nitti but kept on our course up the 
plain, having on our left the water-course just men- 
tioned, whose bed widened, and became overspread 
with tamarisk-bushes. We  at length entered the 
hills on our right, by an opening formed by the 
dry and stony bed of a hill torrent, up which we 
proceeded for a long distance, or until we reached 
the core of the hills. They displayed every variety 



of contorted stratification, and were composed of 
thin layers, connected by intervening lines of c& 
ment. !he plain we left was open to the front, 
or north, and would have conducted us to Khhak,  
but our object being first to gain MastGng, the 
route we now followed was the more direet one. 
In the dara the common fragrant plants of the 
country abounded, and the contrast of their red 
and blue blossoms gave a most pleasing effect, as 
they occurred in masses or beds. The only trees 
were ghwens. As our progress up the dara had 
been continually on a gradual ascent, our transit 
to the crest of the hill was speedily, and without 
much toil, accomplished; indeed, I had not been 
obliged to dismount the camel, though I did so 
on seeing the very long and steep descent before 
me ; and I sat for some time to enjoy the prospect 
around. The view was very fine of the surrounding 
Bills ; beyond which little else could be seen. Mid- 
way down the paw, we arrived at a spring of water, 
where there is a table-apace sufficient for a large 
encampment. It is &led Ab Chotoh, as the hills 
themselves are called Koh Chotoh. On reaching 
the bottom of the pass, the lower hills were formed 
of exoellent yellow ochre, mid small square smooth 
dinkers thereof were spread about in all direc- 
tions, and for some distance over the swelling plain 
at their foort, as if on the elevation of the hills 
above the surface their superior strata had burst, 
and been dispersed in fragments. W e  were now 
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in the northern extremity of the plain of Khad, 
which stretches from Mangarchar to Maatiing, and 
lies on the high road from KalAt. It is a long 
narrow valley, without village or houses, and the 
hills to the east are remarkable for the smooth and 
sloping surface they present towards the plain. In 
front we obser~ed two or three trees, indicative 
of our approach to MaatGng, but neither it or its 
gardens we& visible. W e  had contemplated to 
have spent the evening at the town, but towards 
sunset the sky became obscured with clouds, and 
much rain fell. My companions sought shelter in 
a ravine, which in reality afforded none; nor could 
I induce them to proceed. Thus we passed the 
night here, exposed freely to the rain, which at  
intervals fell smartly. GG1 Maomed and his son 
kindled a fire, which engrossed all their attention 
to keep alive. Its flame occasioned the arrival 
of two men, natives of K h h h ,  and they also re- 
mained with us the night. I seated m~self under 
a canopy, formed by my Arab cloak, the threads 
of which swelling, when fully saturated, admirably 
resisted the rain ; yet I was cold and comfortless. 

In the morning I found that MastGng was not 
above two miles distant ; also that there were dwell- 
ings about half a mile in advance of the ravine. 
I could not forbear secretly deprecating the bad 
taste of my companions. W e  presently arrived 
at a rivulet, flowing amid high banks, and called 
Sir-i-iib, which we twice crossed in a 'short space. 



Hence we had an indistincfi view of MastGng, in 
our p r o p s  to which we passed the village of 
Khwoja KhCl, and a large burial-ground. My 
friends at KalBt had directed GGl Miihomed to 
conduct me to the house of Shidi K h h  Mir- 
whii one of the most respectable men of the 
place. We were met accidentally by his son, 
Illaiyb K h h ,  who took the string of the camel, 
and acted as guide to his father's residence. We 
were well accommodated in a small garden-house ; 
excellent musk and water-melons were instantly 
set before us, and, shortly after, a more substan- 
tial. repast of bread and k h t .  Our host, Shiidi 
K h h ,  a plain elderly man, made his appearance. 
He was suffering from fever, but kindly welcomed 
ue. Here was a relative of Shddi K h h ,  who had 
been wounded in the foot by a musket-ball, in 
the same fray which had caused a similar accident 
to my patient at Mangarchar. The quarrel arose 
on the subject of a quantity of aspfist. When I 
expressed surprise that blood should have been 
shed on so trivial a matter, and that the governor 
of t.he town had not interfered to prevent it, I 
was told that it was the Baloch mode of adjusting 
controversy, and that the governor had headed one 
of the belligerent parties, both being people of 
the town. The poor fellow at Mangarchar was a 
stranger, of another tribe, and in nowise concerned 
in the issue of the contest. Chance made him a 
mimiin, or guest, at Masthg, at the time of dis- 
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pute ; and the same barbarous custom which dic- 
tated an appeal to arms, as imperiously compelled 
him to espouse the cause of his host. In  the 
afternoon I visited the gardens of the town, many 
of which are sunk two or three feet beneath the 
surface, the ab~tracted soil having probably been 
used in the construction of the town buildings. 

I also inspected two ancient Mrihomedan sepul- 
chres, eastward of the town. These were built 
of kiln-burnt bricks ; and although injured by time, 
had still a picturesque appearance. The larger 
and more perfect is said to be the tomb of 
Khwoja Ibriihim, and the interior of its walls is 
covered with scrawls, in Persian and Hind6 cha- 
racters, mementos of those whose curiogty or 
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piety may have led them within the hallowed 
precincts. 

The next morning I repaired to an eminence 
south of the town, and made a sketch of it and 
of the mountain Chehel Tan. Afterwards I moved 
to an old tower on another eminence, from which 
I took bearings, and made my observations on the 
plain, and on the objects in sight. Returning to 
our quarters, we breakfasted on bread and cham- 
ma& a dish made by boiling dried apricots to a 
consistence with roghan, seasoned with spices ; it 
is at once grateful and sanative. Afterwards we 
prepared for departure to Khhak, where resided 
the family of GG1 MQhomed, he being anxious 
to join them, and I equally so to accelerate my 
visit to Chehel Tan. On inquiry for Sh6di K h h ,  
that farewell might be taken of him, we were told 
that he was sitting at the town gate. This was 
on our road; and, on reaching it, the good man . 
started as if surprised. He took my stick from 
me, saying, " Where are you going ? I supposed 
you would have remained with me some days ; 
you have not become troublesome. I waa going 
to kill a sheep on your account in the evening." 
GG1 Maomed, whose desire to see his family pre- 
dominated, replied negatively to all Shiidi KhAn's 
entmties, and we were reluctantly permitted to 
proceed. 
. From MastGng the plain gently slopes, and we 
passed the village of Mirghar, a few hundred .yards 
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east of which is an enclosed mud house, with de- 
pendent garden, where resides Mdhomed K h h ,  
chief of the Shirwhi tribe of Brihfiis. This man, 
by the murder of Lieutenant Loveday's mGnshii 
and a party of twenty-five or thirty sipiihis, struck 
the first blow in the Brdhiii rebellion of 1840, and 
near this very spot. The political agent at Quetta 
told me, that he considered there were extenu- 
ating circumstances in the conduct of Mihomed 
K h h ,  as, having been appointed Naib of His 
Majesty, ShPh SGjah-al-Miilkh, the miinshi should 
have treated him with more respect. 

Beyond is crossed a deep ravine, with running 
water, but brackish, from which the plain again 
ascends towards The soil now becomes sandy. 
Beyond nri, to the north and east, is a good deal 
of pure sand, as there is towards Feringabiid, a 
village north of MastGng ; also on the skirts of 
the hills east of MastGng. Tiri is a walled town 
with two gates, and although inferior in import- 
ance to MastGng, stands on nearly as much ground. 
Its gardens are numerous, and its fruits plentiful. 
From n r i  we passed on to Sh6kh Langhow, a 
small village, so called from a z i h t  of that name 
contiguous ; it is pleasantly situated in a ravine, 
with numerous gardens and poplar-trees. Adjacent 
to this village was a small tom&, where resided 
a daughter of GG1 Miihomed, the wife of one 
Siihib K h h ;  thither we repaired, and became 
guests for the day. 
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W e  should have started early this morning for 
Khgnak, about three miles distant, but Stihib Khdn 
was urgent that we should remain until evening, 
when we proceeded; and the .plain descending, we 
arrived, about mid-way, at  the small enclosed ham- 
let of Sham6 Zai, at  the entrance of the plain 
of Khhak.  Thence we made for the tomb,  where 
dwelt my companion. W e  were most courteously 
received by his wife, MBhi Bibi. About two miles 
south was the village of Khbak ,  seated on and 
around a large mound. About half a mile to our 
north was the isolated residence of Assad K h h ,  
the SirdL of S a h h w h ,  at this time absent, 
having joined the Khdn of Kalkt's camp, at Soh- 
. I purchased a sheep, as a kairit, or 
offering, on our prosperous arrival ; on which 
we regaled ourselves, besides making a distribu- 
tion to our neighbours. I was now at  the- base 
of Chehel Tan, which I longed to ascend, an- 
ticipating a splendid view of the surrounding re.. 
gions. However, for some days the heat of the 
weather was intense, and the atmo~lphere was so 
obscured by clouds of dust and a kind of haze 
that neither the mountain nor surrounding villages 
were visible. I suffered extremely fiom the heat. 
The journey from Kalh  had been favourable to 
my health, which again failed me when obliged 
to be inactive. The t o m b  in which I resided 
was a large one of some fifty bfinghis, or black 
tents, and tbe people were generally in easy cir- 
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cumstanme. There were' few bGnghb before which 
were not picketed one, two, or three horses. The 
flocks belonging to the t o m b  had been sent, about 
a month before, to Kachi, whither they would be 
followed by the tomA11 in the course of another: 
month ; the winter being spent in that province. 
I soon became on familiar terms with most of 
the good folks here, and had I been well, and 
the weather less warm, could have passed my 
time very ~ p e a b l y .  A wedding took place, and 
I was invited to the marriage feast. The men, 
as generally with the Briihfiis, were not remark- 
able for personal appearance, but many of the 
females were very pretty. The weather having 
a t  length cleared up, I grew impatient to ascend 
the hill. The peril of the journey was set forth, 
unless in good company. W e  therefore purchased 
a sheep, and with the view of procuring compa- 
nions, circulated intelligence of our being about 
to undertake a pilgrimage to the z i h t  on the 
crest of Chehel Tan. GGI MLhomed had three 
of his sons, who with himself, were well-armed. 
The apprehension was said to  be from Khkktm, 
who frequently visit the hill on fowling rand 
hunting parties, as well as to wreak their ven- 
geance on the BraGis, with whom they are at  
deadly enmity. 

The morning appointed for starting we were join- 
ed by five young men, leading a goat as an offeriog 
to the Chehel. Tan mints. Passing the residence 
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of Mfiomed K h h ,  we made for the hill, and 
came to a small brook of clear water, running 
across our path, with a little chaman, or grass- 
land, on its borders. The spot is the usual halt- 
ing-place for laden kkfilas going from Shgll to 
MastGng, and the rivulet itself divides the dis- 
trict of Khhak  from that called DolG. The 
usual road which parties follow going to Chehel 
Tan leads for some dimtance along the skirts of 
the hill and up the open valley of DolG. We 
had not proceeded far from the brook, when one 
of the party proposed to amend the hill at once, 
by a very direct and easy path, with which he 
wasr acquainted. Some debate followed, which 
ended in the proposer carrying his point, and we 
followed his hotsteps as our guide. We  soon 
found the pasage more difficult than he had re- 
presented, and GG1 Miihomed, an aged man, ex- 
premed much dimatisfaction. We were mostly 
obliged to creep along, while the ascent was sg 
n w l y  perpendicular that we were frequently 
compelled to hd t  and recover breath. We  had 
toiled on in this manner a pod  part of the day, 
amid a series of imprecations, our guide only in 
temper, and assuring us at evely step that the 
worsf of our road was over, when s most appal- 
ling perpendicular escarpment of rock presented 
itself. The impulse of necessity enabled us to 
surmount it, and we found ourselves on a large 
table-space. Ths guide now took credit to him- 
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self; and, joyful to have got over our difficulties, 
we forgot them, and did not dispute his claims. 
Some distance brought us to a spot where was 
a large apGrz, or juniper cedar-tree, and a well of 
ill-coloured but palatable water. This was the 
usual halting-place 'for parties proceeding to the 
summit, and we arranged to pass the night at it. 
The tree was covered with rags and tatters, and 
around its trunk stones were placed, defining a 
masjit. The well was a hole, or recess, at the ex- 
tremity of a sloping kind of dell, the margins of 
which were covered with wild white rose-trees; 
some few of these were in blossom, but the greater 
part sparkled with their scarlet hips. Here was 
also an abundance of fragrant mint. Fires were 
speedily kindled, the aphrz, now on the 
upper hills, affording excellent fuel. Two enor- 
mous heaps were put in blaze; the sheep we had 
brought was sacrificed, and the entire joints, through 
which ramrods were inserted and served for spits, 
were placed between the two masses of living em- 
bers. I t  was delightful to witness how promptly . 

and how perfectly the meat was roasted. Each 
person received his share, determined, according to 
Br6hGi fashion, by lot. Bread was cooked by roll- 
ing an oval stone, previously heated, in a piece of 
dough, which was also placed between the ern- 
bers until ready. The repast, to my taste, was 
admirable, and I understood how justly the Ba- 
loches were proverbially famed for their kabiibs, 
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or roast meat ; besides, the fatigue of the day's 
journey had given me an appetite to which I had 
h e n  long a stranger. At  the fall of night some 
of our party repaired to a pinnacle in our front, 
where they kindled a prodigious fire, for the pur- 
pose of letting their friends at K h h a k  know that 
they had travelled thus far on their pilgrimage. 

At daybreak next day we moved on, to gain the 
summit of the principal peak, on which stands the 
eiiirat ; and the goat was led with us as a sacrifice on 
the spot. Our route was very difficult, chiefly over 
smooth surfaces of rock. I could not remark on 
the awkwardness of the path, as I was informed, 
that last year the mother of Assad K h h  had 
ascended by it. On arrival at a certain spot our 
party disencumbered themselves of their upper gar- 
ments and their shoes, which, with their weapons, 
they deposited in a heap. I, of course, foreboded a 
terrific passage in front. In fact, a little farther 
commenced the aacent of the peak : it was nearly 
perpendicular, and over a limestone rock, frequently 
as smooth as if the surface had been artificially po- 
lished ; but it was overhung on the left by another 
rock of more uneven nature, of which availing 
ourselves we were able to arrange our feet, creep 
ing cautiously under it. On attaining the summit 
we found a small table-space, in a corner of which 
was the z i h t ,  marked by a rude enclosure of stones, 
and a few slender poles, with rags hanging loosely on 
them. On one of these, higher than the rest, a bell 
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was affixed, which tinkled when agitated by the 
wind. On taking out my compass, I disoovered 
that my companions were averse to give inform* 
tion; even GGI Miihomed, who was otherwise 
willing, was diffident, seeing the discontent of the 
rest. The day was not a happy one for survey, the 
sky being somewhat hazy, particularly to the east. 
I could not discern the plain of Kachi, if it is to be 
seen at all from this point, and but dimly beheld 
the summits of Niigow and BohSr, conspicuous 
crests in the hills to the west of Kachi. Koh Toba, 
with its huge rounded summit waa eminent in front, 
but closed the prospect to the north. South of it 
were two ranges, running eaat and west, and inter- 
vening between it and the valley of Shal, which 
lay in miniature below us. To the eaat we had a 
fine view of the Dasht-bi-Dowlat, extending from the 
base of Chehel Tan, and beyond it of the jumble of 
hills stretching to DBdar. In a line with us was a 
range lying emt and west, denoting, I presumed, 
the course of the Bolan river, and remarkable, as 
all the other ranges to the east, north, and south of 
it  run from north to south. Indeed, I observed 
that the mass of hills dividing Kachi from Kal6t 
was formed of three distinct parallel ranges. The 
more elevated and distant range north of the course 
of the Bolan, I was told, was called Koh Dohji, and 
that it was in the Kh&a country. South of ue, 
were the districts of MastGng ; but the state of the 
atmosphere did not allow us to recognize Kalkt. 



To the west the prospect was more extensive, and 
the horizon clearer. W e  had in view the plains of 
Khhak ,  Dola, and Sher-rGd, with the hill range of 
Khwoja A m r h  dividing the spacious valley of 
Peshing from Shordwak and Bfildak. South-west 
was a high peak, which was conjectured to be that of 
a hill in K h & b ,  which boasts, like Chehel Tan, its 
z i h t  ; and my companions said, that had the day 
been propitious, I might have seen a confused dark 
mass in the north-west, which they inferred must 
designate KAndahG. I took a few bearing+ when my 
friends proposed to return ; nor could I induce them 
to remain : apprehension of Kh&as was illeged, 
but I saw clearly that a panic had seized them on 
sight of my instruments. They conceived that they 
had been accessary to high treason against the khAn, 
that my looking over his country was equivalent to 
the putting it into my pocket. GGI Mghomed, 
noting their murmurs, said it was " HGkam nist," or 
contrary to orders, to remain long upon the summit 
of the hill. The goat had been brought under the 
notion of making a repast here; it was indeed 
killed, but it was decided that it  should be cooked 
at the halting-place below. The men descending, I 
had no alternative but to follow them. Moreover, 
GGl MBhomed had become -very careless in his re- 
plies to my queries, and I ceased to make any lest 
he might mislead me. Each person had raised a 
small hyramid of stones in commemoration of his 
visit; and I being otherwise engaged, GG1 Mkhomed 
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had erected one for me. They were frail mementos, 
as it was necessary to appropriate the piles formed 
by former visitors, and succeeding ones would take 
the same liberty with ours. On the very ~ummit of 

. the hill was the wild rose. In deecending we were 
forced to be aa cautious as in our ascent, and I found 
the better plan was to lie on my back, and, as i t  
were, slide down. On regaining the halting-place a 
repast was hastily prepared ; and it was determined, 
against the pleasure of GG1 Mtihomed and myself, 
to reach Khhak  that evening. The former, how- 
ever, persisted in following what may be called the 
high r,oad, much to the discontent of the younger 
BriihGis, who were willing to have returned by the 
road they came. Our course led north, over an un- 
even table-space with a constant but gradual de- 
scent. The rock was generally bare, and we came 
upon a spot, where I found shells and corals em- 
bedded in it. The rock was grey limestone, of po- 
lished surface, and so transparent as nearly to ap- 
proach to marble. The shells were marine, of four 
varieties, and at once recognizable as identical with 
those now to be picked up on the sea-coast of Mek- 
r .  The coral was as clearly the white coral, whose 
fragments strew the same coast, and which occurs so 
abundantly in beds on the opposite, or Arabian 
coast. The outlines of the petrifactions were beau- 
tifully defined by minute crystallizations. After 
traversing a long distance we made an abrupt de- - 
scent of some length ; but labour had been bestowed 



on the road. Here our five friends qliitted us, re- 
solved to take a shorter road, as well as to fall in 
with fig-trees, said to occur in number. I had now 
with me GG1 Miihomed and his three sons. From 
the foot of the pass we had to pace along another 
unequal space, more cut by ravines and water- 
courses in the rock. In  one mountain glen were 
immense fragments of rock; in it we discovered 
two or three fig-trees, and gathered the fruits, which 
were very palatable. Water, in cavities, presented 
itself in two or three spots, but was unavailable, from 
the masses of putrescent vegetable substances fallen 
into it. The tmt we were tracing led into a broad 
gravelly water-course, on the opposite side of which 
was a steep earthy hill. 

W e  had nearly gained the water-course when 
Giil Mihomed heard a stone roll down the high 
hill, and as his imagination was full of Khhkas, 
he apprehended it  might be a nishh, or signal. 
H e  accordingly, with his sons, adjusted their wea- 
pons, and moved on quickly. I for the time felt 
troubled with the thought that i t  might happen 
that the good old man and his three sons should 
be cut off in contributing to my gratification. How- 
ever, I made no remark, as it was useless, and we 

, reached the edge of the water-course, which waa 
very deep and wide beneath us. My companions 
descried something on the opposite hill, and two. 
of GGI Miihomed's Rons kneeling, levelled their 
pieces, and asked their father if they should fire. 



He replied in the affirmative, and they discharged 
their pieces. Immediately after they all dropped 
on the ground, expecting, as I thought, a volley in 
return, for I supposed they had been firing at some 
unfortunate Kh&as. They then proceeded a little 
way with their bodies bent and their arms trailed, 
when, observing they did not reload, I asked why 
they did not do so, and discovered that the object 
of their attention was a mountain ram. W e  now 
descended into the bed of the water-course, which 
we traced westerly until i t  narrowed and led through 
perpendicular walls of rock of great beight. There 
were many small orifices, the green slimy stains from 
which seemed to show that water had oozed and 
trickled from them.- This sombre defile was of some 
length, and from it we emerged, to our joy, upon 
the plain of DolG. It had now become dark. 
Our road led southerly to Khinak. The plain 
which we trod lightly was overspread with terk, as 
evident by the perfumed night-air. W e  passed a 
phll6z, or melon-ground. The fruits were not ripe, 
but we found numbers of them gathered and placed 
in heaps, as we afterwards learned by our friends 
who had preceded us, and who had arrived here by 
daylight. This they had done for our benefit, con- 
eluding that we ahould not reach before night, and 
that we ahould be thirsty. W e  finally arrived at 
. Khhak ,  in a state that made repose degrable. 

Chehel Tan abounds with objects intere~ting to 
the naturalist. Among the animals that range its 
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sides are the wild sheep and peshkoza. Among its 
plants are three or four varieties of ferula: the 
largest, called ashGk, yields a gum-resin, possibly the 
opoponax, or, as called in Persian, joiish'lr. The mseh- 
mGk is a large thorny bush with minute leaves, and 
produces a very pure gum, which might be collecte& 
in quantity, but is neglected. The siih-chob is 
alike a good-sized bush, and in the hills north of 
Kkbal yields shirkhist, or manna. The ghwen is 
a variety of the mastich-tree; it produces a waxy 
resinous gum, and has berries, which besides being 
eaten, furnish, by expression, a bIand oil. The a p h ,  
or juniper cedar-tree, is abundant, and valuable, 
being used both as timber and fuel. Its berries 
are also esteemed as medicines, and are sent to 
HindGst4.n. The gradations in the altitude and 
temperature of this mountain, are well marked by 
the Bones of its various vegetable products. In the 
Iower region we observe the pink, the tulip, several 
varieties of thistle,--one of them what we style in 
England the American globe-thistle,--and the se- 
veral varieties of ferula. Above this the ferulas and 
thistles continue, but we find the ghwen and fig- 
tree. In a still higher altitude the ghwen disap- 
pears, and we meet with the mashmGk, sifi-chob, 
and 'apiirs. When the mrushmGk and sigh-chob 
fail, the apGrs and wild-rose continue, to the very 
summit of the mountain. The ferula ashGk also 
prevaiIs to a high elevation. We did not visit 
the hill at the best season to behold its natural 
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beauties. They would, of course, be better dis- 
played in the vernal months. The BrhhGis, enthu- 
siastic in their admiration of Chehel Tan, and its 
botanical treasures, imagine that the clove-tree, and 
the mysterious kid-plant ,  are natives of its sides, 
while they relate a thousand tales, which their 
credulity induces them to credit. 

The highest hill in this neighbourhood, Chehel 
Tan, possesses a very considerable elevation above 
the plain, as that must be four or five thousand feet 
above the level of the sea. Yet I dare not con- 
jecture on its height. It takes a long July's day 
to ascend it. Snow does not remain on its summit 
beyond June, or the beginning of July, but is always 
to be found near i t  in the secluded cavities of the 
ravines, which break its eastern side. Opposite to 
the prinoipal peak is another, of somewhat lower 
altitude, whose southern side displays every variety 
of coloured soil or rock. The view from Chehel 
Tan is vast and magnificent ; and it stands prezmi- 
nent as a station for ascertaining the disposition of 
the country around to the extent of one hundred 
miles. This part of the world offers many facilities 
for its survey on a grand scale, in the convenient 
sites of its principal hills, and of their peaks. North 
Koh Toba must command the major part of the 
country between i t  and the valley of the Tarn&. 
From any of the peaks conspicuous in the range 
bounding Kachi to the weat, as Naghow, Bohar, or 
Tirkki, a complete view of the great plain of 
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Kaohi, extending southward to Shikiiqiir, would 
be gained ; also of the SGlim4.n range, dividing ib 
from H h d ,  DiijiI, and the valley of the Indurr. 
In the province of Khiirh, a little west by slouth 
of Kaliit, is a very high hill, terminating in a peak, 
which is plainly descried from Chehel Tan, from 
which an extensive view would be obtained of the 
countries between Jh f iw ik  and Paqjghfir. From 
the high hills of Sohrfrb south of Kaltit, good no- 
tions could be gained of the province of Jhiilawh, 
Due wwt of the peak of Chehel Tan ie a prominent 
orest, in the range Khwoja Amrib, which would 
give an admirable view of the plain of Shoriiwak, 
NGshki, and the great dwert spreading to S k t h .  
From the peak of K6tal Kbhjik, of the same range, 
the features of the oountry about K h d a h k  could 
be correctly asaertained. I had fondly hoped from 
Chehel Tan to have caught a glimpse of the crest 
of Takht Sblimh, a mountain west of the Indus, 
in the parallel of D6ra Ismael Khb ,  but beside8 
that the view in that quarter ww obstructed by 
clouds, it  is probable that Koh Dohji would inter, 
oept it. 

The ehirat on tbe crest of Chehel Tan is one of 
great venerlltion among the BriihGi tribes, and f 
may be excused, perhaps, for preserving what they 
relate as to ita history. In .  doing ao I need not 
caution my readers that it is unnecessary to yield 
the same implicit belief to the legend as these 
rude people do, who indeed never question ita 
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truth. A frugal pair, who had been many y& 
united in wedlock, had to regret that their union 
wm unblessed by offspring. The &cted wife r e  
paired to a neighbouring holy man, and besought 
him to confer his benediction, that she might be- 
come fruitful. The sage rebuked her, affirming, 
that he had not the power to grant what heaven 
had denied. His son, afterwards the famed Hazrat 
Ghous, exclaimed, that he felt convinced that he 
could satisfy the wife ; and casting forty pebbles into 
her lap, breathed a prayer over her and dismissed 
her. In  process of time she was delivered of forty 
babes, rather more than she wished, or knew how 
to provide for. In despair at the overflowing bounty 
of superior powers, the husband exposed all the 
babes but one, on the heights of Chehel Tan. Af- 
terwards, touched by remorse, he sped his way to 
the hill, with the idea of collecting their bones and 
of interring them. To his surprise, he beheld them 
all living, and gamboling amongst the trees and 
rocks. He returned, and told his wife the won- 
drous tale, who .now anxious to reclaim them, sug- 
gested, that in the morning he should carry the 
babe they had preserved with him, and by showing 
him induce the return of his brethren. He did so, 
and placed the child on the ground to allure them, 
They came, but carried it off to the inaccessible 
haunts of the hill. The BrghGis believe that the 
forty babes, yet in their infantile state, rove about 
the mysterious hill. Hazrat Ghous has left behind 



him a great fame, and is particularly revered as the 
patron saint of children. Many are the holidays 
observed by them to his honour, both in Balochish 
and Sind. In the latter country the eleventh day 
of every month is especially devoted as a juvenile 
festival, in commemoration of Hamat Ghous. There 
are many ziiirats called Chehel Tan in various 
parts; Ktbal has one near Argandi. I made a 
farther stay of many days at  Khhak,  in deference 
to the wishes of GG1 Mihomed, who had arrange- 
ments to make in his family, about to p r ~ ~ e e a  to 
Kachi. My abode was unpleasant from the heat 
of the weather, and I heard the announcement of 
my friend that he was prepared to return to Kaltt 
with much pleasure. 



CHAPTER V. 

Departure from K h b a k . S p i n  Bo1endi.-KCnitt¶.-Br6hfiI CUS- 

tom.- Mengarchar.- K&z.- To&.? Credulity.- Ancient 
darnk-Chappar.-ZiPrat-Arriwl at  K&t.- Din MBho- 
med Khh--his pursuits-his amusing anger-his request.- 
SWzlda  HAji Firozdin-his boasting.-Reception at K h d a h k  
-His fate.-Khln of Kalit's conversations-his judgment of 
ma--Of FeringhE power.-Abdul Bahmlln'a story.-Fatality at 
Ka1At.-Dbai Bib&-Entertainment.-Viit to Dhai Bib&- 
Her wishes.-Indulgence in opium.-Laudanum.-Amval of 
Mehrfib Kh&n.-Approach of winter.-Prepare to leave Kaliit. 
-Kal&t.-Ml14.- Bazar.- Suburbs.-Neighbourbood-Royal 
sepulchres.- Inhabitants. -Eastern Baloehisth. -Parallel. - 
Nass'lr Khh-hi  prosperous rule.-Taimh Shi3h.-M&mGd 
Khan.-Zemh Sh%.-Mehdb Kh6n.-Dbud M6homed.- 
Disgust of tribes.-Confusion in the country.-Rebellious tribes. 
-Observance of treaties.-Forbearance of the Kalkt Khfln.- 
Their delicate policy.-Enmity of K h d a h C  Sirdam-Disliked 
by Mehr4b Khh-Their expedition to Ba1ochisth.-Seize 
Quetta-Besiege MastGng.-Negotiate a treaty.- Terms.- 
Harand and D6jil.--Saiyad Maomed Sh6rif.-Replaced by 
Khodkdhd. - Flies to BahAwalpGr. - Khodidad calls in the 
Sikhs.-They occupy H4rand and D4jil.-Extent of MeMb 
KhMs rule-his revenue.- Military force.- KhanAzAdas.- 
Levies.- Artillery.- Subjects.- Br6hGi tribes.- Produce of 
country.-Of Kachi.-Trade and merchants.-Base coinage.- 
MeMb Khiin-his character.-Mir Azem Kh$n.Ch& Nawiiz 
and Fati Khh.-Their treatment.-Mehrzib Khin's lenity. 

AT daybreak we departed, carrying with us the 
prayers and good wishes of GG1 Miihomed's family. 
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We were accompanied as before, by At&, and 
were provided with a camel. Our course led south- 
ernly, leaving Ti on our left, and having Dinghar, 
a small village, on our right. W e  passed a mound, 
Spin Bolendi, whose formation is attributed to the 
joint exertions of the army of N6dir. Beyond it 
we reached a few scattered homes, with a little 
cultivation, and a good canal of water. Farther on 
we crossed the high road leading between MastGng 
and NGshki. I t  was well defined ; and at this point 
was a rninous ancient tomb, constructed of kiln- 
burnt bricks. At some distance from it we arrived 
at a fair ohishma, or brook, intersecting the road, 
and now had entered the division of KEnitti; the 
hill Chotoh being on our left hand. On our right 
was the low range bounding KEnitti and Zard, and 
'stretching on to Mangarchar. Our march today 
was long and tedious. At sunset we reached 
KGnitti, where we paseed the night. No supplies 
were procurable. GG1 Maomed, being much 
htigued, oil was brought him to anoint his weary 
limbs ; which is agreeable to Briihiii custom. 

The next day, on reaching Zard, we struck off to 
the house of the Hind6 who had so civilly enter- 
tained ua on our first visit. He was not at home. 
We then proceeded to the mound farther on, at 
the base of which, we were told, resided two or 
three Hindbe. These had no supplies to give or 
to sell; and therefore passing the garden of Dhai 
Bib& we entered the plain of Mangarchar. We 
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here found GGl MBhomed's eldest son, in charge 
of a mare he had brought to graze on aspGst, which 
is here cultivated in quantity. There was alao a 
kMz of admirable water. The k 6 . d ~  ie a subter- 
ranean aqueduct, a mode of conveying water com- 
mon over Persia, Khorasin, and Afghinish ,  as far 
as K h d a h k .  In Kiibal it  prevails in a less degree, 
and ceases with the hills at Khaibar. In this direc- 
tion it  is not adopted beyond KalQt, and there 
partially. W e  had no shelter, but pamed the day 
on the plain, shaded by cloths thrown over long 
sticks. A meal of bread and ourds was provided 
for us. Towards evening we moved on to the 
tomb,  where we were guests on coming. We 
were again courteously welcomed by the good Fati 
Miihomed, and a supper was prepared for us of 
cakes and chammari. 

About to start in the morning, a horse was 
brought from another tomtin, that I might write 
a tavii, or charm, to hang around its neck, that 
it might be preserved from disease and sudden 
death. Its owner said, that he had lost two animals 
during the last few months. As on coming from 
Kaliit we had traced the eastern divisions of Man- 
garchar, so now we traversed its western ones. 
Passing the more northern of these, named KLr, . 
which has a good chishma, we entered that of 
BMtchi  Nav. To our right and left were occa- 
sionally dmnbs, or artificial mounds; which, if they 
represent the sepulchral places of ancient villages, 
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denote that the plain was, a t  some former period, 
covered with more substantial seats than the 
bihghfs of the rude and kiptory tribes that now 
inhabit it. Leaving Mangarchar, our dreary route 
brought us on the extensive plain of Chappar. No 
habitation occurred on the road,'as a solitary de- ' 

serted mud dwelling may scarcely be reckoned one. 
GG1 Maomed was, however, willing to have passed 
the night at it, as it was already dusk, but I ob- 
jected. We therefore moved on to the small vil- 
lage of Zikat, which we reached when it waa fairly 
night. There was but one Hindti, and he declined 
to sell at unseasonable hours. We  were, cons- 
quently, supperless, but found a snug place to re- 
pose in, under the branches of a large tree, with 
a canal of good water running close by us. 

Gentle eminences divide Z i h t  from Malarki; 
and by a road winding around the low elevations 
to our right, formed of variously coloured earth, 
we came in sight of the town, at which we arrived 
before noon. Without the MastGng gate I was 
met by one of my friends, Skleh Mbhomed, who 
asked GG1 Miihomed why he had 'brought me back 
so IAghar, or thin. 1 was cordially welcomed by 
my old companion AbdGl Wiihad, and learned that 

. my friends Faiz Ahmed and Kiilikdiid had gone 
to Sohriib, to remonstrate with the K h h  against 
a proposed additional tax upon kifilas. 

While I was yet at Kalgt our society was in- 
creased by the arrival of Din Miihomed Khiin, 
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an Alekho Zai DGrM. He had formerly been 
in the service of ShBhzkda K h r h  but a dis- 
agreement with the vmh, Yk Miihomed, had 
obliged him to retire to Sist6.11, where he had 
for some time resided; thence he had reached 
Kalkt. He gave' me much of his time, and was 
a fair specimen of the DGrM gentleman, combin- 
ing a somewhat refined manner and good-natured 
eense, with a good deal of simplicity and credulity. 
He was a desperate W i g h a r ,  or alchemist ; and 
I was amused to observe how courteously he would 
address every fgquir, or jogi, he met with. The 
more unseemly the garb and appearance of the 
mendicant the greater he thought the chance of 
his being in possession of the grand secret. He 
had particular veneration for Hind6 jogis. I appre- 
hend his attentions to me were, in part, owing to 
his idea that, being a Feringhi, I was also an 
adept in the occult sciences. It grieved me, aware 
that he was needy, to, see him dissipating his scanty 
funds in silly and unmeaning experiments. On 
his arrival at Kalkt a messenger had been des- 
patched to KotrG, in Kachi, to bring all the limes 
that could be procured; some bright idea had 
flashed across his mind that a decisive result could 
be obtained from lime-juice. At  other times he 
wag seeking for seven-years'-old vinegar. The acrid 
milky juices of the plants in the neighbourhood 
were all submitted to trial. Mehrgb K h h  had 
sanctioned a trifling daily aliowance to him, but 
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could not afford to give sufficient salary to detain 
the KhAn at Kalht. One morning I met him 
on his return from an audience at the MM. Re- 
marking that he was excited, I asked him what 
was the matter. He replied by vociferating, in 
no very delicate terms, how he should be pleased 
to treat M M b  K h h ,  and his wives, and his sons, 
and his daughters, and hoped that the devil would 
take Kalkt, and the men and the women of Kalkt. 
In a day or two he proceeded towards Haidarabgd, 
in Sind, where he would meet an old friend in 
Samandtw K h h ,  Popal Zai. Din Mglhomed made 
two moderate demands of me,-to provide him 
with a son, and to instruct him in the art of 
making gold. 

A more important visitor this year at Kalkt 
waa S h M a  Hkji Fir6zdin, a brother of Sh&h 
MiihmGd, and who had ' governed at Her& until 
displaced by the management and address of the 
Vazh Fati Khb.  He had now arrived from Sind, 
and was attended merely by a few domestics ; some 
twenty mules carried his baggage. He had not 
loat the arrogant tone which distinguishes too many 
of his family, and talked largely to the KhAn of 
KaGt-wanting men-boasting that he would pro- 
vide money, although, when here, he was obliged 
to aell a few of his mules. He remained but a 
few days, and took the road to KAndahiir, the 
chiefi there having a feeling of sympathy towards 
him, as he rendered one of the brothersra good 
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turn, when the Vazir Fati KhAn was seized by 
K b r b .  They met him without the city, civilly 
entertained him during his stay, and on hi8 de- 
parture westward presented him with a horse, richly 
caparisoned. We  afterwards he& that the ill- 
fated ShiihzBda was slain in the neighbourhood of 
Meshed ; it was said, through some mistake. 

In  course of time, Faiz Ahmed and KUikd6d 
arrived from Sohriib, where they had been suc- 
cessful in persuading the k h b  to relinquish the 
proposed additional tax on k8filas. The chief had 
much conversation with Faiz Ahmed on the im- 
poverished state of the country, who imputed-the 
evil to the increase of vice ; instancing, that the 
masjits were unfrequented, while wine-drinking and 
obscene vices, formerly unknown at Kaliit, had 
been introduced. The chief asked how the evil 
was to be remedied ; Faiz Ahmed replied, by ap- 
pointing mhllas to t,he masjits, and by a vigilant 
watch over the morals of the community. The k h h  
promised, on his return to Kalit to attend to 
these matters. He also made many inquiries con- 
cerning myself, and said I was a jbhs, or spy. 
Faiz Ahmed assured him that I was not, and told 
him that I had formerly been at Khdahhr and 
Kiibal, where I had been received with attention. 
The k h b  remarked, that every one would pay 
attention to Feringhb, because they were zmtbar, 
or all-powerful, but that, nevertheless, I was a 
jbGs. He also inquired whether I was not a 
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kimiaghar ; and, on Faiz Ahmed replying in the 
negative, said, that his Akhtind AbdGl R a h m b  had 
told him I was, and that I had a box (alluding to 
a small medicine-chest) full of bottles, containing 
&sir. The kh&n added, that every Feringhi was 
a kimfaghar. I asked Faiz Ahmed whether the 
k h h  intended to take any notice of me, under 
hie impression that I was a jbGs ; he said " Oh, no!" 
I felt that it was immaterial what he might think, 
if he did not interrupt me. 

Kaliit this year was very unhealthy, and an 
intermittent raged, which daily carried off in the 
town seven or eight persons. I t  at length reached 
the Biibi suburb, and we lost two or three persons 
daily. The disease was so violent that it proved 
fatal the second or third day, or, failing to do so, 
entailed a long and lingering disorder. I had a 
small supply of quinine, which I administered to  
thorn who applied for it, and always with sue- 
cess. I did not escape the malady, though I wag 
enabled speedily to overcome it. 

As I made it a point never to deceive any one, 
or to attempt what I knew to be impossible, I 
had constantly refrained from visiting Dhai Bibii, 
an ancient lady of the first consideration at Kaliit, 
who wished to be restored to sight. One morning, 
however, her son, called the Nawiib, having at  some . 

period held the government of H h n d  and Diijil, 
waited on me, followed by many ~laves, bringing 
the component parts of a sumptuous entertainment, 
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comprising every delicacy procurable at  KalAt, and 
I was informed Dhai Bib6 had made me her guest. 
I sent for Faiz Ahmed, and entreated him to 
explain to the nawiib, that his mother's attentions 
pained me, as I felt it was expected I should do, 
in return, what exceeded my ability. Faiz Ahmed 
reasoned with the nawkb, and he urged the duty 
of a son. I was obliged to visit the old lady, whose 
house was close to the Miri. She must have once 
been a very fine woman, and waa now nearly seventy 
years of age. She wished me to accomplish one 
of two things, to restore her sight, or to free her 
from the habit of opium eating. She proffered all 
kind of remuneration, horses, gold, land, &c., and 
much wished me to come and take up my abode 
with her. To be collected for my reception, she 
had refrained from her morning dose of opium, and 
was very uneasy. She at  length became so much 
so that she called a slave-girl and swallowed a 
most immoderate complement. Her conversation 
soon betrayed the effects of it, and I took leave, 
I sent a little laudanum as a wash for her eyes, for 
I was obliged to send something, and in two or 
three days I heard that she fancied she could see a 
little. I supplied more laudanum, praying her son 
to continue its application, if the least benefit was 

. derivable from it. This lady's eyes were affected 
by what is called gfil, or gob&, a thick opaque film 
obscuring or coating the cornea 

Dhd Bib6 was living when the British forces 
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captured Kaldt in 1839. Her daughter, married to 
Sh&ghhsi Nfir Miihomed, was put by him to the 
sword, with his other wives and female relatives, 
when the town was entered. So much disaster, 
with the fate of Mehriib K h h ,  upset the little 
reason she had left, and she sank into the grave. 

In course of time MehrLb K h h  arrived at KalPt 
from Sohrgb, where he had assembled an army ; and 
oonceiving himself secure from any attempt the 
current year upon S a h h w h  by the A f g h h ,  he 
decided to despatch it towards Kej, to reduce the 
rebellious chieftains in that quarter, particularly 
Rfistam K h h  Mamasani, and Mohh KhAn, NGsll- 
irwhi. The army marched under the orders of 
Diioud Mihorned, the vazir, and was accompanied 
by Mir Azem K h b ,  the k h u s  young brother. 

I did not visit the khh ,  as a fatality seemed 
to attend my health, and I had become reduced to 
extremity by a dysentery. The fall of the leaf 
had taken place, and winter, with all its rigours, was 
about to set in. I saw no chance of being able 
to reach BAndahk the present year, and my dis- 
order had become so serious that I even began to 
reflect on the event of it. I was glad to hear that 
KUikdiid was ready to start on his adnual commer- 
cial journey to Sind, and I resolved to accompany 
him, and to regain SGnmiM. Kgikdid had a large 
quantity of madder, the produce of Mastfing, and 
raisins of Khdahh ,  for sale in Sind and Las. The 
kkfila, it  was decided, should take the route 
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through the valley of the Mhlloh river to Jell, 
whence tracing the western frontier of Sind, i t  
would reach Karichi. KBlikdid did not start with 
the kPfila, whose route to Jell was tedious and cir- 
cuitous. He proposed to join it at that place, which 
he would do in three days from Kaliit, by crossing 
the hills. He wished me to have remained, and 
to have accompanied him, but I had grown anxious 
to leave a place where I had been so unlucky as 
to health, and I decided to proceed with the camels 
and merchandize, expecting benefit from the exer- 
cise and change of air, as well as being desirous of 
seeing the MGlloh route. 

KalPt, the capital of Balochistih, and the resi- 
dence of the k h k ,  is but a small town, seated on 
the eastern acclivity of a .  spur from the hill called 
Shiih Mirdh, I t  is in form oblong, and surround- 
ed by a crenated wall of mud, chiefly of moderate 
height, and strengthened by towers. The western 
side of the wall traces the summit of the ridge, 
and is carried under the miri, or palace of the k h k .  
The last is an edifice of some antiquity, being re- 
ferred to the period when Kalit was governed by 
HindG princes. The town has three gates, one 
facing the east, and the two others the north and 
south respectively. I t  may contain about eight 
hundred houses, a large proportion inhabited by 
HindGs. The bazar is equal to the size of the town, 
and is fairly supplied. Kal%t has two suburbs one 
to the south, inhabited solely by the B$bi tribe of 
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Afghtns, who fled, or were expelled from the seats of 
their ancestors, near Khndahiir, in the time of Ah- 
med ShAh, the first DGr6.d king. The other is to 
the north-west, inhabited also by AfghAn families, but 

MIRI, OR CITADBL OF KALAT. 

of various tribes, and generally recent emigrations 
from Kbndshk. These two suburbs may contain 
together three hundred houses. West of the town 
stretch ravines, and Low barren hills, for a consider- 
aMe distance. To the east is a cultivated plain, 
not exceeding a mile in breadth, through which 
stretches the bed of a mountain stream, without 
water, unless at certain times when filled by rains. 
It is bounded by hills of some altitude, called Har- 
bGi, which intervene between it and the great plain 
of Kachi. K&t is nearly uwless as a place of 

VOL. 11. H 
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defence, being commanded by the hill of ShAb 
Mirdh, on which Ahmed Shiih, when he besieged 
it, stationed his artillery, and wss only prevented 
from its capture by the intervention of his of6cers. 
Under the hills east of Kaliit is the royal place of 
sepulture; and there are the tombs of Nassh K b h  
and M6hmGd Khkn, with the cenotaph of AbdGlah 
K h h ,  their progenitor. Near this spot is a cele- 
brated spring of water, which principally provides 
for the irrigation of the plain. The aboriginal 
inhabitants of KalPt would appear to be the DEh- 
w h ,  equivalent to the Thjiks of AfghAnistAn and 
TGrkistln; and as with them their vernacular lan- 
guage is Persian, the BriihGi pastoral tribes, 
belonging to whom is the reigning family, speak a 
dialect called Br&Gi, or KGr Gali. 

The extensive country of Eastern Balochisth, of 
which Kaliit is the capital, is now subject to Meh- 
riib K h h ,  the son of MiihmGd K h h ,  and grand- 
son of the celebrated Nassh KhAn. 

There is observable a singular parity of fortune 
between the Baloch kingdom and the DGrhi em- 
pire, to which it  acknowledged an easy dependence. 
Contemporary with Ahmed Shlh, who created the 
latter, and raised it to prospeiity, was Nassir K h h  
at Kaliit, who was indebted, in great measure, to 
the DGrdni monarch for his elevation to the Khbkt,  
in detriment of his elder brother, Mohiibat K h b ,  
who was deposed. Nassh K h h  was, beyond com- 
parison, the most able chieftain who had governed 
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Balochisth ; and the country under his vigorous 
rule prospered as it  never did before, nor is likely 
to do again. He extended his arms in every part 
of Balochistih, and was always successful ; and his 
kingdom grew from a very humble one to be ex- 
ceedingly extensive. Aware of the turbulent dis- 
position of his tribes, he kept them continually in 
the field, thus making use of those qualities in them 
which would have given him annoyance at home, 
to the increase of his power abroad. The fertile 
province of Kachi had been recently acquired from 
the Kalorah ruIers of Sind, by a treaty which Niidir 
Sh& had imposed. Nassir K h h  was not without 
apprehension that its recovery might be attempted ; 
and in order to give his tribes an interest in its 
occupation, he made a division of the lands, by 
which all the BriihGi tribes became proprietors. 

To Ahmed Sh& succeeded his son, TaimGr Sh&, 
who, as is too often the case in these countries, 
lived on the reputation of his father, and passed 
his reign in pleasure, or the gratification of his sen- 
sual appetites. Coeval with him, at Kalit, was 
MiihmGd K h b ,  son of Nassir K h h ,  precisely under 
the same circumstances, neglecting his government, 
and immersed in hksh, or enjoyment. He lost the 
province of Kej, and his kingdom might have been 
fiuther mutilated but for the energies of his half- 
brothers, Mastapha K h h  and Miihomed =him 
K h h .  

To TaimGr Sh& at Kibal suc2eeded his son, 
H 2 
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Z e m h  Shah, whose brief reign was terminated by 
those convulsions which have wrecked the DGh' l  
empire. The present Mehriib Kh&n succeeded his 
father, MiihmGd K h b ,  and for the first three years 
of his reign displayed considerable decision. He 
recovered Kej, and seemed inclined to maintain the 
integrity of his kingdom ; but a series of internal 
conspiracies and revolts disgusted him, and led to 
the execution both of some of his own imprisoned 
relatives, and of the principals of many of the tribes. 
At length he lost all confidence in the hereditary 
officers of state, and selected for minister one DBoud 
Mhhomed, a Ghilji of the lowest extraction, and 
from that time his affairs have gone wholly wrong ; 
while, by putting himself in opposition, as it were, 
to the constitution and acknowledged laws of his 
country, he has provoked a never-ending contest 
with the tribes, who conceit themselves not bound 
to obey the dictates of an upstart and alien rninieter. 
It hence happens, that some of them are generally 
in arms; and the history of the country since the 
accession of the Ghilji adviser to power, offers little 
else but a train of rebellions and murders. It is 
remarkable, that a similar infnrction of the laws of 
the DGrhis by Z e m b  Shkh, vie. the elevation of 
an unqualified person to the vakPlat, was the pri- 
mary cause of -the misfortunes which befel that 
king. 

Mehrfib K h h  seems to have given up the idea 
of coercing his disaffected clans, and is content 
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by promoting discord amongst them, to disable 
them from turning against himself. The country 
is, therefore, in a sad state of confusion. A few 
yeam since, the Manis, a formidable tribe in the 
hills east of Kachi having dewended upon the 
plains, and sacked M i t d  the KalAt K h h  deemed 
that it behoved him to resent so gross an outrage, 
and accordingly he marched with an army, said to 
be of twelve thoumnd men, against the marauders. 
They amused him first with one offer, and then with 
another, until the mason for action was passed, 
when, aware that the k h h  could not keep his 
bands together, they defied him, and he was com- 
pelled to retire, with the disgrace of having been 
outwitted. In the reign of Miihmfid KhBn the 
gallant Mmtapha: K h b ,  as lord of Kach GandAva, 
kept these predatory tribes in due order, as he did 
their neighbours, the Khadjaks, Kh&as, and others. 
Since his death they have not ceased in their depre- 
dations. 

While the DGriini empire preserved a semblance 
of authority, there was, agreeably to the original 
treaty concluded between Ahmed Sh& and Nassir 
K h h ,  a Baloch force of one thousand men stationed 
in Kikhm'lr, and the k h h s  of KalAt had ever been 
attentive to the observgnce of their engagements. 
On the dislocation of the empire, and after Khhmir 
had been lost, there was, of course, an end to the 
treaty, and virtually, to dependence. Yet the 
khhs of Kalh never sought to benefit by the 
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fall of the paramount government ; thus Sivi, which 
was in their power, was always respected. So long 
even as there was a nominal Sh& in the country, 
as in the case of Sh& AyGb, they professed a cer- 
tain allegiance, but when by the final settlement, 
or partition of the remnants of the D&&i empire, 
it became parcelled into small and separate chief- 
ships, they no longer felt the necessity of acknow- 
ledging the supremacy of either. The chiefs of 
KAndahk the nearest to Kaliit, were the only 
ones who pressed, and Mehriib K h h ,  since the 
death of Mfiomed h e m  K h b ,  has had a delicate 
and difficult part to play with them. It was no 
principal of his policy to provoke them unneces- 
sarily, and he alike felt repugnance to comply with 
their demands or to acquiesce in their pretensions. 
They, on their side, gave him much trouble, by 
accepting the submission of his rebellious chieftains, 
88 Mohim K h h ,  RakshM of K h ~ ~  Rfistam 
K h h ,  Mamassani, and others, as well as by grant 
ing asylum to traitors, and by fomenting conspi- 
racies within his kingdom. This line of conduct 
is so irritating to Mehriib Khh, that he haa fre- 
quently invited Kii.mr6.n of Her& to assume the 
offensive, and promised that if he would send his 
soh, Jehlnghir, he would place the Baloch levies 
under the prince's orders. 

The Kaliit khan justly looks upon the Khdahir  
s i r d h  as his enemies, and they are by no means 
favourably disposed towards him, it  being very un- 
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suitable to their views that an. untractable and 
unfriendly chief should hold the country between 
them and. ShikiirpGr, so much an object of their 
ambition. I have noted, that the s i r d h  had in- 
vaded t h e  Baloch country subsequently to my visit 
to Khdahiir. The motivea of the expedition were, 
perhaps, manifold, but a principal one was, no doubt, 
to effect some understanding. with the ' k h h ,  and 
to prepare the way for a march farther south. The 
DGrhi force, on this ocoasion, reached Quetta, of 
which they took possession by a kind of '  strata- 
gem, avowing friendship, and introducing their sol- 
diers into the town. They next marched to Mas- 
tGng, which they besieged, after a manner. The 
DGrXm could scarcely take the place, and the 
garrison, trifling as to numbers, could scarcely hold 
it  ; whence it  followed that an accommodation was 
easily made, and the proposals of the s i r d h  that 
the place should be evacuated on honourable terms 
were accepted. The sirdih maintained, that they 
had no hostile intentions towards the khAn or his 
subjects, but that they desired friendship 'kith him 
and them. Mehrgb K h h  by this time had col- 
lected, it is said, twelve thousand men,-which 
number seems to be the maximum of armaments 
during his sway,-and encamped at Kenitti, not 
very distant from the D h h i  camp, and quite 
close enough that a battle might have been fought, 
had either party been inclined to have tested the 
justice of their cause by an appeal to the sword. 
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Negotiations, as a matter of course, were reaorted 
to, and some kind of treaty was patched up, by 
which the DGriidi retired without the disgrace 
of being absolutely foiled. Mehriib K h h  paid, or 
consented to pay, one 16kh of rupees, Kaliit bsse 
money ; and professed obedience to the authority of 
the sirdih, and willingness to assist in their views 
upon Sind. I t  was suppowd that the s i r d h  
would not have ventured to march hostilely into 
the Bdoch territory had they not had in their 
camp Assad K h h ,  the sirdb of S a h h w h ,  and 
others, who had fled from the vengeance of Meh- 
rLb K h h .  These traitors returned with them 
to Khdahk .  

Besides these s i r d h  of Khdahdr, and his own 
rebel subjects, the unfortunate chief of K d h  h a  
a new and more potential ehemp to contend with 
in M&b&jL Raqjit Singh. The more easternly of 
the khh's provinoes are those of H b n d  and 
Dhjil, bordering on, and west of the Indus, between 
DEra G h b i  K h b  and the territory of the Maziiri 
tribes. They condtitute a government which con- 
fers the title of Nawiib on the holder. The ap- 
pointment is arbitrary, and emanates frorn Kalkt. 
Saiyad Mhhomed Sherif, of I"& near MastGng, it 
is said, by a largess to DLoud M6homed K h h ,  
the Ghilji minister, had procured the government, 
with an understanding that he was to hold it for 
some time, or until he had reimbursed himself, 
and accumulated a little besiderr. The saiyad had 



scarcely assumed authority, than Dgoud Miihomed 
K h h  deepatched KhodidSd, an Afghh, to mper- 
sede him. The enraged saiyad crossed the river, 
and proceeded to Bahlwalpfir, where he induced 
the k h h  to put forward a force and invade the 
country. 

KhodMiid fled in turn, and repaired to the SG- 
bahdk of MGltb, who, on reporting the matter to 
Lahore, received instructions to reinstate the K h b  
of KalLt's officere in HArand and Dgjil. Accord- 
ingly, the saiyad was again expelled, as were the 
BahAwalpGr troops, rand KhodAdbd waa told that 
he was governor for Mehriib K h h ,  but the Sikh 
troops retained all the posts in the province. 

Although Mehrgb Khkn holds nominal sway 
over a country of vast extent, and embracing great 
varieties of climate, he has little real power but 
in his capital and its vicinity. The immense pro- 
portion of the country is held by tribes nearly in- 
dependent of him, and in subjection only to their 
own contumacious chief%, who owe the kh;fln, at 
the bat ,  but military service. I t  is true, that in 
most of the provinces he has d sirkiki, or 
crown lands, the revenue of which may be said 
to belong to him, but it  is generally consumed 
by the agents who collect it. The larger quan- 
tum of his resources is dmwn from Kach Gan- 
diiva, the most productive of his provinces, where 
he holds the principal towns. I have heard his 
grosa revenue estimated at three 1;ikhs of rupees 
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per annum, a small sum indeed, but it must be 
borne in mind that none of the Br&bi or Baloch 
tribes contribute to it. 

The k h h  can scarcely be said to retain a military 
force, but has a great number of khihazlidas, house- 
hold slaves. These, the only people he can trust, 
are elevated to high offices, and appointed governors 
of his towns and provinces. They are, of course, 
authorized to keep up followers, and their bands 
form the tlite of the khh's armies, which are other- 
wise composed of the levies from the tribes. The 
general obligation of military service falls alike upon 
the villagers and upon the d6hwk1, or agricul- 
turalists in the neighbourhood of Kalkt, who, in case 

of need, furnish their quotas of men. The khWs 
artillery comprises some half dozen unserviceable 
pieces of small ordnance at Kalh, and two or three 
others at Gandiiva, Bkh ,  and Queth-it may be 
presumed in no better condition. 

The khWs Miihomedan subjects include the 
Brihbi tribes of S a h h w h  and J h i h w b ,  the Ba- 
loch tribes of the western prgvinces, the Rind and 
Magghami tribes of Kachi, Hiirand, Diijil, &c., the 
Khsi  AfghAns of Shill, the D6hwh (equivalent to 
Tfijiks) of Kalkt and its villages ; to which may be 
added, the LGmri, or Jadgha tribes of the maritime 
province of Las. I t  may be noted also, that there 
are still some few families of the %wa tribe at 
Kalkt, who, agreeably to tradition, ruled the county 
before the Briihbis. 



The Br6hGi tribes are pastoral: in the summer 
grazing their flocks on the table-lands, and in the 
hills of S a h h w b  and JhQawih, and in winter 
descending upon the plains of Kach Gandbva. 

The country of the BriihGis produces excellent 
wheat ; but as by far the more considerable part of 
it  can only be cultivated when rain has been abun- 
dant, there is no certainty in the supply. The irri- 
gated lands alone probably yield as much as suf- 
fices for the population, but at high prices. In 
seasons after copious rains at the proper period, 
when the returns become very bountiful, there is a 
large surplus, and prices are extremely low. A 
camel-load of wheat has been known to be sold for 
one rupee. 

The low flat province of Kachi has produce of a 
different kind, wheat being but of partial growth, 
while jGgi ind biijara are most extensively culti- 
vated. The cotton-plant and sugar-cane are raised 
near BAgh and Dbdar ; and at the latter place indigo 
is produced and manufactured. 

The Baloch provinces have, comparatively, but a 
trifling trade with the neighbouring states, and 
society is not in that advanced state amongst the 
inhabitants as to render them greatly dependent on 
foreign markets for articles of taste and luxu*. 
There are a large number of Afghb merchants 
domiciled at Kalgt, who drive a considerable tran- 
sit trade between Sind, Bombay, and Kbdahk .  
The financial necessities of the Kalit rulers have 
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introduced a base coinage into circulation at the 
capital+ expedient fatal to the trade and prck 
sperity of the country. The same evil existed at 
K h d a h b  when I was there, originating, I waa told, 
with the late Shh Dil KhAn. but Fiir Dil K h h  
was wisely taking measures to remedy it. 

Mehrbb K h h  is a little beyond forty years of 
age. Boasting an ancestry which has given twenty- 
two or twenty-three k h b s  to Kaliit and the BA- 
hGis, he is so illiterate that he can neither read nor 
write ; and it seems his father, M h b d  Khh, was 
no better accomplished. Politically severe, distrust+ 
fuI, and incapable, he is not esteemed personally 
cruel or tyrannical; hence, although he cannot be 
respected by his subjects, he is not thoroughly de- 
tested by them ; and in lieu of deprecating his vices 
they rather lament that he haa not more virtues and 
energy. Neither is he harsh or exacting upon the 
merchant, whether foreign or domestic. He has 
four wives, and a son, named Miihomed Hassan- 
now a child. He has an only brother, Adam Khb,  
generally styled Mir Azem K h h ,  a young man en- 
trusted with delegated command, but exceedingly 
prone to diesipation. The k h b  retains as prisoners, 
or nazzer bands, ShAh N a w b  K h h  and Fati Khb, 
sons of the late Ahmed Yk Khb, whom he judged 
necessary to put to death at the commencement of 
his reign, or a little after, but not until he hrrd fo- 
mented four rebellions, and had been thrice forgiven. 
These youths are under eaay restraint, and the k h b  
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takes one of them with him on his journeys, while 
the other remains at KalAt, in charge of the Dbro- 
gah GGl Mzihomed. The k h b ,  moreover, seats 
them on his right hand in the darbh, his own son, 
Mzihomed Hassan, being placed on his left. He has 
also provided them with wives, or at least the elder, 
Sh&h Nawh KhCn, who has married a daughter of 
a Khadjak chief. These two young men are the 
only remaining descendants of Mohiibat K h h ,  the 
elder brother of Nassir Khkn; on which amount, 
while treated kindly, they are vigilantly guarded. 
The Ghilji minister, Diioud Mzihomed KhPn, wished 
to have involved them in the same destruction with 
their father, Ahmed Y6.r Khkn, and to have thereby 
exterminated the line, but Mehrzib KhPn would not 
consent. 
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Departure from Kalfrt.-Takht BBdsh&.-Mhlla 1zzat.-Rodin- 
joh.-Gandarghem-Rudeness of camel-drivers.Sohr6b.-The 
Khbn's uncle.-Burial-places.-Anjim-Bopoh.Soures of the 
Mdloh river.-Singular etratification.-Goram Bawh.-Shak- 
argaz, or sweet tamarisk.-Pkshtar Khb-Lichens.-Do Drui- 
d h - J a n g h i  Khshta-F'ir I,&&-4huznad Hilji-Kil- 
No Lang.-River for&.-Ancient fort.-The Mhlloh river.- 
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torrents-Inhabitants-Produce.-Considered in military point 
of view.-Extent.-Jell.-Arrival of KUikd6d.-Khdahk k%- 
fila-Duties.-Collectors.-Amount.-Frau& of the merchants. 
-Entertainment.-Polite request.-Town of Jell.-Grove&- 
Tombs. - Soii and produce.- The Magghassis.- Divisions.- 
Feud with the Rinds.-Ahmed Khiin-his character.-Dieeipa- 
tion. - Jet cultivators.- Tiinia. -Bannatar.-Hob-- K&h 
Shhtar. -Sulphurous spring. - Kichi. -Shiidia. -Pat.- Ap- 
prehensions-Rids.-Their excursions.-Composure regained. 
- Obelisk&- MachGlik.- Dkra Ghaibi.-Wal5 M6homed.- 
The Chhdi tribe.-Services to the T&lphh.-H6ji BijBr.4 
Unreasonable expectation&-Parsimony of the TUp6hs.-Po- 
verty of the Chhdis. - Wali M4homed's victories.-Hie aid im- 
plored by Ahmed Kh6n.-Hia hostility to the Rids.-Repri- 
manded by the NawAb vazir.-Canal.-Absence o f W d  MB- 
homed. 

THE k s l a  being ready to start, Kglikdbd accom- 
panied me to it, a little without the town. He 
recommended me generally to the good offices of 
the camel-drivers, and particularly to the attentions 
of YhkGt, a confidential negro khAnazAda, who 
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- was sent in charge of the merchandize. Tbis con- 
sisted entirely of madder and raisins. A seat on 
a camel had been prepared for me, so that I might 
sit or repose, as I found convenient. The mer- 
chandize was the property of KQikd6d and his 
partners ; and the camels were hired ones. Besides 
their drivers we had no other company. W e  pro- 
ceeded this evening to Takht BPdshAh, a small 
open spot, amphitheatrically surrounded by hills. 
On many of the near eminences were conical 
monuments of stones, possibly sepulchral, as they 
seemed too laboured to be supposed piles erected 
by shepherds to occupy and beguile their idle hours. 
Water was procured from a spring at Koh Chaar,  

I 
about three furlongs distant, which is not good, 
being impregnated with some mineral substance. 
Immediately on our west we had Koh Zoar. Takht 
Bddshiih implies the king's throne: I could not 
learn on what account; whether there is any tra- 
dition referring to it, or whether any ceremony is 
performed there on the inauguration of the k h h  
of KalAt. 

We  thence proceeded to Rodinjoh, belonging to 
the sons of MGlla Izzat, a man in his lifetime of 
some notoriety. He was wont to walk naked about 
KalPt; and what in some countries would have 
been deemed a proof of insanity, was here judged 
undeniable evidence of sanctity m d  wisdom. From 
what I was told of his experiments in gold-making, 
and of his SGfi principles, I apprehend he was 



merely a successful impostor. The village of RQ- 
dinjoh was given in grant to him, and he built a 
house and formed a garden ; both are now in ruins, 
and his sons are not distinguishable from the zamh- 
d h ,  or cultivators of the village, in appearance or 
manners. 

We  next marched to Gandarghen, said to be 
seven cosses from M n j o h ,  beyond which the 
plain widens. The road skirting the dry bed of a 
r G d - k h k  paaw Damb, BO called from a large 
mound, and SGrma Sing. About a coss beyond 
we halted on the bank of the rhd-khAna, in whose 
bed there is water, but of bad quality. In this 
march the conductor of my camel drew his sword 
on me, which I parried with my stick. Kaikdid, 
I found, the better to give me a claim on the 
respect and civility of the camel drivers, had re- 
presented me = a HPji. I did not take the trouble 
ba undeceive them, for P was so unwell that I was 
indiilbrent to good or bad treatment. On reaching 
the halting-place I remarked to my quondam as- 
sailant as he assisted me to dismount, that he was 
a RGstam of a fellow, and he seemed ashamed. 
Afterwards, although I had to complain of his 
comrades, I had no reason but to be satisfied with 
himself. When I spoke to Y&Gt, KA1ikd.W~ 
man, I found he was afraid, for he was one among 
many. 

Our next march wa.s to Sohi&; and we halted 
at the village of Nigghiir, towards the south--tern 



extremity of the plain. To our west were the 
villages of Dan and Rodani. The prospect the 
plain affords, when clothed with its crops, is very 
agreeable, the several little villages, or hamlets, 
having their contiguous gardens, while the contrast 
of the green or ripe wheat with the intense hues 
of the lucern plots, is striking. In the plain are 
several dambs, or ancient artificial mounds : some 
extensive ones occur emt of Nigghk. The sum- 
mits of these are crowned with stone parapets, 
which, although substantial, are modem, and may 
have been raised as sangars, or breastworks. Here 
we had to pay a transit-fee of one sennib, or the 
sixth of a rupee, on each camel-load of goods to 
Khaira, the m h a ,  or uncle of the k h b .  He did 

I 
not take moqey, averring it  would be of no use 
to him, but received its value in cloth. 

The plain aacends a little from Sohriib, and turn- 
ing a point of the hills on our left, we followed a 
more easterly course. The road became stony, 
and was frequently crossed by the dry beds of 
torrents. At some distance from Sohrhb were 
several graves, or what seemed as such ; they might 
,not have been worthy of attention had not their 
length been from east to west, instead of from north 
to south, as Mkhomedan gTaves are prescribed to 
be disposed. The curve, moreover, which in a 
Miihomedan structure, and on the western side, 
would denote the kabla, was here found on the 
emtern side. 

VOL. 11. I 
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Passing amid arid undulating rises, and tracing 
for some distance the bed of the rGd-khha, where 
we occasionally found water in cavities, with many 
oleander bushes, now laden with their long and 
darkcdoured seed-vessels, we reached A n x i  halk 
ing on the bank of a small rivulet. 

The following day, in progress to Bopoh, we fol- 
lowed the come  of the rivulet on which we had 
halted, our direction north&. A little before 
reaching Bopoh the rivulet dimppeared, winding 
to the right. On entering a small plain, the small 
village of Bopoh was to our left, with a few trees 
at the foot of the hills. In front, about three milea 
distant, on the same level, we saw the larger village 
of Gazh, the hills behind which concealed from 
our view the villages of the superior plain of Zehri 
on which Bopoh and Gazb are dependent. Ghat, 
the principal village, and abode of Rashid K h h ,  
sirdiir of Jh&law&n, was said to be four or five 
cosses distant. About half a mih  from Bopoh we 
rounded a hill, remarkable for its echo, We then 
halted, and had to bring our water from some disc 
tanw from a rivulet which ran into the MGlloh 
river. This inconvenience arose from our people 
having selected an injudicious place for halting in. 

In the sucoeeding march we came upon seved  
springs on our right hand, the water gushing copi- 
ously from the rock. These may be, perhaps, cog- 
sidered the true sources of the MGlloh river, as they 
never fail, and from them the stream is always a 
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continued one; Other rivulets, ss those of Sohriib 
and Anjira, lead into it, but they are only partially 
supplied with water. Beyond these first springs 
others occurred on our left hand, of more or lerw 
volume, increasing the original current. The dam, 
or valley, we traversed, was more properly a defile, 
farmed by the bed of the stream, and enclosing 
mcdcs. Occasionally i t  opened out, and we after- 
wards found that the entire route through the 
hills wae of the m e  nature. The rocks this day 
mre singular, from their stratification, having s 
mum1 formation, and the appearance, cohferred by 
their regular lines of dislocation, of being composed 
of masonry and brickwork. At one spot was a 
mat curious instance of the rock exhibiting a suc- 
eesgion of rimmed cylinders, decreasing in she from 
the lower, or inh ior  one. 

As the d m  opened we had a wider bed for the 
stream, which separated into two or more channels. 
Its borders were overspread with tall grass, in 
clumps, bearing. large tufts of white silky flowers. 
The plank3 panh-band and hishwarg were abundant. 
The next stage ww to Goram-bad& The d m  
was ledls confined, and we marched less interrupted 
by the course of the etream. Towards the close 
of our journey we passed an open space of some 
extent, where was a damb of large size, and on 
an adjacent eminence a conical pyramid of stonea. 
Here was a solitary mud house, and some cultivated 
land. On our road we had been delighted by the 

I 2 
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notes of the bGlbG1, the oriental nightingale, and 
we observed two or three species of trees, indicat- 
ing our approach to a warmer climate. The ole- 
ander was plentiful, and hence continued so. Here 
was the variety of tamarisk producing the saccha- 
rine gum called shakar gaz. This nearly resembles 
the common variety, except that its flowers are 
white, in lieu of being red, and its verdure more 
vivid, although of a paler green. From this tree 
is abo procured quantities of small galls, &led 
siikor. Their properties are astringent, and they 
are used as mordants in dyeing. It is said, that 
the sweet gum and the galls are alternately pro- 
duced. 

W e  had in the next march to cross the stream 
repeatedly, which implies that the dara was con- 
tracted, and compelled us to trace the river bed- 
At P6shtar K h b ,  an extensive open spot, there 
were numerous ghidhs, or matted abodes of the 
Br6hGis ; also some cultivated lands. Wheat, rice, 
and mGng are grown here. The flocks of sheep and 
goats were numerous. The karil, or caper-tree, was 
seen here, with mimosas and Mr-trees. 

There was a very large burial-place at this spot, 
too considerable, I feal; to be attributed to the 
residence of a few BrghGb, and rather marking 
the consequences of the sanguinary propensities of 
man. In the crevices of the rocks abounded a. 
variety of lichen, called mirmGt. It is used me- 
dicinally by the Briihb'i in diseases of languor 
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and oppression of the ais wit@. The plant, replete 
with juice, and extremely bitter and nauseous, is 
dried, and a quantity of the powder swallowed, 
after which water is directed to be drank. The 
same, or an analogous plant, abounds in the Khai- 
bar hills, and is carried to Peshiiwer, where it  is 
larjgely used as an article of food by HindGs. I 
found the BriihGi name for the bCr, or jujube zizy- 
phus, was pi&, the designation of one of our pre- 
vious halting places, although I did not there ob- 
serve the tree. 

Our next march brought us to Do DandBn, or 
the two teeth, a term derived from the two peaks 
of a neighbouring hill. On our road we passed 
some spots in which the cotton-plant was culti- 
vated. At Do Dandh were many Br;hiri resi- 
dents. 

Next day we moved on to Janghi Kbshta, or 
the place where a famous robber, named Janghi, 
ie said to have been slain. About a mile before 
reaching our destination we passed the ~ i h t  of 
Par Lahi, in the neighbourhood of which were 
many inhabitants, if we may infer from the nu- 
meroue flocks which everywhere grazed upon the 
hills. The eibrat stands on an elevated site, and 
adjacent to i t  is an ample burial-place. The build- 
ing is embosomed in a grove of bCr-trees, and ie 
further graced by the presence of a few date; 
trees. It is square, with many niches on; its re- 
spective sides, and is crowned with a cupola. The 
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whole is covered with cement, and the spot atto- 
gether is sufficiently picturesque. I may here ob- 
serve, that we had been joined by another of K P  
likd6d's confidential kh ihddae  from Kalh, bring- 
ing under his charge a real HAji, but old, and 
perfectly deaf, from Ghazni, who intended to pro- 
wed to M e w  which he had previously aevehl 
times visited. At Ktrlgt he had been the guest 
of the Diirogsh GG1 MAhomed, who made him 
over to the charge of KUikdiid. The old HAji 
had a most sonorous voice, and sang the songs of 
HSb,  and others, with resounding effect. He was 
literate ; and I found a companion at teactime, for 
the old gentleman believed that tea cletlred and 
improved his voice. 
. Our intercourse was singular, as he could not 
hear; but I found in a short time that we could 
very well understand each other, and that he 

muld comprehend my signs and gestures. My 
BriihGi companions still believed me a Hiiji, but 
could not divine from what country I came, I 
also was daily improviilg in health; and becoming 
ratronger, was better able to keep them in order, 
We then marched to Kil, where the valley waa 
wnsiderably more spacious than we had hitherto 
found it, About a mile before it we p d  the 
village of Attibehi, which had many trees and 
much cultivated land. 

From U 1  the d m  continued open, and we 
again passed much land cultivated with the cot- 
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ton-plant and jhdr ; also beyond it, on a stony 
barren expanse, large burial-grounds. Our dire* 
tion was constantly north, and throughout our 
journey the valley was more or less peopled. 
W e  halted at Noh Lang, or the nine fords. Next 
day our route commenced through a narrow de- 
file, where the channel of the river being con- 
fined, i t  was somewhat impetuous and trouble- 
some, but not deep. It was crossed nine times- 
whence the name applied to the place we started 
from. Ae we proceeded we entered upon a more 
open country, and our road led for some time 
over a bed of pure sand. A little before passing 
the last lang, or ford, we had to our right a mal l  
hill, called Koh Tow&, whence stones are pro- 
cured, employed in the baking of bread. On our 
left at this spot was a decomposed hill, univer- 
sally of a green colour. W e  had here a view of 
the great plain of Kachi, which we hailed with 
pleasure, as our passage along the course of the 
Mhlloh had been sufficiently tedious. W e  again. 
passed a large burial-ground, the graves enclosed 
in low stone walls, and their surfaces neatly ar- 
ranged with pebbles. On our left also were the 
remains of an old fort, the walls of which were 
extensive, although rudely constructed of stones. 
This was probably erected by some vigorous go- 
vernment for the protection of the route, and, css 
probably, it has also sfforded shelter to brigands, 
who have in later times infested it. The MG1- 
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lob on ow leaving it  was perhaps fifty or sixty 
yards in breadth, but in no part deeper than the 
knees of our camels; nor had it been so during 
our progress. I t  hence flows northernly to Gan- 
d6v& aqd I understand is spent in the irrigation 
of the lands in that vicinity. At certain seasons 
its stream may, possibly, find its way to the Nki. 
We halted immediately after crossing the ninth 
lang. About a mile north of us was a conspicu- 
ous giimbaz, or domed building, the z i h t  of Pk 
Chiitta, which is the usual halting-place for parties 
crossing the high range of Tirkhi, between Kalit 
and Kachi. 

The Mtlloh route, if there existed any important 
commercial communication, which there does not, 
between Kalh  and the countries to the east, would 
be one of much value. It is not only easy and safe, 
but may be travelled at all eeaaons, and is the only 
camel-route through the hills intermediate between 
S a h h w b  and JhQawb, and Kaohi, from the lati- 
tude of ShAll, where the line of intercourse is by the 
route of the Bolan river, to Khozdiir, from which a 
road leads into middle Sind. It will have been 
ascertained from my narrative, that danger from pre- 

' d8tory bands is not even apprehended; and this is 
always the case, unless the tribes are at war with 
eaoh other, or disaffected towards the k h b  of Kalht. 
The petty rivuleb, affluents to the Mblloh, as well 
aa the primary stream, are liable to be swollen by 
rains; and inljtances of kgfilas having suffered loss 
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from the sudden increase of the water are cited t 
although it may be presumed they are rare; nor is it  
easy to imagine how such accidents could occur, 
excepting in some few spots. The inhabitants, aa 

rude and simple as they are secluded, appeared very 
docile ; and in exchange for coarse cotton fabrics, or 
karpb, turmeric, &c., supply kafilas or passengers 
with sheep, fowls, roghan, curds, and rice. The last 
is grown in comparatively large quantities, as is 
mGng, and it has been seen, that besides the com- 
mon grain, as jd&, the cotton-plant is also an object 
of attention. In a military point of view, the route, 
presenting a succession of open spaces, connected by 
narrow passages, or defiles, is very defensible; a t  
the same time affording convenient spots for en- 
campment, abundance of excellent water, fuel, and 
more or less forage. I t  is level throughout the 
road, either tracing the bed of the stream, or lead- 
ing near to its left bank. Our marches were always 
short ones, not averaging above eight miles each. 
From Bopob to S6n' we made eight, which would 
give sixty-four miles for the length of the pas- 

. sage. 
The following day we reached Jell, and halted in 

a grove of mimosas south of it, having passed on the 
road the village of SirhgGi. After three or four 
days' halt there, KAlikdiid joined us from Kalit, 
bringing with him Abbk a you~lg man of that 
place. We farther awaited the arrival of a kifila 
from Kindahiir, which, previously to the departure 
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of Khlikdiid, had proceeded by the MGlloh route. 
I t  at length reached us, in charge of my old friend 
GG1 Mghomed. Accompanying it were two or three 
K h d a h k  merchants, and Att6 Mhomed, the son 
of a wealthy merchant residing in Shoriiwak, to 
avoid the rapacity of the K h d a h k  s i rdh.  Besides 
these were a few hiijis, and other itinerants. Klilik- 
d6d tasked the camel-drivers for their rude beha- 
viour to me on the road, but the error had been 
chiefly his own, in having announced me as a bAji. 
Now that we better understood each other, they 
were perfectly civil and I had only to intimate a 
wish to have it gratified. Their assent would often 
bring forth the whimsical assertion that they would 
eblige me, even if they cuckolded the k h h  and the 

- 
%hi. 

At  Jell a transit-fee of one sennk, or the sixth of 
a rupee, on each load of merchandize, is collected by 
Ahmed K h h ,  Sirdk of the Magghassis, who re- 
sides here. Its levy brought the sirdhr's brother to 
the kgfila. He was an acquaintance of KBlikdiid, 
who therefore, besides the amount of duty, made 
him presents of raisins and worsted socks. This 
man never appeared altogether sober ; otherwise he 
was free and courteous. Here is also stationed an 
&cer of the k h b  of Kalh, to collect duties from 
such k&filas that have not already paid them at 
Kaliit, and who may not be provided with a pat, or 
voucher. The k h h  of Kaliit levies three rupees, 
Kerim-khWi, on every load of merchandize leaving 
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his states, but it is indifferent whether the amount 
be collected a t  the capital or at the frontiers. The 
officer at Jell is certain of his individual fee, whe- 
ther a pat is forthcoming or not-for no k s l a  
leaves Kalkt without having evaded the duties in 
some mode. K&lik&d, who would be esteemed 
a fairdealing man, and who pretended to be s 
very loyal subject, had smuggled away several loads 
of raisins, besides ingeniously packing three loads 
upon two c& and other expedients. At length, 
all the little arrangements of the k S l a  being con- 
cluded, the brother of Ahmed K h h  gave KQik- 
&d a farewell mimihi, or entertainment, and he 
sent to know what I was accustomed to eat, and was 
somewhat surp- to hear that I ate what he did 
himself. Tbis feast brought him, for the last time, 
to the kifila, but exhilarated as usual. Some tri- 
fIing presents were again made to him. On this 
~ccmion U i k d i d  called me aside, and premising a 
hope that I would not feel offended, tald~ine tha* 
the khWs brother coveted the womted ~ o & s  I had 
QII my feet. I asked if he would not be aahmed to 
wear old socks ? " Oh ! no," said KAlikdiid. Then 
let him have them, I rejoined, and gave them to 
him. . 

Jell is the principal town of the Magghwds, and 
the residence of their sirdh, Ahmed Khan. It is 
small, comprising 'PPithin the walls about three hun- 
dred houses. Without may be one hundred hutted 
residences. There is an indifferent b a r .  The 
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walls ares mud, of some fifteen feet in height, and 
crenated, with towers at intervals in their faces. 
Much of the walls, and also some of the towers, have 
crumbled away, and have not been repaired. There 
are three gates, if the entrances may be so called, 
one to the east and two to the south. There are 
many groves near the town, chiefly mimosa, and on 
the east is an extensive burial-ground, among which, 
distinguished by their cupolas, the mausoleums of 
Kaisar Khan, and J a 5  KhAn, former sirdars of 
the Magghassis, are conspicuous. There is no gar- 
den. Cultivation in the neighbourhood is extend 
sive, principally of j G k  and the cotton-plant. The 
country occupied by the Magg- is abundantly. 
supplied with water. I believe above thirty canals of 
irrigation are reckoned, supplied by the springs in. 
the neighbouring hills ; some of them large. The 
soil is fertile, and capable of producing sugar, or 
any other superior growth of warm climates; yet, 
apathetic, and fettered by old custom, the agricul- 
turalist here attempts nothing beyond j G k .  The 
Magghwsis are one of the Baloch tribes, who have. 
been located for a long time in Kachi, where they 
occupy the corner in the south-west quarter of the 
province. They are divided into four principal 
families or clans, of which the B b t M  is the more 
illustrious, and furnishes the sirdk of the whole. 
Their chief towns are Jell and Shiidh. 

They boast of being able to muster two thousand 
fighting men, qnd are engaged in endless host i l i t~  



with their neighbours, the Rinds. An inextin- 
guishable blood-feud exists between the two tribes. 
At  present, notwithstanding the superior numbers 
of the Rinds, fortune is entirely on the side of 
the Magghassb. They have gained signal Pic- 
tories, with a loss so trifling as to be nearly in- 
credible ; but a day or two before I wrote this 
note, a conflict took place on the S h i k h b r  Pat, 
and the Rinds were, as usual, defeated. Ahmed 
K h h ,  their sirdib, is a young man, and his suc- 
cesses in the field have made him rather elated, 
He is too fond of the pleasures of wine ; and per- 
petual intoxication, combined with vulgarity and 
coarse manners, prevents him from being consi- 
dered amiable : yet he has a reckless kind of frank- 
ness and generosity, and if great sense cannot be 
conceded fo him, his personal valour is undisputed. 
The Magghassb, and, indeed, their enemies the 
Rinds also, are s dissolute race ; all who cannot 
d o r d  the wretched, ardent spirits of the country, 
stupify themselves with infusions of bang, or with 
opium. The zamindars, or cultivators of the soil, 
here, as throughout Kachi, are Jets. These people 
seldom move abroad but on bullocks, and never 
unless armed. A laughable tendency is excited 
by the sight of a Jet  half naked-for shirts or upper 
garments are generally dispensed with -seated on 
a lean bullock, and formidably armed with match- 
lock, sword, and shield. 

From Jell we marched to Sannatar; the com- 
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puted distance, eight cosaes. About a miIe from 
Jell the village of A j h  was munder the hills to 
our right. W e  crossed numerous canals of irri- 
gation in our road. The cuhivahion in the vici- 
nity of Jell was succeeded by on open barren space, 
after which some close jangd occurred. At two 
cosses from Jell the bmar village of TGn'a, corn- 
pased chidy of huts, was on our right ; i t  had 
a tomb, surmounted with a cupola. Jangal con- 
tinued, more cq less, until we reached Bannatar, 
on the bank of a water-course ; in which there is 

' always a small stream. W e  here saw large num- 
bers of hobhs ,  or bustards, with speckled bodies 
and black bellies. Their meat wm said to be ex- 
cellent. 

On starting from Sannatar the jmgal was slight 
for some distance, and then became more close. 
Finally, the country was covered with a juicy but 
bitter plant, called here k&h shbtru, but improperly, 
as it has no thorns, and can hardly be said to 
have leaves: it is, however, eagerly eaten by 
camels. About mid-way wm a small chishma, or 
brook, supplied from a hot spring in the adjacent 
hills, called the spring of Laha;  it had a strong 
sulphureous taste. I t  is held in repute for alleviT 
ating disorders of the intestines, but its compo- 
eition would more obviously indicate its efficacy 
in cutaneous affections. Inapplicae as a bever- 
age, at least, to persons in health, it is made avail- 
able to the irrigation of the neighbouring lands; 
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and cultivation again commenced at this point. 
Many huts were .scattered on either side, as we 
followed on the road, particularly on our right, 
and numerous canals of irrigation intersected our 
course. At length, passing on our right the vil- 
lage of Kichi, we halted about half a, mile beyond 
it, In front was a long line of large bCi. and mi- 
mom trees. The town of Shkdia, represented as 
surrounded by wttlls, and having two gates, with 
a b a r  nearly as large as that of Jell, was visible 
about four miles distant, bearing north-east. 

Next day, cclearing the grove of Grs  and mi- 
mosas before noted, we traversed occasionally much 
stony ground, broken by ravines and the beds of 
hill-torrents. W e  were now crossing the western 
extremity of the level desert track, known as the 
Sh ikhGr  Pat, and of notoriety for the number- 
less depredations md murders committed on it by 
the predatory bands of Baloches. Our kafila moved 
under some apprehension, as it was known that the 
exiled Rinds on the frontiers of Sind had collected 
s large body of horse for a foray in Kachi ; but 
its destination was kept a secret. The latter part 
of our mareh led under low eminences beneath the 
superior range; and on one of these was the tomb 
of Hkji Marri. Our situation here was pleasant ; 
but during the day the minds of our party were 
ill at ease, it being a spot likely to be visited by 
the Rinds, in case they moved in this direction. 
The Pat being destitute of water and forage, the 
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predatory bands in their excursions are compelled 
to make sudden dashes at the usual places where 
kAfilas halt, and not finding them, they aa preci- 
pitately shift their quarters. In like manner, in 
their inroads into Kachi they move swiftly on 
the place selected for plunder, and, successful or 
otherwise, retire with equal celerity. As evening - 
drew near, my friend KUikdiid? who throughout 
the day had sought many Mls in his Hiifiz, re- 
covered his serenity of mind. He observed, that 
the danger was now past, the object of the Rinds 
in attacking khfilas being to carry off the cattle, 
which they drive away when feeding in the jangal. 
Moreover, he felt secure, that if they arrived here 
on the morrow, it would not be until many hours 
after he had left the ground, &I these robbers 
always march by day. Water was at some dis- 
tance., from springs among the low hills to the 
west. About a mile to the northeast of our 
position was a large heap of stones, said to be 
the boundary-mark between the territories of Kalh 
and Sind; near it  were two obelisks, said to be 
also limitary monuments. Deer abounded in these 
parts, and the wild ass is reported to be some- 
times seen on the Pat. A plant, called machfilik, 
bearing yellow flowers, and having a succulent root, 
was common under the low jangal bushes. The 
same is found in the neighbourbood of Liya and 
Bakkar, west of the Indus, and the root employed 
as a horse-medicine. 
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Our next march led over a level naked surface 
until within three miles of the town of Dkra Ghaibi, 
when commenced a vigorous cultivation of jGiir, to 
the east occasionally intermixed with patches of 
dense jangal. To the west the country was open 
to the foot of the inferior hills, distant perhaps thrie 
miles. The superior range was not nearer than 
eight to ten miles. D6ra Ghaibi comprises a few 
mud houses, chiefly the dwellings of HindGs, and 
a large number of huts, and is the frontier town of 
Upper Sind, in this direction. Here resides Wali 
Mghomed, the chief of the Chiindi tribe of Btaloches, 
who can raise, as is given out, twelve thousand 
men. The district, of which this town is the capital, 
is called ChAndia, and is held in jighir by this leader 
and his followers. It is to this tribe that the pre- 
sent TBlpGri chiefs, or amirs of Sind, are principally 
indebted for the authority they now possess. HAji 
Bijiir, the father of the four brothers, Fati Ali, 
GhGlim Ali, Mir Kerim Ali, and Mortid Ali, 
who first shook the power of the Kalorah rule-, 
after a pilgrimage to Mecca, repaired to Nassir 
K h h  of Kallit, and strove to engage him in his 
designs of overthrowing the Kalorahs. The Baloch 
chieftain at first inclined favourably to HAji Bijgr's 
views, but on the offer by the Kalorah chief of 
a large sum of money for the delivery into his 
hands of the factious HAji he was about sacrificing 
his honour to his profit. HAji Bijiir, informed 
thereof, fled to Ghaibi, father of the present Wali 
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Miihomed, and then chief of the Chhdi  tribe. 
Ghaibi took up his cause, and by his assistance 
HLji Bi jk  became master of Sind, with the no- 
minal title of Vazir, much in the same manner as 
Fati K h h  placed himself over the indolent Shkh 
MiihmGd in Afghhisth. The present chiefs of 
Sind have always shown a great mistrust of the 
Chfindi tribe, and lose no occasion to weaken and 
to divide it. I t  is an old and true saying, that a 
fool kicks away the ladder by which he rises, and 
the Chhdi chiefs, with unpardonable simplicity, ex- 
pected from the prince in power the condescen- 
sion shown by the fugitive HAjf. . During the early 
part of the TLlpGr sway, when there was dread of 
the Afghins, necessity dictated liberality, and the 
Chgndi chiefs, as those of other tribes, were in 
receipt of large sums of money from the govern- 
ment. When the Sindi rulers ceased to fear from 
the A f g h h ,  owing to their intestine commotiom, 
and from the Baloches, owing to the feeble sway 
of the successors of Nassh KhLn, they discontinued 
their largesses. The Chfindi resources were now 
limited to the scanty returns from a sterile tract 
on the north-western frontier, and their chief was 
embarrassed to meet his expenses. Latterly, how- 
ever, the inundations of the Indus have increased 
westernly, or a greater portion of its waters have 
been directed into the canals and branches from it, 
from which DCra Ghaibi has derived benefit. Still, 
the chief is sorely dissatisfied, and would, possibly, 
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join any invader of Sind that might appear, except- 
ing, perhaps, Ranjit Singh. Wali Maomed is 
personally brave, and in the several military ex- 
peditions he has made has been uniformly suc- 
cessll. He has defeated the Magghassi's of Jell, 
the father of whose present chief, Ahmed Khh, 
was slain in a battle with the Chhdis; he has been 
victorious over the Marris, whom he pursued into 
their hills; and over the Kaidrhb, whom he aig- 
ndly discomfited in their own country. ' He is now 
hostile to the Rinds, and in dliance with the 
Magghassh. Ahmed K h h ,  their chief, when a 
youth, and some years ago, after a severe defeat by 
the former tribe, took horse and rode to the house 
of Wali Miihomed at D6ra Ghaibi. He told him, 
that he came personally to absolve him from his 
father's blood, and to crave his assistance, that the 
tribe of Magghassis might not be exterminated. 
Wali Mihomed hastened with his troops, and 
checked the Rinds in their career of devastation. 
We afterwards learned, that the Rinds had made 
a'dash at ShAdia; that they had made some booty, 
and had killed three or four individuals. Wali 
Mhhomed sent to Wali Mihomed L i g S  of L&- 
khha, who is called the Vazir of Sind, and has 
charge of the state interests on the northem fron- 
tier, for permission to march, as an ally of the 
Magghassis, and to intercept the Rinds on their re- 
turn. The vazir withheld his sanction, and be- 
stowed many opprobrious epithets on the ChCndi 
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chief. He declared, that if he marched he should 
never set his foot again in Sind. 

Near DCra Ghaibi is a branch, or rather canal from 
the Indus, which flows southernly to JGi, and falls 
into the N&-5, an arm of the great river, a little 
before its junction with lake ManchGr. Wali Mb- 
homed is partial to Afghhs, and never exacts duty 
from their kBfilas, while rigidly enforcing it from 
BrLhGis and HindGs. He waa not at DCra while 
we halted there, but Kaikdbd sent a due offering 
of raisins to his family. The chief is now aged, and 
is represented to be ziilim, which may mean tyran- 
nical or oppressive, or merely that he governs his 
tribe with a strong hand. 
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WE had now gained the borders of Sind, an 
orderly, and well-regulated country in comparison 
to that we had left ; and we had uo longer doubts 
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as to the safety of the road, or apprehensions from 
bands of Rinds, or other marauders. Our route led 
along the western frontier, where welldefined hill 
ranges confine the valley of the Indus. A little 
beyond DEra GhGbi were, on our right hand, several 
gumbazzes, or tombs with- cupolas. About a mile 
before reaching Amil fields of jGk commenced, and 
extended to the town. The road was continually 
divided by bands. Amil contains about one hun- 
dred and fifty houses, a few built of mud, the 
dwellings of the HindGs, and the remainder huts. 
It has a small bazar, Here resides a relative of 
Wali MAhomed, who visited Killikdiid, and pre- 
sented a sheep. W e  found the HindGs in great 
consternation, as an order had just arrived from 
Haidarablid to levy twelve hundred rupees from the 
town. They were preparing for nocturnal flight. 

About a coss from Amil we passed, on our left, 
a small walled village, called Got Ghai, and about 
a mile beyond it two or three buildings, said to 
be a darams&la, and Rind6 z i h t .  To the west, 
the plain, as usual, was clear to the hills. Extensive 
fields of jGk preceded our arrival at FeridabLd. 
This is a small town, with a few mud houses, and 
many huts. The bazar is considered larger than 
that of Amil. The superior range of hills, distant 
four or five miles. 

In  our progress next 'day we passed several tombs 
with cupolas, on the right hand. Cultivation was 
general, and besides jGAr, some mGng was seen. A 
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species of wild melon was abundant over the fer- 
tile soil. It is called mihbl; attains the size of a 
turnip, and is used, dressed with ghee, or clarified 
butter, as a condiment, by the people. Several 
villages were observed to the east. Got HGss6n 
KhAn, where we halted, had a trifling bazar. I n  
our route from Got HiissCn K h h  we passed the vil- 
lage of BGgh, with a bazar. Cultivation on the road 
was more or less general. A very fragrant plant 
was common on this march, which deliciously per- 
fumed the night breeze. As it was dark I was 
unable to observe it. By daylight we beheld, to 
the east, in the distance, a large building with 
three cupolas, called GGmbaz Borah. It is, in fact, 
an ancient masjit, and as we came parallel to it 
we observed around it ruins for a great extent. 
W e  were told it was the site of Vrij, a town 
often mentioned in the annals of Sind. It ia re- 
presented as entirely deserted. A few mlillaa and 
fiquirs dwell at the masjit, where a n&ra, or 
drum, is beaten morning and evening. At our 
halting-place waa a large burial-ground, where 
many of the Kalorah family were interred, when 
KhodBbQd, said to be twenty cosses to the east, 
was their capital. One of these, Mir Nassir MQ- 
homed, has become a saint with the Je t  tribes; 
and his tomb is a place of pilgrimage to multi- 

I tudes, who are taught to believe that their wishes 
are to be realized through the favour of the saint. 
His tomb is crowned with a cupola, and is enclosed 
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within square turreted walls, painted on the ex- 
terior with rude representations of flowers. A na- 
&ra is beaten here; and the revenue of the con- 
tiguous land is appropriated to the support of the 
edifice and of its little establishment. In the bu- 
rial-ground are about twenty-five other cupolas, 
all of them fantastically decorated, and painted 
with coarse glaring colours. There are a vsst 
number of graves, more or less conspicuous. To 
the south is a large pond of water, with high 
banks: the fluid is palatable, but muddy and of- 
fensive to the sight. I t  supplies three small agri- 
cultural hamlets contiguous. Within a mile east 
of the tombs is a considerable damb, or artificial 
mound, at whose base, near some remains of walls, 
is a z i h t ,  also of repute, and which has its naghra 
In the evening the deep and solemn intonations 
of these rival n a g h ,  with those of the neigh- 
bouring Borah masjit, produced an impressive effect. 
One could have imagined he had been transported 
back to the old times of Buddhism. 

The next day's march brought us to the southern 
bank of the Gij, riid khba,  or rivulet. Distance 
from Z i h t  Mir Nassir Mdhomed, said to be seven 
cosses. Our route led over a wellcultivated tract, 
without any fixed village on the line of road, but 
there were many discernible to the w t .  There 
were, nevertheless, numerous collections of Baloch 
huts. The come of the GAj was visible some time 
before we reached it, its banks being fringed with 
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tall tamarisk-trees. We  found a tolerable stream of 
water in its bed, which was esteemed an unusual oc- 
currence. We crosped it and halted. Near us were 
a few huts of the Jamiili tribe, who. inhabit the 
country from the GAj towards S6hwan ; and a little 
lower down, on the stream, was a village called 
BiibGrd'i-G6t. The bazar village of Talli was dis- 
tant about three miles east ; and another, named 
PGlji, about four miles southeast. The point 
where the Ghj issues from the hills, marks aiso that 
where the road leads through them from this part of 
the country to Khozdzir, and from our position bore 
due west. Here Kglikd6d made some sales of 
raisins to HindGs of the neighbouring villages, and 
gave one parcel to a man he had never seen before, 

, taking in payment a draft, or order, on a brother 
Hind6 at JGi. I asked him if he might not be 
deceived. He thought it unlikely. 

Proceeded to JGi distant, by computation, eight 
cosses from the bank of the Giij. After clearing 
the cultivation near the stream, we crossed a level 
tract much intersected by bands and water-channels. 
We  did not follow the actual path, as kiilikd6d had 
taken the precaution to hire a guide for this march. 
This fellow, on being told he was a bad guide, re- 
plied, that he was a good singer of songs; and in 
truth, apparently careless as to what mute he led 
the kiifila, he never ceased singing from the outset 
of his journey until we arrived at JJGi. The object in 
hiring this man, was to paas wide of some marshy 
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land, said to lie on the direct road. As we started 
at midnight, by daybreak we were in sight of JGi, 
the country to our east abounding in villages. In 
the vicinity of the town the surface of the soil was 
in many places covered with water. A few deep 
and broad trenches much incommoded the passage 
of the laden camels. Fields of jGk extended east- 
ward. To the west a slight jangal stretched to the 
superior hills, distant a good march, or eight to 
ten cosses. We  halted under the walls of the 
town, which comprises about two hundred houses, 
with comparatively a .  flourishing bamr. Ordinary 
supplies are readily procurable. I t  is surrounded 

by a mud crenated, but dilapidated wall of fif- 
teen feet in height. The only prominent build- 
ing of the place was a new masjit, built by Ba- 
haw2 K h h ,  chief of the Jamiili tribe, which, like 
the houses, is erected of no more costly mate- 
rial than mud. At the south-west angle are the 
remains of a small mound, of more solid structure, 
originally formed with kiln-burnt bricks. This town 
-is the little capital of a small district, held in jiighir 
by the Jam&li tribe of Baloches, whose chief, Ba- 
hkwal K h h ,  resides near the hills, for the conveni- 

1 ence of grazing his flocks and herds, in which he is 
wealthy. This district commences northernly at the 
G&j rivulet, and southernly it extends about three 
cossea beyond JGi. West it is bounded by the high 
frontier hills, and east its limits reach to the NiS 
branch of the Indus, where there is a thrivingvillage, 
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called Bahgwalpiir, seated on its banks. The JamSli 
boast of being able to raise seven hundred fighting- 
men. They have the singular custom of never selling 
milk, averring they retain it for their guests. The 
Marris, another Baloch tribe, for the same aIleged 
reason, will on no account sell roghan. The Lib- 
k h a  canal, or branch of the Indus, was said to be 
distant about a coss to the east of JGi, and s u p  
plies the bazar with fish. The main stream,--by 
which I hardly know whether the NWI or the 
Indus itself was meant,-was affirmed to be eight 
msses distant. It would appear, that during late 
years a far greater st~pply of water enters the; canal 
than formerly, and even causes it, like tho parent 
stream, to inundate. JGI heretofore experienced 
distress from having no water immediately qear; 
now, its numerous canals are overflowing. 

Kilikdtid made sales here of madder and raisins. 
The order given by the Hind6 at the Gkj river 
proved worthless on presentation. I was inclined to 
joke with my friend on his simplicity, but he was 
not willing to allow that I had reason. There was 
no HindG, he said, in Sind, who would venture so 
egregiously to defraud a MGssulmh, for the penalty 
would involve the forfeiture of his property to ten 
times the amount of the fraud, and his being forcibly 
made a Miihomedan. This penal regulation seem- 
ed ingeniously framed to protect the MGssulmSn 
against the sharper witted HindG, as well aa to in- 
crease the number of proselytes to Isliim. KBlik- 
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d6d, however, was right in his estimation, for the 
Hind6 came toiling to J G i  with the money. He 
declared he knew that the order was useless, but 
feared that had he not given it the raisin8 might 
have been refused to him. 

From JGi,  four computed coursea led us to Chinni, 
rt town adjacent to the low hills, dependent on the 
superior range. Many of the eminences were 
crowned with giimbazzes, or tomb& marked by cu- 
polas. Some of them were handsomely carved, md 
their material was yellow stone. Sind is a great 
country for tombs and z i h t s .  The abundance of 
the latter, if a proof of the state of civilization in 
a country, is a certain one of the credulity of the 
inhabitants. I t  is also evidence, although it may 
seem, at first view, a paradoxical assertion, of the 
low state of religion, for the people, who are prone 
to pay homage to z i h t s ,  will not be found fre- 
quenters of the ordinary places of worship. Thus, 
in Sind the masjits are neglected, while the z i h t s ,  
or shrines, are flourishing. The natives, calling 
themselves Miihomedans, have abandoned essen- 
tially the religion of I s l h ,  and have become vota- 
ries to a new worship, that of shrines. Among the 
Baloch tribes of the hills this is wholly the case; 
indeed a masjit is rarely or ever to be seen among 
them. There is much cultivation around Chinni, 
and a good deal of pasture. Its bazar hw about 
sixty shops. 

The road from Chinni led pleasantly along a fine 
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tract of pasture, (low hills, or eminences, to our 
right, and a plain stretching eastward to the N ~ I ,  
and lake ManchGr,) to Trenni, a small village with 
its complement of g6mbazzes. BGbak, on the 
borders of the lake, was a conspicuous object from 
this place, either that its houses were elevated, or 
that it was seated on a mound. Its climate is 
vaunted, and both Trend and Chinni were much 
favoured in this respect, and also in their situa- 
tion and grass-land. BGbak is said to contain 
nearly a thousand houses. Contiguous thereto were 
the villages of Wi and B&hi. Nhwan was 
pointed out east. Trend has a singular and igno- 
ble repute, that of dog-stealing. The dogs of kkfi- 
las, it is said, are sure to disappear at Trenni. K t  
likdgd had picked up on the road a very large dog, 
that had become habituated, and had travelled with 
us for some days. He had always expressed his fear 
that he should lose him at Trend. We  took all 
precautions, doubled our watch, but in the morning 
there was .no dog. 

Our route from Trend led through slight jangal, 
and its latter part was -through sand to Baloch G6t, 
a small village on rising ground, with three or four 
shops. Here it is customary for klifilas to halt, 
until the duties payable at the town of ahwan are 
adjusted. A miserable fellow, called MGsa, a Rind, 
came from the village, and stationed himself with 
the k s l a .  His task was to watch that no loads 
were clandestinely forwarded or secreted. 
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Kfdikdiid repairing to SChwan, I accompanied 
him, being desirous to see the remains of the ancient 
fort there. Our route from Baloch Got was through 
a well-cultivated country, villages occurring at short 
intervals. These had always a better and ancient 
appearance, from being chiefly built of kiln-burnt 
bricks, and from having one or more upper stories. 
They were generally raised on capacious mounda. 
Towards Shwan large mimosa-trees are abund- 
ant, and the road was pleasant, passing through a 
grove. Low sand-hills occur just before reaching 
the town, and the soil becomes affected by them. 
We  traversed the baear, and took up quarters at a 
Squ'lr's takia, overlooking the Aral branch of the 
Indus, and immediately under the ancient fort. 
SChwan was computed at six comes from Baloch 
Got. Ksikdiid noted his arrival to the officers of 
D i w h  Sangat, the h e r  of the revenues, and they 
came to ascertain the number of individuals in 
company, that provision for their fare might be 
furnished, as is the custom with the D i w h .  We re- 
ceived a due allowance of rice, flour, roghan, and 
sugar. In conformity to the routine of busin'& 
here, a Saiyad and a Hindfi, the one to check the 
fidelity of the other, were appointed to return with 
our party, and to ascertain if the particulars ren- 
dered by the merchants were correct. 

I inspected the old fort, which I found constructed 
of kiln-burnt bricks around the sides of a huge 
oblong mound. I t  was much dilapidated, but tho 
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entrances were still well marked. There was no- 
thing, however, in its exterior appearance which 
would justify an opinion of its great antiquity. 
I t  might be one thousand years old, it might be 
five hundred. The mound is artificial, or rather 
chiefly artificial, for an eminence was originally here, 
as proved by the masses of rock on the northern 
face; and this has been made the nucleus of an 
immense collection of earth. The mound may, or 
may not have been formed considerably prior to 
the walls, which face its exterior sides, and contain 
it. The chance is that it had a prior existence. 
From the gates, cut through the mound, were streets, 
which, although much choked up, and converted 
by the action of centuries into water-courses, retain 
the signs of their former destination in the masses 
of brickwork, and similar indications, which yet in 
some parts adhere to the sides. Quantities of 
burnt grain, as wheat and gram, are discovered in 
some spots. On examination of these, I found they 
were intermixed with fragments of bone and of 
cocoadnut shells, ample proofs that they denoted 
spots of cremation. This fact also explains why 
coins, trinkets, and other trifles should be met with 
so frequently, they being merely deposits with the 
dead, as far as coins are concerned, and the trinkets 
were attached to the corpse when consumed. I did 
not see any of the coins found, but understand that 
they are invariably Miihomedan, especially coins of 
the caliphs. This circumstance would go far to 
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prove that in their time the mound was a HindG 
place of cremation. At the same time, it may not 
affect the antiquity of the walls, for it is as easy 
to suppose that the HindGs converted a neglected 
fortress into a receptacle for the ashes of their dead 
as it is to suppose the convene, or that the MBho- 
medans converted a HindG cemetery into a citadel. 
In the latter case, however, and i t  is not impossible, 
the walls themselves have not an antiquity beyond 
that of the Caliphs. Like every other person who 
roams about these ruins, I found a relique, but an 
insignificant one, a copper ornament, which my 
companions pronounced an ear-ring. 

There are the remains of buildings on the mound 
sufficient to point out that it has been occupied 
at a comparatively recent date ; and part of the 
outer wall of a tower above the western gateway, 
rising, indeed, above the level of the mound, ex- 
hibits interiorly a few niches, seeming to show 
that the apartment was an inhabited one. The 
town of S6hwaq itself is seated on a mound or 
mounds, a little inferiorjn height only to that of 
the castle, and the base of these towards the east 
has been secured by being faced with masonry. 
At the present day, it is far less famed on account 
of its antiquity, or of its reputed founder, Seth, 
than as being honoured with the shrine of the 
illustrious MQhomedan saint, La1 Sh& Bh.  Who 
he was is not decisively known ; whether, as the 
attendants at his shrine pretend, a saint of some 
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distant region, or, as some aver, a successful pur- 
loiner of his neighbours' cattle. However this may 
be, if he be even a fabulous saint, created on the 
wreck of a HindG one, the repute of his shrine is 
well established, and LA11 Sh& Bb has become 
venerated with the emphatic title of the Fh- of the 
Kohistgn. The favours of the saint are, of course, 
granted in proportion to the value of the offerings 
of pilgrims; and i t  may be presumed that the 
treasury of his temple is rich. The am'm of Sind 
have testified their piety by many costly donations, 
and are wont, at times, to repair to SChwan' to 
implore the good offices of LA11 ShAh Bb. The 
profligate vazir, Fati Khbn, at some risk, clandes- 
tinely visited this shrine, and no doubt went away 
satisfied that he had left his sins behind him. The 
buildings attached are very numerous, and some 
of them sufficiently splendid; the principal is 
crowned with a large cupola. The establishment 
of attendant mG11aa and fiiqu<rs is also ample, and 
food is distributed to indigent pilgrims and mendi- 
cants. Much ceremony is observed in the ap- 
proach of pilgrims to the shrine, and the rolling 
murmurs of the n a g h  accompany the steps of 
the awe-stricken men. Amongst the wonders of the 
place are two tigera, enclosed in ages. SChwan 
being one of the more emine~t  towns of Sind 
west of its river, is held by one of the amirs, and 
was now enjoyed by Mir Moriid AIL The revenhes 
of the town are annually exposed to sale, and the 
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purchaser this year was the D i w h  Sangat, who, 
in like manner, had acquired the revenues of T6tta. 
The district dependent on SChwan extends to the 
lake MauchGr, and is very fertile in grain. Be- 
tween S6hwan and Baloch Got the district is held 
in jiighir by a branch of the Utan Zai, the prin- 
cipal Rind tribe, who have dwelt there for three 
generations, and have conferred on it the name 
of Rindistiin. From this branch Rlir Moriid Ali 
has taken a wife, who is the mother of Mir Naesir 
Khln. In our journey to S6hwan we met on the 
road, returning from a visit to the z k a t  of LB11 
Shah Bk,  MirG K h h ,  the present young sirdh, 
or chief, of these Rinds. He was attended by 
some fifteen mounted followers, on horses and 
camels; two or three of them carried hawks. He 
was corpulent, and appeared thoughtless ; and his 
reputation for sense I found accorded with the me- 
diocrity of his appearance. 

The saiyad, and his colleague the HindG, being 
ready to start, q e  returned with them to Baloch 
Got by the same road we had come to S6hwan. 
On passing through the bazar of the town I was 
recognized as a Feringhi by several people, but 
the recognition was immaterial. 

A day was passed at Baloch Got in satisfying 
the cravings of the saiyad, the Hindfi, and of MGsa 
the Rind. The HindG was most easily contented, 
and went his way; MGsa made more difficulty, 
but suffered his conscience to be soothed. The 
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saiyad, however, remained, and it was difficult to 
divine the extent of his expectations. I t  is fair 
to observe that, if the inferior officers in Sind are 
venal, and the collectiom of duty are vexatiously 
made, the merchants of k&filas lay themselves open 
to annoyance and exaction. They invariably exer- 
cise their ingenuity to defraud the revenue, and 
therefore place themselves at the mercy of the 
collectors. Our saiyad, a remarkabIy sedate opium- 
eating gentleman, exhibited the most inflexible 
composure ; and he had completely the advantage 
over his victims, for they could not march until 
he uttered the word " mokal," or "permission to 
depart." It was clear that he was quite indiffer- 
ent as to the length of time he might detain the 
kkfila, as he must be well entertained so long 
as it  stayed. He made no demands; but on 
KUikdAd and the others tendering him what they 
judged due, he received it, and sat with the same 
imperturbable gravity as before, evincing no in- 
clination to move ; from which it was inferred he 
wak not satisfied. This farce was carried on during 
the day ; and it was evening when, having received 
from Kklikdiid twelve rupees and a quantity of 
raisins and jira (carraways), and sixteen rupees 
from Att6 Miihomed and the Khdahtir kkfila, he 
pronounced the word so desired, "mokal," and 
took his leave. 

W e  then marched to GarmAb, distant from Ba- 
loch Got four cosses. The jangal was considerable, 
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and some marshy ground impeded our progre0s. 
Beyond, a dry open country' again presented itself. 
W e  passed a circular enclosure of masonry, clearly, 
from its style and neatness, a remnant of other days. 
A t  length we crossed the brook Garm&b, flodng 
through a grove of mimosas, and halted imme- 
diately beyond it. I proceeded to its sources, about 
three hundred yards from our position. They issue 
from the foot of a low rock, made up of fossillized 
shells. A deep basin is formed, shaded by small 
bushes and plants; the water delightfully lucid, 
glides easterly for about two llundred and fifty 
yards, when it expands into a small pond, thence 
anew flowing easterly, it descends upon the plain, 
providing for the irrigation of the neighbouring 
lands. I bathed about eighty yards from the 
souroes, and was surprised at the warmth of the 
water, as.  well as much gratified with immersion. 
The water is drunk, and has no perceptible ki te .  
Numerous little fishes play in its transparent stream. 
There are many springs in these counties whose 
waters, warm in the morning, become cold during 
the day ; bu't this of Garm-&b is really a hot spring, 
preserving its temperature at all times and seasons. 
I was told that its temperature increased in winter, 
but i t  is possible it  only then becomes more pal- 
pable from the lower state of the atmosphere. I 
have before noted the sulphureous spring of L a h a ,  
some twenty miles south of Jell; there is another 
a little below SEhwan, on the hills west of the 
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Indus, and again other very hot springs near Ka- 
r6chi. These several springs are found in the same 
h e  of hills, and those the inferior ones at the base 
of the superior range dividing Sind and Kachi from 
Balochisth. They extend from the Bolan pass to 
the ooean. The springs are found also under the 
same condition, or accompanied with fossillized 
shells, as if on their original creation, the fossil- 
lized mass had been gurgled up from beneath the 
surface, through the vents afforded to them, and 
had been subsequently condensed. These springs 
may afford data for 'an opinion as to the 'epoch when 
these hills were called into existence, which again 
must have been after the deposit of the shells. 
Under the same hills north of Jell, and west of 
SGrh  and Sanni, are sulphur mines, showing that 
the same character of formation distinguishes them 
throughout their course. Immediately north of the 
spring, and of the isolated hill from whose base 
it gushes forth, is an artificial mound, strewed with 
fragments of pottery, as was the surface of the soil 
around. That this spot was anciently an object 
of adoration, when natural phenomena were deemed 
worthy of veneration, may be believed : at present 
we have its grove and its charmed circle, but we 
miss the temple. W e  were now about to enter 
a region replete with rustic, yet sometimes massy 
monuments of the former superstitions of a bar- 
barous people. They bear a great analogy to the 
ponderous Celtic vestiges of ancient Europe, and, 
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like them, were constructed in the same primitive 
state of society. *It is not impossible that they 
owe their origin even to the same races and super- 
stitions. The name given to the spring of G m -  
iib is expressive of its warmth. The plain below 
us to the east was spacious and well cultivated, and 
plentifully sprinkled with hamlets. A superior 
dwelling was pointed out as the Tanda Mkhi, the 
residence of a respectable chief. 

The first part of our next journey traced the base 
of the low hills on our right. Afterwards we cross- 
ed a rGd-khAna, its bed wide, and furnished with a 
stream of water. It accompanied us on our right 
during the remainder of our course. Turning the 
base of a low hill, the waste was overspread with 
perphk-trees, a few in blossom. I n .  one or two 
places the soil was of a dark red colour, friable, and , 
unctuous to the touch. Passing a burial-place on 
our right, in which were some prominent tombs of 
carved yellow stone, a little beyond it  we halted 
at the remains of an old building called Got HindG. 
This was supposed by my companions to have been 
a fortress, its form being square, while circular 
towers described the angles. There were, however, 
peculiarities in the mode of architecture, which 
made me suspect it  to be rather an ancient religious 
edifice. The walls were only two feet in height, 
and I inferred they had never been higher. Their 
breadth was about eight feet. The inner and ex- 
terior surfaces were arranged with much neatness. 
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The natives here call any old place, prior to their 
time or conception, HindG. W e  were now in the 
qmntry held by the BGlfGt tribe of LGmris, who 
extend in the direction of Karichi until, parallel 
fo Titta, they are met by the Jiikias, another Ba- 
loch tribe. Our water was pmcured from the rGd- 
khslna just noted. We  had soarcely unladen our 
camels when, to the horror of Kaikdhd and his 
brother merchants, the inexorable eaiyad of S6h- 
wan, with three attendants, on camels, made their 
appearance. Sad evasion had been practised. He 
affirmed, merchandize had been sold clandestinely 
on the road, and the kgfila must return to S6hwan. 
With much ado he wag induced to dismount, and 
to consent to remain until the morning's meal-in 
preparation- was ready. This delay gave oppor- 
tunity for debate, and KUikd6d talked much of 
his respectability and honesty, which the wary 
saiyad never affected to doubt. The same farce 
was enacted as at S6hwan; additional fees were 
given before the unwelcome guest would depart, 
and a fresh " mokal" was pronounced. I asked 
KUikdiid if he bad not exercised his ingenuity in 
evading duty. He owned he had, but the K h -  
dahk merchants had overdone the matter. 

Throughout the next march the road, always 
level, led through a jumble of low hills, interspersed 
with waste, speckled with low trees and shrubs. 
W e  crossed the bed of a fid-khkna, and winding 
through a variety of small eminences, so exactly 
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conical that I hardly knew whether they were na- 
tural objects or artifical mounds, we halted at a 
spot called Malgari. Water was found in the bed 
of t b  rGd-khha. 

Our mad, the following day, led generally along 
an open valley, low parallel hills on either side. 
Towards the end of our journey, we crossed the 
bed of a r6d-khha, with water in it. Beyond it 
we had on our right one of those ancient structures 
to which the natives apply the name of Gohsr 
Basta. I t  was oblong; and by the disposition of 
its walls, which in structure resembled those of 
the building at GBt HindG, described four apart& 
ments, which faced the east. This antique vestige 
was distinguished by the presence of some fine 
dgdih, the first we had mit  with, although they 
abounded in the following marches. W e  halted 
at a spot called Pokar, which was clear and open. 
Fmgments of pottery strewed about the surface 
here, proved that anciently it was honoured by 
the presence of man. Now it is a solitude. There 
were, also, a series of conical heaps of stones, of 
large dimensions, and worthy of remark, as being 
situated on the plain. Heretofore we had noticed 
isolated ones, but seated on eminences. The summit 
of a hill to the south-west was crowned with so 
many of these cones that they gave it the appear- 
ance of being turreted. I was left to conjeoture 
whether they were recent tombs or more ancient 
monuments. That they were the latter, their oc- 
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eurrence in such a spot, marked by its gohar basta, 
and other evidenoes, might tend to mbstmhte. 
The hills in the neighbourhood yield a red powder, 
which the natives are willing to believe sindGr, 
or the red oxide of lead. Water was procured 
from a rGd-khha. 

We  thence traversed a fine level plain, negleated, 
. indeed, but with good soil, and free from aton-. 

On gaining a low detached hill, we skirted its 
bam, having to our left a rGd-khans. This we 
crossed, and halted immediately on ita bank. About 
half a mile east of our ground was a small village, 
called Wad D6ra, where resided Mir K h h ,  a BGlfiC 
chief, who collects a transit-fee of a quarter rupee 
on each camel-load of merchandize. I followed 
the path, which led among the jangal to the village, 
and was recognized by the HindGs, of whom there 
are some, to be a Feringhi. The men of the k&fiIa 
inquired for honey here. K h b  paid K6Iikdiid 
a visit, and brought him a fine dGmba, or fat-hiled 
sheep. The merchant, nevertheless, did not scruple 
to deceive him most egregiously in the amount of 
duty paid. 

From Wad D6ra our march wt~s over a h e  
level surface, slightly wooded with b5r-trees, and 
those called kiiber, ~616, ghwbnghi, &c., with the 
plant hishwirg. A variety of minlosa predomim 
nated. The tittar, or partridge, was plentiful. 
This march, called of eight comes, I suspect WEB 

nearer twelve, for i t  was one of the longest we 



had made. We  finally halted near some small 
eminences occupying the face of the valley, and 
having higher hills on either side of us. These 
were, as usual, marked by conical heaps of stones. - 
From Do W (the two roads literally) led a road 
to Jiriki and Haidarabid, and the other we were 
following, to Karichi. The riid-khba we crossed 
at Wad D6ra was on our left throughout the march ; 
we again came upon it at Do RBh, and derived 
from it our water. Our next march, a long one 
of twelve cosses, was made over a country exten- 
sively open, and free from large hills. The waste 
was overspread, as usual, with sIight jangal. A 
village occurred on our right, with a burial-gwround 
and z i h t ,  amid a grove of trees. Hence the soil 
became somewhat sandy, and our road traced the 
base of a low hill on our left, until it terminated. 
From this point our course inclined westerly to 
Got Arab, or, as sometimes called, Thah,  where 
we halted. This is a large village of huts, where 
sometimes resides Ahmed K h b ,  the chief of the 
BGlfGts. There are many HindGs at it. Here a 
transit-fee of a quarter rupee per load is again 
collected on the merchandize. The chief was not 
present, and the amount was paid to his mother. 
The Bblfits boast of comprising twelve thousand 
kh*, or families, and as many fighting-men ; 
which any one would be inclined to doubt who 
had traversed their country, and, excepting the 
two or three small villages, had not seen a house 
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or hut in it, and scarcely a human being. They 
are a tribe of the great LGmri community, and 
me denominated Lfimri B b U i ,  in contradistinc- 
tion to the LGmri tribes of Las, called Lassis. 
I n  the public records of Sind they are called 
Nrmmadi, by which designation they are mentioned 
in the treaty between N6dir ShAh and Miihomed 
Sh& of Delhi. There are two important divisions, 
the BiippahMi, whose chief is BGla Khiin, and 
the AmalMi, whose chief is Ahmed K h h .  These 
are again numerously subdivided. Ahmed K h h  
holds in j6ghir the bazar village of Kotlii on the 
western bank of the Indus, opposite to Haidarabiid. 
I t  is about five years since duty was first allowed 
to be collected by the Lfimris. Before, khfilas 
strong in number would sometimes pass through 
their limits, but their camels, when grazing, would 
be carried off, and occasionally a load or two would 
be stealthily abstracted on the march, Faiz Abmed, 
the Babi merchant of Kaliit, and cousin of Kiilikdiid, 
who possessed some consideration with the amh 
of Haidarabgd, preferred a petition to them, that 
the Lfimri chiefs should receive a small transit-fee 
from passing khfilas, and be held responsible for 
any loss that befel them. The amha approved the 
suggestion, and the Lfimri chiefs consented to the 
terms. Since that time no instance of robbery 
has been known, and even animals straying are 
always secured and delivered up. If one be irre- 
coverably lost, it is presumed stolen, and ite value 
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paid. These Ltimris, or BulfGts, as they generally 
call themselves, lead a life entirely pastoral. The 
little land cultivated is stocked with jG&-i. The 
extensive tract of country they spread over has 
many tracts of good soil, and nothing is required 
but the construction of bands to secure the rain- 
water, and bring much of it  under culture. That 
it  wrts once more peopled than at present is evi- 
denced by the sites of former villages pointed out. 

From Tiinah an open level country spread for 
about four or five cosses. W e  then neared some 
small eminences to our right, and upon the bank of 
a water-course stretching from them we came upon 
the moat complete and singular gohiir basta I had 
yet seen. There was exactly the same kind of 
structure we had met with near Pokar; an ob- 
long, divided by walls of masonry into four apart- 
ments; but connected therewith, and north of it, 
was another square erection, with projecting en- 
trances. This was composed of huge stones; the 
length of one was equal to fourteen of my spans, the 
breadth five spans, the thickness only one span. 
The extent of the oblong I found seventy-two of my 
paces. At the head of the water-course, I learned, 
were some works of masonry, and that they had 
been penetrated by the LGmris, who conjectured 
that a spring of water had been, at some unknown 
period, wilfully closed by them. They probably 
opened a place of sepulchre, and failing to discover 
what they sought for, they found some trifling arti- 
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cles, one amongst which they supposed to be a chil- 
lam, or apparatus for smoking tobaccco. 

OOHAB BASTA, OB CYCLOPEAN VESTIGE. , 

At some distance from these monuments we 
crossed another rGd-khAna, without water, and I 
was told, that to the right were other conspicuous 
goh% h t a .  W e  made towards a detached hill, 
visible in our front, under which we finally halted. 
I was not satislied with the cursory view I had 
taken in passing of the  structures I had seen, 
therefore walked back with one of the camel. 
drivers, and inspected them more at leisure; also 
took a sketch of the square building. On our 
return we met two LGmrh, one of them armed, 
who asked my companion to let him examine his 
sword. The BihGi declined, alleging, that good 
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men did not part with their weapons. The LGmri 
said he was a staunch sip&hi, or soldier, and, after 
some jokes, we parted. Close to this halting-place 
was a village of huts, called DBgghar di G6t; 
amongst the population were a few HindGs. On 
the hills were some of the conical stone monu- 
ments. 

There fell a smart shower of rain here, from which 
we sheltered ourselves under the projecting ledges of 
the rock. I made an agreement with a BGlfGt to 
conduct me to SGnmishi, as I did not know how I 
might be received at Kariichi, and I did not wish 
Kaikdiid to incur trouble on my account. This 
man provided a running-camel, and engaged to con- 
duct me to SGnmiiini in three days, receiving four 
rupees in remuneration. He  had no idea that I was a 
Feringhi; and I made over to Kaikdiid my compass, 
and other things which were as well not to be &en, 
and stuffed them into my pillow, keeping with me 
my kGrzh, or saddle-bags, filled with clothes and 
books. Kblikdiid was to bring the pillow, as he would 
visit SGnmi6ni in a few days. The kkfila started 
by night, and, I afterwards learned, reaohed Kariichi 
in four marches, halting respectively at Tirk, Man& 
roh, Malaroh, and Kariichi. Two of Ahmed KhMs 
men accompanied it; from which I inferred the couni 
try was more peopled, and that more precaution was 
necessary. At sunset one of these, mounting on 
the loads, gave notice, as loud as he was able, that 
the country was God's, and its BPdshbh mr M6r6d 
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Ali, and that any one committing theft should re- 
fund in the proportion of one rupee to one pais, and 
of one hundred rupees to one rupee. Without this 
observance and caution, I was told, the simple value 
of effects stolen could only be recovered. KAlikdLd 
and Attd M&homed, although the kkfila had started, 
to do me honour, remained with me the night at the 
BGlfGt's house in the village, and in the morning 
departed, recommending me to his care. 

The BGlfGt, as soon as he had breakfasted, went 
in search of his camel, and did not return until 
boon. The beast was not secured, and again etrayed 
into the jangal, and could not be found. My coml 
panion told me to keep a " vadda dil," or, my spirits 
high ; but I could have wished there had been no 
delay. The Lfimris are certainly not a very delicate 
race, and below even many of their neighbours in 
the little arts and conveniences of life; The family 
I had mixed with comprised only the Biilfit .and 
a young woman, about his own age, I could not tell 
whether his wife or his sister. My companion, in 
proof of his civility, would make me partake of 
his wat, or boiled rice, and would only allow me 
to sip from that part of the wooden bowl which 
had been already moistened by his lips. I was 
heartily glad when the alternate meal was over. 

Two or three hours before daylight next morn- 
ing a loud chanting commenced in the village, 
which, I learned from the BGlfGt when he awoke, 
was from the Hindtis reading their p n t h s ,  or, as 
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he expressed it, wofshipping God in their o m  way. 
H e  then went in search of the camel, an'd brought 
it back with him a little after noon. H e  prepared 
to start, telling me he would keep his word, 
although his female companion wished him to 
delay until the morning. W e  took our leave of 
the village, and making good way, the road always 
good, with low hills around us, we reached a place 
called PGrarG, where we passed the night with a 
Baloch family. 

My conductor was, like all the LGmris, an opium 
eater, and not only took a dose himself on starting 
but administered one to his camel. The animal 
became in consequence very wild for a time, and 
ran here and there, little troubling itself about the 
path, until the exhilaration of the opium had past. 
My friend as the animal capered about did not hi1 
to encourage me, by telling me to keep a vadda dil, 
and, what was as neoessay, to lay tight hold of his 
kamarband, or waist-shawl. W e  travelled nearly 
the whole of the day. Huts were sometimes passed, 
and the soil was sandy. The hills bore a very 
different aspect, being now earthy ones, with abrupt 
sctlrped sides, and tabular summits. W e  halted for 
the night a t  a Baloch hut; the inmates civil, and if 
the men were unseemly, the females were very 
pretty. My BGlfGt ate opium with every man he 
met. The ceremony observed on such occasions 
may be noted. The opium, formed into pills; is 
placed by the fingers of the one into the mouth 
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of the other, so that no man; unless alone, employs 
his own fingers. 

The next day we crossed the valley, through which 
flows the Hab river. -It presented a wild scene of 
natural confusion, from the enormous masses of 
rock scattered about it. Towards evening we 
passed through some hills, and by night reached a 
spot where there were many dwellings, and some 
HindGs. Here, had I arrived by daylight, I might 
have had an adventure ; as it was, the people were 
suspicious, and came in small parties of two and 
three to reconnoitre, and went away. At  length the 
BGlf6t found out a friend, and this put an end to 
interruption. This man, I observed, always knew 
some one individual at  each place he halted at. 

W e  started betimes in the morning, and tra- 
versed a country rather of undulating heights and 
depressions, than of hills. It was also better wood- 
ed. At noon we reached a collection of Baloch 
huts, where my conductor telling our hosts that 
I had so many books, that if I lived among them 
I should be revered as a holh, or saint, I was 
asked to ascertain whether much rain would fall. 
I, in turn, inquired the reason of their solicitude 
about rain. They replied, that too much rain origi- 
nated disease amongst their flocks, and that they 
lost numbers of them. Thus provided with infor- 
mation, I gravely turned over the pages of Duncan's 
Edinburgh Dispensatory, and, of course, predicted 
that only a reasonable quantity of rain might be 
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expected. I was then asked to tell if some missing 
goats had merely strayed, or had been stolen. An 
examination of the Dispensatory naturally elicited 
that they had only strayed. Another question was 
put as to the direction in which they should be 
looked for. !l!he Dispemtory answered, in the 
north, or the quarter in which they had been lost. 
These simple folks were well satisfied, and prepared 
for us cakes of bread ; and after our repast we pro- 
ceeded for no very great distance, when we came 
upon a large collection of huts, superior in construc- 
tion to any we had before met with. There was 
even much cultivated land. Here my BClfGt had 
an acquaintance, who pressed us to stay, which we 
did, although we might have travelled farther. 

We  did not start until noon next day ; two or 
three young men intending to accompany us to 
SGnmihi, which I found was close at hand. We  
pawed along a pleasant track, and rounding some 
wooded' knolls, entered upon the level plain of Las. 
A short transit brought us to Sthmiihh, where I 
,was welcomed by my Hindti friends. As my con- 
ductor had behaved very properly on the road, I 
asked him what I should give him as a present, in 
addition to his camel hire. He selected my lGnghi, 
that he might make a display with it on his return 
to his village. I t  was an old and indifferent one, 
but I had no other covering to my head, therefore 
I took -a ducat, far beyond the 1Gnghi's value, and 
told him he might take which he pleased. He was 
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for some time undecided, looking at the IGnghi and 
then at the gold ; finally, summoning resolution, he 
said, he would have the Patiin's 1Gnghi. I gave 
it to him ; and making his little purchases, he left, 
to pass the night at the place we had started from 
in the morning. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

Residence at  SGnmih5.-Departure-Theft at  Shbkh-ka-dj.- 
Uta1.-0mh-di-Got.-BQh-Murder of Mogal merchant.- 
Conferenca-Slaughter of Minghal and B i h j t i  chiefa-Permis- 
sion to levy duties.-Lawless state.-Prohibition to k&la&- 
Hhji O i l  MBhomed's disregard of prohibition.-K%la.-Mim 
1dk.-Sniyads. - Merchants.-Badrap.-Deception.-Inci- 
dent.-Compromise.-Departure from BQla.-Robber&-BtMin 
Lak.-Wali M6homed-His remonstrances-His high feeling 
-His good offices-His liberality-His fate.-Is6 Khh.-Bi- 
z6njli chief-Fortune of k9fila.-KAla Dam-Plain of Wad.- 
Benefit of badragam.-Hill people.-Khozdir-Attempt at  im- 
posturecSoMb.-Rodinjoh. - KalAt. - Reject invitation to 
stay. - Mangarchar. - ShBhidiin. - Baloches. - Trick played 
them-Their anger.-Khwoja A m r h  hills.-Plants.-Wid 
tulips.-Shox%iwak.-Hilla Mir Alam Khb-Pasees.-Tribes. 
-Villagee.-Border&-Amval of Baloches.-Their mimion.- 
Reply of the Afghbs.-Canals.-Hi+h6.-Atchak Zai.- 
Harir. - Chajar. - Kbrkz Illaiyh-Atchak Zai travellers.- 
Application for duty.- Robbery in mistake. - Simplicity of 
MiimPs servants. -Takht Pa.-Saline marsh.-Arghasiln.- 
Khtish-Bb.-Tomb of PrUindar Khh.-K9ndshk.-Recogni- 
tion.-Consequences-Expedition to Dar6wat.-Escape of Mir 
Alam Kh9nSs son.-Fears of Sird6rs.-Results of the expedition. 
-Arrange to leave KSndsh6r.4imate.-Death of Ftir Dil 
Khhn.-Abbls MErza's envoy.-~nsolent letter.-Envoy's pre- 
sumption.-His treatment.-Reporte and rumours.-Unpopu- 
larity and dissensions of the sirdam.-Mehu Dil KMn's hypo- 
crisy. 

KALIKDAD in two or three days joined me at SGn- 
m i h i  made some sales, and returned to Kariichi. 
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I resided, as in my former visit, on the best terms 
with the people, but fearful that a long abode might 
impair my health, improved by the journey from 
KalBt, I was anxiously awaiting an opportunity 
again to proceed to the north. In process of time, 
many merchants, and others, arrived from Bombay 
and Sind, and it was arranged to form a kkfila to 
pass through the Minghal and =6njG hills. I 
resolved to accompany it, and bargained with an 
owner of camels, named Soh, to carry me in a 
kajiiwa (a kind of pannier) to Kkbal. The bulk of 
the kiSla was destined to Kalkt and Kbdahiir, but 
there were three or four NiWl Afghbs, who dwelt 
near KAbal, and purposed to reach it  by the route 
of Sh&l and Toba, I agreed to take my chance 
with them. We  moved on to Chighai, three cosses 
from Stinmihi, and thence to Sh6kh-ka-riij, a vil- 
lage of sixty houses, with a few Hind6 shops. 

A camel was here stolen from our kiSla during 
the night; nor was the animal recovered. On re- 
presentation to the principal of the village, he 
avowed his inability to procure restitution, and 
alleged, that under the present lax government of 
Las, robbers had become so daring as to carry off 
cattle from his villagers. 

Although we started from ShCkh-k~riij about 
an hour before sunset, we reached Utal, ten cosses 
distant, only after midnight. This is a small town 
of about three hundred houses, with a great pro- 
portion of Hindtis. It is pleasantly enough situated 
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amid groves of kikara ; and the country around is 
well coltiveted with jG6rii eircham (rape), and the 
cotton-plant. Water supplied from well& Pro- 
visions, in moderate quantities, are procurable here, 
and honey is reaaonable and ~bundant. Utal oon- 
tributes four thouemd mpees annurally to the m 
venue of %la. 

We  next proceeded to a spot, without name, on 
the bank of a dry ravine. We marched before sun- 
set, and did not halt until after sunrise next mom- 
ing, but our paamge had been much obstructed by 
W c h e s  and embankments across the road. W a W  
was found, of bad qualify, in a well. 

At this place many of the camels strayed, butt 
we& recovered-. We again marched before sunset, 
and did not reach Osmkndf-Got, our destination, 
until considerably after mnrise the next morriing. 
Water &om a pond. 

Thenee, a short march took us to BGlrs, and we 
fixed ourselvee immediately north of the town. 

A delay was ocmioned here by the necessity of 
engaging badragars, or safe-guards, to conduct the 
kkfila through the Briihfii tribes of the hills In 
the time of MiihmGd K h h ,  the father of the pre- 
sent MChriib K h h  of Kalkt, a Mogal merchant, 
passing h r n  Kalh to B61a, was plundered and 
slain. On intelligence being carried to the Afghh 
government, a vakil was despa&hed to Kalkt, dea 
manding satisfaction for the outrage ; which was 
promised. MAhmGd K h b  repaired to KhoedG, 
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and encamped, summoning to his presence the 
several Minghal and B'dnjG chiefs of the hills, 
At an audience, the k h h ,  with the Afghgn vakil 
eitting by his side, required restitution of the stolen 
property, and the surrender of the murderers. In 
course of debate, one of the leaders observing to 
M6hmGd K h b  that he did not comport himself 
m an 'll, or brother of the Baloch race, the Afghb 
vakil rose on his knees, and grasping his sword, 
which was lying before him, asked how a subject 
could dare address such language to his sovereign ? 
The BrfihGi leaders, crying out that they were be- 
trayed, instantly retired from the tent to an ad- 
jacent tappa, or eminence. M h G d  Khan ordered 
the n a g h  to beat to arms, and the tappa to be 
eurrounded. The Br6hGi leaders were slain, to a 
man; and popular report has associated with their 
slaughter the manifestation of a miracle. A shower 
of rain fell, but only over the tappa, which extin- 
guished the matches of the devoted men, and left 
them a helpless sacrifice to their asssilants. Some 
time after this signal display of justice, Mdhrrixid 
Khln, excited by compassion, granted to the sons, 
or representatives of those slain on the omasion, 
permission to levy small transit-fees on kAfilas, on 
their guarantee to respect property themselves, and 
to be responsible for robberies committed within 
their respective limits. The aggregate of these 
transit-fees did not exceed four rupees. Latterly, 
owing to the embamsment of the KhAn of KalAt, 
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the Br&h.(lb of the hills levy at discretion, and a 
camel-load of merchandize is not cleared from Bdla 
to Khozdk under a less amount than twenty-three 
or twenty-four rupees. Moreover, the assumption 
of independence, and disregard of authority, has pro- 
duced a licentiousness of conduct to the individuals 
of kAfilas, especially to A f g h h  and others, not 
Baloches ; and badragars are indispensable, both to 
ensure safety and to prevent interminable disputes 
and wrangling. The growing insolence of the tribes 
was brought to notice in the conferences at Sohriib 
last year. The amount they benefited by the pas- 
sage of kAfilas throughout the year, was ascertained, 
and found, I think, to be so high as ninety thousand 
rupees. To diminish this serious burthen on the 
trade of the country, as well as to punish the tribes 
for their contempt of authority, and refusal to fur- 
nish the prescribed military contingents, it  was d h  
cided to prohibit kBfilas from passing through their 
hills. Accordingly, Mehriib K h h  interdicted the 
road, under penalty of confiscation of property, to 
those who followed it in defiance of orders. In 
the early part of this year Hhji GG1 Mhhomed, 
Andari, one of the most considerable of the mer- 
chants at KAndahk, either ignorant of the khAn's 
order, or, more likely, regardless of it, presuming on 
his influence at KAndahiir, being connected with 
KhodB Nazzar, the mfikhtahk of the s i rdh ,  en- 
gaged badragars, and proceeded to Kaliit. The kfl- 
fila with which I was now in company conceived 
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they were privileged to infringe the khbn's man- 
date, as Hhji GGI Mlihomed had done so with im- 
punity before them. I t  consisted of a great num- 
ber of Peshing saiyads, some merchants of Kin- 
dahk, and a few other AfghAns, with numerous 
Baloches, natives of Kallit and the vicinity, men 
who were returning to their homes after three or 
four years' service in the Dekkan, or other parts of 
India, or who had carried horses and dogs for sale 
to Bombay. The Afghh and K h d a h k  people 
only had merchandize, consisting of fine calicoes, 
muslins, shawls, chintzes, &c. Among the K h -  
d a h s s  was one M h a  Is&, in the employ of Ab- 
dfilah K h h ,  the Atchak Zai sirdh, who, from his 
superior address, officiated as secretary, treasurer, 
and diplomatic agent to the khfila. He was a 
P M i v h  and Shia, but on the road repeated prayers 
in company with the SGnis, as did two or three 
other Pks ivhs  of KAndahk. The saiyads of 
Peshing, a rude boisterous class of men, but im- 
perious from their acknowledged lineage, were en- 
trusted with the direction of the klfila as regarded 
its motion. The order to prepare for marching was 
given by the most eminent of them, in a loud voice. 
and was followed by his benediction. Amongst 
the merchants of Khdahh ,  the more respectable 
were, Martezza K h h ,  B h k  Zai, residing at Chap- 
lhi, a village south of Khdahk ,  and Y h  Miiho- 
med Tdjik, a dweller at Khkzak, a village east of 
the same city. There were also three Niiizi Af- 
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ghilns of Kiibal, who had a load of muslins, and 
another of glass bangles; and these last were eape- 
cially my companions. Four badragare, Minghal 
and BizGnj6, were engaged, one of them, RGhimdbd, 
a younger brother of Is& KhBn, the superior chief 
of the Minghals at Wad. One hundred and twenty 
rupees were paid for their attentions, and their en- 
tertainment on the road was to be provided at the 
charge of the kifila. The number of loads liable 
to payment was fixed at thirty-five, although there 
were above forty. The proprietors made a deposit 
in the hands of Mirza Is&k, to  meet the demands 
throughout the journey. The load of bangles, con- 
sisting of two long packages, secured by bainbh, 
was represented as containing tibGts, or corpees, the 
veracity of which was not suspected. 

Near the spot at which we halted at %la was 
a well. One evening a masdGr, or servant of the 
Peshing aaiyads, going to fill his massak, or skin, 
with water, met a female, of agreeable countenance, 
returning from the well with a jar of water on 
her head. He profited by the fair one's situa- 
tion, and kissed her. The jar was precipitated to 
the ground and broken to pieoes. The girl ran 
screaming into the fort ; and proved to be a kanis, 
or slave girl of the infant Jim's mother. Appli- 
eation was made to the kiifila for delivery of the of- 
fender, who was traced to the party of the saiyads. 
They refused to give up the man, as he, like them- 
selves, was a descendant of the Prophet. Indeed, 
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every camel-driver belonging to them claimed the 
same honour. In tho evening a party of armed 
men from the fort fomibly carried 08 five camels. 
The affair waa ultimately compromised; the officere 
of Lw observing emc~h)ttcally, yet truly, cc That al- 
though the Peshingh's might be saiyads, they were 
uncouth, and saiyads of the hilla." 

In my former journey to Kallit from B6la we 
had travelled rapidly, being unencumbered with 
merchandize; in the present one the Peshing mi. 
yads, anxious to reach their homes, pushed on much 
more speedily than was agreeable to the Baloch 
part of the kala ,  who, although dissatisfied, only 
ventured gently to murmur, fearing the mledio- 
tione of the holy men. 

Prom BSla we marched to the Pbr&li river, near 
the hills; then pawing Koharn Wfit, we encamped 
within them; and the third march brought ue to 
a spot called Selloh -from which we made M G i t  
Illaibakhsh. On the road, and we travelled by 
night, some robbers darted on the hindmost pe- 
destrians of the kiifila, not to plunder on a p d  
male, but to snatch anything that fell in their way, 
and make off. One of them seized the lGnghi on 
the head of one KhairG, walking behind the string 
of camels. Khairfi had hold of one end, and the 
robber of the other. They both pulled, and KhairG 
roared out cc Thieves ! thieves !" The cameldrivers 
in advance hastened to his assistance, with horrible 
impreoations, but they could not save the lfinghi, 
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which the Briihlii made off with. Our halting-place 
was on a small open space, with a large burial- 
ground and rud-khba, from which we got water, 
to our right. 

W e  then proceeded to the base of the Pass Bii- 
r h  Lak, and found water in the rocky bed of a 
hill-torrent. The next day we ascended the Pass, 
not particularly extensive or precipitous, yet suffi- 
ciently so to impede the progress of heavily-laden 
camels. The detentions and accidents happening 
gave occasion to the camel-drivere to wish that the 
Feringhis would come and take the country, that 
the roads might be improved. While at the halt- 
ing-place, Wali Miihomed, one of the principal Min- 
ghal chiefs resident at Wad, with Tiij Miihomed, 

-another chief of consequence, and a few attend- 
ants, the whole mounted, by pairs, on d n g  ca- 
mels, passed the ka la .  Wali Miihomed was a 
venerable aged gentleman, with a white beard. On 
the merchants advancing to salute him, he rebuked 
them for coming by this road, in opposition to the 
khWs orders. He observed, that had they only 
abandoned the route one year, the insolent men 
of the hills would have been reduced to have sup 
plicated them to resume i t ;  that the k h h  had 
prohibited the route for their benefit, and they 
were so inconsiderate as to thwart the khWs good 
intentions. =himdad Khb, his relative, with the 
other badragars, appearing to pay their respects, 
his anger was inflamed at the sight of them, and 
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hb asked the merchants if those kGrameilks, or 
scoundrels, had intruded themselves or had been 
engaged with good will. On being answered, with 
good-will, he rejoined, that such' unprincipled 
persons as these, for the sake of their badragars' 
fees, were accessory to the present unsettled state 
of the roads, as they acted in concert with the 
BAhGis, and instigated them to acts of violence 
and rapine. The merchants much pressed the old 
chief to alight, and take his noon's repast with 
them, but he declined, asserting that the bread 
of strangers waa to him arb, or unlawful. This 
excellent character was proceeding to B6la, to ar- 
range an affair of bloodshed. 

A few years since, a kula, in progress to Ka- 
Ut, was detained at Wad, the tribes intermediate- 
between it and Khozdk having taken up arms. 
Wali Mhhomed, lamenting the detention of the 
merchants, voluntarily escorted them to Khozdk. 
On arrival there, they debated upon the manner 
of expressing their gratitude for his unsolicited 
kindness, and collected two hundred rupees, which 
they placed in a silk handkerchief and tendered 
to their benefactor. He refused the present ; nor 
could any entreaty induce him to accept it. It 
was still urged upon him, when he remarked, that 
if any amongst them had bandar nb ,  or Bombay 
snuff,- he would receive a small quantity, not aa 
a gift to which he was entitled, but as a mark 
of their favour. The money he could not think 
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of. The snuff; it need hardly be noted, was col- 
M e d ,  placed in ballaghGns, and presented to the 
chief, who received it with many thanks. Wali 
MBhomed is the uncle of I 1  K h h ,  the present 
head of the Minghals; and his exertions to re- 
press disorder and keep his nephew in a right, 
course, have not the success they merit. Ish K h h  
has a large number of retainem, and has all the 
restless spirits of the tribe in his party, and is 
thereby enabled to counteract the honest views of 
Wali Miihomed and the better disposed of the 
tribe. Had the ktifila met Id  K h h ,  it would 
have been superfluous to have asked him to be- 
come a guest. Ten years of increaraed age and 
honour had groml upon the loyal and upright 
Wali Miihomed, when, at the capture of KalAt, 
he fell, sword in hand, by the side of his pripce, 
Mehrib Rhhn. His honourable death waa worthy 
of his unblemkhd life. But we may regret the 
policy which numbered rn estimable a chief amongst 
its viatims. 

.At this place we expected a visit from a BhGnjG 
chief, residing near NAll, who is, or considers him- 
self to be, entitled to levy transit-fees. He is 
represented as a man of extreme brutality, and 
infamous for his outrages on kiifiltw and insolence 
to Afghhs, of whom, it would seem, he has a hor- 
ror. To suffer mere abuse at his hands is es- 
teemed peculiarly fortunate ; and there were two 
or three persons, one amongst them a saiyad, who 
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had been, on former occasions, wounded by this 
man and his followers. The ogre of the BuGnjGs, 
did not, however, make his appearance; and we 
understood afterwards, that the tribe were in a r q  
and at  v h n c e  amongst themselves, so that one 
party did not dare move abroad, or it would be 
attacked by another. This state of affains proba- 
bly benefited the kafila, with regard to the fees 
payable to the 13hGnjGs of NB11, and which sre at  
the heavy rate of two rupees per load. No one 
applied for them. 

In the succeeding march to the garden of IsA 
K h h ,  narth of Wad, we passed up the fine valley 
of KAla Dara, noticed in my prior narrative. It wm 
gay with its olive and beautiful perpiik-trees. I ob- 
served also, that there were several gohar bastas in 
it. ,Although we started before sunset, and were in 
motion all night, it was not until some time &r 
runrise next morning that having left behind the 
little town of Wad, we reached the garden, chiefly . 
stocked with apricot-trees, with some mulberry, 
plum, and peach trees. At this early period of the 
year all bore unripe fruit, the mulberries and apri- 
cots of considerable sim. The plain of Wad exhi- 
bited a very different appearance from the d r q  
one under which I had formeriy seen it. The cul- 
tivation of grain had clad i t  in verdure, and I 
was no less delighted than surprised to behold the 
sterile surface covered with a profusion of thorny 
plants, either identical with, or cloeely allied to, 
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the English furze. There was another, but thorn- 
less bush, which was alike charged with yellow 
blossoms, and the gratified vision extended over 

. an expanse of vegetable gold. We  here parted 
with our badragars. These men were certainly 
useful, as the numerous and clamorous Br6hGL 
applying for fees were referred to them. If the 
number of loads was suspected as being under- 
rated, they were told, (( We (the badragars) are, 
like you, leviers of transit-fees. We  are satisfied, 
why should you not be ? " In no one instance was 
the kiifila put to inconvenience, nor did any one 
of the applicants for fees insist upon having the 
loads counted. Men of little conscience, they 
showed that they had some, and were satisfied with 
the badragars' statement. Throughout this journey 
we had much intercourse with the natives of, the 
hills. I must say that, however rude, they appeared 
honest. At all our halting-places traffic by barter 
was carried on, the individuals of the party supply- 
ing themselves with sheep, roghan, and lacteal pre- 
parations, giving in exchgnge pzircha, or coarse 
cotton cloth, spices, and turmeric. The latter article 
is much in request, being used to dye wool, as well 
as a condiment, and cloth is prized because none 
is manufactured amongst them. From Wad, halt- 
ing intermediately at the head of MiAn Dara, we 
moved on to Khozdk. Here fees were received 
by an officer of M6hriib KMn, called the NGb 
A person was willing to have imposed himself on 
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the merchants as an agent of the B'iGnjGs of NB11. 
He consequentially came, with a scroll of paper in 
his hand, and seemed busy in counting the loads, 
and scribbling down the results. In, this no one 
interrupted him. He then inquired as to the con- 
tents of the loads, when he was told, the trouble 
he was giving himself was,useless, and he had bet- 
ter return to his colleague in dexterity, the nGb. 
The fellow, ashamed, went his way. Khozdh had 
a beautiful appearance in the vernal season. 

In  our next march we passed B&ghwh, and again 
halted at a spot between it and Sohriib. The hills 
were now covered with the flowers of early bulbous 
plants, which relieved their otherwise bleak appear- 
ance. The valley of Sohr6b was alike interesting 
from the luxuriant verdure of its lucern fields. 

Fqom Sohriib we marched to Damb, and experi- 
enced a severe storm of wind and rain. The next 
stage was Rodinjoh, where we found the plains 
smiling with the varied and gaudy blossoms of the 
laa, or wild tulip. The following day we reached 
KalAt before daybreak, and making the circuit of 
its walls, halted in the rear of the miri, er palace 
of the khfin. I visited my old friends, and they 
dissuaded me from attempting the route through 
the Kh&a country to Klbal, afl the Kh&as were 
engaged in internal hostilities. 

Kalh now presented a dreary aspect. The wil- 
low and sanjit-trees were alone leafed. Mulberry 
and other trees only bore indications of nascent 
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foliage. Mehriib K h h  hectrd of my arrival, and 
wished to see my bhGts, or pictures. I regretted 
that I could not oblige him, having left them with 
my luggage at  SGnmihi. Faie Ahmed much 
pressed me to stay some time at Kaliit, but I would 
not listen to his proposal, and thought it better 
to accompany the portion of the present kula 
going on to K h d a h b ,  particularly as I found it 
would take the route of Shodwak, a part of the 
country I was desirous to see. 

We parted from our companions, the eaiyads and 
BraGis ; and the K b d a h k  party made a long jour- 
ney from Kalh to the foot of the hills confining on 
the west the plain of Mangarchar. There were no 
habit&ions, but the bed of a rfid-khiina furnished 
us with water. In  our next march we crossed the 
hills by a rather long and difficult pass. The descent 
brought us into a tanghi, or defile, of some extent; 
clearing which, we passed over an uneven s u h e  
amongst low hills, or eminences, until we halted on 
the bank of a rGd-khha, with a small stream in it. 
This journey occupied us from before sunset to sun- 
rise of the next morning. 

Our oourse now led over a low range of hills, by 
a pass, long but easy. On its summit was a shChi- 
dh, or grave, of two men, slain the former year by 
robbers. The men of the kafila strewed mountain- 
flowers over them, and craved that rr similar fate 
might not await themselves. I understood there 
was danger in this march, and the merchants showed 
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they felt it. From the pass the road became 
better, and we passed a rGd-khha with a stream 
in it. At  a more advanced season i t  was said to 
have none. We were still in motion .when we 
were joined by three or four Baloches, who claimed 
a transit-fee, the due of a petty Baloch chief re- 
siding at Chahhrd6h, to our west. With the in- 
solence of men in authority, they commanded the 
ktifila to halt, ahd called for the chillam and tobacco. 
The Afghbs waggishly filled the chillam with chirs, 
and the Baloches, unaccustomed thereto, as if by 
enchantment, fell asleep, and the k s l a  left them 
snoring in happy oblivion on the ground. W e  
halted a little after midnight at Lagai, near a kMz.  
Near us was a small rectangular walled residence, 
and a square tower, with a newly-planted garden. 
Here during the day arrived the Baloches, furious 
on account of having been outwitted, and of having 
been put to the trouble of following the kkfila. 
They were' not much pitied, and receiving their fees, 
went their way. 

W e  commenced our next journey very early-the 
reason I soon discovered, as we had to cross the 
great range of Khwoj6 Amrkn. A short distance 
brought us to its base ; and it was yet daylight when 
we reached the summit, from which was a fine view 
of the regions around. I observed here the ferula 
ssafmtida, and the various other ferulas to be found 
on the hills of Balochisth. A r d - l e a f e d  variety 
of rhubarb was also abundant ; and this plant had 

N 2 
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been common amongst the hills since our leaving 
Mangarchar. The descent of the pass was at first 
very precipitous, but led into a dara, with a conti- 
nual but very gradual inclination. In some parts of 
it  were vast numbers of wild tulips, or Iilas, red and 
yellow ; and many varieties of the orchis, from which 
the former are distinguished by black spots on their 
petals. As we proceeded down the dara we passed 
a large mountain-willow ; hence, I presume, the tri- 
vial name conferred upon this pass, of Kotal Bdd, or 
the Willow Pass. Night commenced as we entered 
this dara, but it  was daybreak before we cleared it  
and found ourselves on the plain of Shor6wak. We 
made for a substantial castle, called Killa Mir Alam 
Khan, having been built by that nobleman, a NGr 
Zai sirdh, who was slain by the Vazh Fati Khin, 
his brother-in-law. W e  halted in front of it. The 
castle was large, and neatly constructed of mud. It 
had eight towers, each face having an intermediate 
one between the angular ones. W e  had in view 
five or six other castles, and were told, that, altoge- 
ther, there were twenty castles and villages in Sho- 
riiwak. W e  had close to us a canal, derived from 
the Lorn river,'which flows from the plain of Pe- 
shing, through the range we had crossed into Sho- 
rgwak, and fertilizes its fields. Without it  Sho- 
riiwak would be a part of the desert, which snr- 
rounds it to the south and west. The pass which 
we had surmounted is one of four, leading over 
the Khwoj6 AmrAn range. Beyond it is the Kotal 
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ShGtar, or the Camel Pass, which some of the peo- 
ple with our kkfila had crossed, and represented aa 
tolerable. Above it is the Kotal Roghanni ; and be- 
yond it is the one most frequented, called Kotal 
Kozhak, being in the direct road from Kbda-  
h k  to Shul. Shoriwak is inhabited by the Bh6- 
chi tribe of A f g h h ,  dependent on KBndahiir, and 
is generally under the control of the governor of 
Peshing. I t  has six principal villages, called MandG 
Zai, AbG Zai, BahAdar Zai, Ali Zai, Badal Zai, and 
Sherrki. It is probable, although I am not certain 
of it, that these villages bear the names of the divi- 
sions of the tribe. On the west its boundary is well 
defined by the Khwojii Amrh hill. On the north 
it has low unconnected hills, separating it from ste- 
rile sandy tracts, inhabited by ~ t c h a k  Zais, and other 
AfghAns ; to the south the sand desert separates it 
from Nbshki; and to the west again extends the 
same ocetm of sand. In this direction the horizon 
is uninterrupted by hills, the only hill visible being 
a low isolated black peak, bearing north-west. The 
Bh6chis are at deadly enmity with the Baloch 
tribes. The day we passed here six or seven Ba- 
loches arrived, wishing to procure the restitution of 
some camels, recently stolen by the Bh6chis, and to 
enter into an arrangement for future friendship. 
As soon as the Baloches drew near, a party of the 
Biir6chb assembled, and, kneeling, presented their 
matchlocks, threatening to fire. Two of the most 
elderly of the Baloches, laying down their fire-arms, 
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advanced to parley. This was ineffectual. The 
Bb6chb r e fwd  the restitution of the stolen ani- 
mals, and alleged, that between themselves and the 
Baloches differences existed which could only be 
settled by a pitched battle between the two f d h s .  
Tha;t they were willing to attend at any time and 
place the Baloches might appoint. If these terms 
were not approved, matters must remain as they 
were, each party, as opportunity offered, resort'ig 
to aggression. W e  here learned the degradation 
of AbdGlah KhAn, the Atchak Zai sirdh, by the 
chiefs of Khdahb .  Various reasons were alleged, 
but there was a sufficient one in his reputed wealth. 
The inhabitants here were civil to the members of 
the kkfila, and exchanged their necessaries for 
spices, cloth, and turmeric. 

Before we left the plain of Shoriiwak we crossed 
perhaps as many as fifteen or twenty canals, all de- 
rived from the Lorn river, also the stream itself. I t  
had but a small body of water, but the bed was 
very wide, and not sunken, as in the plain of Peshing. 
Winding amongst the hills, the road always level, 
we traversed a, sandy tract, diversified with small 
hillocks, until midnight, when we halted at a spot 
named HiskghG. We saw no habitations here, 
but were visited by many Afghbns, miserable in- 
deed, if their raiments truly denoted their condition. 
They bartered their young lambs and roghan with 
the kbfila, cheerfully receiving in exchange tobacco 
and turmeric. They were Atchak z&. Our water 



was procured from a pool. About a mile to our 
west were some black rocks, and beyond them was 
a waste of pure sand. The track between Shoriiwak 
and this place seemed, indeed, in dispute between 
the desert and the main land. 

Our next march was over a country analogbus 
to the preceding, but we crossed the dry beds of 
several ravines and water-courses. We again halted 
at midnight in a small plain named Harir, encircled 
by low sand-hills. - These were sprinkled with 
bushes, whose dark verdure afforded a strong con- 
trast to the pale colour of the ungrateful soil in 
which they grew. Water was again in pools, and 
muddy, being merely a deposit from rains. No 
habitations were visible. 

We left Har'ir before sunset, and proceeding the 
entire night over a level surface, found ourselves 
at daybreak on the banks of immense ravines, full 
of water. This spot wrrs called Chajar. W e  had to 
cmss it, which was no w y  matter. Having effected 
our pawage, we marched, still in a ravine, through 
a morass studded with tamarisk-bushes. At  length 
we entered, lengthways, upon a spacious level plain 
betweeh low padle l  hills ; those to the west being 
of pure sand, or covered therewith, those to the 
east of bare black rock. The plain at  its com- 
mencement was stony. W e  passed a deserted mud 
castle on our right, and soon after halted near some 
forty black tents of the Atchak Zai A f g h h .  There 
were two or three detached mud dwellings lower 



down on the plain, which wae extensively cultivated. 
Water was excellent, and procured from a k&6z, 
which, with its projector, gave a name to the place 
of Kh6z Illaiyk. The Atchak Zais were remarka- 
bly civil, and amongst them were some respectable 
men. Necessaries were, as usual, exchanged, and 
we regaled ourselves with young lambs. Some of 
our companions in the k s l a  were Atchak Zais, who 
had been absent some years, seeking their fortunes 
in India. The joy of these men was grmt on re- 
turning to their homes ; and I smiled as I heard 
them assure their friends that wherever they had 
been, and they had seen the Dekkan and Bombay, 
they had met no people to be compared with the 
Atchak Zais, and none who could boast of such 
khoriik (food), or such poshiik (raiment). In the 
course of the day a herd of camels belonging to 
Khodii Nazzar, or M h a ,  as he is generally called, 
arrived here to graze. I t  also chanced, that two 
men, on the part of H&an K h h ,  an Atchak Zai 
chief, came and demanded a fee of one sennk per 
load. To this, by prior regulations, he was entitled ; 
but the individuals of the kMla, aware of AbdGlah 
Khh's seizure, and that the orders had been re- 
scinded, refused to pay it. The messengers, in- 
tent on retaliation, drove off a camel belonging to 
KhodA Nazzar's herd, supposing it to belong to the 
kiifila. 

We moved from K&6z Illaiyh before sunset; 
at the extremity of the plain was an old tower, 
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a choki, or guard-atation. Here the servants of 
Khodb Nazzar had awaited us, and issuing forth, 
wished to detain the k u l a  until a ame l  was given, 
whimsically, but truly, asserting that the Atchak Zaia 
had driven off their master's animal in error. The 
merchants did not seem to care for them or the 
vazh, and we left them in very bad humour to 
rectify the mistake of H6ssan KhWs 616s. Round.. 
ing' a small hill, we entered another spacious bu6 
barren plain, and a t  sunset had reached Takht PG1, 
a spot where klfilas frequently halt. Here we fell 
into the high road, at the point where it leads by 
RoMt to Peshing and Shal. By daybreak we had 
reached the village of Kh6z Hhji, the houses all co- 
vered with domes. Here was abundance of h t e r  in 
canals, and much cultivation. We  then deviated 
from the high road and struck across a swampy 
plain, unfruitful and unfit for tillage from its sa- 
line impregnations, but at this time of the year of 
charming appearance, its surface W i g  covered with 
the beautiful blossoms of the a bulbous-rooted 
plant, from whose roots the paste called shhish is 
made. Its flowers are both white and yellow, and 
hang on a taper stalk like those of the hyacinth. 
W e  crossed the A r g h d ,  and halted on its bank. 
The river's bed was wide, but the stream was in- 
considerable, though rapid and impetuous. Mar- 
tezza K h h  here left us for Chaplhi, his village on 
the edge of %he desert, a little south of us, w did 
Tiij MM$homed the Tkjik merchant. 
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At midday my companian~, eager to conclude 
the journey and rejoin their friends, continued their 
course over the plain, crossing many canals of irri- 
gation, some of them large, to the village of KhGsh- 
Ab, containing several houses, but chiefly ruinous, 
and thence we gained the summit of a slight ascent 
over a low hill, d l e d  Kotal Ztikkar, from which 
we had a nbble view of the city, with its envi- 
rons. At the foot of the pass was the large and 
draggling village of Zakar ,  with gardens inter- 
spersed amongst the houses, Close to it is the 
tomb of Pgh'md6h K h h ,  slain by ShAh Zemh, and 
the father of the actual chiefs of Khdahiir, Kkbal, 
and Pesh4wer. From Ziikkar, came to the village 
of Karij, where some of our party again left us. 
Thence the road led over the mltivated fields ; and 
we had much ado to thread our way amid them, 
and over the numerous canals of irrigation. De- 
tached residences, gardens, tombs, and takias we 
pamed on our route, and it  was after sunset that 
we reached the ShikikpGr derwha, or gate. Here 
the custom-house officers of M b a  were on the 
alert ; and as I had nothing but an ill-filled kGrzin, 
or saddle-bags, I might have pawed unnoticed, and 
indeed had so passed. One of the camel-drivers, 
in assisting me to alight, inadvertently stated that 
I was a Feringhi, on which my kGrzh, camel, and 

. myself, were forthwith conducted to the chabGtm, - 
in the centre of the city. I could not induce an 
immediate examination, as I clearly saw that curi- 



osity was to be gratified by a leisurely inspection 
of a Feringhi's k G h .  I therefore returned with 
Soh, the camel-owner, to his house, where I passed 
the night. The exactions on the score of duty on 
merchandize coming to Kllndahk are infamous. It 
was useful to see how rapacity and tyranny defeat 
their own ends. None of the merchants, except 
two or three P & i v h  actually residing at the city, 
entered within its walls. They all diepersed with 
their goods to their several villages. 

It was not until the third day after my arrival 
that Soh brought my kGrzh from the chabGtra. 
A few sheets of writing-paper and a little tea had 
been subtracted. I found the s i r d h  busy in pre- 
paring an expedition against Darilwat, the country 
of the NGr Zais, towards the Helmand. Their 
darb6.m were crowded with the military, and the 
city was full of Diirhi  cavalry. The occasion of 
this activity was, the escape of the son of 1M'r Alam 
K h h ,  Nfir Zai, from captivity. He had long been 
confined in the BQla His&, and was so dreaded 
that his feet were secured by fetters. He, however, 
contrived to elude the vigilance of his keepem, 
much to their surprise and consternation. He re- 
paired to his native country, and his clan instantly 
took up arms in his cause. To suppress these move- 
ments so near home required the promptest mea- 
sures, not merely on their own account, but from 
the apprehensions that the NGr Zais might be 
acting in eoncert with K b r b ,  the prince of Herait, 
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and the disaffected H a z h .  The s i r d h  had not 
a moment to lose, and therefore K h d a h k  exhi- 
bited a scene of extraordinary activity and warlike 
bustle. My stay here did not allow me to learn 
the result of this expedition, but I became informed 
of it at Kkbal afterwards. It was anything but 
fortunate to the sirdbs. On arrival in the Dark 
wat country, the Niir Zais placed by night lighted 
matches on the bushes opposite to the Diir6.d camp 
on one side, and attacked it from the other. A 
panic followed, and the s i r d h ,  with their troops, 
fled, abandoning their tents and the four guns they 
had brought with them. One of the sirdiirs, Rahiim 
Dil, was for some days wandering alone amongst 
the hills, after exchanging clothes with a shepherd, 
and with difficulty found his way back to Khdahir .  
I removed my quarters from the house of Soh to 
that of my old acquaintance Sirafrb Khln. I had 
arranged to have made the journey to Kdbal in the 
company of a highly-religious character, the pir, or 
spiritual guide of Kohan Dil K h h ,  and this holy 
man had expressed his pleasure that I should do so ; 
but his departure was postponed to an indefinite 
time, and I judged better to avail myself of a khfila 
about to start, amongst whose members were some 
well known to Sirafriiz K h h .  I therefore settled 
with one Rhhmat for one side of a kajhwa, and I 
had for companion in the other, SGfi, a Parsivh 
merchant of KindahSr. 

It was now the early part of May, and heavy 
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showers of rain fell, with occasionally a smart hail- 
storm. In the bazar lettuces were sold in profu- 
sion, with unripe plums and apricots. The winter 
had been unusually severe and protracted, there- 
fore, mulberries, which in ordinary seasons would 
have been ripe, were yet hanging immature on the 
trees. K h d a h b  is esteemed felicitous in its winter 
climate, and snow, which remains on all the lands 
around, rarely falls on its favoured plains, or falls 
only to melt. 

Tn the interval between my first and present 
visit, FGr Dil K h h  had been taken away by a 
fever of short continuance. He was speechless 
some little time before resigning his vital breath, 
and no information could be gained from him as 
to his concealed wealth. His corpse was interred 
with indecent haste by his surviving brothers, who 
seized upon all his property in effects and horses, 
to the detriment of his sons. During his lifetime 
his brothers had been generally confederated against 
him, from jealousy of his power; and Khdahiir had 
two darbhs, one of FGr Dil K h h ,  and one of his 
three brothers. Sometimes they would be recon- 
ciled by the influence of their mother, or of KhodG1 
N w a r ,  but the periods of harmony and union would 
be short. Still, while thus at variance on points of 
individual interest, they would act in concert on 
the more important objects of foreign policy, as 

' 
regarded their brother, Dost M6homed Khan of 
KPbal, or the prince K b r h  of Her&. About the 
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time of FGr Dil Khtln's decease, Abbh M'ma, the 
crown prince of Persia, had arrived in KhorasBn, 
and had despatched a messenger, or envoy, to the 
elder of the three brothem, Kohan Dil KhAn. 
This envoy was a notorious character, one HAji 
HGss6n Ali K h b ,  Moriid KhWi, a native of Kfibal, 
frbm whence he had fled, in the time of Mghomed 
Azem Khfin, to Ranjit Singh. He for some time 
thrived under the auspicea of the Miihkgjti, but 
at length presuming to kill a cow, the fact was re- 
ported, and he was dismissed from Lahore. He 
then repaired to Sind, where he profitably turned 
his ingenuity to account, by imposing himself as an 
elch5 upon the Amirs, and again, on a mission from 
them, proceeded to Persia. He now re-appeared 
on the theatre of diplomacy, and brought a letter 
from Abbb M'ma to Kohan Dil Khh.  The 
sirdiir was highly incensed, as he was addressed 
with no more dignified appellation and title than 
" Kohan Dil K h h  Abddli," and the extent of the 
Persian prince's courtesy had led him to restrict hirr 
complimentary introduction to " Hiifiyat bashed," 
or, " May he be well." The letter, moreover, was 
to the purport, that if the sirdws conduct was 
fitting, and such that should merit approbation, he 
should be made mir of the Afghhs. Kohan Dil 
K h h  thought he was already mir of the Afghbs; 
HAji H6ss6n Ali KhAn, forgetful that he had been 
a dependent on the family of the sirdb's, and pre- 
suming too much on his quality of envoy, gave him- 
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self many airs, and indulged in undue freedom of 
speech. One night, however, his house waa eIc 
tered by robbers, and all his property, even to his 
wearing-apparel, and horses from his stable, were 
carried off. Kohan Dil K h h  was wonderfully 
surprised in the morning, at  the audacity of the 
robbers, but every one was free to surmise who had 
sent them. The unfortunate envoy waa glad to 
return to his master on hired cattle. His adven- 
tures were now the subject of jocular convensation 
and merriment at Kbdahh .  The s i r d h  had given 
out, in conformity to a favoured system with them 
of raising false reports, that an elchi, from the 
Feringhh of Hind was on the road to them. It was 
entirely credited by the people, and before reaching 
the city, I had often been asked about the expected 
envoy; and now at it, I was repeatedly questioned 
as to how far behind was the elchi, with his hundred 
boxes. The s i rdh ,  led by their imagined interests 
to combine in opposition to their deceased brother, 
FGr Dil Khhn, now that he waa no more, were on 
sad terms with each other. Kohan Dil K h h  
affected a superiority, which the others did not ac- 
knowledge, and all classes of $heir dependents were 
disgusted, and harassed at their incessant and un- 
meaning dissensions. Every now and then Rahiim 
Dil K h b  would leave the city, threatening to re- 
tire from the county, and his brothers would be in- 
duced to wait upon him, and entreat him to remain. 
Meher Dil Khlin, in turn, would declare his in- 
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tention of renouncing power and of proceeding on 
a pilgrimage to Mecca, and now he was in one of 
his pious fits much to the enjoyment of his bro- 
them. The man who visited the sirdk on business, 
and the soldier who attended for his stipend, in 
reply to their SalAm Alikam, would receive the de- 
vout ejaculation of " Y k  me61 KhodB ;" by which 
they would understand, that the sirdh was too 
much absorbed in abstract reveries to be able to 
occupy himself with worldly affairs. I t  wae always 
remarked, that Meher Dil K h h ,  whenever he had 
the demands of his retainers to satisfy, began to 
think of a pilgrimage to Mecca. 
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Arghand5.- Killa K6zi.- Chehel Tan.-Killa Topchi Bashi.- 
Friendly greetings.-Baber'e tomb.-Approach to Klba1.--Semi 
Zirdtid.-Quartera in Bdla Hissk. 

MY reception by Sirafrh K h h  was very cordial, 
and being in better trim than when we first made 
acquaintance, he entertained me sumptuously, and 
I reposed at night under costly coverlets of silk 
and satin, which I could not prevent being brought 
forth. With a young man, G h G l h  Mfiomed, 
his adopted son, I visited the gardens of the neigh- 
bourhood, and amongst them a private flower- 
garden of the sirdb's. G h G l h  Miihomed knew 
it was forbidden ground, but finding no one there, 
ventured to enter it. Immediately after, the daugh- 
ters of the late Sirdk Shir Dil K h h  came, with 
their female attendants. The latter severely scolded 
my companion for his impertinent intrusion and 
insolence, and, sadly disconcerted, he went away. 
I was following him, but was told I might remain, 
the females observing, that they knew I should not 
have come had not GhGlim Miihomed brought me, 
and telling the sirdh's daughters, charming young 
girls, that I was a yib, or friend, of Miihomed 
Sidik Khbn. 

As my stay was so short, I did not call upon 
the son of Kohan Dil Khbn, who was, besides, busy 
in his preparations for the expedition against the 
NGr Zais; and for the same reason I did not see 
the son of TaimGr KGli Khbn, but was pleased to 
hear that his affairs were more prosperous, inas- 
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much as the sirdiim had conferred a little .notice 
upon him, which would soothe his pride and flatter 
his vanity. 

In company with W m a t ,  I left Khdahh ,  .and 
passing DQh Khwoja and Koh Zaka, reached D6h 
Mandish, where he resided. I there found my 
future companion, Siifi, and Ghowh, an Ohtak 
Ghilji, also proceeding to K&hl.  The kifila had 
preceded us; and the next day, following it, we 
halted on the banks of the T m a k  river. We 
thence made a long night-march, parallel to the 
course of the stream, and again rested on its bank, 
the high road being on the oppoaite side. 

Before sunset we moved on our journey, and 
soon passed, to the right, a huge artificial plat- 
form of earth, which supported another of inferior 
dimensions. A similar vestige, but smaller, occurs 
a little east of Kiibal. It would appear, on a cur- 
sory view, to have been a fortress, with the walls 
erected on the two stages formed, but may aa 
probably have been a tempIe, and sepulchral local- 
ity of the olden inhabitants. A little beyond, we 
crossed the fiver and gained the high road. In 
our farther progress, we passed the village and 
ai&at of Kh6l AkhGnd, and beyond it, an emb 
nence right of the road, denoting the site of Sheher 
Bafar, about half a mile beyond which we halted. 
By this time the day had dawned. There are at 
present no inhabited houses near Sheher S a h ,  

o 3 
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but a few ruinous mud walls are seen to the right 
of the road. The modern village was destroyed by 
the Vazir Fati K h h ,  and has not been re-edified. 
Sheher Safar has been supposed to represent the 
ancient city of Zupha, noted in the Peutingerian 
tables, but merely from a doubtful affinity in 
name. 

Our next march was along the bank of the Tar- 
nak. A little beyond Sheher Safar was a small 
garden and some ruinous walls left of the road. 
The hills on the right of the valley are generally 
detached, and of broken rugged outlines. The 
soil on either side of the river was under culti- 
vation. We  finally halted near the column, or 
obelisk, called Tmndh,  between the road and 
the Tarnak, which has been already noticed in the 
first volume. 

The following day we reached Jeldak, where we 
found the khfila, this being the frontier village of 
the KAndahh territory. Our entire course had 
been along the bank of the river. 

We  here received intelligence that Badradin, one 
of the sons of Shahgbdm K h h ,  the' chief of the 
Thoki Ghiljb, was in rebellion, and marching about 
the county with his followers. This news much 
perplexed us, and made it doubtful whether it was 
prudent to advance. Early one morning a party 
of Ghilji horsemen came, on the part of Fati K h h ,  
Abiibekr Khil, a Ghilji chief, who claims a transit- 
fee from kkfilas. These men, on dismounting, quar- 
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relled among themselves, and swords were drawn in 
a trice. By interposition, bloodshed was prevented. 
The ks la ,  uncertain whether they would proceed, 
would not pay the required feeg which were unne- 
cessary if the frontier was not passed. The Ghiljie 
were very anxious to receive them in any case ; 
but, although refused, an entertainment was pro- 
vided for them. While they were yet with the 
kSla, parties of armed men, from the neighbour- 
ing villages behind the hills on our left, came and 
seated themselves on their summits with their 
matchlocks. The Ghiljb, who are at enmity with 
all their neighbours, first suspected that these hos- . 

tile indications were on their account ; but it proved 
that the villagers had assembled to avenge on the 
k s l s  an outrage, cofnmitted by one of its members 
on a villager, who had been beaten at a flour-mill. 

, Explanation was made that the offender was a 
saiyad, which led to an understanding; and the 
villagers, who had assumed so warlike an attitude, 
ran laughing down the hills to the k&fila, and blew 
away their enmity with whiffs of tobacco. 

The kAfila. loaded about an hour before sunset, 
as was supposed, for the purpose of returning to 
Khdahiir, and many had proceeded a little way 
on the road thither; when the kAfila bLhi, ob- 
serving that the GhiljL, bad as they were, were 
not Qdamkhors, or cannibals, took the string of 
his front camel, and followed the Klbal road. He 
was imitated by Ramat,  and eventually by all 
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the othem. We  marched the whole night along 
the bank of the river, which, at daybreak, leaving 
the high road, we crowed, and passing a small 
village, and then a rGd-khba, gained Killa R h a -  
z&n K h h ,  Ohtak, where we halted. This castle 
belongs to  a Ghilji, in the service of the K b -  
dahk chiefs. During the day we were visited 
by the AbGbekr Kh6l chief, Pati K h h  himself, 
with about twenty horsemen. His fees were some- 
what high,-three rupees for a camel, two rupees 
for a horse, and one rupee for an ass; twenty 
rupees in addition were presented as mimhi, to 
avoid the trouble of preparing food for the party, 
as the Ghiljis are not easily-satisfied guests. The 
money matters were arranged with comparative 
facility, considering the character of the collectors. 
Two or three P h i v h  camel-drivera, indeed, re- 
ceived a horae-whipping. My companion, Ghowar, 
the Ohtak, proved of great service, as he was well 
known; and the Ohtak is the superior tribe of 
the Ghiljis, and held in respect by the others. 
He instructed me to remain quiet in my quarters ; 
and, in reply to one of the horsemen, who asked 
who I was, replied that I was a fiiquir from RGm 
S h b .  This elicited the remark of " dhQ pard6 
di," or " he is a great stranger." Fati K h h  resides 
near Kaliit Ghilji, which was here distant from 
three to four miles to the north. He was an 
elderly man, of smart respectable appearance. He 
has a sister, married to Shth SGjah, the ex-king, 
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the mother of his eldest son, prince TaimGr. I t  
was originally the custom that transit-fees on kP- 
filas coming from K h d a h k  were received by him, 
and fees on those coming from Kiibal by Shahd 
badm K h h .  Latterly, profiting by the distracted 
state of afkira in these countries, he levies from 
all kiifilas, coming or going, as does his brother- 
chief, and enemy. Fati KhPn is considered inimical 
by the s i r d h  of Wdah&, particularly, perhaps, 
on account of his connexion with ShPh Sfijah, 
and his exaction of transit-fees is not made with 
their consent or sanction: kiifilas think it better 
to pay them than to incur the risk of being plun- 
dered altogether. Fati K h h  also is obliged to 
be on the alert; as, if a kiifila pass beyond Killa 
R h m h  K h b ,  he would not dare to follow it, 
and would lose his fees. A kbid was hence de- 
spatched to Shahiibad'm K h h  to learn the true 
state of affairs in the Ghilji district, and whether 
he would protect the kiifila's advance. 

Awaiting the reply of Shahfibadin K h k  our 
stay here was sufficiently agreeable. We  had a 
kQez of excellent water flowing near us, and we 
procured our little supplies from a collection of tents 
contiguous. There were also two or three HindGs 
within the castle. To our left, beyond a rGd-kbha, 
were low hills, from whose summit a fine view was 
obtained of Kalit Ghilji, and the valley of the 
Tarnak, also of the village of Lodin. On our right, 
in like manner, on ascending the rises, we beheld 
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some villages and castles, with their gardens. Killa 
RAmazh K h h ,  was built by its proprietor, at the 
suggestion of the K h d a h k  s i rdh ,  with the view 
of yielding protection to kslas,  and thereby to 
induce them to adopt the route by it, instead of 
following the high one along the course of the 
Tarnak. This was hoped would prevent the col- 
lection of transit-fees by the AbGbekr Kh61 GhiljL. 
How the scheme had answered we were witnesses, 
as the Ghiljis had first come to the village within 
the Khndahiir boundary, and had now collected 
their supposed droits from under the walls of the 
castle. At length, by night, a horseman arrived 
stealthily from ShahQbad'in Khh ,  announcing his 
approach in person, and that he would place him- 
self between the k s l a  and his son, who must first 
defeat him ere he had it in his power to interfere 
with them. He wished the kkfila to march the 
following day. 

In the evening we therefore started, and soon en- 
tered the bed of a rbd-khba which we traced for 
some distance, and arrived in a line with the village 
of Lodin, about three miles distant to our left, where, 
we understood, the refractory son of Shahiibadin 
K h h  had taken position. Traversing a small ex- 
tent of plain, we fell into another rGd-khha, with 
hills on either side, up whose bed we continued our 
journey for a long time. On the hills td our right 
were the remains of an ancient fortress of consider- 
able magnitude. We at length passed the GlGs 
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infantry of Shahiibadin K h h .  They were lying, 
or rather resting on the ground, on their knees and 
hands, covered with their uncouth kozahs, or white 
felt cloaks. They made many demands for tobacco, 
with which it was necessary to comply. From their 
language it might be understood that they would 
have been better pleased to have plundered than 
to have protected the kAfila Some of their ex- 
pressions were so reckless and violent that the men 
of the k s l a  blessed themselves in horror. They 
were, indeed, crouching on the earth like so many 
tigers, and are probably not a whit more humane 
in disposition. They are, however, as men, a sturdy 
and superior race. Soon after getting rid of them 
we passed the spot where Shahiibadin K h h  was 
passing the night. Here we did not stay, but pro- 
ceeding some distance beyond, at daybreak halted 
on an open space, whence we could discern no habi- 
tation, or sign of it. 

In the morning we were joined by Shahdbadh 
KhPn and his cavalry, about one hundred and fifty 
in number. They halted, and cooked their pro- 
visions, Everything that they required was taken 

- from the men of the kifila with the greatest efion- 
tery. The k h h  sat on an eminence, and received 
the salutations of the kifila bibhi, and others. 
With the view of preventing delay at his castle, 
it was wished to have paid at this place the amount 
of transit-fees due; but the khBn would not consent 
to receive it. A little after noon the kiifila was in 
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motion, Shahdbadin Klb covering the march. I 
had now a favourable opportunity of seeing this 
celebrated Ghilji chief. He was, apparently, about 
sixty yars  of age, very robust, but active, and of 
stern, sanguine, manly countenance. His attire was 
plain. A 16nghi was bound around his head, and 
a fargal, or upper robe of white linen, only distin- 
guished him from his attendants. On his right 
hand was riding his younger son (for he has many 
sons), and it  may be presumed his more favoured 
one, and he was apparelled more gaily, as was be- 
coming the taste of youth and his father's regard. 
Our road was throughout level, but over a barren 
sandy tract, with slight hills and rises on either 
side, but we passed no house or c,ultivation until 
towards evening. In  one spot the k h b  directed 
the kkfila to pass wabchfully on, as there was appre- 
hension. Soon after this we came in sight of 
castles and villages, called KhAka, at which we 
arrived at the close of day. Passing them about 
an hour after sunset, we reached the khh's resi- 
dence, in front of which we halted. We  found the 
khkn indifferently lodged.. This was not surprising, 
if the terms on which he lives with his neighborn, 
the DGrbnis of Kkbal and Khdahhr, be considered. 
I t  would be unwise for a khkn of the Ghiljis to 
construct an edifice which it would grieve him to 
see destroyed whenever their armies might march 
through his country. As it  is, his humble abode 
is purposely fixed distant from t,he high road. I t  
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is built merely of mud, aftd is seated on a mound, 
at  the foot of which are a few houses, and in the 
vicinity are some black tents. This day duty was 
paid at  the rkte of four rupees per camel, two 
rupees per horse, and one rupee per jackass. The 
collection was made in a summary way, by count- 
ing the animals, as the Ghiljb, to avoid discussion 
and the frauds of the merchants, levy on the beasts 
of burthen, not on the merchandiee; and to incur 
no chance of being duped as to them, levy on all 
indiscriminately, whether laden or not. Any at- 
tempt to impose upon them brought a free appli- 
,cation of the horsewhip ; and some few poor feIlows, 
who had secreted their asses, were most severely bela- 
bouied. With the Afghh  portion of the kkfila they 
were less rancorous, but equally strict as to enforc- 
ing their rights. Towards the P h i v i b  portion 
they were oppressively harsh and insulting, even 
while attributing to themselves the merit of mo- 
deration. I sat during the scene, which lasted 
throughout the day, in .perfect ease, Ghowar the 
Ohtak being at hand to look after his bales, and 
ready to answer if any one noticed me. I wae, 
indeed, honoured by one of the collectors with the 
charge of his chain-armour, and in the evening re- 
ceived his thanks for having carefully watched it. 
Besides the amount of transit-fees, forty rupees 
were paid as mimihi, or an entertainment fee. A 
blind Hkji, returning from pilgrimage, and who rode 
on a camel, with a lame fiiquir mounted on an am, 
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were excused by the k h b  whose inexorable nature 
relented at the exhib&ion of the infirmities of human 
kind, 

The Ghilji tribes occupy the principal portion 
of the country between K h d a h k  and Ghmd. 
They are, moreover, the most numerous of the Af- 
g h h  tribes, and if united under a capable chief, 
might, especially in the present state of the country, 
become the most powerful. 

These people are also found between F m  and 
Herh, and again between KAbal and JeliilabBd, but 
in either position, being under due control, they 
are little heard of. The Ghiljis between K b d a h k  
and Ghazd comprise the great families of the 
Ohtaks, the Thokh, the Terekb, and the Andaris, 
with their sub-divisions. Of these the three first are 
independent, and the last, residing at Mokar, are 
subject to the government of Ghazni. The Ohtaks 
are acknowledged the principal of the Ghilji fami- 
lies, and furnished the chief, or pbdsh&h, in the 
period of their supremacy. They have accordingly 
a kind of reputation to maintain, and their ch+ 
racter is more respectable than that of the other 
tribes. They dwell in the tract of country north 
of the Thokb, and of the high road from K h d a h k  
to Ghazni, on which account travellers seldom pass 
through it. The Thokis, more numerous than the 
Ohtaks, occupy the line of road, and the tracts 
immediately north and south of it, from the confines 
of Kindah& to Mokar, Nearest to Klndahiir re- 
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side the AbGbekr Kh61, one of the subdivisions 
under their chief, Fati KhBn. The Terekis also 
border on the frontiers of Khdahiir, and are east 
of the Thokis. They are less numerous than the 
Thokis, and have for chief K h h  Terek,-who, if 
not dependent upon, cultivates an underatanding 
with the s i r d h  of KBndahiir. Very many of the 
Tereki tribe also reside in the districts of Mokar 
and Kgrabagh : there they are, of course, subjects 
to the Ghazni government. 

The Ghiljis are both an agricultural and pastoral 
people, dwelling in villages and castles as well as 
in tents. The Thokh, possessing the greater length 
of the course of the Tarnak river, are enabled 
through its means to cultivate most extensively 
the tract of country bordering on it, and they raise 
large quantities of grain and lucern. In  certain 
spots, where the extent of plain is ample, it is 
wonderful to behold the number of castles scattered 
over it, and equally so to look upon the luxuriant 
crops which cover it in the vernal season. When 
the latter are removed the scene is as singular; 
having a peculiarly dreary appearance, derived from 
the dull naked walls of the isolated castles, enlivened 
by no surrounding trees, or only by stunted and 
solitary ones, as if in mockery, or to point out the 
poverty of the landscape. The Thokis have, how- 
ever, a few villages, or hamlets, with orchards, in 
favourable situations ; and the Ohtaks, whose country 
is more hilly, and with much less plain, have nume- 
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rous small fertile valleys, well irrigated by rivulets, 
and they conetantly reside in fixed villages. The 
Terekis have alike villages, and few castles, except- 
ing that of their chief. The Ghiljis generally are 
wealthy in flocks, but have no manufactures, except 
of coarse carpets and felts, sacking, and other rough 
articles for domestic use, prepared from wool and 
camel-hair. 

They are a remarkably fine race of men, the 
Ohtak and Thoki peasantry being probably unsur- 
passed, in the mass, by any other Afghiin tribe for 
commanding stature and strength. They are brave 
and warlike, but have a sternness of disposition 
amounting to ferocity in the generality of them, 
and their brutal manners are, unfortunately, emou- 
raged by the hostility existing between them and 
their neighbow while they are not diicountenanced 
by their chiefs. Some of the inferior Ghiljis are so 
violent in their intercourse with strangers that they 
can scaroely be considered in the light of human 
beings, while no language can describe the terrors 
of a transit through their country, or the mdignities 
which are to be endured. Yet it murjt .be conceded, 
that they do not excurse on maraudixig expedifions, 
and seem to think themselves justifiable in doing 
as they please in their own country. In this spirit, 
a remonstrating against ill-treatment, would 
be mked why he came amongst them, a.s he could 
not be ignorant of their habits. ' 
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The Ghiljis, although considered, and calling 
themselves, Afghbs, and, moreover, employing the 
Pashto, or Afghib dialect, are undoubtedly a mixed 
race. 

The name is evidently a modification or cor- 
ruption of Khalji, or Khilaji, that of a great TGrki 
tribe, mentioned by Sherifadin in his history of 
Taimbr, who describes a portion of it as being 
at that time fixed about Siivah and KhGm, in 
Persia, and where they are still to be found. It 
is probable that the Ohtak and Thoki families 
particularly are of TGrki descent, as may be the 
Tereki and Andad tribes; and that they were lo- 
cated in this part of the country at a very early 
period is evident from the testimony of Ferishta, 
who, describing the progress of the Miihomedrtn 
arms, calls them the Ghilji and Khiliji ; and notes 
that, in conjunction with the tribes of Ghor @ 

of Kiibal, they united,. A.H. 143, with the Af- 
g h h s  of K i r m b  ( B a n ~ s h )  and Peshiiwer to re- 
pel the attacks of the Hmdh princes of Lahore. 
Subsequently, they eminently distinguished them- 
selves by their conquest$ in India and in Persia. In 
the latter country, they even defeated the Ottoman 
armies, and endured sieges unsurpassed in history, 
ancient and modern, for gallantry and length of 
defence. NBdir ShAh found, them the most ' ob- 
stinate of his enemies; and, when he marched 
towards India, K h d a h k  was in the hands of 
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HGssen KhBn, a Ghilji, who defended the city for 
e'ighteen months, and, being reduced to extremity, 
made a sortie, in which he and his sons, after 
evincing most signal bravery, and losing the greater 
part of his men, were made prisoners. I am 
ignorant of the fate of this gallant man, but with 
him expired Ghilji ascendancy in these parts ; and 
which the tribes, although they have made stren- 
uous efforts, have never since been able to re- 
cover. Their last attempt was during the sway 
at KBbal of the weak ShAh MiihmGd; and AbdGl 
Rehmh K h k  Ohtak, the principal in that affair, 
is yet alive; but, as he is never heard of, may be 
presumed, with increase of years to have declined 
in influence, and to have moderated his views of 
ambition. 

The testimony of Ferishta, while clearly distin- 
guishing the Ghilji tribes from the Afghhs, also 
establishes the fact of their early conversion to 
I s l h  ; still there is a tradition that they were, 
at some time, Christians of the Armenian and 
Georgian churches. I t  is asserted that they re- 
lapsed, or became converts to Miihomedanism from 
not having been permitted by their pastors to drink 
buttermilk on fastdays. A whimsical cause, truly, 
for secession from a faith; yet not so whimsical 
but 'that, if the story be correct, it might have 
influenced a whimsical people. This tradition is 
known to the Armenians of Kgbal; and they in- 
stance, as corroborating it, the practice observed 
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by the Ghiljis of embroidering the front parts of the 
gowns, or robes, of their females and children with 
figures of the cross ; and the custom of their house- 
wivee, who, previous to forming their dough into 
cakes, cross their arms over their breasts, and make 
the sign of the cross on their foreheads after their 
own manner. 

The most powerful and the best known of the 
present Ghilji chiefs, is Shahgbadin K h b ,  Thoki, 
who is what is termed " nhdiir," or famous, both 
04 account of his ability as the head of a turbu- 
lent tribe, and for his oppressive conduct to kbfilas 
and to travellers. Latterly, indeed, he has some- 
what remitted in his arbitrary proceedings, and, 
&knowledging his former rapacity, professes to com- 
port himself as a MGssulmln, and to exact only 
regulated transit-fees from the traders ; yet, if more 
scrupulous himself, he does not, and, it may be, 
is unable to restrain effectually the extortions and 
annoyances of his people. He bas a numerous 
progeny; and some of his sons occaeion him much 
trouble, leaguing themselves with the disaffected 
of the tribe, and putting themselvee into open 
revolt. 

Shahiibadin K h h ,  in common with all the Ghil- 
jis, execrates the DGriinh, whom he regards as 
usurpers, and pays no kind of obedience to the 
actual sirdks of K h d a h k  and Kbbal, neither do- 
he hold any direct or constant communication with 
them. They, on their part, do not require any 
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mark of submission from him, it being their policy 
to allow an independent chief to be between their 
respective frontiers, or that they distrust their power 
of supporting m&ch a dmmd.  As it is, the Ghilji 
chief sets them at defiance; and, boasting that 
his gncestors never acknowledged the authority d 
Ahmed Shkh, asks, why should he respeat thtrt 
of tmitora and Ahmed ShWs slaves? If it be 
inquired of him why, with his numerous tribw, 
he does not attempt to wrest the country from 
them, he conceals his weakness by the pious  re^ 

mhk, that to enjoy or to be deprived of pow* 
depends upon the will of God, which it  is not 
right to anticipate ; but that, if the Sfkhs should 
mamh into Khor& he will then range 811 the 
Ghiljb under the barnera of Isliim. He has no 
atmghoid or Portifid place; his residence at 
Khkka, retired fr& the high road, being so little 
costly, and therefore so easily renewed if destroyed, 
would not tempt ah enemy to deviate fiom the 
road for no better object than its destruction. In 
the event, however, of the mbch of armiw, Be 
abandons ih and sends hk h6ra1h to the hills a i d  

wastes, his best fastnesses. 
Shahibad'm K h h  mWn8 in regular pay some 

two .or three hundred hcuraetnen, but his gr& 
strength, and that of emky Ghilji chief; iu in the 
levy of the tribe. On .c~ccasim when the sttength 
of the Ohilji community has been put f&h, the 
united f o m  has been verg .mrJideraMe as to nam- 



bers; thirty-five, forty, and fifty thousand men are 
talked of. 8uch large bodies, hastily assembled, of 
course aa precipitately disperse if their object be not 
immediately gained, and, fortunately, the chiefs have 
not resouroes enabling them to wield efictively 
the formidable elements of power otherwise at 
their command. Every Ghilji cspable of bear- 
ing arms is a soldier, or becomes one in case of 
need, and he ie tolerably well armed with a match- 
lock or musket, besides hia sword and shield. The 
matchlock has frequently a kind of bayonet at- 
tached to it, and such a weapon is aa much used 
by the homeman as by the man on foot. 

The disposition of Shahdbadin K h h  b some- 
times led him to attempt a greater control over 
his tribe than was considered by the community 
conmaent with ancient oustom, but he htls always 
been prudent enough to concede when a show of 
resistance was made to his measures. He had a 
son, of whom fame speaks highly, and who fully 
entered into his father's views aa to increasing his 
authority by curtailing populttr influence. The 
young man, in furtherance of the project, made 
himself obnoxions, and was at length &in. Shah- 
Bbadh IChGn, as soon cas infarmed thereof, rode 
to the reeidence of the maassin, and absolved him 
of the murder, remarking, that if his son desired 
to infringe the establiehed hws of the Ghiljb his 
death wm merited. Yet there is much distrust of 
the severe K h h  entertained by many of the tribe, 
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of which his factious sons profit to create them- 
selves parties. Such a state of things manifestly 
operates to diminish the power of all ; and it is 
well, for the zillam, or tyranny, of Ghiljis in autho- 
rity is proverbially excessive. It is also said, that 
when duly coerced, they become excellent subjects. 

East of Ghazd, in the province of Zfirmat, are 
the SGlimAn Kh6l Ghiljis, exceedingly numerous, 
and notorious for their habits .of violence and rapine. 
These have no positive connexion with the ThokL 
or other tribes, neither have they one acknowledged 
head, but are governed by their respective maleks, 
who are independent of each other. Dost Miiho- 
med Khan has just reduced them to the condition 
of tributaries, after having destroyed a multitude 
of their castles. 

He was rather averse to attack them, seeming 
to think it " dangerous to disturb a hornet's nest," 
but his misgivings were overcome by the counsels 
of Haji KhAn. From the Sbl imh Kh6l tribe 
branch off all the various Ghilji families in the 
neighbourhood of KAbal, and again east of that 
place to Jeliilabiid. Indeed, the Ghiljis mG, with 
propriety, be classed into two great divisions, the 
western and eastern, the latter being all Sfi1'mii.n 
KhGls, the former being the Ohtaks, Thokis, T e r e  
kis, and Andarh; to which families, I doubt not, 
belong the Ghiljis between Farra and Heriit. 

Transit-fees having been collected by the officers 
of Shahabadin KhBn, it was arranged that the 
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kiifila should continue its journey in the morning. 
Ghowar the Ohtak, and Mhmat, buckled on their 
swords and shields, and at dusk left us, and did 
not return until near the dawn of day. They had 
gone privily to some place to ascertain whether the 
kAfila was likely to be attacked on the road in the 
morning. Their report was favourable. 

By daybreak the men of the kiifila were about 
to load their animals, but a fresh inspection of their 
numbers was set on foot by the Ghiljis. A little 
more horsewhipping was the consequence. About 
nine o'clock the collectors expressed themselves 
satisfied, and, so far as they were concerned, ab- 
solved the k s l a  from farther interruption. Now 
occurred an extraordinary scene ; a host of fellows 
from the houses about Shabiibadin KhWs abode 
rushed in, and with knives ripping open the heads 
of bales and packages, helped themselves to hand- 
fuls of tobacco, raisins, and pepper, all in the best 
humour possible. This, it  seemed, was their share 
of the profit derived from passing kiifilas, and the 
purloining by handfuls continued until the packages 
were fairly on the camels' backs ; and the rising of 
the animals was the signal for them to desist. It 
was amusing to witness the haste of the camel- 
drivers to load, and the avidity of the Ghiljis in 
profiting by their delay. Those who fell upon the 
goods of the A f g h h  were ingeniously directed to 
supply their wants at the expense of the P6mivhs. 
The officers of Shahiibadin, unable to prevent these 
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nefarious practices, ssnotioned by custom, were con- 
tent to expostulate with the riotom multitude, and 
remind them that the fees were paid. The k&la, 
however, was at last in motion, and happy were 
its members at having escaped from the tiger's den. 
W e  soon paseed a few collections of black tent& 
and afterwards two mall villagee, one on either eide 
of the road. Beyond these again were a few black 
tents, and we had a laughable instame of the 
fartive instinct of our Ghibj J"1frrids afforded by 
a ahild of some seven or eight yeam of age, who 
had detached a camel from the line, and waa lead- 
ing it off before our f w s .  He was detected, but 
what could be done to so juvenile an urchin ? We 
now croseed a small range of hills, md beheld an 
extensive pldn in front as far ae our sight aould 
reaoh. On either hand were a few caatles, and at 
some distance on the left a multitude of smttered 
castles, denoting the course of the Tarnak, and the 
high road. We had now to traverse a spacious 
waste, or plain, intervening between the Ghilji & 
triots and those of Mokar, I t  is much d d e d  by 
klfilaa, who are not only liable to a t h k a  fiom the 
Thokb, but are under apprehension from one 0s- 
m h  G a d ,  a ohief of the SGlimh Kh6l Uhiljh, 
who, without fixed abode, maintains himself and a 
party of horse by marauding. This man I found 
was much more dreaded than Shahiibadin Khb,  
and hw rendered himself of infsmous celebrity from 
his brutal behaviour as well as his robberies. We 



were well advanoed on tbe plain, when a cloud of 
dust in h n t  made ow cameldrivers condense their 
files, and trepidation wss s p a d  over many a hwpt. 
All was given up in imaginatios ae already lost, and 
the unblewed men of the k&Ia selected the m* 
went for a battle with eack other. Some vlistaks 
was made, or some disewios arose, and c lub  prm 

in play on all sides. Two or three bettsr people 
with difaoulty separated the combatants. G ahep- 
herd, more sagwiow than we were, mured us the 
dqat ww fised by a whirlwind, and not, by O s m b  
Ga~ni. We however marched in close order, until 
we had w d  the deserted walls of a oastle on 
the bank of the Taqak, about half a slile from 
the mad, whioh is said to be the usual rendasvow 
of robbers. Beyond this the k s l a  extended its 
file& and in joy at havi~g escaped the peril$ of the 
road, cmawd the Tarnak, of inconsiderable breadth, 
flowing in a deep bed, and entered the territory of 
Ghazni. A ruinnus castle was near, and a spot, 
cslled $h6hidh, or the place of mqrtyrs, wm 
pointed out, where one thousand A f g h h ,  who had 
infrenehed themselves, were slain by the victorious 
army of N6dir. Their bleached bones, it is said, 
sre a b w e d  plentifullf over the soil. We  passed 
8 castle called Ghari Killa, but it  ww moonlight 
before we halted at another castle, with a Lohiiai 
vill4ge of tents contiguous. 

We  blt,ed at Mokar two days, clouds gather- 
ing in the afternoon over the Haziira hills to the 
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aorth, and much rain fell, accompanied by thun- 
der. Mokar is a large, populous, and well-culti- 
vated district, yet its appearance is not attractive, 
there being a deficiency of trees; the inhabitants 
dwell in castles, which are very numerous, and have 
a naked aspect. Wheat and barley are principally 
cultivated. The natives are of the Andar5, Ali 
Kh61, and Tereki tribes of Ghiljis. 

From Mokar our course led for some time from 
castle to castle, until we neared the hills on our 
left, the road being over a barren stony tract. 
Here some robbers rushed from their ambuscade 
in a ravine, and attempted to detach some camels. 
They were detected, and the men of the k u l a  
swaggered about, clanging their swords and shields, 
and uttering terrible words of defiance and me- 
nace, but the rogues had come to plunder not to 
fight, and being foiled, went off. The night had 
but little advanced when we halted near a village 
called Sir Chishma, or the fountain-head. Behind 
us were, in hct,  the springs, or sources of the river 
Tarnak, near which is a tappa, or artificial mound. 
This spot was very agreeable from the plot of pas- 
ture, through which meandered the slender rivu- 
lets formed by the springs. That the locality, 
as the head of a river, had been held sacred in 
former times, might be inferred from the presence 
of the mound, which was, doubtless, crowned or 
accompanied by a temple, or some structure dedi- 
cated to the presiding deities. 



Next day we crossed the nascent Tarnak, close 
to its head. The road led over a bleak, barren 
tract, which, although tolerably good, was occa- 
sionally dotted with hollows and pools, now filled 
with rain-water. A little before sunset we pass- 
ed a rivulet about twenty -feet wide, running be- 
tween high banks, with a fair supply of watef. 
Its excess falls into the Lake Ab-istiida. A few 
villages were ueen now and then under the skirts 
of the hills, and on the plain were grouped some 
collections of Lohihi tents. Four or five tappas, 
or artificial mounds, occurred on or near the line 
of road, and finally reaching the district of Obo, 
we halted near a tappa of superior size, neat 
which gushed a spring of water. Villages and 
castles were slightly sprinkled in our rear, and the 
hills to the north were yet covered with snow. 

Leaving Obo, at sunset we crossed two spaci- 
ous ravines, after which the line of road was fre- 
quently cut by canals of irrigation. Towards the 
close of our progress we traversed a small stream 
flowing in the bed of a broad and deep ravine, 
and halted, the moon being pretty high, in the 
district of Khbilgh. Numerous castles were seen 
under the snowy hills to our left, or north, and 
fewer were dispersed over the wide plain to the 
right. Here we found the inhabitants, principally 
Haz- easily distinguished from their Afghiln 
neighbours by their TAtar physiognomy, their di- 
minished stature, and their habiliments, especially 



their aloefitting akull-cap. They me of the BG- 
bak tribje, and their ohief, GGlistAn K h h ,  resides 
at  KbbAgh. He wss fomerlp sf some corn- 
quence, but hw bean materially dspmmd by Amk 
Maomed Khh,  the preaent Sirdtir of G k d ,  
whose poliey has a w e d  him to reducs to iwig- 
nifiaance the vrrrioaa aspiring beads of tribes unv 
der his government. He still atfeada the darbib, 
and is a man of Borne ability, and of good wddress. 
Notwithstanding various exactions which have been 
made from him, ha ie aonsidersd w~althy. His ' 
tribe ia alao found at NBwar and Sir-i4b. 

From Kbrttbilgh we marobed early, and pawed 
n large t a p p  on our left hand, and afterwards an 
extensive burial-ground, with leihat. A barren 
rgtany traat intervened between us and N6a'l, where 
we arrived and halted. Here are many castles, the 
inhabitants am both Tajiks and H a e b .  The 
latter are of the Jtlghattti tribe. 

In the fore part of the day we were aiaited by s 
heavy hail-storm. About an hour and a half be- 
fore wunset wa started for Ghaomi, Castles and 
small villages cbequered either sids of the road. 
It wae daylight when we distinguished in the 
distance the walls and w t l e  of the onos famad 
capital of Miihmbd, but it waa night before we 
reached it, having crossed neBr it the river, over 
which is m ascient and ruinous bridge. We skirt- 
ed the walls on the southern faae, and hdted in 
front of the KPbal Gate. 



The kMla had here to pay duties, which were 
collected in a courteous manner by a Hind6 h e r  
of the revenue. No person is allowed to enter 
the town unlem he depoaita hie weapoae with the 
gum& at the gates. The baa& is neither very 
large nor well supplied, and the town itself probably 
does not contain above one thousand houses. I t  
is built on the projecting spur from a small mass 
of rounded hill% and the aitadel, or residence of 
Amh MBhomed K h h ,  is perohed on the higher 
portion of the spur. Its appearance is sufficiently 
piaturesque, and it  enjoys an extensive view over 
the aountry to the south, but there are no objecta 
to render the landscape interesting. We look in 
vain over the oity for my  trrrces of the splendour 
which once marked the capital of the great Stilt& 
Miihmbd, and almost question the possibility that 
we are wandering about its representative. There 
are traditions that the ancient city was destroyed 
by a hl l  of snow overwhelming it at an unusu- 
ally late period of the season, or nine m d  a half 
days after No Ros, but its destruction may be 
equally imputed to the desolating armies of HGliikii 
and other barbarian conquerors. The low hills, 
which close upon and command the city on the 
aide of the KAbal gate, am oovered with old MB 
homedan cemeteries, and under them, about a mile 
distant from the town, is the village of Ro~ah;  con- 
tiguous to which is the sepulchre and shrine of the 
mighty M6hmGd. This hm been suffered to 
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dwindle away into ruin, and broken figurm of 
marble lions, with other fragments, alone attest the 
former beauty of its courts and fountains. In the 
present gates, fragments, which have escaped the 
avidity of the pious collectors of relics, are said to 
be portions of the celebrated Sandal gates of Sam- 
nhth, and the interior of the apartment covering 
the tomb of the once-powerful monarch is deco- 
rated with flags and suspended ostrich eggs. The 
tomb itself is enveloped in carpets and palls of silk. 
There are numerous gardens belonging to Rozah, 
and the houses of the village have an antique 
appearance. Between this village and the town 
are two brick columns, which are the most ancient 
vestiges of the place, and may be held undoubted 
testimonies to the ancient capital. They are usual- 
ly ascribed to SGlth IVI&mud, but I am not aware 
on what authority. They are, however, due to the 
period when Cufic characters were in use, for the 
bricks of which they are constructed are so dis- 
posed as to represent Cufic inscriptions and sen- 
tences. They are hollow, and may be ascended by 
flights of steps, which are, in truth, somewhat out 
of order, but may be surmounted. Ghazni is sur- 
rounded by walls, formed of mixed masonry and 
brick-work, carried along the scarp the entire length 
of the spur of hill on which it stands. The walls 
are strengthened with numerous bastions, and a 
trench surrounds the whole. The citadel is built 
on an eminence overlooking the town, and owes 
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its present appearance to Am& Miihomed K h h ,  
who since its capture by Dost Miihomed Khan has 
made it his residence. I saw but two gates, one 
leading towards NiM, the other towards KPbal, 
but conclude there are also gates on the opposite 
side. Ghazni commands a most extensive plain, 
which is but indifferently furnished with villages 
and castles, although not absolutely wit6out them, 
and the river of Niiwar runs beneath the t o m  walls 
on the northern side. The town is seated in the 
midst of a rich grain-country, and in the adjacent 
plains of Niiwar it has immense fields of pasture. , 
In a military point of view it is happily situated, 
if we consider the period at which it was selected 
as 8 capital, for in the present day it would be 
scarcely tenable for a long siege, as it is commanded 
by the hills with which it is connected. Then, 
however, the case was very different, and it covered 
the roads leading to Loghar, KBbal, and Bibnib. 
Unlew the sirdh be himself residing at Ghazni, 
there are few troops there, and some four or five 
pieces of artillery, amongst which is a famous one 
called Zabar Zang. Ghazni in its prosperity was 
frequently taken and sacked,-memorably, by the 
great HGliikG and by Allahhdin, the Afghh prince 
of Ghor. In its fdlen state it has afforded a tri- ( 

umph to British arms, which, in whatever other light 
regarded, answered the temporary purposes of 9 

political clique, and signalized the commencement 
of a new reign. It therefore produced abundant 
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exultation, and no eparing distribution of reward8 
and honotlnu. I could w i d  to exult with thorn who 
exulted, and to rejoice with those who were re- 
warded and honouwd, but the ghosts of M m e r  
a d  his companions in arms, admonish to be silent 
and discreet. 

The country being more elevated than Kkbal, 
the temp;rrture of the ahnosphere is generally 
lower, and the wintera are more severe. The applee 
and prunes of G h d  are much h d ,  and exceed 
in goodnese those of K$M. The revenue enjoyed 
by Amir Mihomed K h h ,  and derived from Ghami 
and its distriots, somewhat exceeds four I&ha of 
rupees, and is collected as follows-- 

ILUPEE& 

From the dutiee of the town, and transit-feeaon kEfih 65,000 
From agricultural taxes on lands held by TAjiks . 70,000 
From agricultural taxes on lands held by Andari, and ) 90,000 

other Afghh tribes . . . . . . 
Fran the district of Wad& betwcell 0h.Oli and f 90,000 

KEtbel, b e i i  chiefly agricultural taxes . . . 
From the H a z h  of K;rab&gh, Nhl, &c. . . 75,000 
From the tributary H h  of JBghGri and M&llist4n 14,000 

Total rupeecl 404,000 - 
Ghazni has the repute of being a very ancient - 

site. Wilford tells us, of course following his San- 
&t authorities, that the kings of the Yavanas and 
Deucalion resided at it. He W h e r  tells us, that 
its proper ancient name was Sabal, Zabal, or Saul, 
as written by Chrysococcas; whence he infers it to 
be the &oh of Ptolemy. He also conjectnrea 



it  to be the Oeanidati of the Peutingerian tables, 
noted aa twenty-two fersangs from Asbana, which 
he considerrj KBbal, and thirty-five fersangs from 
Zupha, which 1 believe he would identify with 
Bheher &far+ In the neighbouring province of 
86rmat ate sitm which may ham preceded that 
of Ghaznl iaa capitah of this part of the muntry, 
vie, GardCa and Ptttan. There we also in the 
district of Wardak caeved of the ancient monu- 
meats oalled t o p ,  which b v e  Been examined by 
me, a d ,  from the mim found in them, would 
appear to hatre been erected during the period 
of ~vlonarchs of the IndoScythic race, but not of 
the earlier am. They msy probably be due to 
the fourth or fifth century of our era. An inscrip 
tion, dotted on a b m  vessel found in one of them, 
in Badro-Pu chatactem, may, it  is hoped, instruct 
us tzs to %heir origin and nature. In the hills west 
of G h m i  are other considerabk remains of anti- 
quity, & a spot mppbsed 60 be the site of a city, 
and called Sheher KGrghBn. Numeroue mlica, 
cloins, dm., are found there; but this only proves 
thrrt it 3s an mcient of sepulture ; still, being 
fouhd Cn more ththan ~ s u d  numbers, we t ~ &  justified 
to infer that ra city bf &prt&nca flourished near 
it, or t h t  it (s9aa a Imlity of d n m t  sanctity. 
There is also a rematkable cam at this piace, 
called Ghb S&mm$ka. Sheher KCFghh is be- 
b i d ,  a d  m p m t d  by Bills ftwn NBm, 80 famed 
fw i b  petarm, ~d the bud, or dam, thrown 



across the river of Ghazni by the former sove- 
reigns of the country. I t  is in the district of 
Azeristh. 

Skirting the low bills of Ghazni, we entered the 
valley leading to KBbal. The night was far ad- 
vanced when we reached Lora, where we halted. 
Here were some half-dozen castles, inhabited by 
Haz&as and Afghhs. We  learned from the Ha- 
z h e  that the sirdlr collected, as revenue, half 
the produce of the lands. Confessing he was severe 
and uncompromising, they admitted that he bad 
promoted peace amongst them, and extinguished 
feuds. We were now in the district of Wardak, 
which extends to ShSkhabzid, and yields a revenue 
of ninety thousand rupees. I t  was anciently pos- 
sessed by the Hazhs ,  who, about one hundred 
years since, were expelled by the AfghBns. The 
H a z h  would also seem to have held the country 
from KhgbBgh to Ghazni, but have been in like 
manner partially expelled. Indeed, the encroach- 
ments of the AfghBn tribes are still in progress. 

From Lora, followed a road, generally even, but 
occasionally broken by water-courses and ravines, 
Halted at Takiaj a place with few people or houses, 
but a common halting-spot for kiiiilas. 

In  our progress next day we passed the village 
of SaiyadabBd, and afterwards the fertile valley of 
ShGkhabiid, through which win& the river, rising 
from springs at Ashd$ in the H a z b  country 
of B'iGt. It was night as we passed amongat the 
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villages, castles, and poplar-groves of ShGkhabgd, 
but it was easy to imagine that the locality was 
a favoured one. The river gurgled over a stony 
bed, and we crossed i t  by a temporary bridge. W e  
halted at the Kgbal head of the valley. 

From ShGkhabzid, we passed the castles called 
Top, and entered upon a spacious plain, on which 
was a choki, or guard-station. W e  at length halted 
in the beautiful vale of Maidh,  covered with 
castles, gardens, groves of poplar and plane-trees, 
with a redundant cultivation watered by numerous 
canals. M a i d h  is inhabited chiefly by the Omar 
Kh6l Ghiljis, and through it flows the river of 
Kgbal. 

I n  our following march we reached the village 
of Arghandi, since distinguished as the spot select- 
ed by Dost I'vfiihomed Khgn to cover Kkbal and 
encounter his British adversaries, and where the 
defection of his army took place, which compelled 
him a t  once to fly and abandon the country. 
Beyond i t  we passed a choki, or guard-station, 
on the road-side, and, crossing a small rivulet, en- 
tered upon the magnificent plain of Chghkd6h 
(the four villages). Here we had on our right 
hand, at  a small distance from the road, the en- 
closed village of Killa Kbi ,  with its orchards; to 
our left, a dreary expanse, bounded by lofty hills 
crowned with snow, a t  whose skirts were dense 
lines of dark verdure, denoting the orchards of 
B6kh TGt and Paghmhn. As we proceeded we 

vOL. 11. Q 
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had to our left, at some distance, a low detached 
hill, called Chehel Tan, from its z i h t .  Here is 
a cave, accessible only by a narrow aperture. It 
is believed, that if a person enter it he will be 
unable to squeeze himself out, unless pure and 
free from sin. The cave is, therefore, not much 
visited, but the spot is occasionally the resort of 
holiday-parties from KBbal. There is also a tra- 
dition, that near to i t  was the ancient city of Ziibal. 
About mid-distance across the plain, we halted near 
the ruinous castle of Topchi Bashi, still possessing 
some fine plane-trees, and an excellent spring of 
water. On our right hand was the handsome castle 
of a JGhshh merchant. 

A t  an early hour we resumed our journey, and 
with light hearts, as it was the last. At  Killa Topchi 
Bbhi  many of the members of our khfila had been 
visited by their relative! and friends from the city, 
decked in their holiday garments, and bringing 
offerinp of rawLh and lettuce. I had no relatives 
or friends to welcome my approach, but, as a com- 
panion, or rafik, I was admitted to a share of the 
delicacies : and my feelings permitted me to parti- 
aipate in the joy of those around me. Traveming 
the remainder of the fair plain, we reached D6h 

1 Mazzang, and approached the defile between the 
1 hills Assa MLhi and Takht ShBh, through which 
the road leads into the city. To our right were 
the venerable gardens, and chanhr, or plane-tree 
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groves, overshadowing tLe grave of the Emperor 
Baber, and just beyond it, perched on an eminence, 
a decayed structure, called Takht Jkn NissG K h h ,  
erected in the time of Sh&h Z e m b  by one of his 
favourites, that the monarch might, in the luxuriant 
scenery of the plain, gratify that sight, of whioh, 
alas! he was to be so speedily deprived. To our 
left, at  some distance, were the scattered castles 
of the Afshbs. On entering the defile, the forti- 
fied bridge of Nzissir Khfin, who defended Kfibal 
against Ngdir Shfih, extends nearly across its bread&, 
leaving roads on either side. From the bridge lead 
up the hills lines of parapet and bastions, but in 
decay, which are ascribed to Sirdk Jehkn K h h ,  
a veteran chief of Ahmed Shfih. Through this 
defile flows the river from Chahkdgh, and runs 
through the city. Hence, tracing a road skirting 
on orchards, and the dilapidated tomb of TaimGr 
S h a ,  the view amplifies, and the city, B6lla 
Hissdr, and neighbourhood, lie before us. Passing 
through the suburbs, we crossed the river by the 
PG1 Kishti, a brick structure, and a ' lit,tle beyond 
halted at the serlii Zirddd, near the Chokh, where, 
also, during his stay at Kfibal, Mr. Forster lodged. 

In the morning I walked through the city to 
the B611a Hissk, and procured a comfortable abode 
in the Armenian quarter. There I resided, in quiet 
and satisfaction, until the autumn, when the desire 
to see Bzimibi and its antiquities, led me to ac- 

Q 2 
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company H&ji K h h  Khlikii, then governor of the 
place, on a military progress, which first took me 
into the H a z h  country of BisGt. As it was 
now the early part of the month of June, I had 
ample leisure to become acquainted with the city 
and its inhabitants. 
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European visitors.-Dr. Wolfs prediction.-Jang Shia and Sthi. 
-Dost MQhomed ~ h ~ n ' s  fears.- Prophesy and delusion.- 
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Ismael's fate.-Baber's tomb.-Masjlt-Grove.-Distribution. 
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of Blasphemy.-Punishment.-Reflections. 

SOME few days before my reaching Khbal it had 
been honoured by the presence of three English gen- 
tlemen, Lieutenant Burnes, Doctor Gerard, and the 
Reverend Joseph Wolf. The latter had predicted wmi' t l c  

' - ,  
many singular events, to be preceded by earth- 
quakes, civil dissensions, foreign wars, and divers 
other calamities. An alarming earthquake did 
occur, and established his prophetical character, 
which considerably rose in estimation, when, about 
three hours after, a conflict took place between the 
Atchak Zai Afghhns of the city and the Jbbshirs, 
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who were celebrating the Mohoram, and wailing 
and beating their breasts in commemorative grief of 
the slaughter of the sons of Ali. Several lives were 
lost; the SGni population were about to arm in the 
cause of the Atchak Zais, ChBndol was on the alert, 
and its ramparts were manned, while desultory 
firing was carried on. Dost Maonled  KhBn, who 
had calmly sat during the earthquake, could not 
endure with the same fortitude the intelligence of 
an event, which, if it ripened into a crisis, would in- 
volve the loss of that authority which was so' dear 
to him, and had cost him so many cares and crimes 
to obtain. H e  became sick of a fever. Hiiji K h h  
RhBka, who had been previously unwell, but now 
sent a Kortln as a pledge to the JuBnshirs, in the 
expectation that the affair would bring on a general 
struggle, was appointed agent by Dost Miihomed 
KhBn for the Shias of the city, and the NawBb 
J a b k  KhBn agent for the Sfinis. These two com- 
promised matters, or rather, suffered them to sub- 
side, for no arrangement was made. The season 
was fruitful in forebodings and prophecies, for now 
another earthquake WW foretold by one of the holy 
men, which was to complete the destruction me- 
naced by the preceding one. On the appointed day 
half of the inhabitants of Khbal repaired to tents 
without the city, and when i t  had passed serenely 
over, returned in ridicule to  their deserted abodes. 

Rawhh, or the blanched stalks of the rhubarb- 
plant, was one of the delicacies of the bazars when 
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I arrived in Kkbal, and the lambs of the L 6 h G  
and Ghilji flocks formed another. Lettuces also 
abounded. Rawkh lasts for three months, from 
the middle of April to that of July. I t  is much 
eaten in its natural state, simply with the addi- 
tion of salt, and is largely employed in cookery 
with meat. I t  affords a grateful, acidulated relish, 
and is held to be particularly sanative. I t  eerves a 
variety of uses, and dried, is preserved for any 
length of time. I t  also makes an excellent pre- 
serve, by being first saturated in a solution of lime 
and then boiled with shirlir, or the inspissated juice 
of grapes, losing, however, in this case, its charac- 
teristic flavour. Rawkh is more or less plentiful in 
all the hills from KalBt of Balochisthn to Kbdahiir, 
and again from that place to KBbal. Attention is 
only paid to its growth by the inhabitants of Pagh- 
mBn, who supply the bazam of the city. They sur- 
round the choicer plants with conical coverings of 
stones, so as to exclude light and air, and thereby 
produce that whiteness of stem so much prized. 
The unblanched plant is called chGkri, and is also 
exposed to sale. More reaeonable in price, it  is 
nearly as well adapted for ordinary uses. Riwand 
Chini, or Chinese rhubarb, is a common drug at 
Khbal, and much employed by the physicians, who 
never auspect it to be the same plant which yields 
their rawfish. 

The day of my arrival was distinguished by the 
presence in the baaar of cherries, the first-fruits of 
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the year; a day or two after apricots were seen, and 
in four or five days they were succeeded by mulber- 
ries. Cherries, I observed, were of three varieties ; 
and to the Emperor Baber is ascribed the merit of 
their introduction into KBbal, and to which he lays 
claim in his memoirs. Apricots are of very nume- 
rous varieties, as are the mulberries ; and all exist in 
profusion. Parties visit the gardens about the city, 
and each paying a pais, or the sixtieth part of a 
rupee, have liberty to shake the trees, and regale 
themselves at discretion during the day. Some of 
the varieties of mulberries are of excellent flavour, 
and to enhance its zest, rose-water is by some 
sprinkled over the mass, with fragments of ice or 
pounded snow. The first grapes which ripen are 
called Khdahiir'i from having, perhaps, been ori- 
ginally brought from that place; they are black, 
and of large clustered bunches, the grapes much 
varying in size. They appear about the end of 
June, and continue until the end of July, when they 
are replaced by the many varieties for which KBbal 
is famous, until the close of autumn, following each 
other in due succession. In  June, also, apples are 
first brought to the bazars, and in July they become 
plentiful, with pears. In  the beginning of August 
peaches ripen in Koh Diman ; they are very large, 
but I think not well flavoured; indeed, I question 
whether any of the fruits of Kabal equal in flavour 
the analogous varieties of England. Quinces, with 
musk, and, water-melons, usher in the autumn ; and 



the latter are certainly fine fruits ; while their enor- 
mous consumption is such, that to raise them is the 
task of the agriculturist. The Sad6 Zai princes did 
not disdain to derive profits from their royal melon- 
fields, nor is Dost Miihomed K h h  ashamed to 
imitate the precedent. He has his pUz,  or me- 
lon-fields, prepared and tended by forced labour, 
and the inhabitants of the contiguous villages 
are taxed to furnish, from the neighbouring wastes, 
their respective proportions of the plant -1-sGs, 
or liquorice, which is employed in the formation 
of the beds and trenches, and which abounds. 
Besides all these fruits, there are walnuts, al- 
monds, pistas, figs, and pomegranates, although the 
two latter kinds are not so esteemed as those of 
warmer countries. I t  is scarcely possible that 
Kiibal can be surpassed for the abundance and 
variety of its fruits, and, perhaps, no city can pre- 
sent, in its season, so beautiful a display of the deli- 
cious treasures supplied by nature for her children. 
Of the many luxuries of Kiibal, ice must not be for- 
gotten; like fruit, it is abundant, and so cheap as to 
be within the reach of the poorest citizen. I t  is 
used to cool water, sherbets, and fruits ; and even a 
cup of buttermilk is scarcely thought fit to drink 
unless a fragment of ice be floating in it. During 
winter large blocks of ice are deposited in deep pits, 
lined with chaff; matting, for a depth of some feet, 
is placed over them, and the whole is covered with 
earth. Anot,her method of obtaining ice is by 
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-directing water into a prepared cavity, and allowing 
it to freeze. The process is renewed until a sufficient 
quantity of the congelated mass is accumulated, 
when it is overspread with matting and soil. Snow 
is alike preserved, and its square crystalized heaps 
sparkle during the warm months in the shops of the 
fruiterers and confectioners. 

I made many excursions in the environs, and 
examined the various interesting objects they pre- 
sent. On one occasion I ascended the hill Koh 
Takht Shkh, to inspect the building on its summit, 
mindful that Baber had described it  as the palace 
of an ancient king. I found a substantial erection 
of about thirty-five feet in length, and eighteen feet 
in breadth, with a height of about eleven feet. On 
the western front is a small arched entrance, leading 
into an apartment of about eleven feet square, 
crowned with a dome. Four niches were inserted 
at the angles of the walls, and three others in the 
respective sides. A little below, on the face of the 
hill, there is believed to be a cave, which has its 
opposite outlet at Fatiabiid, at the head of the 
JelaabLd valley, and by which Zikom S h a ,  an 
infidel king who resided here,. escaped from the 
vengeance of Hhzrat Ali. Baber appears to have 
related the tradition of the country connected with 
the spot, but there can be little question, from the 
existence of the domed chamber, that the Takht 
Shah, or King's Throne, as it is called, is a sepul- 
chral monument of the middle ages. It is rudely 
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composed of unfashioned stones, and the chamber 
has been lined with cement. Connected with it, 
and extending along the summits of the range, and 
of its ramification& are parapet walls of masonry. 
W e  ascended the hill by the Kotal, or pass of 
Kedar, leading from the z i h t  of that name into 
ChahG D6h, on the descent of which is another 
object of curiosity. It is called the K h h a  Sanglil, 
or the stone house, and consists of two apartments 
hewn in the rock, with the doors also of stone. A 
terrace, of a few feet in breadth, extends before it, 
and two or three large hewn stones are lying by the 
sides of the entrances. It may have been the re- 
treat in former times of some religious recluse. In 
our descent from the Takht Shkh we came direct 
down its eastern face, and fell upon the glens, or 
khols Shams, and Magamast, where are sepulchral 
vestiges of the old inhabitants. In these we sub- 
sequently made excavations, and found a variety 
of idols, also some Niigari manuscripts on leaves, 
which, however, i t  is feared, were too mutilated to 
be very serviceable, although the characters on what 
had been spared were very distinct. At  the same 
spot Dr. Gerard, when at  Kkbal, procured the 
image of Buddha., so called, which figures in the 
September number of the Journal of the Asiatic 
Society in Bengal for 1834. 

From the khols to the Bzilla Hissiir the distance 
is a' little above half a mile, and is occupied by a 
burial-place of the present city ; in former times it 
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was appropriated to a similar use. On the skirts 
of the hill overlooking it are the ziiirats, or shrines 
of J e h h  Bgi, Panja Shbh Merdh, and Kedar, a11 
favourite places of festive resort to the people of 
the city. I had heard of an inscribed stone, called 
Sang Nawishta, near the hill Shbkh Baranta, about 
five milea south of Kiibal, and such an object de- 
manded attention. I therefore walked to it, and 
found a large square block lying on the right of 
the road on the bank of the Loghar river, over 
which, close by, a bridge has been thrown. T t  
required no dexterity to see that it was Persian, 
but whether the characters had been mutilated, 
or were of too ancient a style, I could find no per- 
son able fully and satisfactorily to read it. Copies 
preserved may tend to its explanation, but I ques- 
tion if it relates to any important event or topic. 
I t  had been lying for years neglected, when AbbL 
KGli Khbn, the proprietor of a castle on the oppo- 
site side of the river, set it up in its present posi- 
tion. The Loghar river at this point enters the 
plain east of Kbbal, and has a breadth of nearly 
sixty yards. In another and more extended excur- 
sion, I skirted the hill-range from Shiikh Baranta 
to BhGt KhAkh, in whose recesses are the Topes, 
subsequently examined by M. Honigberger. I was 
unable at this .time to benefit by the knowledge 
of their existence. 

Amongst the glens, or khols of these hills, is one 
called Sanjitak, a favourite spot for the pleasure- 
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seeking parties of ~ a b a l ,  whb are, however, obliged 
to come in numbers and armed, as it is little 
retired. It is a place of ancient sepulture, and 
there are mounds and caves at it ;-from the former 
funeral jars have been extracted. The at_tractions 
for holiday-makers are, the water of a fine spring, 
which a little from its source is collected in a deep 
and spacious tank, cut in the living rock, a work 
of other days, and the shade afforded by some um- 
brageous trees, themselves venerable from their age. 
These are chanars, or oriental planes, but there 
are likewise walnut-trees and vineyards. The dis- 
solute and eccentric Sh& MiihmGd loved the se- 
cluded and picturesque glen of Sanjitak, so con- 
venient, and adapted to the indulgence and conceal- 
ment of his licentiousness. At  the head of the 
spring he built a pleasure-house, now in ruins ; and 
many tales are told of his adventures here, for he 
was pleased to ramble about, slightly attended. 
Once, it is said, the horses of the monarch and of 
his few attendants were carried off by robbers. The 
same spot is memorable in the annals of KSbal, 
as having been visited, on pretence of diversion, by 
ShhhzSda Ismael, son of ShSh AyGb, who intended 
to have retired to Peshiiwer, having failed to con- 
vince his infatuated father of the propriety of seiz- 
ing the property of the deceased Sirdiir Miihomed 
Azem K h h ,  as well as of his own immediate dan- 
ger from the violence of the sirdiir's brother, FGr 
Dil Khbn. The nominal Shhh, conjecturing his 
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son's purpose, sent after him to Sanjitak. .The 
prince .was induced to return, and on the morrow 
was shot in a rash attempt to resist the deposition 
of his father. This event led to many reflections, 
and is still held as an undeniable evidence of the 
impossibility of avoiding the destiny which, fixed 
and unerring, awaits every mortal. 

Numerous were the walks I made, and the dttyY 
I spent amongst the several %%,rats, or shrines of 
the city, as well as amid its delightful gardens 
and orchards. Of the z 'h ts ,  that of the Emperor 
Biiber. best repaya a visit. It is attractive from 

TOMB OF THE EMPEROR BABER. 

the recollections we carry with us, and the reve- 
ries to which they give rise. It is equally so 
from the ramantic situation of bhe spot, its pic- 
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turesque aspect, and from the extensive and beau- 
tiful view it commands. The tomb of the great 
monarch is accompanied by many monuments of 
similar nature, commemorative of his relatives, and 
they are surrounded by an enclosure of white mar- 
ble, curiously and elegantly carved. A few argha- 
wb-trees, in the early spring putting forth their 
splendid red blossoms, flourish, as it were, negli- 
gently, about the structure. The tombs, for the 
truth must be told, are the objects of least atten- 
tion in these degenerate days. No person snper- 
intends tbem, and great liberty has been taken 
with the stones employed in the enclosing walls. 
Behind, or west of the tombs, is a handsome mas- 
jit, also of marble, over which is a long Persian 
inscription, recording the cause and date of its 
erection. The latter was subsequent to the de- 
cease of Baber. Again, behind the masjit, is the 
large and venerable grove, which constitutes the 
glory of the locality. The shade of the illustrious 
prince might not be displeased to know that the 
precincts of his sepulchre are devoted to the re- 
creations of the inhabitants of his beloved KBbal; 
and the indignation it might feel that the pre- 
sent chief does not hesitate to picket his horses 
under the shade of the groves, might be soothed 
by the deprecatory enunciations the act of dese- 
cration calls forth. The groves are no longer kept 
in order, and sad havoc has been perpetrated 
amongst the trees. Probably a diffidence too se- 
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riously to outrage public sentiment, has saved them 
from total destruction. The ground is laid out 
in a succession of terraces, elevated the one above 

I the other, and connected in the centre by flights 
of ascending steps. At each flight of steps is a 
plot of chanLr, or plane-trees, and to the left of 
the superior flight is a very magnificent group 
of the same trees, surrounding as they oversha- 
dow, a tank, or reservoir of water. The principal 
road leads from west to east, up the steps, and 
had formerly on either side lines of sabr, or cy- 
press-trees, a few of which only remain. Canals 
of water, derived from the upper tank, were con- 
ducted parallel to the course of the road, - the 
water falling in cascades over the descents of the 
several terraces. This tank is filled by a canal, 
noted by Baber himself. I t  is that which he tells 
us was formed in the time of his paternal uncle, 
Mrza Ulugh Beg, by Wais Atkeh. The de- 
scendants of the Wais still flourish, and are consi- 
dered the principal family of KAbal. The rather 
notorious Mir Wais, put to death by Shiih SGjah, 
when in power, was a member of it. Below the 
tomb of the emperor, on the plain, is the heredi- 
tary castle and estate, with the village Waisala- 
bid, due to the same family. 

Baber BlidshAh, so the interesting spot is call- 
ed, is distinguished by the abundance, variety, and 
beauty of its trees and shrubs. Besides the im- 
posing masses of plane-trees, its lines of tall, ta- 
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pering, and sombre cypresses, and its multitudes 
of mulberry-trees, there are wildernesses of white 
and y'ellow ros+bushes, of jasmines, and other fra- 
grant shrubs. The r h  zCba, a remarkable va- 
riety of the rose ( m a  postdUtaia), the exterior 
of whose petals is yellow, while the interior is 
vermilion red, also is common. The Englishman 
is not a little charmed to behold amongst the 
arboreucent ornaments of the place the hawthorn 
of his native country, with its fragrant clustered 
flowers and its scarlet hips. Attaining the size 
of a tree, it is here a curiosity. Its native re- 
gion is amongst the secondary hills of the Hindd 
Kwh, in Panjshh, &c. 

On Jbma, or Friday, the sabbatical day of M6- 
homedans, in the vernal season, a mela, or fair, is 
regularly instituted liere. Shops lare arranged, 
where provisions and delicacies may be procured, 
and crowds flock to Baber Bidshkh to greet the 
welcome return of spring. On Shamba, the day 
following Jbma, the females of the city resort 
to the umbrageous gbroves, and divert themselves 
by dancing to the soft tones of the lyre and tam- 
bourine, and by swinging. They amply enjoy their 
liberty after six days' confinement in the solitude 
of the h h m .  On other days, it is no uncom- 
mon circumstance for families to make festive ex- 
cursions to Baber B&dsh&. The place ie pecu- 
liarly fitted for social enjoyment, and nothing can 
surpass the beauty of the landscape and the pu- 
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rity of atmosphere. Its situation is likewise ad- 
mirably apposite, being without the city, yet con- 
veniently near. Parties from the western partrJ 
of the city pass through the opening leading into 
Chahk DCh. From the eaatern parts and the 
BQla Hissir, it may be more speedily reached by 
crowing the ridge Koh Takht Shah, by the pass 
of Kheddar, which descends nearly upon it. 

The establishment connected with the sepulchre 
of the illustrious Baber was once very complete. 
At the entrance of the grove to the west are the 
substantial walls of a kkavhser6.i, for the accom- 
modiltion of merchanb ; and over the river, which 
flows contiguously, a massive bridge of masonry, 
evidently of the same period, has been thrown. 

It is instructive, while wandering about the 
shaded walks of Baber Bf ih&,  to reflect on the 
probable origin of shrines, temples, fairs, &c. The 
muses being well exemplified in the scenes before 
us. The tomb of a beneficent and beloved mon- 
arch has given rise to a temple, to a sacred grove, 
to a fair, to a f i 6vhe rQi  and to a bridge. The 
age of hero worship is past, but the state of reli- 
gion in these countries, while preventing an a p o t k  
sis, has still permitted that p t i t ~ d e  should enrol 
the gay and genereus Baber in the calendar of 
allink 

Adjwent to Baber B&Iah$h, on an eminenoe, 
is a ruinous building, erected by Jh Niss6.r K h h  
in the reign of Sh&h Zemh,  that the moncrrah 
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might thenoe survey the luxuriant prospect around. 
Certainly, when the sober shades of evening have 
invested the landscape with a chaste solemnity, 
it is unrivalled, and indifferent muat tse the bosom 
which is not influenced and enmptured by its calm 
and serene beauties. 

There are few places where a stranger so soon 
feels himself at home, and becomes familiar with 
all classes, as at  Kilbal. There can be none where 
all ciasses so much respect his claims to civility, 
and so muczh exert themselvea to promote his si+ 
tisfhetion and amusement. He inust not be un- 
happy. To avow himself so, would be, he is told, 
a reproach upon the hospitality of his hosts and 
entertainem. I had not been a month in Kiibal 
before I had become acquainted with I know not 
how many people; had become a visitor at  theii 
houses, a member of their social parties. No ho- 
liday occurred that did not bring me a summons 
to attend some family circle, in some one of the 
many gardens of the city. stranger guest 
will not fail to be aetoniehed at the attentions 
paid to him on such wcasions. It seema aa if 
the entertainment had been expressly designed for 
him, and that the ' eompany had nr, other object 
than to contribute to his gratification. The most 
rigid mind must admire mch politeness, and the 
feelings which prompt its exhibition. 

I was muetomed to stroll fmdy about the city 
and its immediate neighbourhood, and wtu never 
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interrupted, or noticed offensively, but on one day, 
when a cap I wore, rather than myself, elicited 
some ill feeling. I had, by chance, left my house 
with a Persian cap on my head, in lieu of the usual 
1Gnghi. 1 have seen many changes in KAbal, and 
do not know what may yet come to pass there, 
but I cannQt forget that the sight of a Persian 
cap would, in 1832, have brought insult upon the 
wearer. 

I t  is matter of agreeable surprise to any one w 
quainted with the MBhomedans of India, Persia, 
and Turkey, and with their religious prejudices 
and antipathies, to find that the people of Kkbal 
are entirely free from them. In most countries, 
few Mfiomedans will eat with a Christian; to 
salute him, even in error, is deemed unfortunate, 
and he is looked upon as unclean. Here none of 

these difficulties or feelings exist. The Christian 
is respectfully called a " kitbbi," or "one of the 
book." The dissolute Vazir Fati K&, when, oc- 
casionally, an Armenian Christian presented himself, 
desiring to become a convert to Islih, was wont 
to inquire what he had found deficient in his own 
religion that he wished to change i t ?  And would 
remark, that those persons who possessed a book, 
aid would adopt a new fhith, were scoundrels, ac- 
tuated by love of gain, or other intereuted motive. 
To the HindG, anxious to enter the pale of the 
Miihcrmedan Church, he made no objection ; on the 
contrary, he applauded him who, having no religion, 
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embraced one. I at first imputed the indifference 
of the Khbal people to their own laxity, for I soon 
abserved that there was very little religion amongst 
them. Those called Shi& were very generally of 
the SGfi mazzab, which, whatever its mystical pre- 
tensions, I fear, implies no religion at all. The 
same system largely prevails amonpt the SGni 
professors. But when the same liberality was 
found to extend over the country, and amongst all 
races, whether Afghbs, Thjiks, or others who could 
not be chargeable with SGfi doctrines, I was sensible 
that there must be some other reaqon; however I 
could not discern it for the fact that the people 
of Khbal and the country around, only of all MC 
homedans, should be careless or generous, as the 
csee may be, in matters held by others of so much 
moment. I believe that the invidious distinction 
of dress, enforced generally on Christians at Bok- 
h h ,  is according to an edict of no very remote 
date, nor is it impossible that previously the same 
liberality of deportment distinguished TGrkistln. 
The political wendancy of Christians may have 
au effect ; and it is at least consolatory to the pride 
of the MGssulmln to fancy he possesses an ad- 
vantage in spiritual matters, when his rival, by 
superior address and talent, has established his pre- 
eminence in temporal affairs. I t  is highly credit- 
able, however, to those of a declining faith, whose 
higher tone of sentiment can withstand the admis- 
sion into their bosoms of ungenerous feelings to- - 



-wards those whose superiority they acknowledge. 
Living with the Armenians of the city, I witnessed 
every day the terms of equality on which they dwelt 
amonget their Maomedan neighborn The Ar- 
menian followed the Mfiomedsn corpse to its p b  
of burial ; the Miihomedan showed the same mark 
of respect to the deceased of the Armenian com- 
munity. They mutually attended each others' wed- 
dings, and participated in the little matters which 
~pring up in eociety. The Armenian presented gifts 
on Id Noh Roz, or the Mahomedan new pW18 

day; he received them on his own Ch&mas-day. 
If it had happened that a Mihornedan had married 
an Armenian female who was lost to the Church 
of the Cross, I found that the Armenians had re- 
taliated, and brought Maomedan females into their 
families, and inducted them into their faith. An 
Armenian, in conversation with the present head 
of the Wais family said, that some person had 
called him a k& or infidel. The reply was, "He 
that ' calls you a k& is s k& himself." It is 
something for a Christian to reside with MBho- 
medans so tolerant and unprejudiced. Wine, pro- 
hibited to be made or sold in the city, is permitted 
to be made and used by Armenians, who are simply 
restricted to indulge in their own houses. They 
have not, unadroitly, induced the Miihomedans to 
believe that to drink wine .is part of their religion, 
and to interfere on that head is impossible. There 
are a few families of Jews at Kkbal, but while per- 
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fectly tolerated as to matters of faith, they by no 
means command the respect which is shown to 
Armenians. Like them, they are permitted to 
make vinous and spirituous liquors; and they de- 
pend chiefly for their livelihood upon the clan- 
destine sale of them. Some years since, a Jew 
was heard to speak disrespectfully of Jesus Christ ; 
he was arraigned, and convicted before the Mae- 
medan tribunals on a charge of blasphemy; the 
sentence was sang sdr, or, to be stoned to death. 
The unhappy culprit was brought to the Armeniam 
that they, ae particularly interested, might carry 
into effect the punishment of the law. They de- 
clined, when the M6homedans led the poor wretch 
without the city, and his life became the forfeit 
of his indisoretion. I t  was singular that an attack 
upon the divinity of our Saviour should have been 
beld cognizable in a Mhhomedan ecclesiastical 
court, and that it  should have been resented by 
those who in their theological disputes with Chris- 
tians never fail to cavil on that very point. The 
Jew, in averring that Jesus Christ was the son of 
fhe carpenter Joseph, had differed from their own 
belief on that subject; but had not the awertion 
been made by a Jew, who would have noticed i t ?  
How true is it, that the Jews are everywhere the 
despised, the rejected race. 



CHAPTER XI. 

Situation of Kdbal. - Fortifications. --Baa His&.-DeLncea.- 
B6 rj HGl6kG. -Value of defences. - Citadels. - BBlla H b d r  
BBUa - KGla Feringhf. - Prohibition. - Marble thrones. - 
Bala Hie& BBlla originally a cemeterycDiacoveries.-Wells. 
-Gates-Baa Hiss& Pun.-Regulations.-Mallas.-Police. 
--Gates.-Dafta Khha.-Tope Khha-Pahe.-Mssjit P6d- 
sh&. - Anecdote of Taimii Sh&. - City walls. - Gates. - 
Chlindol. -Walls.-Population.-Aspect of city.-Habib Ulah 
K h U s  freak. - Construction of houses.-Malh and k6chss.- 
Their object and inconveniences. - Public buildings. -Se&s.- 
HamPne. - Bridges. - Bazars.-Shopa.-Trades-Market&- 
Itinerant tradem &d cries. - Provisions. -Variable prim. - 
Famines. - Mode of preventing pressure on supplies. -Enjoy- 
mente of winter Beason. - Sandalis. - Inconveniencee. - Eco- 
nomy.-Chimneys.-Flues.-Burial-places. -Inscription.-M4 
homecian tombs. - Shta tombs. - Grave-etona-Englishman's 
grave. - Belief respecting it.-Removal of grave-stones.-i=us- 
toms observed at burial-places.-Processions.-Takias.-Zlhts. 
-Rock impressions. - Gardens.-Namiiz GBh.-BAgh Taimlir 
Sh&. - Bilgh Sh& Zemk. - BAgh Vazir.- Chahk BAgh.- 
Taimfir S W s  tomb. - BAgh Khwoja - Gardena of Deh Af- 
ghh .  - River. - JI% Shir. - Bala JGi. - JGi P a  Mmdn.- 
Wells.- Quality of water.- Abundance.-Meadows.-Bogs.- 
Causes of fever. - Site of Kdba1.- Agreeable vicinity.-Win& 
-Whirlwinde. - Commercial importance. - Domestic trade.- 
Man&tures.-Wants of the community.-Artizans and firbrica. 
-State of progression. 

THE city of Kiibal is seated at the western ex- 
tremity of a spacious plain, in an angle formed by 
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the approach of two inferior hill ridges. That to 
the south is indifferently called K.oh Takht Shhh 
(hill of the king's palace), and Koh Khwoja Safar 
from a z i h t  of that name, on itu acclivity, ovet- 
looking the city. I t  has also the less used and 
mythological appellation of Bandar Dko. The ridge 
to the north, of inferior altitude, is known by the 
name of the Koh h s a  MWi or the hill of the 
great mother, which is Nature. A temple, dedi- 
cated to the goddess, is at the foot of the hill. A 
huge stone is the object of adoration. 

The interval between these two hills allows space 
for the entrance, from the plain of Chahk Dkh, of 
the stream called the river of Kiibal, which winds 
through the city. Over it  has been thrown a sub- 
stantial and fortified bridge of masonry. From it 
connecting lines of ramparts and towers are canied 
up the aides and over the summits of the ridges, 
Useless for purposes of defence, they contribute to 
diversify the aspect of the city, as seen from the 
east. The lines of fortifications cresting the Koh 
Takht Sh& are brought down the eastern face of 
the hill and made to close upon the BQla His& 
Btilla, or citadel, built upon a spur of the same hill, 
at the southeast extremity of the city. At this 
point was formerly one of the gates of the old city, 
(the Derwba Jabsi;) and as it connected the hill 
defences with those of the Bdlla Hi& BQla, the 
enceinte of the place was completed according to 
the notions of the projector, Sirdzir Jahih K h h ,  
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Popal Zai, a veteran chief, of the age of Ahmed Sh&. 
The B a a  His&-  was originally strongly built, and 
its walls were accommodated to tbe form of the 
rising ground of its site. Their lower portions are 
composed of masonry, facing the rock, to a depth 
of fifteen to twenty feet. Their upper portions, 
six or seven feet in height, are of burnt brick, 
and form a parapet, which is crenated and provided 
with embrasures and loop-holes for large and small 
arms, also with a regular succession of kangaras. 
Formerly, a shirhi, or fausse-braye of mud, was 
carried between the walls and the trench. The 
latter is spacious, but of variable depth, and being 
neglected, has become overgrown with rank grass, 
amongst which, towards the close of autumn, 
when the water decreases, cattle graze. A t  the 
south-west end of the fortification, where the minor 
hill of the Bala Hissk BLlIa connects with the 
parent one, and where the Derwka J a b k  once 
stood, the nature of the swelling rock has not per- 
mitted the extension of the trench ; or the obstacles 
it opposed were deemed too formidable to be en- 
countered, for the advantages to be derived. Still, 
this point seems to have been thought the weak 
one of the place; and to strengthen it, on the su- 
perior hill commanding it, is a massive tower, called 
BGrj HGliikfi, from some tradition respecting that 
barbarous conqueror. To this point, we have al- 
ready noted, that the lines of SirdG J a h h  K h h  
were extended, and within them he has included 
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the BGj HBl&b. This work, intended for the 
defence of the place, has, invariably, in the nume- 
rous intestine contests happening during the last 
few years for its possession, fallen into the power 
of the asailing party on the outbreak of hostilities. 

As a fortress, from being commanded on the 
south-west, and west by the hill overshadowing it, 
and to the east by eminences, on which NBdh 
Sh& raised his batteries, the Biilla H i a h  of Kiibal 
can scarcely be deemed competent to resist for any 
length of time, a scientific attack. In native war- 
fare, it must be considered a strong place, or one 
capable of being made so. In earlier times, we 
can give the judicious Baber credit for the im- 
portance he attached to its fortifications. At a 
later period, the siege it withstood against Niidir 
did not impair its reputation for strength. 

The Biilla Hiss& of KAbal comprises two por- 
tions, the BQla Hiss% P&h, and the BQla Hissk 
B a a .  Hi& implies a fortress, and Bala Hi& 
the upper or superior fortress, the citadel. Hence, 
Peshtiwer, Kkbal, Ghszni, Khdahib, and Heriit, 
have all their BQla Hissiim, equivalents to the Args 
of Persia. Bdla Hi& Wla, and Bala Hiss& 
P&h, therefore, signify the upper and lower citm 
dels. In some places, as at HCrat, Kandahib, and 
Ghszni, the citadel may be enclosed within the 
walls of the city. In others, as at KAbal and Pesh- 
6wer, they may be without, and independent. In 
the latter reigns of the Sadu Zai princes the Bala 
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Hiss& Biilla served as a state prison. It is now 
a solitude, and in ruins. The summit of the emi- 
negce on which it is raised is surmounted by 
a dilapidated square, turretted building, called the 
KGla Feringhi (European hat). It is of very re- 
cent date, being due to Sirdk S G l h  Mfiomed 
K h h ,  and arose under the superintendence of s 
rude architect, Hhji Ali, KohistMi one of his mili- 
tary dependents. I t  was intended for no more im- 
portant purpose than to enable the chief and his 
friends to enjoy the beauties of the landscape 
around, and was in consequence slightly construct- 
ed. As a spectator from it completely overlooks 
the palace of the chief below, orders, little regard- 
ed, have been issued, to forbid the people of the 
city to visit it, and the BQlla His& BQla gene- 
rally, on the plea of preserving intact the " pardah," 
or privacy of the hham. 

Under the northern wall of the KGla Feringhi, - 
however, are two objects deserving inspection, in 
two masses of hewn white marble, describing what 
are here called takhts, or thrones; flights of three 
steps being formed in each. One of them is distin- 
guished by a flagon carved on one of its sides ; and 
this symbol of good cheer and festivity, while it 
may explain the purpose to which the thrones may 
have been at some time devoted, forcibly recall8 
to recollection, that this was the very spot where 
the social Baber frequently held his convivial meetT 
ings, and which probably he had in mind when h e  
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exultingly declared that KPbal was the very best 
place in the world to drink wine in. Connected 
with the thrones is a miniature hous, or reservoir 
for water, inadequate for purposes of general ablu- 
tions, but appropriate for the lavement of fingers 
and piilas (cups), and the trivial detergent offices 
consequent upon an oriental regale. 

It is certain that the Biilla Hissk Bilh has been 
at one time a cemetery, for I have been assured 
by too many people to doubt the fact, that when 
children they were accustomed in their rambles 
over it constantly to pick up old coins, &c.; even 
now they are occaeionally found. Discoveries of 
another nature have been frequently made, of stone 
cannon-balls, arrow-heads, caltropa, &c. ; of course, 
portions of the munitions once laid in store for the 
defence of the place. It is not improbable that 
very much of the hill is honey-combed with vaults 
and passages, some of which have been casually 
discovered. The soil spread over the hill is con- 
tinually carried away for the manufacture of salt- 
petre. Much of this may be formed of the CEkbris 
of the unsubstantial erections of unburnt bricks, 
which have been from time to time erected within 
the limits of the fortifications. Yet, no small part 
of it may be considered as the soil which, in 
former age%, has been carried up from the plain 
beneath, and deposited upon the rocky surface, to 
form the required basis for the reception of the 
jars and ashes of the dead. 



Within .the precincts of the upper citadel are two 
wells, lined with masonry. One of therse, called the 
Girih Chiih (black well), waa wed aa a dungeon, 
up to the time of Sh&h Miihmfid. The Vmir Fati 
K h h  once confined many of his brothera, Doet 
Maomed KhAn amongst the rest, in this Si& 
Chiih. After exemtions, the corpses of the slain 
were sometimes thrown into it. The other well 
is now neglected, but once yielded excellent water. 
The outer line of the Bala His& B61la has three 
gates. One, the principal, leading into the BBlla 
W r  PWm, a little south of the palace. This gate 
was m i d  by Dost Mihomed KMn, when he be- 
eieged Prince J e b g h h ,  the eon of K h d n  The 
second, called Derwilza Kbhi  (contraction of Na- 
%hi, or painted), from having been aovered with 
glazed enamelled tiles, looks upon the plain wt- 
ward. By thia gab Prince Jehhghir escaped. 
The third gate, smaller than the others, Leads to- 
wards the hill Khwoja War, near the site of the 
Derwilza J a w .  I t  is called the gate of blood, se 
though it were carried privily by night, for inter- 
ment, the corps-of  those of the royal W l y  who 
fell victims to the resentment, or fern of the reign- 
ing prince. Tbis deterstable gate, with the others, 
is closed. 

The Wlh Hissk PAhin, or lower citadel, under 
the Sadti Zai princes, beeidea the space occupied 
by their palaces and appurtenances, chiefly accom- 
modated their servants and select retainers, as oer. 
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tain portions of the g h G l h  khha,  or h o r n  
hold troops. Now it ia more indiscriminately 
tenanted. 

On the understood fizct that it  is the property 
of the crown, or of the ding  power, no house can 
be erected in it without permission; neither does 
any house erected become the absolute property of 
its occupant or founder. In sales, or tranefers of 
possession, the houses are not so much sold as the 
wood employed in their construction, the value of 
which regulates the price. It is in the power 
of the authorities at any time to eject the inha- 
bitants. Of course, such an a d  is only thought 
of in cases of emergency. An instance of eject- 
ment occurred when Habib ~ l a h  Khdn held the 
Mia Hi&. His mother appealed to him in 
favour of the Armenian residents ; and the not very 
rational youth admitted that to displace those who 
had no connexions in the country to receive them 
would be harsh. They were allowed to remain. 

The BQlla His& P a m  may contain nearly one 
thousand houses, and is provided with a good bazar. 
It is divided into many quartem, or mallas, called 
after the claeses inhabiting them; 8s the Mallrr 
Araba (Arab), Mulla H i i b h i  (descendants of ne- 
p a ) ,  Malla Armani (Armenian), &c. I t  has a 
police, under the direction of a IratwAl and a court 
under the jurisdiction of a KU5 for the judgment 
and adjudication of disputes ssd c a w .  All seri- 
ous rn&@rs am referred t o  Doat Miihomed Kh& 
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and, indeed, in KgSbal all offices are nominal, the 
chief attending personally to all matters, however 
trivial. 

In  the exterior circumference of the BBlla His& 
Piihin there are two gates, one on the eastern front 
called the Derwba S h a  ShChid, from a ziiirat 
contiguous; the other, on the western front, called 
the Derwha Nag& Khha ,  on account of the 
na&ras, or drums, beaten daily at certain times, 
being stationed there. There is an internal and 
intermediate gate on the road between these two 
now standing, and there was formerly another, both 
belonging to a court south of the palace, in which 
was the Dafta Khha, or record office. This build- 
ing, a very gay one, was in being when I first visited 
KAbal; Dost Miihomed K h h  h a  pulled it  down, 
intending with its materials to construct a garden- 
house, under the hill of the upper citadel. How- 
ever effectually he may conduct the business of the 
state, he has no need of public offices, and his 
ministers write at their own houses, and carry their 
records and papers about with them in their pockets. 
From the court of the Dafta K h h a  the Tope 
KhAna, or artillery-ground, is entered, and beyond 
it the buar of the Araba leads to the Derwba Na 
g6ra Khha.  This bazar is spacious, and had lines 
of trees extending along its centre ; some of them 
remain. The artillery-ground and Dafta K h h  
were similarly ornamented; and it is easy to ima- 
gine, notwithstanding the destruction which has 
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occurred, and the neglect which prevails, that the 
interior of the lower citadel was once regularly and 
agreeably laid out, a8 waa becoming in the vicinity. 
of the palace of the sovereign. 

The royal abode built by TaimGr Shlih (Ahmed' 
Sh&h was wont to reside in the city) occupies much 
of the northern front of the lower citadel, and is made 

PALACE OF BALLA HISSAIL 

to rest upon its walls. It has a sombre external 
appearance, but commands beautifid views over the 
surrounding country, particularly towards the north, 
where the distant snowy maeses of the Hind6 Kosh 
terminate the prospect. It is most substantially 
constructed, and the interior is distributed into a 
variety of handsome and capacious areas, surrounded 
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by suites of apartments on a commodious aiid mag- 
nificent scale. These are embellished with orna- 
mental carvings, and highly coloured paintings of 
flowers, fruits, and other devices. Formerly there 
were many appendages without the high walls en- 
closing the palace, in gardens, d i w h  khbas, mas- 
jits, &c. ; but these have been suffered to disappear, 
or have been purposely destroyed by the present . 
chiefs, to obliterate, if possible, any recollections 
of the Sad6 Zai dynasty. The masjit PiidshAh, or 
royal mosque, which it  would have been profane 
to pull down, has been allowed to fall sileiltly into 
ruin. Near it, is pointed out a withered tree, 
become so,<it is said, from the numberless perjuries 
which have been uttered beneath it. It is believed 
to be an evidence of the crimes and perfidies of the 
times. 

When TaimGr ShBh, in his last visit to Kabal, in 
progress to the eastward, beheld the palace then un- 
finished, he complained that the sithns, or pillars, 
were too slight. It was submitted, that they were 
made of the largest timbers procurable. The prince 
remarked, they might last well enough for fifty 
years, when he would build a new palace. He never 
again beheld it, being carried into it a corpse. His 
palace is now the dwelling-place of usurpers ; and 
who shall venture to predict its possessor at tbe 
close of the monarch's fifty years. 

The original city of KBbal was surrounded by 
'walls, constructed partly of burnt bricks, and partly 
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of mud. Their indications may be traced in many 
places, more abundantly in the eastern quarter. 
The space enclosed by them being largely filled, 
even now, with gardens, does not contain above five 
thousand houses; anciently i t  may be presumed to 
have comprised a lower number. When we consi- 
der that the large suburbs, or additions, to the old 
city, have been made since the SadG Zai dynasty 
had established itself in power, and are owing to the 
foreign tribes domiciled subsequently to the demise 
of Niidir, we may question whether the original city 
could ever have boasted of twenty thousand inha- 
bitants, or have been of one half the size of the 
present. 

Seven gates allowed ingress and egress to aod 
from the old city; the Derwtas Lahori, Sirds, 
PGt, Dkh Afghhkn, DGh Mazzang, GGzar Giih, and 
Jabb.  Of these, Derwtas Lahori and Sirdai. are 
the only ones standing, built of deeply coloured 
kiln-burnt bricks. That of Jab& was removed only 
four or five years since. The  site^ of those no 
longer existing, besides being well known, are the 
stations of officers appointed to collect the town 
duties on the necessaries of life brought in from the 
country. Some of the names by which the gates 
are now known, or remembered, would seem to 
have replaced more ancient ones. The derwta  
Lahori is certainly the currier's gate of Baber, and 
adjacent thereto still reside the charm-gars, or 
leatherdrewrs of Kiibal. 

s 2 



+ Without the limits of the ancient city, to the 
west, is the quarter of Chiindol ; once a village, its 
mme preserved by Baber, now a large town, sur- 
rounded by lofty walls. It is inhabited solely by 
the various tribes of Persian and TGrki descent, that 
have become located at  Klbal since the death of 
Niidir. I t  contains about fifteen hundred or two 
thousand houses, and is provided with its independ- 
ent bazars, baths, masjits, and other appurtenances 
of a city. I t  has, also, its separate police, and 
courts of law and justice. Its walls were raised 
under the sanction of the Vaair Fati K h h .  An 
expression regarding them, made by Attd Mihomed 
K h h ,  reported to the BArak Zai chiefs, the vaz'lr's 
brothers, led bo his being deprived of sight. 

Besides the fortified suburb of Chhdol, there 
may be about fifteen hundred other houses, dis- 
persed without the ancient limits of the city. In- 
clusive of the B5.lb His&, the number of houses in 
Kbbal, will be about nine thousand, of which newly 
one half are occupied by Shii  families. The popu- 
lation may therefore be computed at something be 
tween fifty and sixty thousand. In the summer 
sesson, from the influx of merchants, and people 
from all parts of the country, the city is very 
densely inhabited; and this pressure of strangem 
explains the crowds and bustle to be witnessed. in 
the bazars; with the great propertion of itinerant 
traders in cooked provisions, and the necessaries of 
life, who may be said to infeslt the streets- 
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The appearance of Kdbal as a city, has little to 
recommend it beyond the interest conferred by the 
surrounding scenery. I t  is best, and indeed can 
only be men from the east. In that direction it is 
first descried by the traveller from the lower coun- 
tries, at the crest, of the kotal, or pass of Lataband, 
(the place of shreds). Formerly, a canopied apart- 
ment of the palace at Kiibal was cased in copper, 
gilt, and besides being very ornamental, it  had a 
conspicuous effect in the obscure and indistinct mass 
presented by the city when divulged from the kotal. 
I t  endured up to the brief government of Habib 
Ulah KhAn, who, inheritor to the vast treasures of 
his father, in a freak rather than from cupidity-for 
he was thoughtless and p r o f u s ~ r d e r e d  the copper- 
gilt casing to be removed, and the gold to be ex- 
tracted. A paltry sum did not pay the cost of 
labour incurred to procure it, and the inconsiderate 
chief repented that he had exposed himself to ridi- 
cule, and to the reproaches of his people, for having 
destroyed one of the prinoipal ornaments of the 
aity. 

The houses of Kiibal are but slightly and indiffe~ 
ently built, generally of mud and unburnt bricks. 
The few of burnt brick are those of old standing. 
Their general want of substantiality does not mili- 
tate against their being aonveniently arranged with- 
in, aa m a y  of them are ; particularly those built by 
the ShiQ in Chiindol, and other quarters. These 
people lay claim, and perhaps justly, to a greater 
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share of taste and refinement than falls to the lot 
of their fellow-townsfolk. 

The city is divided into mallas, or quarters, and 
these again are separated into kGchas, or sections. 
The latter are enclosed and entered by small gates. 
I n  occasions of war or tumult the entrance gates 
are built up, and the city contains as many different 
fortresses as there are k6cha.s in it. This means 
of defence is called kGcha-bandi (closing up the 
kGchas). It must be obvious, that an insecure 
state of society has induced this precautionary mode 
of arrangement in the building of the city. The 
necessity to adopt it has ocwioned the narrow and 
inconvenient passages of communication, or streets, 
if  they must be so called, which intersect the seve- 
ral kGchas. No predilection for dark alleys, or 
wish to exclude the pure air of heaven has operated. 
The principal bazars of the city are independent of 
the kfichas, and extend generally in straight lines; 
the chief objects of attention, they are when tracing 
out the plan of a city, defined with accuracy, and 
the mallas and kGchas are formed arbitrarily upon 
them. 

In winter the inhabitants clear the flat roo& of 
their houses of the snow by shelving it into the 
passages below, whence they become at length 
choked up. Gradually melted on the advent of 
spring, the paths are filled with mixed snow, water, 
and mud, and for a long time continue in a mise- 
rable condition. After severe winters, or when 



much snow has been accumulated, it is surprising 
to how late a period it will remain unmelted in many 
of the kGchas, nearly excluded from, or but for a 
short hour visited by the genial rays of the sun. 

There are no public buildings of any moment 
in the city. The masjits, or places of worship, are 
far from being splendid edifices, although many are 
spacious and commodious ; convenience and utility, 
other than specious external appearance, being sought 
for in their construction. There is but one madressa, 
or college,-without endowment or scholars. 

There are some fourteen or fifteen serlils, or kii- 
rLvanserGs, for the accommodation of foreign mer- 
chants and traders, named sometimes after their 
founders, as the SerG Zirdid, the SerG Miho- 
med KGmi, &c. ; sometimes after the place whose 
traders in preference frequent it, as the SerG Kan- 
dahgri, &c. These structures will bear no com- 
parison with the elegant and commodious build- 
ings of the same kind, so numerous in the cities 
and country of Persia. H a m h s ,  or public baths, 
being indispensable appendages to a MBhomedan 
city, are in some number, but they are deficient 
on the score of cleanliness. The approach to many 
of them is announced by an unwelcome odour, 
arising from the offensive fuel employed to heat 
them. Across the river which flows through Kk- 
bal, so far as the actuaI city is concerned, there 
can be said to be only one bridge, viz. the PG1 
Kishti (the brick bridge). It is, in faoh a sub: 
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stantial structure, however ill kept in repair, of 
mired brick-work and masonry. It leads directly 
into the busy parts of the city, where the chabG- 
tra, or cuetom-house, mandeh, or corn-market, the 
chahk chatta, or the covered arcades, and the prin- 
cipal b i h a  are found. At a little distance east 
of it  is what is called PGl N&, or the canoe 
bridge : it is composed of the hollowed trunks of 
treea joined to each other. It yields a tremulous 
p a v e  to pedestrians who choose to venture over 
it, and connects the quarters B&gh Ali Mirdh  
K h h  and Moriid KhM. To the weet, at the 
gorge between the two hills, through which the 
river enters upon the city, is the fortified bridge 
ef Sirdk J e h h  K h h .  This is sometimea call- 
ed the bridge of N h i r  K h h ,  and is probably due 
to the governor m named, who flourished at the 
epoch of Niidir's invasion, and, it is believed, was 
one of the dignitaries who invited the Persian. 
Sirdh J e h h  K h h  connected with this bridge 
the lines of fortifications, which he threw over the 
hills ; and most likely built the parapet wall which 
fringes the western, or exterior face of the bridge. 
Between this structure and the PG1 Kishti was 
anciently a bridge connecting Chhndol on the 
laouthem side of the stream, with the Anderhbi 
quarter on the opposite side. It baa disappeared, 
but the Naw&b Jab& Khh contemplates its re- 
placement. Beyond the PG1 N d ,  and altogether 
without the city, is another once substantial bridge, 
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thrown acroaer the stream, said to owe its origin 
to Baber. It became injured through age and 
neglect; but being on the road fmm the palace 
of the Bala Hiss& to the royal gardens, it was 
nemsary to repair it ; and at length, in the 
reign of Z e m h  S h b  it was re-edified by the go- 
vernor of the city, Sirdbi. J e h h  Ni& Khiin, 
whose name it yet bears. I t  has, however, again 
become dilapidated. Immediately north of this 
bridge are the two castles of M6homed K h h  Bai- 
yht, since become memorable from one of them 
having been selected as the commissariat depbt 
far the English troops at Kkbal, by the capture 
of which so much and htal  disaster wa8 occasion- 
ed, if not wholly, in great measure. The caatles 
are north, and opposite to the palace in the BQla 
Hiss&, from which a meadow extends to the river, 
on whose opposite side they are seated. The dis- 
tance from them to the palace is two thousand 
yards. I t  is astonishing that an attack upon this 
position should have been allowed by the troop 
in the BQla His&, under whose immediate ob- 
servation it must have occurred. It is equally 
singular, that the first attack having been re- 
pulsed, .the little garrison was not reinforced. 
Close to the castles is a dam damma, or large 
mound, on which, in the struggles for the p 
session of Kkbal, a gun was placed by Dost Mb- 
homed K h b ,  to play upon the BQla Hissb. The 
proprietor, Mhhomed K h b ,  was intimately con- 
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nected with Dost Mghomed Khkn, and generally 
his companion at meals and in his iides. He 
greatly favoured an intercourse with Persia, and 
was, perhaps, one of the few who might have be- 
nefited by it. He therefore used his influence 
to prevent Dost Miihomed Khib from forming 
any connexion with the Indian Government, and 
was suspected of having forwarded letters to the 
Persian camp before Heriit. Sir Alexander Burnes, 
it would seem from his letters, printed, and pri- 
vately circulated, was willing to have wreaked his 
vengeance on the old offender, but Sir William 
Macnaghten more generously preserved him from 
the effects of pitiful resentment, and in the attack 
on the commissariat his family and retainers as- 
sisted the garrison in the defence, for which his 
son paid the forfeit of his ears to the chiefs of 
the insurrection. 

It was by the destruction of this bridge, or of 
another, one hundred yards beyond it, over the 
canal Moriid Khkni, that the communications be-. 
tween the camp and Biilla Hiss& were cut off. 
The river has yet another bridge, traversing it 
west of the fortified bridge at the gorge of the 
two hills, and parallel to the tomb of the cele- 
brated Baber. It is alike a substantial erection, 
and its date is probably that of the tomb and its 
appendages, of which it may be considered one. 
The river has therefore in Kkbal and the imme- 
diate vicinity, four substantial bridges crossing it, 



with the probability of having another, the fifth 
constructed. The canoe-bridge is not entitled to 
be considered a bridge, being little more impor- 
tant than a plank placed across a rivulet deserves 
to  be thought. Besides these bridges, the river 
has no other, either to the east or west of them, 
in the upper part of its course being easily ford- 
able, and soon terminating its lower by joining 
with the river of Loghar. 

Of the several bazars of the city, the two prin- 
cipal, running irregularly parallel to each other, 
are the Shor Baziir and the Baziir of the Der- 
w b a  Lahori. The former to the south, extends 
east and west from the BQlla His& Pkhin to 
the Zibrat Bbb6 Khodi, a distance of little more 
than three quarters of a mile. The latter, stretch- 
ing from the Derwba Lahori, terminates at the 
ChabGtra, at which point a street to the south, 
called Chob Frosh, or the wood-market, commu- 
nicates with the western extremity of the Shor 
Bazhr. To the north, another street leads from 
the ChabGtra to the PGl Kishti. The western 
portion of the baziir Derwba Lahori is occupied 
by the ChahGr Chatta, or four covered arcades : 
the more magnificent of the Kkbal bazars, and of 
which the inhabitants are justly proud. The struc- 
ture is ascribed to Ali Mird6.n K h h ,  whose name 
is immortal in these countries, from the many 
visible testimonies to his public spirit extant in 
various forms. I t  was handsomely constructed 



and highly embellished with paintings. The fbur 
covered arcades, of equal length and dimensions, 
are separated from each other by square open 
areas, originally provided with wells and foun- 
tains. These were judicious improvements on the 
plan in vogue throughout Persia, where the covered 
bazars, extending in mme of the larger cities for 
above two miles, not only exclude the rays of 
the sun but completely prevent the free circu- 
lation of air, producing thereby close and oppres- 
sive, and it may be presumed, unhealthy atmo- 
spheres. The dokhs, or shops of the Chahar Chat- 
ta, are now tenanted by bbbis ,  or retail venders of 
manufactured goods, whether of wool, cotton, or 
silk. Before the shops are what may be called 
counters, on which sit, with their wwea displayed, 
alliika-bands, or silk-men, makers of caps, shoes, &c. 
with sar&, or money-changers, with their heaps of 
pais, or copper monies, before them. Beneath the 
counters are stalls; md as they exactly resemble 
the coblers' stalls of London in situation and a p  
pearance, so are they generally occupied by the 
same class of craftsmen. 

In Kkbal, the several descriptions of traders and 
artisans congregate, as is usual in Eastern cities, 
and together are found the shops of drapers, sad- 
dlers, braziers, ironmongers, armourem, book-bind- 
em, venders of shoes, post'ms, &c. The cattle- 
market, called N&&h, is seated north of the river, 
and west of the PG1 Kishti, in the Anderiibi quar- 



ter. I t  is held daily, and sales of all animals are 
effected, whether for slaughter as food, or for 
purposes of pleasure, use, or burthen. There are 
two mand6s, or grain-markets ; one near the Chahk 
Chatta, called Mand6 Kaliin, the other Mand6 
Shaziida, in the quarter TandGr Sbi, or earthen- 
ware manufactory, between the Shor Baak and 
the Derwba Lahori. The quarter called Shik- 

adjoining the PG1 Kishti, on the right 
bank of the river, may be considered the fruit- 
market of KBbal. To it  the various fruits are 
brought from the neighbouring country, and thence 
are diepemed among the retail venders of the city, 
to form t h e  rich, copious, and beautiful displays, 
in their due seasons, which fail not to extort the 
admiration of strangers. Melons, an important 
branch of the fruit-trade, and of which the con- 
sumption is immense, are sold principally a t  Maadh 
Kdiin. There are, in like manner, markets for 
wood and charcoal, while every malla, or quarter, 
is provided with its dep&s of these articles of fuel 
for the winter demand. In KBbal, as in other 
places, all traffic is transacted through the medium 
of the broker, or &la. 

Besides the shopkeepers, or fixed tradesmen, a 

vast number of itinerant traders parade the baaars, 
and it is probable that the cries of KBbol equal in 
variety tbose of London. Mauy of them are iden- 
tical, and the old clothesman of the British me- 
tropolis is perfectly represented by the Mogbat 
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of Kiibal, who, although not a Jew, follows his 
profession, and announces it by the cry of 
" Zir-i-khona ? rakht-i-khona ? "-" old bullion ? old 
clothes ?" 

While the quality of the provisions brought into 
the KAbal markets is excellent, prices are liable 
to much fluctuation, especially in the various kinds 
of grain; and the reason is, obviously, that the 
county at large scarcely yields a sufficient quan- 
tity for the supply of its inhabitants, and wheat 
becomes an article of import. It follows hence, 
that not only are prices subject to variation from 
extraordinary accidents, as partial or general fail- 
ure of the crops, the ravages of locusts, &c., but 
that they are affected by the ordinary and con- 
stantly occurring changes of the season. Winter 
in Klibal is always distinguished by high prices, 
and the advance immediately follows the stoppage 
of its communications by snow. In the famines 
which, from time to time, have afflicted Kkbal, 
the misery has naturally been most intense within 
the city during the winter; and it would appear, 
that the calamity has been only experienced there, 
while in the provinces supplies, if not abundantly, 
might still have been spared to have relieved the 
distress of the capital ; but the roads were closed 
by snow, and the little energy wanting to over- 
come the slight impediment was absent, or no  
one thought of bringing it into action. The last 
serious famine occurred in the reign of Shkh Miih- 
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mGd; and since that time so great an evil has 
been happily averted, notwithstanding occasional 
years of scarcity have, in the order of things, pre- 
sented themselves. The present chief is always 
anxious to relieve the pressure which would attend 
the residence of a large body of troops in the city 
throughout the winter; and the collection of the 
revenues of Bangash and Taghow affords him the 
opportunity of employing them advantageously dur- 
ing that pe$d. The warmer region of JelaabLd 
also provides for the reception of a large body of 
troops, and contributes to lighten the demand upon 
the winter stores accumulated for the supply of 
the city, which are never altogether sufficient, both 
from want of capital and improvidence. 

In despite of the evils consequent upon winter, 
and the severity of the climate, which prohibits 
exercise abroad, the inhabitant of KBbal seems to 
consider it as the season of luxurious enjoyment 
as i t  is that of supine sloth. The enjoyment vaunt- 
ed of is not, however, of an enviable nature, and 
consists merely in regaling upon the fresh fruits 
of the past autumn, while the individual is seated, 
with his legs under the cover of a sandali, drawn 
up to his chin. The sandali, it must be explained, 
is the ordinary mode of exhibiting fire for the 
purposes of warmth in most countries of Western 
Asia. It consists merely of a takht, or table, placed 
over a cavity in the ground, or some other recept- 
acle to contain fire, and. covered with a number 
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of capacious cloths and quilts. A little fael suf- 
fices to raise heat, which is retained by the qnilta, 
and aa little is necessary to sustain it. Around 
this sit, during the day, the various members of 
a family. Upon the surface of the takht they 
arrange their repasts; and a t  night, when in- 
clined to repose, have only to fall backwards, and 
draw the cover of the sandali over them. Could 
the imagination, so fertile and powerful, unroof 
during a winter's night the houses of K&bal, upon 
what a singular scene would it look down. Dis- 
missing the revelations which might interest an 
Asmodeus, and a bachelor of Salamanca, how curious 
the spectacle of a countlem number of sandalis, ag- 
pearing as the centres of an endless succession of 
circles, their radii formed by extended human 
beings ! There are some inconveniences attending 
the use of sandalb, and the bursting of an imper- 
fectly made piece of charcoal, the description of 
fud generally employed, frequently occasions danger. 
There would also seem danger in tee use of char- 
coal itself, but I never heard of any accident 
occurring on that account, which may be perhaps 
accounted for in the fmt that there is not, evm 
amongst the houses of the opulent, an apartment 
perfectly air-tight in K&bal : moreover, the quan- 
tity of charcoal used is small. The confinement 
during so many months, the postures in which i t  
has been passed, and the fumes of the charcoal, 
occasion the legs of many individuals to be par- 
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tially benumbed on the advent of spring, and it 
needs the elastic energies of the season, and exer- 
cise, to enable them to recover their tone and 
action. The sandali is simple and economical, yet 
could only be in fimhion or employed in countries 
where the mass of the people can afford to sit 
idle during the winter, as it is incompatible with 
labour. The wealthy, while not rejecting sandal& 
ale0 use mangals, or open iron vessels, in which 
they burn wood, that of the balfit, or holly, being 
preferred. There are few chimneys, or bokh*~, 
aa called, although not absolutely unknown. They 
are considered a Persian invention ; and the centre 
of the room is still held the proper place for the 
fire intended to warm i t ;  while the smoke, al- 
though admitted to be an inconvenience, is yet 
mpposed to have its effect in heating the atmo- 
ephere of the chamber; and, again, its inwn- 
venience ie said less to be felt, as it  is the custom 
to sit on the ground, not on chairs; and smoke, 
as every one knsws, ascends. Some of the higher 
classes have especial winter apartments, heated by 
fluas to a regulated degree, after the manner of 
baths, or of hot-houaes in England. 

Attached to the city are several places of burial, 
the different sects having their distinct ones, and 
even the different classes of the fame sect. In 
general, they nesemble European localitim of s imik  
charader. The larger burial-places, which are al- 
wap without the city, are those of the Z i h t  
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Kbedar, and Panjah Sh& MirdBn, the Derwiba 
ShAh ShGhid, and of Ashak Aflan, under the 
hill Koh Khwoja Safar, with that east of the 
Derwba Lahori, belonging to the SGnh. The 
Shias of Ch4ndol have a burial-place on the part 
of the hill Khwoja Safar which overlooks their 
qualter; a large one, is that of the Afshh,  SO 

called from being near them, but where the dead 
of many of the Shia tribes are deposited; this 
lies on the brow of the hill Assa MBhi. The 
Moriid Khhnis have a distinct place of sepulture, 
as hare the CGrds, and other tribes. The skirts, 
indeed, of all the superior hills, and of the minor 
eminences in the environs of the city, are occu- 
pied by graves and burial-places. On those of the 
Tappa Miirinjh, east of the city, are the burial- 
place of the Jews and the Hindu Soz, or spot where 
HindG corpses undergo cremation. The Armenians 
have their peculiar, and walled-in cemetery, amongst 
the Mihornedan graveyards of Khwoja Khedari, 
south of the BBlla Hiss&, and directly opposite 
the takia, or shrine of Shir Ali Lapchi&, over the 
entrance to which is an inscription on a marble 
slab, recording that Jehgnghir visited KBbal, on 
an excursion of pleaeure, in the year 1002 of the 
Hejra. 

The Mhhomedan tombs vary little, except in 
position, from ordinary Christian ones. They are 
placed from north to south. They have the same 
shaped head-stone, generally of marble, either of 
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the costly kind imported from more eastern coun- 
tries, or of the native alabaster, procured in the 
quarries of Maidh. The head-stone also bears 
an inscribed epitaph, and is ornamented, if not 
with faces of angels and cherubs, with sculptured 
flowers, and other fanciful devices. I t  is no un- 
common circumstance amongst the graves of the 
Shia tribes, to see shields, swords, and lances en- 
graved on the tombs, commemorating the profession 
of the deceased, a practice observed in various 
parts of Persia, particularly in KGrdish, where, 
if expense deters the sculptured stone, a rudely - 
painted figure of a warrior on the humble monu- 
ment of wood constitutes the simple memorial. 

There are many head-stones in the Kkbal burial- 
grounds, which have an antiquity of several cen- 
turies ; many of these may have been removed 
from their original sites, but they bear inscriptions 
in antiquated Arabic and Persian characters. I am 
mot aware that stones with Cufic epitaphs exist, 
which, however, would not have been deemed 
stmnge, looking at the long period the Cgliphs 
dominated in these countries. In the grave-yards 
of the hill Assa Mkhi a neglected stone, distin- 
guished by a sculptured mitre, denotes the place 
of rest of a Georgian bishop, who it would seem 
died at Kiibal three or four centuries since. In 
the Armenian cemetery likewise a mitre on one 
of the stones points to the rank of the person de- 
posited beneath it, although tradition is silent as 
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to him or to his age. But the more curious, and to 
Englishmen the most interesting graveatone to 
be found about K t h l ,  is one commemorati~e of 
a countryman, and which bears a simple epitaph 
and record, in large legible Roman characters. The 
monument is small, and of marble, not of the 
very frequent description of upright head stone, 
but of another form, which is also common, and 
which imitates the form of the raised sod over the 
grave. I t  is to be seen close to the eibat, or shrine 
of Shth ShGhid, in the burial-ground east of the 
gate of the aame name, and within some two hun- 
dred yards of it. It ia rather confusedly engraved 
around the sides of the stone, but m s  as follows : 

\ HEBB LYE8 THE BODY OF JOSEPH HICKS THE S O 1  OF THOMAS 

, HICKS AND ELDITH WHO DEPARTED THIS LYPX THE ELEVENTH 

OF OCTOBER 1666. 

The date carries us back to the commencement 
of the reign of Aurangekb, when K&d wae held 
by one of his lieutenants. ThiEl monument was one 
of the first objects of curiosity brought to my notice 
a t  KAbJ, and residing immediately within the gate 
of the l36lla His& near to it, I had it in i g h t  
whenever I left my house on a stroll. In those dap 
there was a kahar-kan, ur gravedigger, well-versed 
in the histories and traditions of the mowmente 
and graves of the ground in which his practice 
prevailed. He was communicative, and informed 
me that he underetood from bis predecessors, that 
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the monument commemorated an officer of artillery, 
who stood so high in the estimation of the governor, 
that they were buried close to each, other on a 
contiguous mound. This, and the monument raised 
over the governor, were pointed out to me by the 
venerable depositary of funeral lore, and he assured 
me that the monument placed over the Feringhi 
(European), or of Mr. Hicks, had been removed, 
before his memory, from its correct locality, and 
placed over the grave of a Miihomedan ; such 
transfers, however indecorous or indelicate, being 
emetimes made. On a tappa, or mound, some 
distance to the south, is another monument of the 
same form, but of larger dimensions, which is also 
believed to rest on the grave of a Feringhi. The 
inference is here drawn from the direction of the 
abne, which is from east to  west, no epitaph being 
present to render the fact certain. 

It is customary for people to sit and weep over 
the graves of their deceased rehives ; and this tadlk 
principally falla upon the females, who may be pre- 
sumed to enjoy greater leisure than their lorda. It 
also gives a fair pretence to exchange the confined 
atmosphere of the hibarn for the healthy breeze of 
the external country. Prieats, on recent occwions, 
are also hired to repeat prayers and recite the 
Kodn, sometimes for so long a period as one year. 
At the revival of spring, annually, a day ie appro- 
priated to the visit of the graves of the dead ; it ie 
called the Day of the Deceased ; and would almost 
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seem a Mdhomedan conservation and transposition 
of the ancient rites paid in lionour of Adonis and 
Osiris. On such occasions the graves are visited 
in procession ; they are sprinkled with water ; gar- 
lands are placed on them, and any injuries which 
may have occurred during the preceding year re- 
paired. These pious offices do not, however, pre- 
clude a due manifestation of grief, in lamentations 
and howlings. I t  is worthy of note, that the same 
sanctity does not attach to burial-places amongst 
Mdhomedans as with Christians. At least, they 
are in nowise offended by persons walking or riding 
over and trampling upon them. Neither are they 
consecrated localities. 

Many takias are interspersed amongst all burial- 
places ; nor does the admixture of things so profane 
with objects entitled to reverence appear to be 
thought improper, indeed, it  is never thought of 
at all. Very many of these places, dignified with 
the higher appellation of z i h t ,  or shrine, deserve 
notice, not merely on account of the holy repute 
attaching to them, but that they are amongst the 
chief and usual spots of holiday resort to the inha- 
bitants of the city, owing to the beauty of their 
picturesque sites. Found generally on the acclivi- 
ties of hills, in recesses supplied by springs of water, 
and embellished by groves and gardens, they also 
command extensive views of the country around. At  
niany of these localities the largest trees in the 
country are to be seen, usually the chanh, or plane, 
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and each of them has some peculiar attraction. 
The more eminent of these are the ziiirats J e h h  
B b ,  Panjah Sh& Mirdb, Khwoja Khedasi, Khwo- 
ja Safar, and Ashak AMan, on the eastern skirts of 
the hill Koh Takht Sh&; and the tomb of Baber 
and the ziirat Sh& Mallang on the western skirts, 
overlooking Chah6.r DCh. At  the ziiirat Panjah 
Sh& Mirdiln, the object of estimation, indeed of 
adoration, is an impress on the surface of the rock, 
in the shape, nearly, of the human hand. This 
is held to be a token of H b r a t  Ali. I t  is clearly, 
however, no impression of the human hand, but 
a geological curiosity, being the indenture made 
by some animal passing over the rock when in a 
plastic state. Such impressions abound in the 
countries of Kilbal, and are generally made z i h t s ,  
although not always so. A very common variety 
is the form of a hoof; and this is always accepted as 
that of Daldal, the charger of H h t  Ali. I have 
observed, that these vestiges occur in the same kind 
of black stone. In the instance of Panjah Sh&h 
M i r d h  the token is upon a perpendicular rock ; iu 
all other cases I have found them on horizontal sur- 
faces. There can be little doubt but that all the 
z i h t s  on the acclivities of hills were, in the ages 
prior to MBhomedanism, alike places of sacred note 
with the then inhabitants. The ancient sepulchral 
mounds visible in the precincts of all of them, 
with their accompanying caves, attest it ; and it 
is not unusual, as happened at Panjah Sh8h Mir- 
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d b ,  on digging to prepare the soil for the founda- 
tion of a building, to discover quantities of buried 
idols. 

Amongst the other scenes of recreation to which 
the inhabitants of Klbal, essentially a holiday peo- 
ple, repair, are the various gardens and orchards. 
These are numerously interspersed amid the honses 
under the hill Assa MWi as well as partially 
throughout the city; while many are found without 
its limits to the north and northeast. The vast 
supplies of fruits brought to the markets are pro- 
duced in the orchards of Chahiir DDCh, Paghmh, 
Koh D h a n ,  and the Kohistb. Gardens are in- 
variably open to the public, even those belonging 
to private individuals. The principal of these are, 
the royal gardens of Ahmed S h a ,  TdmGr Sh& 
and Z e m h  Sh&, Btlgh Vaz'u, the Chahk Bkh ,  
B k h  Khwoja, with the gardens of DDCh AfghAn. 
The garden formed by Ahmed Sh& is called Ne 
m6.z G6.h (the place of prayer), and appears to have 
been the Id GAh (place of celebrating the festival 
of Id) of his time. Of the masjit erected in the 
centre the ruins remain, but the encircling space 
is still carefully swept, and about it  are planted 
irises and other flowers. The trees of this garden 
are all mulberries, venerable as to age and pro- 
portions. We are told, that the roots of them 
were originally nourished with milk, in lieu of 
water. The under soil is now annually sown with 
shaftal, or trefoil, but numerous klhkowas, splendid 
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varieties of the tulip, spontaneously growing in 
their season, proclaim that it was once under the 
dominion if Flora The garden of TaimGr S h h  is 
on the Kaiabb, or racecourse leading from the Der- 
w k a  Sirdb, and occupies a space of nine kolbahs. 
The greater part of the treea has been destroyed 
by the mling chieik, who rt&e ahaftal on the de. 
nuded soil. The B&h of Z e m h  Sh& is wted 
also on the Kaiabh, but lower down, or more 
eaeterly, and on the side opposite to that of TaimGr 
Shh .  It fills a space of seven kolbahs, and agree- 
ably to the plan upon which all these gardens have 
been laid out and formed, it had a pleasure-house 
in the centre, from which diverged the four prin- 
cipal roads. Of this erection, as in the caw ale0 
6f the preceding garden, merely the remains exist. 
Surrounded by walls, the entrance was distinguished. 

ENTRANCE TO BAGH SHAH ZEbIAK. 
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by a handsome building, the remnants of which are 
still interesting. 

This, like all the other royal gardens, is now 
the property of Dost Mghomed K h h ,  who derives 
a revenue from the produce of the hit-trees, and 
turna the soil to profit by the culture of grasses. 
To this garden, and that of TaimGr Sh&, the chief 
makes his ordinary evening rides. A little beyond 
the garden of ZemAn Sh& terminates the Kaiabh, 
or race-course, which extends in a direct line east 
fiom the Derwba Sirdh, one of the old city gates. 
I t  was made by Sirdk J h  Nissk K h h ,  and 
passes the several royal gardens, and the village 
of BidrG. Where it terminates the British can- 
tonment was formed; the village and heights of 
BjmitrG (a contraction of Bibi M a  RGi, of the 
moon-faced, or beautiful lady, Baber's appellation,) 
are a little to the north of the Kaiabkn. These 
spots have derived a mournful celebrity from the 
late unhappy occurrences. 

The BBgh Vazh is seated on the left bank of the 
river, west of the PG1 Kishti, and near Chbdol, 
and is noted for a conspicuous pleasure-house, built 
by Fati Khkn. I t  is also memorable as having 
been the place where Att6 Miihomed K h h ,  son 
of the Mhkhtahar-a-dowlah, was deprived of sight 
by Fir M6homed K h h ,  the younger of the brothers 
of the Vazir. The Chlhb  Bagh is also similarly 
situated. I t  is well stocked with standard mul- 
berry trees, and in the centre is the unfinished 
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tomb of Taimfir Sh&, an octagon of kiln-burnt 
bricks, surmounted by a cupola. The crowning 
monument is sadly fractured ; and we are told that 
the injury was occasioned by the reckless Habib 
Ulah K h h ,  who, during his short away, was 8c- 
customed to amuse himself by witnessing the scene 
afforded by a man, who, for the consideration of 
a ducat, would place himself on its summit aa a 
mark, upon which he and his companions might 
exercise their dexterity as artillerymen. Bigh 
Khwoja, so called from its founder, a religious 
character, is seated between the river and D6h 
AfghAn, a small village without the city on the 
eastern front of the hill Assa M%i. I t  is fur- 
nished with fruit-trees of various descriptions. De- 
pendent upon D6h Afghh are many gardens; one 
of them, in which is the tomb of a saint of the 
S h h ,  is of repute, as being entirely laid out as a 
flower-garden. Its visitors are of a disorderly class. 
In this neighbourhood are also the bulk of the 
kitchen-gardens, which supply the city with vege- 
tables. They are very creditably tended, and the 
horticulturists are esteemed the best in the country. 
KBbal is abundantly supplied with water, and gene- 
rally of good quality. The river, on its entrance 
from the plain of Chahk, DCh, is beautifully trans- 
parent; but after a course of a few hundred yards 
its waters are little used by the inhabitants of the 
city as a beverage, from a belief that its quality is 
impaired by the large quantities of clothes cleansed 
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in it  preparatory to bleaching upon its banks. 
Parallel to the river in the ht part of ita course, 
is the canal called JGi Shir (the canal of milk), 
whose water is esteemed excellent. We  must dis- 

, credit tradition, or believe that it wae once flowing 
with milk. !Che southern parte of the city are 
supplied with water from a canal called Bala 564 
(the upper canal,) which is brought from the river 
at its entrance into the plain of Chahiir Mh, and 
being carried on the western face of the hill Koh 
Takht Shhh, passes the sepulchre of Baber Piidshilh, 
and thence winds around the same hill until it 
reaches the Bala H i d r  BQlla. Thia is the canal 
noted by Baber as having been formed in the time 
of his paternal uncle Ulugh Beg, by Weis Atkeh. 
Without the M l a  Hi&, to the east, flows a canal, 
the Jhi PGl Mastiin, whose water is held in high 
.repute. I t  is derived from the river of Loghar, 
ae it enters the plain of ShGvaki, and has a course 
of about five miles, a length a little inferior to 
that of the Bala JGi. There are very many w e b  
throughout the whole extent of the city, indeed 
numerous houses are provided with them ; the same 
remarks apply to the BQla His&. The wahm 
of these are more or lees esteemed, but are gene- 
rally considered heavy, and. decidedly inferior to 
river-water undefiled. In KAbal, water, to be good, 
must be light in weight. The monarchs were ric- 

eustomed to have the water drank by them brought 
from Shakr Dam, a distance of nine miles ; and 
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the experiments, testing its superiority over that 
of the neighbouring valleys of Ferzah, &c. are 
narrated. 

Water is very readily procurable throughout the 
whole valley of Kfibal ; which, notwithstanding its 
superior elevation, is still, with reference to the 
altitude of the hills surrounding it on varioua sides, 
a depressed one. The presence of the rivers of 
KAbal and Loghar, and the facilities they afford, 
with the multitude of springs and rivulets issuing 
from the bases of the hills, render a recourse to 
wells here, as throughout the country, unnecessary ; 
but in situations where they may be needed, as in 
gardens, there is no difficulty in finding water at 
moderate depths. 

To the north-west and north of the city, are the 
chamans, or pastures of Vazirab6d and BimGG. 
To the east those of B6&m, and to the south-east 
and south, those of Shkvaki and B M  Hissir. In 
seasons when snow has been plentiful, they are 
covered, on the breaking up of the winter, with 
large sheets of water, becoming indeed U e b  and 
are the morts  of immense numbers of aquatic fowl. 
As the waters are absorbed or evaporated vast 
quantities of rank but very nourishing grass abound ; 
and the steeds of the ceirdPir are'let loose upon them. 
As the season advances, the cattle of the inha,- 
bitants are also permitted to graze over them, on 
the papment of regulated fees. These chamana 
have all their nuclei of bibulous quagmire; and 
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they can scarcely be looked upon without the sug- 
gestion arising to the imagination that the entire 
valley was once under water, and that these still 
tremulous bogs, the deeper portions of them, are 
testimonies to the fact. Their existence, however, 
is by no means bendeial to the health of the city; 
for it cannot fail to be remarked, that in those y&ws 
when the accumubtion of water is large dan- 
gerous autumnal fevers prevail, and that the con- 
trary happens under converse conditions. In caseer 
of excess, the ordinary causes of diminution, ab- 
sorption, and evaporation, are not sufbient to cany 
off, or dissipate the mass, and the superfluity stag- 
nates towards the close of autumn. The d u v i a  
arising from this putrid collection are borne full 
upon the city by the prevailing winds, particularly 
by the northernly winds, or B6d of PerwAn, which 
incessantly rage at that time of the year, and sweep 
over the more nogious chmans of Vazirabiid and 
BimLrfi . 

Still KAbal may not be considered an unhealthy 
city. Its disadvantages, besides these just noted, 
are, its situation, wedged in, as it were, between two 
hills, its confined streets and buildings, with the 
evils consequent upon them. In compensition, it 
has the benefits of a fine atmoaphere, excellent 
water, and provisions, with delightful environs. A 
condderable part of the city, from its locality, is 
deprived of the benefit of the winds from many 
quarters, as from the west and south. There are 
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two spots without the city to the aaet and west, 
where it is remarked that amid the mlm which 
pervades the intermediate apace strong breezes 
are always playing; the one towards the junction 
of the two hills, between Chbdol and the PG1 
J e h b  Khbn, where a constant current of wind 
drives through the slender aperture, eeparating 
them, as through a funnel; the other, aa you quit 
the B4lla Hissk Pbhin to the east, where, imme- 
diately without the Derwba ShAh Shghid, a north- 
ernly breeze incessantly plays. 

During the summer and autumnal months, but 
chiefly during the latter, the city is visited every 
evening by a khgk-b&d, or whirlwind. As this 
phenomenon is so very constant, and regular, as to 
its time of occurrence, showing itself about three 
or four o'clock, its causes may, no doubt, be sought 
for in the relative situation of the neighbouring 
plains and hills. I t  arises in the north-west, ap- 
parently in the barren tracts between Paghmh and 
Chahk DEh, and is impelled with great violence 
over the city. The complete obscuration of the 
atmosphere in the direction in which it  originates 
announces its formation ; as a furious blast, and sud- 
den decrease of temperature, gave waiming of its im- 
mediate approach. It is necessary to close windows, 
but the precaution does not prevent the apartments 
from being filled with subtile particles of dust. Its 
duration is short, or so long only as may suffice for 
its impetuous transit over the city; and it is rarely, 
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although sometimes attended by a few drops of 
rain. 

The Emperor Baber vaunts the commercial im- 
portance of Kilbal, and the consequent resort 
to it of the merchants of all countries, and the 
display in its markets of the fabrics and produce 
of all climes. The eminent advantage possess- 
ed by KAhl is that of locality. I t  is one which 
cannot be impaired. I t  is conferred by nature ; and 
so long as the present conformation and arrange- 
ment of hill and plain endure so long will she 
preserve and enjoy it. There haa always been, and 
there always will be a commercial communication 
between India and the regions of TGrkisth. KAbaI, 
happily situated at the gorge of the nertrest and 
most practicable passes connecting the two coun- 
tries, will always profit by the intercourse between 
them. Whether the tide of commerce roll up the 
Ganges or up the Indus, its course must be directed 
upon KAbal. 

It is not our purpose here to expatiate on the 
external trade of the city, but to consider it merely 
in the character of a capital to a petty state. In  
the centre of a considerable population, it dispenaeu 
to its dependent districts the products of other 
countries, and stands to them in the relation of a 
mkrt for the reception and sale of their produce 
and manufactures. Of the latter the city has 
marcely any to offer of home ikbric. Indeed the 
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manufactures of the country do not rise to medi- 
ocrity, rtnd are suitable only to the consumption of 
the lower and less wealthy classes. If  all ranks 
were of the one description, and satisfied with the 
humble products of the industry of their native 
county, no doubt their necessities would be amply 
supplied. Such is not the case. If great wealth does 
not prevail, people in easy circumstances are very 
numerous. A spirit of fashion predominates, and 
with i t  an appetite for the novelties and superior 
fabrics of foreign countries. From the middle 
classes upwards it would be difficult to find an in- 
dividual who is clad in the produce of his native 
looms. Even amongst the lower many are found 
little satisfied unless they carry on their heads the 
lfinghis, and hide their feet in the shoes of Pesh- 
6wer. 

The presence of the court, and of a comparatively 
large military force, not a little contributes to the 
bustle and activity to be observed in the city. It 
also imparts life and vigour to many professions and 
crafts engaged in the preparation of warlike instru- 
ments and necessaries. 

As a class, the artisans, and there are nearly 
all descriptions, while not inexpert, md  perfectly 
competent to meet the wants of their customers, 
do not excel. There is not an article made or 
wrought in KAbal which is not surpassed by spe- 
cimens from other countries. It is probable that 
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many of the trades did not exist before the founda- 
tion of the monarchy, and they should perhaps be 
even now oonsidered in a state of progemion. A 
remark perhaps applicable to the whole country. 
It is cheering to be able to conceit, that the pro- 
gression is towards improvement. , 
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trigurn.-Mission from KGndGz.--Supposed object.-Results.- 
Rumours.-Hiiji Kh&nWs departure for Bis6t.-His progress.- 
His interview with Mir Yezdhbaksh.-Auspicious commence- 
ment of expedition.-H&ji Khirn's ultimate view-Hie bra- 
there.-Despatch of troops against SkghBn. 

I HAVE before mentioned my intention to visit 
BQmih, and the proposal of Hbji K h h  that I 
should accompany him. Soon after my arrival 
at Kgbal I requested SGlim&n, an Armenian, in a 
house belonging to whom I resided, to notify to 
the k h h  my desire to see him, and was informed 
that he would send for me by night, when few or 
no persons were present, that our conversation 
might be free and unrestrained. I also received 
a gentle rebuke for having been several days in 
Ktibal without calling on him. After some time 
I was summoned; and, accompanied by SGlimh, 
repaired to the kh&s house. Passing a variety 
of dark passages, continually ascending, the build- 
ings here being built upon the brow of a hill, I 
was finally introduced to the k h h ,  sitting in a 

. small apartment, to enter which we were obliged 
to creep, as the aperture of admission, or door, if 
it must be so called, was of very scanty dimensions. 
There were 'some eight or ten persons present of 
his own household, and I was saluted with a pro- 
fusion of terms of civility and welcome; the khbn 
styled me rafik, or companion, and rejoiced at seeing 
me again. He informed me that he was going 
to BQmitin, and that he should be happy if I could 
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accompany him. He then entered into a florid 
description of the interesting objects there, the 
immense colosd statues, the samGches, the ruins 
of GGlghGleh, and the castle of Zoha ,  which he 
portrayed in a very lively manner. He gave an 
account of the metals to be found in the hills, 
asserting there were gold, silver, copper, lead, an- 
timony, &c.&c., adding, that he and his people were 
khurs, or asses, and did not know how to extract 
them. The affairs of Turkey, Egypt, and Persia, 
were also duly discussed ; and the k h h  alluded to 
Buonaparte, a w i n g  he had been told, that his son 
was to prove DadjAl.* I had been told of the de- 
tention of Sikandar, or Lieutenant Burnes, nt KGn- 
dGz, and mentioned it to the k h h ,  who had not 
heard of it, and was surprised. He remarked, that 
the Afghbs were devils. I replied, it was true, but 
they were good devils. At which he smiled, an4 
rejoined, that the Uzbeks were devils altogether. 
After a long desultory conversation, the k h b  com- 
ing to the essential point, acquainted me, that owing 
to MGsGlmAni scruples he should not march from 
Kdbal until after the 13th of the next month, 
Saffar, (it being considered unlucky to do so,) but 
he hoped that I would wait till that time. In 
the interim he desired me to amuse myself freely 
in the environs of the city; and telling me his 
horses were at my command, I received my dis- 
missal. 

* Antichfist. 



The 13th of Baffir paesed, and there was no sign 
of movement on part of the khlh. Month efter 
month followed ; and it was not until the month of 
R a b b i - a s S ~  that he left KBbal : which he did 
without signifying his departure to me. I might 
reasonably have felt surprise, but rather indulged 
the conjecture that the k h h  was acting prudently 
towards me ; and so it proved. Ae soon as he reaoh- 
ed B'mGt he forwarded me a letter, through MGlla 
Ibrah'h Khan, his nGb at K&bal,-in which, after 
begging many pardons for his forgetfulness of me, 
which he imputed to the multiplicity of his afkh, 
he earnestly entreated me to join his camp, whence 
he would expedite me, in care of approved men, to 
visit Bibnib. He moreover directed MWla Ibra- 
him K h h  to provide attendants to escort me to 
amp.  I now prepared for the journey, hired s 
yiibG (pony), and engaged a neighbour, named 
Yusef, to attend it. I t  chanced that one Kamber, 
of Abyssinian extraction, who had formerly been 
sirkerder, or chief of the Hiibbashes under $h&h 
Miihmiid, and now in the khlln's service, was about 
to proeeed to the camp, and hearing that I was 
going, came and offered his attendance and services. 
These were gladly accepted, the sirkerder being rt 

man of trust, and valuable from his experience; 
and our arrangements being completed, it  was de- 
cided that we should start from KAbal on the 4th 
of the M6homedan month Jamadi-owal. 

I shall here premise such observations as may be 



neoeshry to redder intelligible the circumstancee 
interwoven with the subsequent narrative. The 
H w h  districts between Kabal and B h i b  are 
collectively called %Gt ; and rniillia, or tribute, ie 
eafarced from them by the authorities of Kilbal. 
This fluctuates in actual reoeipt, but the registered 
amount is 40,000 rupees. Some twenty or twenty- 
five years since the superior chief of BhGt wlls 

Wali Beg, of KArzk. He wagl treacherously 
slain by an inferior chief, the Vakil SifGlah, at Si6h 
Sang (black rock), a epot in the valley leading from 
KBrdr to the vale of the Helmand. Mh Wali 
Beg had twelve son& the elder of whom, Mir Mii- 
homed Shah, became wr of B'uiit. The younger 
of theme sons, Mir YezdAnhksh, assembled troops, 
defeated and took primner the Vakjl SifGlah, whom 
he slew at the same spot (Sigh Sang) where hie , 
father had been escrificed. Mir Yezdhnbaksh next 
directed hL arms against his eldest brother, Mir 
Maomed SbAh, whom he mmpelled to fly to KA- 
bal. He now mifumed the mitship, but his claiq 
was contested by an intermediate brother, Mir 
A b k  The fortune of M h  YezdihbakA prevail- 
ed, a d  Mir Abbiia suffemd Be%& ; but the former, 
alike unwilling to proeed to extrernit i~ with a 
brother, and anxious to secure to his interests a 
gallant soldier, tendeked a reconeiliation, which Mir 
Abbh aacepted, and for some time resided with 
his brother. He u w  induced, ho*ever, to make 
a second struggle for supremacy, warr again worsted, 
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&nd again reconciled ; since which his obedience 
has been constant. = Yezdhbaksh, the acknow- 
ledged lord of Bisiit, turned his attention to the 
flairs of his province, and by the humiliation of 
the several petty chiefs, established a more decisive 
authority than any former m'r had enjoyed. In- 
exorable to the haughty, and such as opposed his 
plans, he was equally careful of the interests of the 
subject, and his name was venerated among the 
Hazikaa. The high road between Kiibal and B6- 
m i h  led through his territory, and had hitherto 
been a theatre for forays and depredations: foraye 
from the independent H a z h  of Sh6kh Ali, and 
depredations from the inhabitants of Bisiit. By 
the energetic measures of Mh Yezdbbaksh order 
was restored; the road became safe ; the H a z h  
of ShCkh Ali dared not make their appearance, and 
the people of BisGt became as eager to show civility 
as they had been before to offend, while the single 
traveller paased as securely as if in company with 
a host. To ki%las the chief was particularly 
attentive, and merchants were diligent in spreading 
his praises and renown. It was evident that a chief 
of superior ability had arisen among the H a z h  
and he became an object of much attention both 
t.o the Shias and government of Kiibal ; the former 
eongratulating themselves in having a potent ally 
in case of need, the latter apprehensive of his 
views, and of the effects of a consolidated authority 
in the H a z h j i t  



It may be noted, that one of NQdir Shkh's fea- 
tures of policy was the colonization of the countries 
he conquered, and in pursuance thereof he encou- 
raged settlement. in AfghAnistgn by the various 
tribes of the vast Persian empire. At the time of 
his death numbers, under such intention, had reached 
Meshed, and were subsequently invited by Ahmed 
Shf i  DbrW ; while a large Persian force, escorting 
treasure from India at that critical period, were also 
induced to enter the employ of the new Afghh  so- 
vereign, and renounced their native country. Hence 
at Kiibal, at this day, are found, Jbhshm,  KGrds, 
Rikas, Afeh&, Baktihis, ShAh Sewhs, TQishes, 
BGyLts, in short, representatives of every Persian 
tribe. Under Ahmed Shfi,  and his successors, they 
formed the principal portion of the G h i i l h  Khba, 
or household troops; and the appellation they still 
preserve. Like their fathers, they are Shias by reli- 
gion. They have exceedingly multiplied, and be- 
come affluent, and, decidedly, are the most powerful 
and influential body in the city of Kiibal, of which 
they occupy one half, and exclusively the quarter 
called Chhdol, which is fortified. They occupy . 
also many castles in the vicinity of the city. An 
unextinguishable rancour is known to exist between 
the two leading sects of Mi%omedanism, the Shia 
and the Sbni, which, however for 9 while dormant, 
or concealed by consent of both, is ever ready to 
burst forth upon the most trivial occasion ; and this 
circmtance has been taken advantage of by the 
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intriguers of KBbal, who, when determined upon 
subverting the existing government, have only to 
excite a jang $hi& and SGni to effect their object. 
As soon as the conteet is fairly c o m d  in the 
city the rude hordes of Pagbmh, Koh D b a n ,  and 
Kohisth flock to it, animated equally by mi l  for 
what they believe the orthodox faith, and by thirsf 
of plunder. Hostilities and confusion continue un- 
til the desired change in authority ia produced, 
when saiyade, and other worthies, interpose, and e 

temporary calm is restored. The Shim of Kkbd, 
aware of their conshat exposure to conflict, and of 
the possibility of defeat, have endeavoured to pro- 
vide for such a calamity by securing fw themselves 
an asylum. They have, therefore, turned their eyea 
upon BisGt, where the most wealthy of them have 
purchased carrtles and lands, and have, in fact, be- 
come joint proprietors of the soil with the H h .  
Prior to the sway of M'i Yead&ubaksh they pos- 
sessed a paramount superiority in BisGt, arising noti 

from power of force but from that of the influenee 
which they possessed over the mire, divided in 
councils and feeble in talents, and who were glad to 
avail themselves of their mediation and support in 
their domestic quarrels and transractions with the 
Afghh  authorities. M'u YedAnbakah, early made 
it apparent that he would allow no rival or control- 
ling influence in B'isiit, and even confiscated some 
estates of such Khbal Shias who had favoured hie 
opponents; and it became manifest to the re- 
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mainder that to enjoy their properties they must 
submit to conciliate the favour of the new chief. 
The general good understanding between the Klbal 
Shim and the H a G m  was not disturbed by these 
occurrences ; the former, indeed, found that they 
could no longer dictate in BisGt ; but alliances, as be- 
fore, were contracted between the principal families 
of either; and the daily increasing power of the 
BkGt mir was an universal subject of triumph and 
exultation. 

We now come to the period when, after the ele- 
vation and degradation of numerous shiibidas, 
after a flagrant series of civil dissension6 cabals, in- 
trigues, treacheries, pe juries, confiscations, a d  &8- 

sassinations, the inhabitants of Kibd, diegusted 
with the tprannic and oppressive government of 
Shir Dil KhQn, and his minister, KhodP Nwar, en- 
tered into negotiation with his brother, Dost M C  
homed K h b ,  then s fugitive in the Kobjstiin ; and 
Shir Dil KhQn, unable to contend with the combi- 
nation against him, abandoned the city and retired 
to Khdahiir. There was a prepossession among 
the Shias of KClbal in favour of Dost MQbomed 
K h h ,  on account of his mather being a Hazzilbikh, 
No doubt they principally contributed to his accea- 
sion to power; and on attaining it he was.assiduoue 
in attention to them. 

Dost MQhomed K h h  was an Afghin. He had 
gained Kiibal; his first cares were to look around 
him, and discover if there wss any one near him 
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likely or able to disturb him in its possession, and 
to destroy, by my means, the mistrusted person 
or persons. The state-prison of the Sad6 Zd 
princes had long been empty; the descendants 
of Ahmed ShPh were dispersed in foreign climes ; 
not one of them remained in Kiibal that an enemy 
eould erect into a monarch for the day; his bro- 
thers of KBndahh and Peshiiwer, although hostile 
to him, were unable seriously to annoy him, being 
too much occupied in providing for their own se- 
curity, the first against K b r h  of Herit, the last 
against Ranjit Singh of Lahore,- the K h h  of 
the DGrhi tribes had perished in the field, or 
under the hands of the executioner, and their 
fitmilies were in exile, or destitute. But Dost 
Mihomed Khib was uneasy; he beheld, amid the 
bleak hills and wilds of the H a z h ,  a chieftain, 
able in council and valiant in the field, extending 
his power in every direction,-a power not ephe- 
meral, but promising to be durable, being raised 
by superior genius, and consolidated by good faith, 
He was aware that the Sh'm of Kiibal had been 
the instruments of his elevation-they might be- 
come those of his degradation. Already too pow- 
erful, they were irresistible if joined by Mi Yez- 
dhbaksh. He  saw his safety only in the destruc- 
tion of that chief, which he in consequence planned. 
Profiting by the cordiality subsisting between him- 
rrelf and the Shias, he represented to them that he 
held the character of wr Yezdhbaksh in high 
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esteem, and desired to establish a personal sc- 
quaintance with him ; and he requested them to 
employ their influence to induce the chief to visit 
Kkbal. They made communications to M'lr Yez- 
dhbaksh; and Dost Mihomed Khih forwarded 
to him a Kerb, with his seal affixed, as a solemn 
pledge for his safety; for which also the principals 
of the S h b ,  at the Kibal chiefs suggestion, be- 
came guarantees. YezdAnbaksh, who had not 
hitherto come into collision with the A f g h b ,  
apprehending no hostility from one to whom he 
had given no cause for enmity, decided to visit 
Dost Mihomed KhEin, calculating on making ar- 
rangements relative to BisGt which might be mu- 

* tually beneficial. One of his wives (a daughter 
of a Deh Zanghi chief) alone cautioned him not 
to repair to Kbbal. This lady, of masculine under- 
standing and habits, was accustomed, arrayed in 
male attire, well armed and mounted, to -om- 
pany her lord in his expeditions; she fought by 
his side in the field, and out of it  assisted him 
in his councils. I t  was usual with her, on every 
occasion, to recommend to the mir never to place 
himself in the power of the Afghhs. The H a z h  
mh, on this occasion, listened not to her advice ; 
and she, unable to dissuade him from his purpose, 
evinced her fidelity by accompanying him, although 
her mind foreboded every disaster. The pair, ar- 
rived at Kibal, were courteously received by Dost 
Miihomed K h h ;  but, on the first favourable op- 
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portunity, Mir Yezdhnbaksh was seized and con- 
fined a prisoner, as was his wife. The Afghan 
chief would immediately have slain his captive; 
but the latter, aware of Afghb  cupidity, inti- 
mated his willingness to pay fifty thousand rupees 
for his ransom, provided he was r e l e d  immedi- 
ately, that he might repair to Kgnh and collect 
it, the JGhshirs of KAbal becoming bondsmen 
for its due payment. Dost Miihomed K h h ,  re- 
markably needy, without any design of sparing 
the H a z h  chief, w a ~  nevertheless anxious, by some 
fraud or other, to obtain his property, and therefore 
rescinded the orders for immediate execution, that 
he might concert measures for so doing. While 
these were in agitation, Mir Yeadhbaksh found 
means to escape, and reached BisGt. Exasper- 
ated at the escape of his intended victim, Dost 
Miihomed K h h ,  in the first transports of his .rage, 
resolved to immolate his wife, and ordered her to 
be brought before him, when he reviled her in 
opprobrious terms. Tbe Hnz5ra Amazon exclaimed, 
"Oh, son of P&da KhAn, art thou not ashamed 
to array thyself against a female?" It is said, 
that the Afghh  chief was a h h e d ,  and hung down 
his head. There were not wanting men of influ- 
ence amongst the AfghAns, who, admiring the 
woman's magnanimity, deprecated any species of 
violence being offered to her; and Dost Mao- 
med K h h  himself, perhaps recovering his reason, 



consented that she should be placed in c~~stody 
of the Kazzilbhhes, who would treat her with 
more kindness than Afghha. She was accordingly 
conveyed to Chiindol, whence, in a short time, she 
also fled, attired as a male, and well armed and 
mounted, her escape probably favoured or connived 
at by her gaolers. On her flight becoming known 
to Dost M6homed K h b ,  he despatched a small 
party of horse in pursuit of her, and these came 
up with her in the valley of Honai, immediately 
before entering the Hazba territory. Finding her- 
self overtaken, she turned a b u t  and presented 
her matchlock, and, by alternately advancing and 
halting, keeping her pursuers at bay, she gained 
the kotal, or pass of Honai, which being H a z h  
soil, pursuit was abandoned. The lady's good for- 
tune was principally owing, of course, to the in- 
decision of her pursuere; they had proceeded with 
sufficient alacrity in chase, but, on reaching the 
object of it, as men and soldiers, felt perplexed 
how to secure it, and ashamed to attack a female. 
The heroine joined her husband at K h b r ,  to his 
great satisfaction. She has since paid the debt 
of nature. 

Mir Yezdbbakah had no sooner regained his 
liberty than he applied himself with unwearied 
assiduity to the extension of his power among the 
Haehas. Although his sentiments tow& the 
chief of Kilbal could not be doubted, he refrained 
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from manifesting any ill (will towards the Afghhs, 
and kulaa passed to and fro from KAbal to TGr- 
kist& with the same security aa before. 

The collection of the H a z h  mAllia, or tribute, 
Dost MGhomed K h h  had confided to his brother 
Amir Miihomed K h h ,  the chief of Ghazni, who, 

* for this purpose, made annual incursions into Bisfit. 
Mir Yezdhbaksh did not indeed assist him in the 
collection, as before wont to do, but while punc- 
tually making over the portion immediately due 
from himself, left him to exercise his discretion, 
and to do as well as he could with the several petty 
and refractory chieftains; nor did he join his camp 
until it waa far advanced in the province, and then 
with so powerful a fbrce as to defy treachery. The 
principal castle and residence of Mir Wali Beg, 
father of Mir YezdAnbaksh, was at K h h ,  a valley 
watered by a fine rivulet leading from the base of 
the kotal, or pass Hajikak, to Girdan Diwa and 
the valley of the Helmand. Mir Yezdhbahh 
erected a new castle adjacent to, but on the op- 
posite side of the rivulet ; the walls he intelided 
to raise to the height of twenty-five pakhsas, or 
about fifty feet, while their breadth was eleven 
pakhsas, or about twenty-two feet. About fourteen 
pakhsas, or twenty-eight feet of the height had 
been effected in 1832. The castle was rectangular, 
in common with other H a z h  castles, but much 
larger than they generally are, and the entrance 
was defended by towers, after the mode in vogue 
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at Khdahh .  The walls and towers were per- 
forated with apertures for the insertion of match- 
locks, which, although really weakening them, by 
their disposition and regularity contributed to em- 
bellishment. III this casQe the mir laid in large 
stores of lead and powder. Untenable against a 
regular force, and perhaps so even against an Af- 
g h h  army, it might be considered impregnable in 
a war of filGs, or of the tribes. Its site was ad- 
mirable, completely commanding the high road, 
which led immediately under its wall. 

Mir Yezdbbaksh had united himself by marriage 
to the H a z h  chiefs of Deh Zanghi and ShCkh 
Ali; but among the latter tribe, there being some 
chiefs inimical to him, he marched against them, 
and chastised them, as well as the several petty 
tribes in the vicinity of Ghorband. 

Among the Afghh k h h s  who had been ser- 
viceable to Dost M6homed K h h  in his designs 
upon KAbal, was T6j MMLhomed K h b  Kh&$ or 
Hiiji K h h ,  as commonly called; on more than one 
occasion he had preserved him from being blinded, 
if not put to death, by his brother, Shh Dil K h h .  
Dost M6homed K h h ,  on accession to power, in 
return for his services, bestowed upon him, in jSghir, 
the district of BBmih, with its dependencies, for 
the support of himself and troops, limited to three 
hundred and fifty cavalry. The Afghh influence, 
it may be noted, in the time of Sh& Z e m b  ex- 
tended to the AmG, or Oxus; at that period, how. 

VOL. XI. X 
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ever, it was considerably lessened by the wary and 
able conduct of the celebrated Killich Ali Beg of 
Balkh, and pending the convulsions in A f g h ~ ~ ,  
subsequent to the blinding of Shah Zemb, was 
lost altogether. On the death of Killich Ali Beg, 
Balkh became a dependency on Bokhh,  his sons 
holdipg authority at KhGlm and Haibak, as vassals 
to Mir Mbhomed Moriid Beg, the chief of KGndGz, 
who seized the opportunity of extending his arms 
and influence, and became, what he now is, the 
most powerful Usbek prince south of the Am6 ; 
B M I ~ ,  with its contiguous districts of Gandak, 
and Ak Robiit to the north ; SGrkhdar and JGi Fo- 
Iidi to the west ; Kafi to the south, and IT& and 
Shibr to the east, only remained to the Afghhs. 

North of Ak Robiit, now become the northern 
frontier of the Afghtlns, and between it and the 
acknowledged limits of KGndGz, are many petty 
chieftains, Tkjik and Titar, who for many years 
have availed themselves of t.he disinclination of 
Mir M&omed Moriid Beg to provoke a war with 
the Afghbh and of the inability of the latter to 
attack the chief of KbndGz, to maintain a kind of 
independence, asserting, if pressed by the AfgUns, 
that they pay tribute to the Usbeks, and if incom- 
moded by the Usbeks, thttt they are tributaries to 
the Afghhs ; while, by making annually small pre- 
sents of homes to both parties, they pmaerve ap- 
pearanw with each, and their little estates from 
invasion. The principal of these are the Tgjik 
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chief% 'MBhomed Ali Beg, of SCghiln, Wmatstllah 
Beg, of Kamerd, and NasrGlah Beg, of Ajer, with 
the Tktar chiefcc, Sird6.r Saiyad Miihomed K h b ,  
Sh& Pesssnd, F e r h a  &c. resident on the h h t  
Sagd. 

In order that the events subsequently to be related 
may be more clearly comprehended, It is necessary 
to note that the firat named of the TAjik chief% 
MLhomed Ali Beg, of Skghh, was a man of con- 
siderable political dexterity and military enterprise: 
With no other legitimate resources than a scanty 
revenue, derived from his small territory, and the 
bAj, or duty levied from passing ku las ;  he main- 
tained four hundred horse, which he subsisted' by 
foraya upon the H a z h  districts to the south and 
south-west of f%ghb, carrying off men, women, and 
children, whom he sold to the Usbeks. One year 
he had ventured to proceed to DCh Zanghi, and 
had exacted the payment of a year's mgllia, or tri- 
bute. It was natural that he should become an 
object of dread -and execration to the Hm$ras, and 
he was, in fact, the Nimrod of these regions, 

cc A mighty hunter, for his prey was man." 

So soon as HLji K h h  obtained the government 
of B h i h  his attention, for several reasons, was 
direoted to the extension of his influence in the 
direction of TGrkisth, and the possession of S6ghii.n 
and Kamerd he deemed essential to his designs; 
but as he ww himself constrained to be present 

x a 
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at K h l ,  he was obliged to entrust his affirirs in 
those quarters to his niiibs, or deputies, whom 
M4homed Ali Beg ever found means to amuse and 
to outwit, and the khWs projects towards the close 
of 1832 had no farther advanced towards maturity 
than at the period of their conception. He  was, 
or feigned to be, exceedingly incensed against MA- 
homed Ali Beg. 

B h i h  being separated from the districts of 
Kilbal by the whole breadth of =fit, it is evident 
that Mir Yezdhbaksh had the power at  any time 
to cut off all communication between the two places, 
and even to overrun the former, if hostilely inclined. 
Hkji K h h ,  therefore, at an early period, sought to 
cultivate a good understanding with the H w h  
chief. The Afghb  k h h ,  a profound master in 
dissimulation, had hitherto contrived in his public 
career to pass himself off as a man of veracity, and 
of fidelity to any cause he espoused ; and although 
a few may have had penetration sufficient to ques- 
tion his integrity, it is certain that no public chs- 
racter in Afghhis th  stood in so high or universal 
esteem. 

Such favourable impressions of his cbaracter 
availed him in his attempt to attach the SBias of 
Kilbal to his party, and in his overtures to M'ir 
Yezdhbaksh. He taught the former to believe 
that in any religious contest they would behold 
the most able of Dost Miihomed KhWs s i r d h  
an ally under their banners, as in his public capa- 
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city he looked to the equal protection of all classes 
of subjects, whether Sh'm or Sfinis, and the pre- 
servation of order, without reference to matters of 
faith. He taught the latter to believe, that he 
might secure a friend, independently of any conside- 
rations as to Dost Msrhomed Khkn, and pledged 
himself to frustrate any evil designs of that chief, 
even at  the risk of being reputed in rebellion. The 
Sh'm bf Kiibal reiterated to M'w Yezdhbaksh the 
amicable sentiments of the K h h ,  and he so far 
consented to a mutual good understanding as to 
pledge, on his part, that he would hold B m h  
inviolate, and allow two soldiers of the khAn to 
be stationed at certain castles in the line of road 
from Sir Chishma to KAIG, to provide for the 
wants and conveniences of the k h u s  people, who 
might pass to and fro. 

The khin assigned Mir Yezdbbaksh an annual 
allowance of one hundred k h a ~ ~ b  of wheat, Mir 
Bk Ali fifty k h a r w h  of wheat, and chiefs of 
inferior note smaller allowances of grain, from the 
produce of B h i h ,  sparing no means in his power 
to ingratiate himself into the good-will of the 
H a d m  chieftains. 

In 1830 Hkji K h h ,  nominated as n6b  in B6- 
m i h  ahirndbd K h h ,  his relative, a man of busi- 
ness, and personally brave. H e  had instructions 
to proceed to extremities *th M6homed Ali Beg, 
and in conformity thereto marched in the direction 
of S6ghb. Just so much skirmishing followed 
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that on6 ok two men were wounded on either side, 
when he also was gained over by Miihomed Ali Beg, 
m d  returned to B h i h ,  reporting to the k h b  at 
Khbal, as instructed by. the T&jik chief, that it was 
necessary to secure Mihomed Ali Beg's friendship, 
&nd to provide against the designs of Mir Yezdiin- 
baksh. Rdhimdhd K h h  had hitherto been friendly 
to the mh ; he now became an avowed enemy. 

I t  had long been a favourite object with M'lr 
Yezdhbaksh, and one universally cherished by the 
Haziiras, to exterminate the chief of Sgghh, in- 
famous fiom his frequent forays, and for vindicating 
the sale of captives on plea of their being Shim and 
infidels. In pursuance of his intended measures, 
Wi YezdAnbaksh had gained over to his interests 
the TAtar chiefs of the Dasht Sded, which, of 
course, became known to Mihomed Ali Beg, who 
also in some manner had offended Mir Mzihomed 
MorLd Beg, of K-GndGz, and could not look to him 
for assistance, while he was at variance with his 
neighbour Rhhmatfilah Beg, of Kihmerd. He saw 
himself on the eve of a contest with the Hah- 
to whom he had only hie own feeble resources to 
oppose; and to rescue himself from impending de- 
struction he resolved, if possible, to court the Af- 
g h h s  ; and now that he had secured Ehimd6d K h h  
in his intetests, his offer of services and tender of 
submission were made with perfect sincerity, his 
only fear was that they would not be acuepted by 
HAji KhAn. 
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Mir Yezdhbaksh on receiving intelligence of 
the arrangemellts made between Miihomed Ali Beg 
and Whimdiid K h b ,  did not doubt but that the 
latter acted in conformity witb instructions from 

I 

KAbal, and, convinced that any league to which 
MBhomed Ali Beg was a party must prove in- 
jurious to his interests, instantly resolved on de- 
cisive measures. He ejected the soldiers of HAji 
KMn stationed in the castles of BbGt, and with a 
considerable force marched into KBlG, the H u h  
chief of which, M% Zaffir, joined his standard. 
Thence he proceeded into Irlik, the inhabitants of 
which he put under heavy contributions. From 
Irtlk be marched into Shibr, and alike exacted 
large quantities of cattle, p i n ,  and roghan; his 
ally = Zaffar here also obtained two thousand 
sheep. From Shibr the H h  chief passed b j  
I r a  into the valley of Biimih, where the several 
proprietors of castles either volulltarily repaired 
to his a m p  or were intimidated into submission. 
The most powerful of these was Alladiid KhAn, 
Moghal, who occupied an ancient castle, now called 
Saiyadabiid, adjacent to the ruinous citadel of GhG1- 
ghGleh. This man had ever set the governom of B& 
m i h  at defiance, and now espoused the cause of M'u 
Yezdanbaksh with alacrity. The whole of the castles 
of B h t h  were obedient to the mir, excepting the 
one in which the governor for HAji K h h  resided, 
opposite the celebrated colossal stathes. Therein 
he invested Whimdhd K h h ,  and imposed ji.rim, or 
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fines, at pleasure, on the individuals of the district 
obnoxious to him. 

These events happened in 1830. B 6 d h  a p  
peared on the point of being lost to the A f g h k  
and the chief of KAbal became more than ever 
apprehensive of the ultimate designr~ of a powerful 
chief, who in attacking one of his provinces made 
it  manifest that he did not shrink from a contest 
with him. This year the Kkbal chief was also 
engaged in an expedition against Taghow, to the 
north-east of Kiibal, which prevented him from giv- 
ing immediate attention to the affairs of B ~ I ~  
and Bisiit. Hiiji K h h  accompanied him, and had 
no difficulty in agreeing with his chief that it was 
necessary in some mode or other to circumvent 
Mir Yezdhbaksh, a service which he proffered to 
perform. 

As a remedy was necessary for the emergency 
of the moment, the dexterity of Hkji K h h ,  who 
was particularly interested for the safety of his . 
jiighir, was exercised -his Shia friends were put 
forward; and they induced M'lr Yezdhbaksh to 
evacuate B M i h .  By their means he persuaded 
Mir Yezdiinbaksh that R6himdbd K h h  had acted 
without orders; to confirm which he appointed 
in his place another governor for B b % n  ; he also 
sent a Korbn, by which he swore to forget what 
bad past, and that he would not in any manner 
molest Mir Za& of Kuh, or any other of the 
.JfIaziim and Tkjik chieftains, his dependents, who 
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had sided with M h  Y~dilnbaksh ; and he farther 
swore that he would personally exterminate MB- 
homed Ali Beg, or compel him to supplicate for 
mercy at the feet af the H m h .  

In 1831 Amir Miihomed K h h ,  as usual, en- 
tered =Gt to collect mhllia, and Biiji K h h  at the 
same period proceeded there, having obtained an 
order on A& Maomed K h b  for six thousand ru- 
pees. This Be readily obtained from Dost Miihomed 
K h h ,  urging, in advertence to his promiees the 
preceding year of ensnaring Mir Yezdbbaksh, the 
propriety of adopting preliminary measures. His 
principal object was, no doubt, to examine the coun- 
try; and while in i t  he comported himself with 
unsparing liberality and indulgence to the H a z h  ; 
and such manners and conduct so contrasting with 
the stern severity and even cruelty of Am'u MB- 
homed, procured for him a very high character in 
the Haehjiit. Mir Y d b b a k s h  refused this 
season to attend the Afghb camp, and at the head 
of two thousand horse marched, as he said, on 
pilgrimage to the &&at (shrine) of H h t  Ali, at 
Band A d r ,  or Band Berber, as generally called, 
seated a little north of Yek Auleng, and south-east 
not very distant from E g h h .  Thither he went; 
but having settled his religious affairs, he applied 
his attention to his political ones, and marched to the 
valley of %gBh, where on two or three successive 
days he drew up his forces in order of battle, inviting 
Miihomed Ali Beg to a conflict, which the Tiijik 
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chief declining, he decamped and returned to 
K h z k .  

In the early part of 1832 H g i  KMn stood a 
candidate for the collection of the Bisfit mgllia for 
the year. From the transactione which had oc- 
curred at B h i h ,  it was clear that the province 
was in a precarious state of allegiance; and the 
k h h  might reasonably enough represent that i t  
required no less authority than his own to reduce 
it  to order, and to teach the several H a a b  and 
TAjik chiefs that they were raiyats, or subjects of 
Khbal, and not allies or partisans of Mir0,Yezdh- 
bakah. The destruction of that chief being also 
undoubtedly a secret condition, Dost Maomed 
K h h  appointed HAji K b b  to the collection of the 
BisGt milllia, which was hrmed to him for forty 
thousand rupees; after the collection of which he 
was to proceed and settle the affairs of Bhilin. 
The Klbal chief engaged to furnish him with fifteen 
hundred horse, two guns, and an elephant, in addi- 
tion to his own quota of troops. 

Hlji Khkn's whole attention was now directed 
to his preparations for the expedition into BhGt 
and BcimiAn. He was ~s iduous  in cultivating friend- 
ship with Mir Yezdhnbaksh, and in inspiring him 
with confidence through the means principally of 
K h h  Sherh Khh, the principal of the J6bsh'm 
at KAbal; he succeeded, the Mir promising to act 
in cordial cooperation with him-the annihilation 
of Miihomed Ali Beg being ever a leading topic 



in the negotiations. Hhji K h b  despatched no 
l& than seven kalAm-miillas, or oathe, upon the 
K o r h  at variousl times, aa eolemn vouohers for the 
sidcerity of his engagements. 

In  the month of Mohorrun (June) an event hap- 
pened at  K a a l  which tended greatly to confirm 
Mir Yesdbbaksh and the Shise of Kkbal in their 
gdod opiniana of HAji K&. A very smart earth- 
quake oecun'ed, which about an hour after waa 
followed by a conflict between the Shim and SGnh 
at the city, in consequence of some Atchak Zai 
Afghbm, neighbours of the JG&nshirs, interrupting 
the celebration, bp the latter, of the commemoration 
of the death of the som of A l i  Some lives were 
lost on the occasion, and on the intelligence reach- 
ing HAji KhAn, who at  the time was confined to 
his couch, he despatched the ever-ready K o r h  to 
KhPn Sherin Kh&n, and swore himself prepared to 
stand by the Shim. He probably expected that 
the coaftiot would become general, and that the 
rude tribes of the KohistAn would hasten ta defend 
the orthodox faith ; but aware that the Shias, from 
their superior intelligence and union, were likely 
ultimately to prevail over their more barbarous 
opponents, he feigned to espouse their cause, as 
their triumph, or the convulsion that would follow 
would involve the eubversion of Doat Miihomed 
KhWs authority, which was exactly what he wish- 
ed. It did not, however, happen so. The Shias, 
indeed, manned the walls and towers of their for- 
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tified residences for some days ; but the combat wai 
not renewed, and a truce being gained for negotia- 
tion, HAji Khiln, now recovered from his disorder, 
was appointed vakn, or agent, on part of the Af- 
ghhs, as the NAwab Jab& K h h  was on part of 
the JGbh'm. The principal p i n t  to amcanmodate 
was the compensation for the blood that had been 
shed, the loas of which was chiefly on the Afghh 
side ; and HQji Khan kvouring the Jbhshirs, 
matters were so contrived that the a&h, without 
being arranged, was suffered to die away. 

It is time to observe that between H%ji K h h  
and the chief of Khbal a mutual distrust had for 
some time existed. The latter, a man of great 
ability, is naturally suspicious ; and HQjiji Khan had 
become very influential and powerful. His jiighir 
waa originally fixed at 72,000 rupees per annum, 
B h i h  being valued at 55,000 rupees per annum, 
half the sayer, or transitduties of Chbrik€ir in the 
KohistAn at  10,000 rupees per annum ; Rob& near 
the latter place, with villages at  Sir Chishma and 
Loghar, completing the amount. The KhQn derived 
from Btimifin, as he assured me, 120,000 rupees 
per annum ; the half of the transitduties of ChC 
rikk also much exceeded the sum fixed, aa did the 
revenues of all his villages. There can be little 
doubt but that at this time the K f i  was in 
receipt of a 1- and half of rupees from his jae- 
dad, valued at leas than half the amount. The 
quota of troops he should entertain was limited 
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to three hundred and fifty horse; he had in pay 
above seven hundred, ,and, with foot soldiers, h e  
had certainly a thousand soldiers in his ser- 
vice. The k h b  was of the Kh&& tribe of 
Afghhs, whoae seats are in the hilly regians on 
the south-eastern confines of Afghhisth,  where 
they are neighbourn of the Baloohes. He was 
entirely a soldier of fortune, and his great fame 
drew numbers of his rude and destitute country- 
men around him. These on their arrival a t  KAbal 
in their ragged felts and uncouth attire were a 
spectacle to the inhabitants. The k h h  alwaye 
sent such men to Bhii in,  where they were quar- 
tered upon the inhabitants, and progressively aa 
he was able to provide, received clothes, arms, and 
horses. To many he assigned lands; some formed 
villages; and, had his plans matured, Biirniin mould 
have been colonized by Khhk6 A f g h h .  Such 
circumstances may have been sufficient to attract- 
the attention of Dost Mihomed KhAn, whom 
vigilance and penetration they were not likely ta  
escape ; but the whole political deportment of HQi 
KhAn was calculated to excite the mistrust of a 
chief, in whose character jealousy is a principal 
ingredient. He had induced Dost Miihomed K h k  
to despatch his brother, D6oud Miihomed KMns 
on a mission to Lahore ; it waa whispered to Dost 
Miihomed Khhn, that the envoy had rather further- 
ed his brother's objects than those of his mission 
-and whether Be had or not, Dost Milhomed 
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KhWi  suspicions wer6 excited. H&j$ Kh%n more- 
over, maintained a regular correspondence with 
&reign princes, aa those of BalochistAn and Sind, 
while his intrigues and connexions with the vti- 
rioue ghlnds, or factions in KAbal were notorious, 
under whatever colour he might represent them, or 
seek to excuse them to Dost Miihomed Khan. 

In the enmmer of this year (1832) Diwan Atmar, 
the Hind6 minister, and confidant of mr MQhomed 
Moriid Beg of KGndGz, arrived, on a miasion at K& 
h l .  The Uzbek chieftain, suEeiently rude afid bar- 
barow, is, nevertheless, the most able and energetic 
ruler in TGrkistAn, and is strongly swpected to w 
gret that no opportunity presents itself to allow his 
interference in the afhirs of Kabal. As it is, he haa 
no party there; and the Diwhn's object was gene- 
rally supposed to be for the purpose of forming one, 
and making a political reconnoisance. His avowed 
purpose waa to conclude a treaty, offensive and de- 
h i v e ,  with Dost Mhomed K h h ,  and to unite by 
a family alliance the rulers of Kibal and KWGz. 
Dost Miihomed Khan, remarkably shrewd, politely 
declined rrny kind of treaty or alliance. Among 
his nobles who reprobated a connexisn with the 
Uzbeks, no one was so prominent as H&ji K h h .  
Yet, from subsequent events, there is every pro- 
bability that the kMn formed an intimate coa- 
nexion himself with the D i w b ;  and while in the 
darbk he contended with so much vehemence 
against MQhomed Mor6d Beg, he privately, through 
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the Diwh, pledged himself to advanoe hi viewe in 
another and more effectual way. 

Whatever may have passed was probably known 
to Doet Miihomed Khh, and he possibly repented 
having appointed H&ji KhErn to the collection of 
the =Gt miillia To annul the appointment would 
have been ungracious and irritating, and therefore 
he contemplated to seize the khk-in his estima- 
tion too powerful for a subject, and become dan- 
gerous,- and a t  once remove all uneasiness and 
apprehension. But the KAbal chief could more 
readily conoeive than execute ao decisive a merr- 
sure ; and while his irresolution continued, his in- 
tentions became known, and that Haji K h h  was 
selected for a victim became the current chit-chat 
ef the day. The chiefs irresolution, the publicity 
of hie design, and the new turn of ideas mcssioned 
by the accounts about this time received of ShAh 
SGj6.h'~ projects, conduced to the safety of HAji 
KhAn ; and his chief, unwillingly, but without help, 
allowed him to depart from KAbal ; but to cripple 
him in his operations as much as possible, instead] 
of Ween hundred cavalry, originally arranged ta 
have been furnished him, about three hundred were 
commissioned for the service of BisGt. 

HAji KhAn had expended above 12,000 rupees in 
the purchase of Kashmirian and British manufac- 
tured shills, lGnghis, and dresses of descriptions to 
be distributed as khelats. He had originally in- 
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tended to have left the city in the month of Safirr, 
as before note?, but he did not take his departure 
until the month of R a b b i - d u b  when he encamp- 
ed at Alhbiid, itbout a coss distant ; here he halted 
some days, and shified his quarters to Killa K&L 
where a second halt of some days occurred ; thence 
he finally marched for BbGt by the valley of Jell6z 
and Sir Chiahma. The motive assigned for these 
delays, was the prudence of allowing time for the 
H a z h  to collect their harvests, that there might 
be a certainty of provender for the horses of the 
army. The real cause was the difficulty the khin 
found to raise funds to enable him to put his troops. 
in motion. The k h h  was accompanied in his ex- 
pedition by two of his wives, the most favoured; a 
circumstance by his admirers imputed to his feru- 
less spirit. 

At Sir C h i s b a  the k h h  summoned Mir Yez- 
dhbaksh to meet him on the frontier of BisGt, who 
returned for answer that be would first deliver over 
the tribute due immediately from himself, as a proof 
of his fidelity and good faith, and next wait upon 
the khan. The khgn therefore crossed the kotal 
Honai, and by short stages passing the plain of 
YGrt, arrived at Girdan DiwAl in the valley of 
the Helmand. By this time Mir Yezdgnbaksh had 
made over the tribute from B'ibt dependent upon 
him, which in former years had given A& M&o- 
med KMn so much trouble, and had taken so much 
time to collect, and advanced to an interview with 



the k h h .  This took place on the crest of a small 
eminence called the Kotal Girdan DiwAl. The Ha- 
z h  chief halted in line his force of fifteen hundred 
cavalry, and advanced alone. HAji K h b  did the 
same, and in presence of thc two forces the mir 
and k h h  met and embraced each other. Mir Yez- 
dhbaksh a f f i e d ,  that he should consider the khh's 
enemies as his own, whether Hazdras, Uzbeks, or 
others, and asked only one favour, that in the day 
of battle he might be placed in front. This meet- 
ing was succeeded by a renewal of oaths ; and HAji 
K h h  affianced one of his infant sons to an infant 
daughter of Mir Yezdhbaksh. Nothing could be 
more auspicious than the commencement of this 
expedition ; satisfaction and confidence were gene  
ral, and the united Afghkn and H a z h  army moved 
along the banks of the Helmand; the Hazha chiefs, 
vieing with each other in delivering their tribute, 
in emulous imitation of their superior mir, who at- 
tended at once to prevent any evasion and to pro- 
vide for the entertainment of his guest the k h h .  

With the knowledge of subsequent events, it is 
impossible to decide what the real intentions of 
HAji K h h  were on quitting Kkbal ; although it 
may be conjectured that he had determined, if pos- 
sible, not to return there. He knew that he had 
become an object of suspicion to the Amir, and he 
knew that no Afghh spares even a supposed ene- 
my, if he possess the power to destroy him. He 
may have considered it possible, with the alli- 
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ance of M% YezdAnbaksh, to have maintained him- 
self independently at B h i l n ,  or, if he preferred a 
connexion with the Uzbeks, he had paved the way 
for it  by his intercourse with D i w h  Atmar. The 
possible appearance of Sh& SGjah in the field, if 
other chances failed, _would give him an opportu- 
nity, in possession of Bhmih and commanding the 
resources of B b G t ,  of rendering the Sh& an im- 
portant service, and of enhancing his claims in the 
distribution of favour, which would follow his re- 
accession to sovereignty. Like every Afghh, how- 
ever, he was essentially the child of circumstances : 
his grand object was to preserve himself, and, if pos- 
sible, at the same time to signalize himself; but his 
ability, great as it was, like that of all Afghhs, 
while it sufficed to enable him to accommodate him- 
self to and profit by circumstances, was not adequate 
to enable him to direct and command them. 

Hiiji K h h  at this time had Eour brothers ; one, 
GG1 Mzihomed K h h ,  was resident at Toba, in the 
Khkkzi country ; two, Diioud Miihomed Khin, and 
K h h  Miihomed K h h ,  were in the service of Amir 
Mzihomed K h b ,  at G h d ;  and the fourth, Dost 
Miihomed K h b ,  was attached personally to H&ji 
K h b ,  and accompanied him. The two brothers 
from Ghazni, it waa arranged, should join his camp 
in BisGt with their followers ; and, as a strong 
confirmation that he had little idea of returning 
to KAbd, he had invited GG1 Miihomed KhAn to 
repair from Toba to B h i b ,  with as large a body 
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of his countrymen as he might be 'able to raise. 
The three first-named were all able and gallant 
leaders ; Dost Miihomed K h h  was less assuming. 

Having conducted the K h h  to the banks of 
the Helmand, with his Haziira auxiliaries, from 
whence he wrote to me, the narrative may turn 
to the detail of our progress to join him, and of 
the incidents which afterwards fell out ; we should 
note, however, that after the first meeting with 
Mir Yezdknbaksh at Girdan Diw&l, some two thou- 
sand H a z h  infantry were despatched to act in 
conjunction with the KhWs troops at Biimikn, 
in the reduction of SGghAn, the country of Miiho- 
med Ali Beg ; and, in justice perhaps to ourselves, 
it  may be premised, that at the time we were 
perfectly unacquainted with the KhWs political 
views and ideas, and proceeded to his camp with 
no other object than of examining, under favour- 
able circumstances, the antiquities of Biimikn. 
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Departyre from Khba1.-ArghandL-Kotal Khlk SafidrJell6a. 
-Villages and castles.-Scuffle at HaziEra castle.-Tirkhha- 
Honai.-Message from Shbh Abbh K h h - J o i n e d  by hi.- 
HazPra party. - ChokidiErs. -Kirgh6. -Our reception. -Vio- 
lence of Afghh horsemen. - Hospitality of H a z k .  - Koh 
BBbi-River Helmand.-Appearance of Koh BBb&-Ghowch 
Kho1.- Ab Dil$war. -Kotal Sang Stir&. -BAd Ass1ah.- 
Z5ht.-Altercation with Haz4raa.-Conduct of Shah Abbh 
K h h .  - Disputes amongst H a z h .  - Results. - Distress of 
Hazhr.-Their hospitable offices rejected.Stratagem.-Ha- 
a h  repast and Afghh delicacy.-Departure.-Eye medicine. 
- Doubtful roads. -Joined 'by Sh& Abbris Khh.  -Vakll 
Shafl's castle.-Immense grave.-Fear of women.-Arrival in 
camp.-Meeting with Hlji Khh.-Quarters.-Companions.- 
Evening repast.-Fare.-H5j ji KhWs conversation.-Hie hum- 
ble pretentions.-His vaunts of liberality.-His avowal of hie 
intentions. -His counsels to Dost M6homed K h h .  -Appro- 
bation of hie auditors.-Diwll Kho1.-Mir Ali Khiin.-Compo- 
sition of Hhji Khh's force. - H a z h  force.- Dependents on 
Hlji  Khh.--Camp arrangements.-Notice to march-Order of 
march.-Taking up ground.-Foragers.-Evening invocation.- 
Prayers. - Majlis. - Guests. -Entertainment. -Termination of 
the majlis. 

BEING joined by Sirkerder Kambar and his ser- 
vant, our party of four persons left the Biilla His& 
by the Derwba N a g h  Khha,  and by the road 
of Chindo1 passed the defile, called by Baber, 



Deveren--an appellation now forgotten-into the 
plain of Chahhdkh, at this season beautifully sprin- 
kled with fields of masw&, or safflower, the plant 
being charged with its fing orange-coloured blos- 
soms. We passed Killa K h i ,  and by night reached 
Arghandii where we took up quarters at a masjit 
contiguous to one of the castles, intending there 
to have passed the night, when the inhabitants of 
the castle entreated us to lodge within their walls~ 
asserting, they had enemies, who might assassinate 
us in the night, for the purpose of throwing the 
opprobrium and consequences of the crime upon 
them. As this mode of effecting the disgrace and 
ruin of enemies is common among Afghhs, we 
complied, and entered the castle. 

In our road from Arghandi we met a llumerous 
cavalcade of men, children, camels, horses, asses, 
bullocks, and flocks of sheep, which proved to be 
the Afghh pastoral tribe of Hhsan Kh61, with 
their property, in progress from their summer resi- 
dences in the Hazhj j l t  to the more genial dis- 
tricts of Liighmh. About a mile from Arghandi 
we followed a ravine, which led to the base of the 
pass called Kotal KhAk Saf6d (white earth). The 
pass wrts neither long nor difficult, and brought 
us on an extensive table-space, in which we found 
an abandoned watch-tower, and springs of water in 
two or three spots. The descent from this table- 
space was gradual, and brought us into the beau- 
tiful valley of Zemani, Jell&, and Sir Chishma, 
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speckled with castles, villages, and gardens, through 
which flowed a fine stream of water, rising at Sir 
Chishma. The road we followed traced the eastern 
side of the valley, and gluccessively passing the zi6- 
rat of Khwoja I& distinguished by a grove of 
trees, and the villages ZBbudik and Z 6 m 4  left 
of the stream, we arrived at a splendid grove of 
chanar, or plane-trees, with the village of Jell6z 
immediately to the right of the road. Jell6z has 
an ancient appearance ; may contain some eighty 
houses, and has two or three Hind6 dokbd;irs, 
or shopkeepers. I t  is said to be twelve jeribi 
cosses from Kiibal, or twenty-seven and a half 
miles. From Jell62 the valley has the name of 
Tirkhba; at a castle in which, inhabited by Ha- 
z h s ,  we took up quarters for the night. This 
march was a very agreeable one, from the generally 
romalltic and fine scenery. The villages and castles, 
usually constructed of stones, had invariably their 
stock of winter provender piled upon the flat roofs 
of their houses ; the various substances, such as 
grass, clover, &c., being arranged in distinct layers, 
recognizable by their various hues of brown, pale, 
or dark green. Among them were interposed layers 
of a vivid red colour, which were found, on inquiry, 
to be composed of the dried leaves of the rhubarb 
plant, collected by the peasants from the neigh- 
bouring hills, and made to contribute to the sus- 
tenance of their cattle during winter. The ope- 
rative cultivators of the soil were invariably H a z h .  
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The villages are inhabited by mixed Afghhs and 
Tkjiks.   he district of Zkbud& is entirely occu- 
pied by the Afghh tribe of RGstam KhCl. Wheat, 
grown throughout the valley, is proverbially esteem- 
ed, and the lands, watered by the river, yield large 
quantities of shPli, or rice. At this castle, in the 
evening, a terrible hubbub ensued, which we found 
occasioned by my man Ytisef, who was a chillam- 
kwh, or tobacco smoker; he needed the chillam, 
or apparatus for smoking, and maltreated the H& 
z h  for not producing what they had not to pro- 
duce. The H a z b  made common cause, and the 
Sirkerder and myself had not only difficulty to 
appease the tumult, but were ourselves very neqly 
ejected forcibly from the castle. The uncompro- 
mising chillam-kwh, however, triumphed, for a 
chillam was brought for him from a neighbouring 
castle. 

In the morning, croslring the stream, we traced 
the western portion of the valley of Tukhha, which 
contains several castles and small hamlets. These 
have always, as indeed is general throughout Afghh- 
is th ,  neat masjits without them, serving at once 
as places for devotion and for the accommodation 
of the stranger: numerous water mills were seated 
on the stream. Where Tnkhha  terminates the 
stream flows through a narrow defile, or tanghi, 
and the spot is romantic; on the rocks to the 
right is perched an ancient tower. The defile 
passed, we enter the valley called Sir Chishma, 
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which in its expanse compriw many castles and 
hamlets. A spring at the north of the vale is consi- 
dered the source of the river, whence the name 
applied to the district. In it HAji Khgn holds 
some lands, and a castle, called J G i  Foliidi. 

At  the head .of the valley, where is seated a 
village on an eminence, we inclined to the west, 
having on our right a rivulet flowin@; in a deep 
ravine, and on our left high undulating grounds, 
among which were interspersed a few castles and 
some cultivation. The last of these castles, with 
two contiguous ones, is the property of Ismael 
K h h ,  Mervi, mirokh, or master of horse to Dost 
Miihamed K h h .  About half a mile hence the 
valley winds to the north, and leads into Honai, 
at the commencement of which is the handsome 
castle of Mastapha K h h ,  son of YGsef K h b  Jb- 
hshir. A fine rivulet flows down Honai; ascend- 
ing which, we reach two or three castles with 
contiguous hamlets, the latter being now crtlled 
kishlAks, belonging to ZGlfak& K h h ,  a con- 
eiderable land proprietor, also a merchant, traffick- 
ing with D6h Zanghi. . At this point the stream 
turns a water-mill. Proceeding up the valley, 
which widens, the remains of walls and parapets are 
observed on the adjacent eminences. These might 
be supposed to represent old castles, but now that 
we are better acquainted with such ruins, we con- 
jecture them to denote the burial-places of the old 
inhabitants of the country. Clearing this extended 
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space, the valley again contracts until we reach 
the base of the pass, or Kotal of Honai. A little 
while after leaving Sir Chishma I was overtaken 
by an Afghh horseman, who informed me that he 
was sent by Shkh AbbL K h h ,  &&or to Hkji 
K h k  to acquaint me that he was behind, with 
three camels laden with provisions and articles of 
clothing, which he was escorting to the camp, and 
he hoped that I would halt for him, that we might 
join the k h h  together, who would be pleased with 
him for having paid me attention. I knew nothing 
of the mhkkor, but on reaching a small patch of 
chaman, or pasture, the sirkerder and myself agreed 
to wait for him, and allowing our horses to graze, we 
threw ourselves on the ground until he reached us. 
He did so in due time, when we mounted and 
pushed on, leaving the camels to follow at. their 
leisure. On reaching the base of the kotal we 
found a party of H a z i k ~ ,  endeavouring to procure 
karij, or duty, from a small w k s l a ,  carrying 
fruit and coarse calicoes to the camp. The men of 
the ktfila disputed payment on the plea of being 
camp-followers and privileged persons ; and the 
Hazhw were about to employ force to obtain what 
they asserted to be their due. Their party con- 
sisted of two very personable youths mounted, who 
called themselves saiyads, and five or six match- 
lock-men on foot. The youths observed, that on our 
account, they would not now use compulsion, but 
that their claims were just. They were satisfied 



with a few bunches of grapes; and Shah AbbL 
cautioned them not to interfere with the khWs 
camels in the rear. Commencing the ascent of the 
kotal, we fell in with Mir Ali K h h ,  Haz& and 
nhzir, or steward to Mh Yezdhbaksh, proceeding 
on business to Kiibal. We  gave him a few bunches 
of grapes procured from the kiifila, and he gave 
us a nishAn or token, by employing which we might 
secure a courteous reception at a castle in KirghG, 
where he recommended us to pass the night. The 
kotal was not difficult, but consisted of alternate 
ascents and descents; and in the hollows were al- 
waye small rivulets, fringed with margins of chaman. 
On the crest of the kotal, where is a large table 
expanse, were the ruined walls of a small square 
enclosure, under which were sitting two or three 
H u h  chokldiim, or collectors of duty. They 
claimed duty from the ass-kkfila, and on being re- 
fused, threatened to chapow (plunder) it, but were 
satisfied with a few bunches of grapes and a small 
quantity of tobacco. W e  remained here until the 
camels joined. The road divides into two branches, 
one to the right, the high road to Bibnib by 
YGrt and Khiir,  the other leading to the front, 
which we followed. We had now entered upon 
a country indeed dreary and bleak, but abounding 
with rivulets, and in which every spot on its irre- 
gular surface at all capable was appropriated to 
cultivation ; castles were occasionally seen in nooks 
or sheltered recesses of the hills, at a distance from 
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the road. We  soon reached KirghG, where we 
found three castles belonging to Mr Yezdbbaksh ' 
and his brother, IVfir Maomed S h a .  We  had in- 
tended to have halted at the farthest in situation 
of the three castles ; but the people asserted their 
inability to provide us and our cattle with supplies. 
Notwithstanding the outrageous behaviour of ShAh 
AbbGs, they were firm in refusing us accommoda- 
tion, but advised us to proceed to a castle behind, 
seated on a rise, belonging to Mir Mfihomed Shkh, 
where, although the m'rr was at Khbal, the mir- 
& d b  his sons were present, and we should find 
every thing we needed. We  accordingly went there, 
and the young mirs accepted the nishh of the 
nbir, and were polite enough to say, that without 
it they would have entertained our party on my 
account. A carpet was immediately spread without 
the castle, and a chillam produced. Here we found 
four Afghb horsemen, who asserted they had a 
bar&, or written order, for their entertainment that 
night, but refusing to show it, were denied recep- 
tion. Much foul language was uttered by the Af- 
ghhs,  and it  growing nearly dark, two, the most 
violent, drew their swords, vowing they would ob- 
tain by force what was refused to civility. The 
H a z k  took up stones, begging us to remain 
quietly in our seats, as we had nothing to do with 
the sffair. . Matters did not proceed to extremities. 
The Afghbs, finding their menaces ineffectual, were 
content to mount their homes, and seek lodging 
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elsewhere, lavishing terms of abuse, md reviling Mr 
' Yezdhbaksh as a sag, or dog. A large flock of 
sheep now appeared in sight, which proved to be 
in charge of these men ; on which the young mirs 
called for their j i d s ,  or guns, and with four or five 
armed attendants, hastened to protect their stand- 
ing crops of wheat from being devoured. In the 
course of this day's march we had met many large 
flocks of sheep, on their road to Kbbal, being por- 
tions of the tribute of &Gt, made over to awaeh- 
dGs, or persons holding awaehe, or orders, from 
Dost Miihomed KhAn. To ourselves every atten- 
tion was paid, and a sheep was set before us as 
peshkash (a present), which we would fain have 
declined, but it  was pressed upon us, and a huge 
vessel of a composite metal, crtlled chodh, was 
provided, in which to cook it, with abundance of 
chelmer for fuel. Cakes were prepared, of a mix- 
ture of mGshGng, or pea and barley-flour. I was 
undoubtedly an object of curiosity, and even the 
female infants, beautiful in features, were brought 
to see what they had never seen before, a Peringhi; 
but the modesty of the m'mbdas prevented them 
from asking me a single question. The night here 
was very cold, and in the morning the rivulet was 
slightly iced over. KirghG is south of Kdrz&. 

Bade adieu to our' hospitable friends at KirgLG ; 
and crossing a rivulet, made a slight ascent, which 
brought us to the commencement of a fine level 
dasht, or plain, of large extent. At this point were 
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a few castles ; and we had a magnificent view of 
Koh BQbS to the north-west. The road was ex-' 
cellent. At some distance to our right we had the 
river Helmand, flowing in a deep valley, and 
between the river and the skirts of Koh BQb6 was 
the district Ferai Kholm, abounding in castles and 
cultivated land, but without a tree. On either side 
of the mad we were following were also many cas- 
tles, and the soil was generally under cultivation 
--several vast heaps of stones occurred on the 
road side, and occasionally graves and burial-places. 
We  halted awhile at a castle on this plain, that 
the camels might appear. I asked the old men, 
if Koh B4b6 was accessible, and was told that the 
summit might be reached in one day by persons 
who were " nidt ssrif," or pure in heart, but those 
who were not might ramble many days, or even be 
unable to gain it. This mountain is remarkable 
for its abrupt, needle-shaped pinnacles, and stands 
a singular spectacle, from its contrast with the sur- 
rounding hills. Having traversed the plain, we 
had low hills to our left, while to our right was the 
Helmand, flowing beneath us through a space of 
chaman ; its banks fringed with rose-bushes and 
osiers. In  so inviting a spot, we descended from 
the road, and refreshed ourselves awhile. Although 
the cold was so severe by night the sun was power- 
ful by day, so much so that while halting here 
I was glad to sit in the shade of contiguous rocks. 
Hence a short distance brought us to Ghowch Khol, 
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(the deep glen). Here were two castles on the op- 
posite bank of the Helmand, over which a rustic 
bridge was thrown ; the castles were also seated on 
the opposite sides of a ravine, down which from 
the north a considerable rivulet flowed, and here 
joined the Helmand. This river also receives at 
Ghowch Khol the watere of another rivulet, Ab 
Diliiwer (the high spirited water), so called from 
its never being ice-bound. Ab Diliiwer flow from 
the south-west. Our road probably led straight 
on along the banks of the Helmand, but, for the 
convenience of our camels, we followed the valley, 
down which flowed Ab Diliiwer. I t  was of consi- 
derable length, and although without dwellings, 
there was much cultivated land in it. The rivulet 
rises at its upper extremity, and from its source 
a portion of its water is diverted into a channel, 
or m l  aqueduct, carried along the hills to the 
left, throughout the whole extent of the valley. 
The aqueduct is supported by a parapet of stones, 
sufficiently regular in construction to produce a 
pleasing and picturesque appearance. At the head 
of the valley is a kotal, or pass, the descent of 
which is considerable. Here a large rock, with 
a cavity therein, occurs, ailled Sang SGr&hi (the 
perforated rock), from which, we believe, this pass 
is called Kotal Sang SGr&hi. At the base of 
this pass we found, as usual, a rivulet, and on the 
right a castle, where we halted until the camels 
came up. Hence passing over a succession of irre- 
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gular, but low ascents and descents, we reached a 
castle, at the opening of the extensive plain B&d 
Assiiih, where we resolved to pass the night. Above 
UE to the right, at a trifling distance, was another 
castle, and to the left on the opposite side of the 
valley was a small kishlik ; beyond which, in a shel- 
tered recess of the hills, was a cheerful grove of trees, 
now rare objects, denoting a z i h t  of Hbra t  Ali, 
or, as called, H h t  Shkh Mirdin. The H a z h  
of the castle at which we had halted were unwill- 
ing to furnish us with supplies, alleging that the 
s ~ ~ t  they had contributed to the army had ex- 
hausted their means. Sh& Abbb would not ad- 
mit excuses, and was liberal in the discipline of the 
whip, and but that I deprecated in strong terms, 
violence, I presume a curious scene of insolence 
on the one side, and resistance on the other would 
have followed. I wished to have proceeded to a 
castle a little lower down in the plain, where, I 
learned, M'lr Ali K h b  KGrd was fixed, with thirty 
horsemen, but the Sirkerder did not appear con- 
senting. I, however, insisted that nothing on my 
account should be taken from the HazLras forci- 
bly, or even gratuitously, and flour was given to 
them, which they cheerfully engaged to prepare 
into bread. These people had now consented to 
furnish chaff and barley for the cattle, but wished 
to divide the charge of our entertainment with 
their neighbours in the castle and kishlkk. These 
refused, those of the castle telling them to take 
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charge of their own guests; adding, that if the 
whole party had originally taken up quarters with 
them they would willingly have provided every- 
thing needful. Contention now arose among the 
H a z h  themselves ; stones were taken up; and 
Shiih Abbh and his companions were obliged to 
draw swords to terminate the strife. Night was 
now drawing on, and neither chaff nor barley was 
forthcoming. Sh&h AbbL told me that the quar- 
rel among the Haziiras had been a feint, to shuffle 
giving anything, and that I had spoiled all his ar- 
rangements by forbidding violence ; that with Ha- 
zzira,a it was necessary to employ kicks and cuffs. 
Chaff was a i  lwst brought; but information given 
that the Rish Saf6d (white bearded old man), who 
had undertaken to provide barley, had ran away 
and secreted himself in the upper castle. On this, 
Shlh Abbh  lost patience, and sent his companions, 
armed, to secure him. They went, and after some 
scuffling, in which a few stones were thrown by the 
H a z h ,  they succeeded in bringing away the old 
gentleman, and another fellow, who had been pro- 
minent in opposing them. Shkh Abbh  ordered 
them to be bound, and would have flogged both. , 

I was enabled to save the old man from disgrace, 
but was compelled to abandon the younger one to 
his fate. The H a z h  now betook themselves to 
supplication ; the old and young women of the cas- 
tle assailed the Afghhs with cries of sorrow, and 
entreaties to unbind the men. Barley was pro- 
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duced, and their prayers were granted. A sheep 
was also offered, as peshkash, which ShBh AbbL 
disdainfully rejected, threatening the people of the 
castle with all the vengeance of Hajji K h h  and Mir 
Yezdhbaksh, for their inhospitality. The bread, 
prepared with our own flour, was now brought, and 
with cheese, also our own property, we made our 

supper- 
Sh&h Abb6s and his companions had some Kgbal- 

baked cakes on which they regaled. The H a z h  
however prepared for the party cakes of pea and 
barley-flour, and brought them, with large bowls of 
boiled milk. Their hospitable offices were indig- 
nantly refused by Shdh Abbh, nor could all their 
entreaties, their expre~sions of contrition, and their 
kissing of hands and feet, induce him to partake of 
the provided fare. I t  was ridiculous enough to be- 
hold five hungry Afghdns refusing to satisfy their 
appetites ; but the fact was, they were now employ- 
ing stratagem. A sheep had been exhibited, and 
although in the 6rst instance scornfully rejected, it  
was not intended that it should escape slaughter. 
On this mount, therefore, they persisted in not ac- 
cepting the cakes and milk, and laid themselves 
down to sleep, execrating the H a z h  as inhospi- 
table infidels. 

By times in _the morning we made signals of 
motion, when the H a z h  of the castle besought 
us to partake of an entertainment first. The stra- 
tagem of the Afghbns had succeeded ; an entire 
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sheep had been roasted during the night. Afghkn 
delicacy w a  again amusing; it was not until they 
had wearied the Hazikw, in supplication, weeping 
hnd kiesing their feet, that they consented, les a 
matter of especial favour, to sit down to a magni- 
ficent breakfast of a fine hot roasted sheep, bowls 
of mom, or curds, and warm bread-cakes. I par- 
took of the banquet ; but on its conclusion inquired 
for the master of the sheep that had been slain, 
and presented him with its value in money, which 
he gratefully accepted ; after which, my nag being 
saddled, I mounted and departed, receiving the be- 
nedictions of the people of the castle, Sirkerdef 
Kamber remained until ShBh AbbAs started, as the 
latter wished, and would otherwise ham taken the 
money from the Hm6ras. We crossed the north- 
ern extremity of the plain BBd Assiih, the mil 
of irregular surike, bleak m d  uncultivated, the 
cmtles with the appropriated soil lying a t  some 
distance to our left. On leaving the ducabt we 
reached a spot of chaman, where, with Sb& 
A b W  who had previously joined, we halted until 
the camels appeared. Shih Abbh commenced dig- 
ging up the roots of a small br~lbous plant, which, 
he said, yielded arGn tiita. This is a medicine of 
high price, and of high repute for diseases of the eye+ 
Its qualities are decidedly stimulant, and w it is 
indiscriminately applied, its use must be in many 
cases improper. I afterwards found this medicine 
wm one of the articles particularly inquired for by 
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the people of the camp in the Hazhjiit .  It is sold 
in small pieces, of a dark brown colour, and would 
appear to be the inspissated juice of some bulbous 
plant, if SW Abbae was right, of some speciea 
of colchicum possibly. Prom this spot Sh& ebb& 
and his companion took the lead of us; and when 
we followed, we came to a point where the road 
divided into two branches, both passing over as- 
cents ; the road to our right was evidently the 
principal one, but i t  was as evident that Shih 
AbbL had taken the other, the impression of his 
horses' hoofs being visible ; we therefore followed 
it, although convinced we were in error, and were 
fearful that our servants and camels might be be- 
wildered. W e  passed a slight wen t ,  which brought 
us into a narrow valley of some length, with a fine 
rivulet, which, at the mouth of the valley, or just 
before it opens into another and larger, disappears 
suddenly. In the larger valley was a .  still more 
considerable rivulet, with a variety of springs, ex- 
cellent chaman, and patches of cultivated soil. 
ShAh Ab& was not to be found, and we rested 
here, determined to await the arrival of our ser- 
vants. These at  length arrived. W e  were in a 
dilemma, being conscious that we had lost the right 
road, and there was no castle in sight where we 
might obtain information. A flock of sheep came 
down the valley, but the shepherd as soon as he 
saw us, abandoned his charge and fled over the 
hills. The Sirkerdw mounted and pursued him, 
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and although he did not overtake the fugitive, he 
ascertained on gaining the heights that a castle, with 
a few trees, was at some distance. Sh& A b b b  and 
his companion had now joined us. They had pro- 
ceeded far down the valley, but finding no person or 
habitation, had wandered in doubt. ShAh Abbh  
started for the castle discovered by the Sirkerder ; on 
his return, from the information obtained, our party 
moved down the valley awhile, and then ascending 
the heights to our left, crossed over an undulating 
country, and gained a spacious valley, in which were 
several castles, much cultivated land, and fine plots 
of chaman, with a fair rivulet flowing through it. 
Three or four brood mares, and two or three foals 
were grazing, indications of the prosperity of the 
inhabitants, and we found that the castles belonged 
to the Vakil Shaffi and his 616s. W e  were now 
directed into a well-defined road, which led us into 
an extensive plain, bounded to the right by low 
hills of a white porcelain day, of which the few 
castles dispersed over the surface were constructed, 
giving them a peculiar appearance. Two or three 
of these were in ruins, having been destroyed the 
preceding year by Amir Mtihomed K h h .  Tra- 
versing this plain, we passed through a burial- 
ground, where on the right of the road was an 
immense grave from twenty to twenty-five pards 
in length. This, of course, was a ziirat, and, like 
everything wonderful among the Hbaraa, was rrs- 

cribed to H b r a t  ShBh MirdBn. Sh&h Abb6s and 
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his companion had again preceded us, and we came 
up with them lying before a castle, in which were 
only women, who through fear had faatened the 
entrance. We found that the Afghhns had en- 
deavoured to break open the door with stones, 
under pretence of procuring a chillam and fire. 
Sirkerder Kamber succeeded by fair language in 
inducing the women, who stood on the ram- of 
one of the towers, to lower down the indispensable 
chillam and fire. These women, on our inquiries 
as to the situation of the camp, in their anxiety 
to get rid of us, or through ignorance, directed 
us wrongly, and we went on until, passing many 
successive and considerable elevations, we made a 
valley with two or three castles, whence, being 
made sensible of our error, we turned to our right, 
and at no great distance descried from the heights 
the Afghb  camp on the banks of the Helmand, 
which we joined, it being still day. 

My arrival was notified to the k h b ,  who imms 
diately sent for me and the Sirkerder He was 
profuse in expressions of satisfaction at seeing me, 
and said that when at  Kibal, from the pressure of 
his afbirs, he was prevented from showing me the 
attentions he wished ; now we should be constant 
companions. He added, if I wished to proceed di- 
rectly to B h ' h  he would provide attendants, but 
he had rather I should postpone the visit for a few 
days, until the afbirs of Bi~ii t  were arranged, when 
we should all go together. To this I assented. 
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After being regaled with grapes and melons, now 
articles of luxury to us, we took leave. A quarter 
of a large tent, appropriatad to the SandGk K h h  
estrtblishment, was assigned for my quarters, and 
Srkerder Kamber, who shared it  with me, was 
directed to attend to me in particular, as were 
g e n e d y  all the p&shkidmata, or servants of the 
household. A second quarter of this tent was oo- 
cupied by A k h h d  lddaitblah and his son, the first 
tabib, or physician to the k h h ,  a venerable Rbh 
BCed, or white-bearded old gentleman ; the son, 
a stuttering youth, at& b&h& or apothecary. 
They had two or three enormous boxes, contain- 
ing a vrtrious collection of sanative druga and sim- 
ples. The other half of the tent was occupied 
by the two sandGkdh, pereons in charge of the 
cheats, two khaiyiits, or tailors, and Saiyad Abdb- 
I& and his son, who called themselves the khWs 
pirkhbas, or spiritual guides. The old saiyad 
WM an ignorant and intolerant bigot, who agreed 
badly with Sirkerder Kamber, who was not per- 
haps altogether orthodox in his opinions, and had 
no particular reverence for saipads in general, and 
none for Saiyad Abdblah. The latter, therefore, 
was wont to fulminate his curses and to revile 
the Sirkerder as a kAfr, or infidel, who in return 
charged the holy man with imposture. The young 
saiyd was a meek inoffensive youth. 

In  the evening a pbhkidmat announced that the 
k h b  invited me to sup with him in the tent of 
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Miihomed BBgher K h h ,  where he waa himself a 
gueat. Thither I repaired, and was placed by the 
k h h  by his side, which on all oocaaions after 
waa my seat. Here I found most of the GhGliim 
Khkna ehiefa assembled. Our entertainment was 
compased of pillau and k6meh, or stewed meat, 
with sherbet, or sugar and water. After the re- 
pmt the k h h  obBmBd to me, that all the persons 
present were sons of noblemen ; the father of him 
pointing to Mir Ali KhAn Kbrd, spent erores of 
rupees under the Sad6 Za5 monarchs. "A t  that 
time tribute wm reoeived from Khhmir, Ddrah 
M61th, and Bind ; now we are all compelled ta 
scour the H m h  hills in search of sheep and 
goats." Miihomed Bkgher Khan remarked, it waa 
a subject of eongratulation, that amid the various 
vicissitudes that had paseed, his (the khb's) g b e ~  
d n  (cimumtanoes) were prosperous. The k h h  
exclaimed Shfikr ! (thanks !) and added, that he 
bad a sird& who posseahled insif (equity). He 
next p a n i e e e d  the Haziirm, professing to be 
delighted with their frank, unsuspeoting manners, 
and love of truth ; afliirming, that he himself was 
both a h&ji md ha j t  ( ~ u m i a g ) ,  who had come 
into BbGt solely for the kidmut (service) of those 
good peopls, who had been maltreated by Amir 
Maomed K h b .  He expatiated on the large 
swns he had expended in khelats sinoe his enl 
trance into the country, observing, that his l ib,  
rality had already excited umbrage at Kiibal, where 
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his enemies were numerous; and he had under- 
stood that the sirdk should have said, " The Ha- 
zi'iras, incapable of appreciating generous treat- 
ment, would the following year refuse the pay- 
ment of tribute altogether." He  complained that 
the drdiir had not forwarded him, as promised, 
supplies of flour from G h d  ; and that, instead 
of sending one thousand five hundred troops of 
the G h 6 l h  Khha,  had only despatched a few 
above two hundred. He  affirmed, that he had 
written to the sirdiir, that any disgrace generated 
by failure in the present expedition would attach 
mainly to himself,-that he was'aware many per- 
sons in Kkbal would exult and chuckle if Hkji 
suffered defeat. He then asserted his intention 
of reducing S6ghh and Khmerd, and vowed, that 
until he had effected those objects the water of 
Kkbal was gosht-khGk (swine-flesh) to him, and, 
if necessitated to paas the winter at B M i ,  he 
would do so at the risk of being reputed yaghi, 
or rebellious. He dwelt on his many efforts to  
prevail upon Doat Miihomed K h h  to aggrandize 
himself at the expense of his brothers at Khda -  
h k  and Peshiiwer, remarking, that any one who 
had read the histories of Jenghiz KhAn, TaimGr 
Lang, Niidir S h a ,  or any other great man who 
had become Piidshah, would see the necessity of 
disregarding family tiea ; that i t  was by the slaugh- 
ter of kinsmen they had reached the summit of 
power ; and he who would be, like them, fortunate 

, 
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must be, like them, cruel. He  mid, that the pre- 
ceding year at Jeldabbd he had exhorted Dost 
Miihomed K h b  to advance upon Bijor and the 
Yus6f Zai country, or upon the D6rajiit and Banb. 
He, moreover, entered into an explanation of his 
motives in the negotiations between the Shim and 
BGnis, which followed the affiy in the month of 
Mohoram, avowing unbounded liberality in reli- 
gious sentiments, and insisting on the sacred duty 
of a chief to dispense justice equally to all classes 
of subjects, whether Shiaa, SGnis, or even Guebres 
and HindGs. In this and similar conversation the 
K h h ,  who engrossed all talking, spent the evening ; 
his auditors, indeed, every now and then exclaim- 
ing, by way of admiration and approval, " I d b i  
ins6bi !" or Just, very just ! until, it growing late, 
he rose, and the company broke up. He  accom- 
panied me to my tent, just behind his own ; and, 
although I did not need it, sent me bed-clothing 
and furniture from his hbram. 

This day a moderate march of four or five miles, 
passing two or three bolendis, or rising grounds, 
brought us to a valley called Diwm Khol, or the 
wall-glen, a name I could not discover for what 
reason conferred. In the course of the march 
I was passed by Mh Ali K h h  Kbrd, who re- 
marked to his party, that the preceding evening 
the K h h  intended to have given me a postin, 
which I missed by telling him I was already pro- 
vided with one. This waa the man whose father, 
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the k h h  told me, had spent crows of rupee8 in 
his time, and who himself was poaaeased of much 
property, and at the head of thirty horse. Still, 
to him it appeared wonderful why I had told the 
truth, when by a falsehood I might have gained 
a postin. The k h h ,  alluding to the cold of BiGt, 
asked me ia M6homed BAgher KhWs tent, whe- 
ther I was provided with a post'h, no doubt in- 
tending to have given me one had I replied in 
the negative. I told him the truth, 'md the matter 
dropped. In this encampment we had the Helmand 
some distanoe to the north, and from it the plain 
ascended to the skirts of Koh B6b& and waa studded 
with awtles. ' In the evening supped with the k h h  
in the tent of his brother, Dost Miihomed K h b .  

It may not be irrelevant to note here the forces 
rtccompanying the k h h ,  as well as other particulars 
relative to the affairs of the camp. The khWs own 
troops at this time with him, were about four hun- 
dred Khiik6 cavalry; the chiefs, Bhirndsd Khhy 
the fornier govenior of B h h ,  N&b SadGdh, 
Gh619m Akhbndzbda, Pir Mhhomed Khiln, AbdGl 
h i 5 1  K h b ,  Mima UzGr, the k W r  wmtary, and 
the kh&s brother, Dost Mhhomed K b . .  He had 
also, of his own retainers, about one. hundred sol- 
diers, thirty of whom were Hindfisthis, who furc 
nished his personal guard. The GhGlhm K h b  
troops were two hundred and twenty in number; 
their chiefs, Mhhomed Bigher Kh%n and Mhhomed 
Jfrffer K h h ,  Mohd Kh$&, Mir Ali K h h  KGrd, 
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HGmbn K h h ,  Chmus BQh5, and GhGlQm a z a  
K h h  Rika, AbdGl Azdu K k  KglmGk, and Sdyad 
Mhomed K h h  Paghmard. Besides these were 
the following troops hnished by Dost Mhomed 
K h h :  ShakGr K h h ,  Ter'h, with fifty horse-jbill- 
ohis, and Juma K h h ,  Yusef Zd, with twenty 
footrjLUchb,-the latter a guard for the guns, of 
vhich there were two, one of heavy and one of 
light calibre, with some twenty ,or twenty-fire 
gunners. Attached to the gum was an elephant. 
The whole forming a total of something above eight 
hundred fighting men. The khAn, moreover, had 
about thirty servants, who officiated as shiihghtkdia, 
&irs, pikhkidmats, chillam-berdhm, sandbkdiim, 
&e., most of whom were really effective as soldiers, 
being all .armed and mounted, and many of them 
were constantly employed on diplomatic and mili- 
tary business. He was also attended by six or seven 
youths, his nephews, called k h W d a s  ; each of these 
had two or three or four attendants, so that the 
number of effective troops may be calculated s t  nine 
hundred ; a small number, compared with the force 
which always accompanied Amh M4homed K h h .  
The H a z h  force consisted of about two thou- 

sand cavalry, under the orders of the Mirs Ye5 
dhbaksh and Bib Ali, and other chieftains of 
less note. 

Dependent on the khih were five or six HindG 
miinshis, or secretaries, and two or three Shikh- 
pbris ; thaw formed his commissariat department, 



Attending the camp was a b a r ,  whioh was tole- 
rably supplied. I have before noted, that the khb'e 
establishment comprised a physician, apthecarp, 
saiyads, tailors, &c. ; it had also &nd&s, or musi- 
c i m  ; and accompanying him as friends, or hangers, 
on, were many other persons, a saiyad from Mas- 
tGng, in Balochisth, some H l j b  of HindfistAn, Din 
Maomed, a JGhshir merchant, who came, hoping 
to recover some property plundered by the D6h 
Zanghi H a z h  the preceding year on his route 
from Heriit to Klbal. His nephews were under 
the direction of MGlla Shahgbadin, who boasted 
descent from Shkkh J h ,  and himself officiated as 
k k i ,  mhfti, &c. as occasion required. 

Previously to marching the k h h  communicated 
his orders to an old toothless j 'dchi, who acted 
as herald, and moved about the camp, shouting, as 
well as his disabled organs of speech would allow, 
'' Khaimeh plhin kon," or strike tents. Upon this 
notice, horses were saddled, and the grooms loading 
their yiibGs (ponies) with their stable stores, were 
the first to move; they were followed by the 
camels, more heavily laden ; and when the ground 
was cleared of these, parties of horse, at discretion, 
marched. The khln was generally the last to 
mount, bringing up the rear with a more or less 
considerable party. His march was announced 
by the beating of nagbas, which was repeated 
on his approach to any inhabited spot, as well 
as on his nearing the new encampment. If 
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was usual to send in advance during the night the 
phhkhiina, or a tent with servants, attached to the 
h h m  ser6.5, and kihkhhna, or kitchen eetablish- 
ment, that his wives on arrival at the ground might 
be forthwith accommodated, and that the food for 
the evening's meal might be in a state of prep- 
tion. His wives rode on the march in kajBwas, 
carried by horses, and, attended by a slight escort, 
moved with the heavy equipage. On reaching the 
fixed halting-place the kh%n's grooms, under the 
direction of NGb GG1 Maomed, H a z k  super- 
intendent of the stables, described by long lines of 
rope an oblong square, to which the khWs horses 
as they arrived were picketed. Within the area of 
this square were put up the tents of the k h h  and 
his establishment, while other individuals without 
i t  selected spots at pleasure. The G h b l h  K h h a  
troops always encamped distinctly and together, as 
did the H a z h .  As soon as the yiibbs of the 
grooms were relieved of their loads they were again 
mounted by their masters, who, in charge of NGb 
GG1 Mghomed, rode to the H a z h  castles that 
might be near, and laid hands on all the chaff and 
chelmer they met with, for the use of the forces. 
These men were the foraging party of the army. 
The camp being arranged, every one was occupied 
by his own immediate affairs until nim& s h h  
(evening prayers), which concluded, general shouts 
of " Damm bhkwal ha,'' thrice repeated, resound- 
ed throughout the Afghdn portion of it, imploring 
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the protection of the holy Bhiwal, the Pi, who 
is mwt reverenced by the k h h ,  and whose z i h t  
is in the citadel of M G l h .  

At the conclusion of nim& s h b ,  which the 
k h h  usually repeated in the tent of his nephews 
and Shbkh, or MGlla Shahtibadin, he was wont to 
read a portion of the Korh,  that, as he expressed it, 

khazheh shfiwad," or, that wealth might follow; 
after which he repaired to the tent, where he re- 
ceived hie evening majlis, or party. 
The majlis consisted of three descriptions of 

persons ; firstly, those whom the khAn invited ; se- 
condly, such of his dependents who were privileged 
to attend, and lastly, of such A f g h h  and Hw6.m 
who voluntarily came. The k h h  slat, of course, a t  
the head of the tent, and his most honoured guests 
immediately on his right and left handc Two or 
three sh6hghWi (masters of ceremonies) were in 
attendance, with their wands of office, to announce 
arrivals, and to conduct visitors to the seats due 
to their rank. The company seated, at interads 
tho khdn called for the kaibn, which would be 
passed to others of the party who were smokers. 
In  due time supper would be ordered, which wae 
invariably composed of the same fare. A few co- 
vered dishes of pillau, or boiled rice and meat, with 
two or three bbshkAbg or plates of kormeh, or stew- 
ed meat fbr the k h h  and those adjacent to him, 
and bowls or basins of Ab-gosht, or meat and broth, 
h r  the multitude at the lower end of the tent, and 
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less entitled to distinction. The repast was follow- 
ed by conversation, in which the khan seldop left 
room for others to mingle. Occasionally individuals 
rwe and took their leave, by making an obeisance 
and exclaiming " Saliim Alikam !" but the majlis 
was only finally dissolved by the rising of the khan 
himself. 
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FROM Diwll Khol we marched four or five miles 
to Shaitba, over a similar black, undulating sur. 
face, and halted in a barren spot, with castles adja- 
cent. The place had a portentous name, as shai- 
t h  signifies the devil. 

W e  halted here, owing to the necessity of nego- 
tiation with the chiefs of some districts in advance, 
who had been hitherto accustomed, when asked to 
pay tribute by the AfghAns, to offer, according to 
an old H a z h  custom, " sang ya bGz," or a stone 
or a goat ; that is, they held a goat in one hand 
and a stone in the other, saying, if the AfghAns are 
willing to accept the goat in place of a sheep we 
will give tribute, if unwilling, they shall have 
stones, or that they would resist. Amir Miihomed 
KhAn had been obliged to accede to their condi- 
tions, fiom the advanced state of the season when 
he approached these parts; but now the khbn in- 
sisted on receiving full tribute, which, owing to his 
personal reputation, his avowed determination to ex- 
terminate Miihomed Ali Beg of Skghh, and, above 
all, the powerful influence of Mir Yezdbbaksh, was 
delivered to him. As usual, I passed my evenings 
with the k h h ,  in the majlis tent. There were ge- 
nerally some of the Haziira chiefs present, as well 
as many of the H a z h  and Tiijik proprietors of Bii7 
miln, and its districts. The conversation naturally 
turned on the affairs of Miihomed Ali Beg of S6g- 
h h ,  and it always happened that twice or thrice in 
the course thereof the k h h  would raise his hands, 
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in which he would be followed by the company, and 
repeat Fatiha, swearing to exterminate the Sg- 
h h  chief, which he finished by stroking down his 
beard, and exclaiming "Allah Akber," or By the 
order of God. He particularly inquired, if M&o- 
med Ali Beg had any wealth ; but all answered, no- 
thing but a few horses and their equipmeuts. Among 
the constant visitors at the majlis, was a pert hAjLji, 
of HindGsth. This man had visited Persia and 
Asia Minor, and, being particularly loquacious, 
would sometime; uninvited, enter into a narration 
of the events which had occurred in those coun- ' 
tries during his sojourn in them, and detail the 
circumstances of the wars between Russia, and 
Turkey, and Persia. He  informed the khAn that 
Russia made war upon the 961th because he 
would not grant her sovereign a " kG16" or hat, 
aa he had bestowed on other Feringhi poten- 
fates, but that the shlth,  having been worsted, 
had now been compelled to give his majesty, the 
autocrat of all the Russias, permission to wear a 
hat. Relative to the ~ e r s i k  war, he observed 
that Abbh hfiza throughout the contest connived 
at  the defeat of his own forces, being favourable to 
the Russians, whom he loved, as was believed in 
Persia, better than his own father. 

At  Shaitkna we had the Helmand to the north, 
and beyond it were the districts from which the 
khan now received full tribute, in place of being 
satisfied with half, or sang ya btiz. They were 
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called DarmirdighAn, or the land of heroes, literally, 
the land of men one of whom is equal to ten; 
it being usual with the Hazhras, if they wish to 
convey the impression that a man is valiant, to call 
him "darmird," or ten men, implying that he is 
equivalent to ten others of ordinary valour. The 
castles of DarmirdighAn were visible from Shaidna, 
distant some seven or eight miles. The soil of a 
dark red hue. 

From ShaitAna our march was a trifling one of 
between two and three miles, up the valley of Sang 
Nishbdeh, of which Shaitba was a portion. There 
were seven or eight castles, with some cultivated 
lands and chaman, with the never-failing rivulet, 
in this valley. The Sang Nishhdeh, which gives 
the name to the locality, was a large black stone, 
perpendicularly inserted in a heap of small stones, 
and serves, or did serve, as a boundary mark. I 
omitted previously to notice, that the two guns 
attached to the force were dragged through BhGt 
by the H a z h  peasants, who were collected by the 
officers of Mh Yezdhbaksh. About eighty of 
these poor fellows were provided for the smaller, 
and two hundred for the larger gun. In  most of 
the marches the direct line of road was not practica- 
ble in certain spots for artillery, there always occur. 
ring tanghis, or narrow defiles, where wheeled car- 
riages could not pass. To avoid these, the guns 
were dragged by cirouitous routea along and over 
the brows of hills, and the operation was tedious 
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and tdilsorne. The Hazkis, who by compulsion 
were reduced to act the part of beasts of burthen, 
on arrival in camp were dismissed without receiv- 
ing even a cake of bread, or the still less costly ex- 
pression of thanks. I t  may be, they consoled them- 
selves with the idea that the guns they were drag- 
ging would one day be employed in effecting the 
destruction of Miihomed Ali Beg. The elephant 
with the force, accompanied the large gun, and 
was serviceable in preventing it from running back 
in the passages of the hills, by the powerful resist- 
ance he opposed with his trunk. 

At our evening's majlis at this halting place, we 
bad among our H a z h  visitors Vakfl Shafff. He 
was a fine, straightforward, ingenuous young man, 
and introduced to the KhAn a saiyad, who might 
be serviceable to him, in his projects upon BG jeh- 
gai and D6h Zanghl. The khin appeared to be 
much delighted, and spoke in highly flattering terms 
te the Vakil Shaffi. He  said, that from the first 
interview he had with him he was much prepos- 
'sessed in his favour, and vowed that he would make 
such a man of him. that "five men in the hills 
should stare again." With the saiyad he was no 
less charmed, or feigned to be so. This descendant 
of the Prophet indulged in incessant citations from 
the Kodn. The k h h  was lost in ecstasy and 
surprise that so accomplished and learned a person- 
age should be found among the hills of the, H m h .  
He promised to advance the saiyad's temporal 
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interests, who in return vowed to render obedient 
to him all the sturdy-and turbulent men of the hills. 
The presence of the saiyad gave occasion to many 
a thas ,  in all of which the destruction of Miihomed 
Alf Beg was sworn. When he took his leave with 
Vakil Shaffi, the khbn observed, that he had now 
found an." ajiiib mirdem," (admirable man,) and that 
his mind was completely set at rest. There were 
Afghins in the camp who had before seen the 
saiyad, and they affirmed that his influence had 
been useful to the chiefs of Kindah& in their trans- 
actions with the H a z h  in their vicinity. 

From Sang Nishbndeh we made a more conside- 
rable march of fourteen or fifteen miles. The route 
across a bleak, elevated, and irregular country, to- 
wards the conclusion a long, and; in spots, precipi- 
tous descent brought us into a fair valley, with a few 
castles to the rigbt and left, and a remarkable spot 
called the Azdh$ or Dragon, beyond which we halt- 
ed, on elevated ground, in the valley of Shesh BGrjeh, 
or the six towers, and contiguous to us were as 
many castles. 

The Azdhd of BisGt is indeed a natural curiosity, 
which the creative imagination of .the H a z h  sup- 
poses to be the petrified remains of a dragon, slain 
by their champion H h t  Ali. Nor are they sin- 
gular in the belief, for all classes of Miihomedans in 
these countries coincide with them, and revere the 
object as an eminent proof of the intrepidity of the 
son-in-law of Miihomed, and as a standing evidence of 
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the truth of their faith. It is, geologically speaking, of 
volcanic formation, and a long projected mass of rock 
about one bundred and seventy yards in length; tbe 
main body is in form the half of a cylinder, of a white 
honey-combed friable stone ; on its summit is an in- 
ferior projection, through the centre of which is a fis- 
sure of about two feet in depth and five or six inches 
in breadth, from which exhales a strong sulphurous 
odour ; and a portion of the rock having been set on 
fire, it proved to contain sulphur. This part of the 
rock is m m e d  to have been the mane of the monster. 
I n  the superior part of the projection, which is s u p  
posed to repreaent the head of the dragon, there are 
numerous small springs on the eastern face, which 
trickle down in small lucid currents, having a re- 
markable effect from rippling over a surface of 
variously coloured red, yellow, and white rock, and 
exhibiting a waxy appearance. The water of these 
springs is tepid, and of a mixed, saline, and sulphur 
ous flavour. They are supposed to exude from 
.the AzdhQs brains. On the back of what is called 
the head are a number of small cones, from the 
apices of which tepid springs bubble forth. These 
cones are of the same description of white friable 
porous stone, but singular from being as it were 
acaled over, and this character prevails over the 
greater portion of the h d h &  On one side of the 
head large cavities have been made, the powdery 
white earth there found being carried away by 
visitors, extraordinary efficacy in various diseases 



being imputed to it. The vivid red rock which is 
found about the head is imagined to be tinged with 
the blood of the dragon. Beneath the numerous 
springs on the eastern face occur large quantities 
of an acrid crystalline substance resembling sal- 
ammoniac, and I was told it occurs in some of the 
neighbouring hills in vast quantities; lead is also 

one of the products of the hills near this place. I 
afterwards found that an analogous mass of rock, but 
of much more imposing size, occurs in the vicinity 
of BiimiAn, and is alike supposed to represent a 
petrified dragon. 

Near the north-western extremity of the dragon 
of Bisbt, on high ground, is a small building, a 
zi6rat. Here are shown impressions on a mass of 
black rock, said to denote the spot where Hbra t  
Ali stood when with his arrows he destroyed the 
sleeping dragon, the impressions being those of the 
hoofs of his famed charger Daldal. At the en- 
trance is also a stone, with some other impression$ 
and over the door is an inscription, on black stone, 
in Persian, informing uu that the building was erected 
some one hundred and fifty years since. In various 
parts of Afghhnisth are found impressions on rock, 
certainly resembling the cavity which would be 
formed by the hoof of an animal, rather than any- 
thing else. Most of such impressions have z i h t s  
erected over them, but I have seen them in spots 
where they have not hitherto been so consecrated, 
and where they occur, beyond doubt, in the solid rock 
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of the hill. They may conceal some curious and 
important geological facts. 

The valley in which we were now encamped is, 
moreover, remarkable for containing the sources of 
the river of Loghar, and these are also a curiosity of 
themselves. About a mile above the Azdhii the 
aprings issue from a large verdant expan~e of bog, 
not far from which the stream has a subterranean 
passage for about two hundred yards, when it re- 
appears in a small lake or cavity of about eighty 
yards in circumference. Here it turns two water- 
mills, and again disappears for about five hundred 
yards, in which distance it  passes under the Azdh& 
and issues east of it. Hence its course is unim- 
peded, and it flows, a small but clear stream, 
through a verdant valley, and, traversing the Ha- 
h districts, crosses at Shekhabhd the valley lead- 
ing from Khbal to Ghazni. 

At  this place the k h h  sent for me privately by 
night, and entering into a long account of his early 
history and adventures, his services to Dost Miiho- 
med K h h ,  and the return he met with from him, 
disclosed to me his views and intentions, of which I 
had been for some time suspicious. 

The khln explained, that he was favoured by 
visions, and had been instructed in them that he 
was to become a great man ; that the country, 
whether Afghln or Uzbek, was " bi-siihib," or 
without a master; and he proposed that he and I 
should benefit by such a state of things, and turn 
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ourselves into ptidshdh and vaz'lr. I forget which 
of us was to have been the pbdshdh, but in proof 
of his sincerity, he offered me the charge of his 
signet, which I modestly declined, assuring him it 
could be in no better custody than his own. As 
I have been recently suspected of being willing to 
establish a principality at KalAt, by the aid of Arab 
auxiliaries, justly indignant at the imputation of so 
paltry a project, I may lament that at this time I 
did not lend a hand to the vision-aeeing k h h ,  and 
that I had not revived the old Bactrian empire. 
The khAn farther observed that Dost Miihomed 
KhAn could not assail him at B h i h n  ; that he had, 
indeed, left the greater part of his wives with his 
family at Kkbal, but that when he fled from Herbt 
Prince K a m r h  did not molest them, and he should 
hope Dost Mfiomed K h b  would in like manner 
respect them, and permit them to join him, if 
not, he coolly remarked, that he could get plenty 
more. 

W e  halted some days at Shesh BGrjeh, and were 
joined by a party from BhiAn, composed of Mir 
Wais, Tiijik, and confidential agent of Miihomed Ali 
Beg of S6ghBn ; two or three Uzbek vakils of the 
chief of Shibrghin, bringing horses aa presents to 
the k h h  and sirddr of Kiibal ; Mir Zaffer, the 
H u h  chief of K81G ; Mir Faizi, the Hazkra chief 
of Folbdi; these two subjects of the khiin, with 
Karra KGli K h h ,  and two or three others in the 
khAn's employ. The last gave an account of the 
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transactions which had taken place in the vale of 
Sighin; they reported, that the kh&s troops, in 
conjunction with the H u h  infantry, and a Tiitar 
force from the Dasht Safid, had possessed them- 
selves of five castles belonging to Mihomed Ali 
Beg and his adherents, that the Hazkas originally 
stationed in the new conquests had voluntarily 
given them over to the Tiitam, who now refused ad- 
mission to the Afghhs, asserting, that they held 
them on behalf of Mir Moriid Beg of KGndGz;. 
They continued, that the H u k a  troops had returned 
to their homes, and strenuously insisted that they 
and their chief were acting treacherously toward the 
k h h .  

I was present at the evening's majlis, at which 
Mir Wais had his first interview with the k h h .  
There was in company a large concourse of H a z h  
chiefs, all the new guests from B M i h ,  Dost Mii- 
homed K h h ,  the khan's brother, a saiyad of Mas- 
tGng, in Balochisth, Rkhimdiid K h h ,  the former 
governor of B M I Q ~ ,  with many others of less note. 
The khAn descanted on the uncompromising con- 
duct of Miihomed Ali Beg towards himself; a h -  
ed that he had rejected all his overtures of friend- 
ship ; that he had duped all his nGbs of Biiman ; 
that he had rendered himself infamous by his cha- 
pows (forays) for the purpose of carrying off slaves ; 
that he had been audacious enough to kidnap five 
individuals from Shibr, immediate raiyats of his own, 
which the Haziiras virtually were, since they paid 



him tribute; that on account of hlghomed Ali 
Beg's contumacy, he had been compelled to defer 
the execution of his designs upon Deh Zanghi, Yek 
Auleng, and the Sh6kh Ali districts; that he had 
been necessitated to station three hundred troops 
in Bgimih, when every one of them was needed at 
Kiibal; that this disposal of his troops had pre- 
vented him from giving assistance to that martyr 
to Isliim, Saiyad Ahmed Shkh, who fell waging war 
with the infidel Sikhs. He  contrasted his conduct 
with that of Mir Yezdlnbaksh ; enumerated the 
numerous important services the mir had ren- 
dered, and was rendering him ; professed him- 
self charmed with wr YezdAnbaksh, and. swore 
that he would reduce Miihomed Ali Beg to the 
condition of a raiyat, or annihilate him. Mir Wais 
observed, that Mghomed Ali Beg was willing to 
become his raiyat, or had the kh6n resolved to an- 
nihilate him, it waa an easy matter. The k h & ~  
continued; that he had no wish to annihilate, but 
it was necessary that the Skghln chief should be- 
come as truly attached to him as hl'lr Yezdhbaksh 
was ; all the hGshiWi he had hitherto displayed was 
on the side of falsehood, it now behoved him to 
veer to the side of truth. " Neither shall I be 
satisfied," said the k h h ,  assuming the buskin, " with 
the possession of SCghh ; I must have Kiihmerd 
also ; until I have reduced both the water of Kiibal 
is ghost-khGk (swine-flesh) to me. Here," pointing 
to the saiyad of Masthng, " is a Saiyad of Baloch ; 
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shall I allow him to circulate in Baloch that 1 
was baffled by Miihomed Ali Beg; and here," tak- 
ing me by the hand, " is a Feringhi, shall I allow 
him to tell his countrymen that Hhji Kh&n marched 
from Kkbal with a fine force of gallant cavalry, and 
guns, and elephants, and returned without striking 
a blow ? Forbid it, heaven !" Mir Wais reite- 
rated, that if the khtn could forget the past, Mii- 
homed Ali Beg was now actuated only by sincerity, 
in which sentiments he was supported by R6him- 
d6d K h h ,  and Karra KaGli K b h .  The khan, catch- 
ing the eyes of the Haziira chiefs, asked Mir Wais, 
what makes you carry off and sell the Hazihs;  are 
they not MGssulmhs, and Bandi KhodA ? He re- 
plied, that Miihomed Morhd Beg was imperious in 
his demands for slaves ; that grain, and not men, 
was the produce of SGghkn, and that necessity led 
Mhomed Ali Beg to chapow the Haziiras. The 
k h b  wid, if Miihomed Morhd Beg requires men 
from you, refer him to me; if dissatisfied with my 
representations, I will send him my own sons. The 
k h h  asked Mir Wais, if Mhomed Ali Beg would 
join his camp in BisGt? who positively answered 
that he would not, but if the khdn wished, he would 
send a son. The khbn observed, that this was a 
subterfuge : Miihomed Ali Beg was aware that his 
son would be exposed to no injury, on the contrary, 
would be kindly treated ; he knew that he (the 
khbn) was a MGssulmgn, and how could he punish 
an innocent youth for his father's crimes? Much 
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conversation passed, in which the k h h  was amaz- 
ingly liberal in his own praises. He endeavoured 
to persuade every one that he was a most pious 
MGssulmh, that his gratitude to such as rendered 
him services was unbounded, as was his liberality 
and he instanced his having already expended above 
twelve thousand rupees as presents in BisGt. When- 
ever he alluded to hi6homed Ali Beg he always 
expressed himself angrily, seeming to doubt his 
sincerity. At  length Mir Wais rose, and seized the 
hem of the kh&s garment, affirming, that he looked 
up to no other person, and conjuring him to sup- 
pose MQhomed Ali. Beg in the same condition. 
The k h h  applauded the action, and asked Mir 
Wais, if MQhomed Ali Beg should hereafter turn 
to his old trick of deceit, whether he would abandon 
him, and adhere to himself. ' Mir Wais said he 
would, on which the k h h  immediately raised his 
hands and repeated fQtiha, being joined as usual by 
the company. 

At  Azdhii, also, arrived in camp, Mblla Jib 
MQhomed, bearer of letters and presents for the 
khin and sird& of KBbal, from Mir Rbstam, the 
chief of KhairpGr, in Upper Sind. This man had 
formerly been in the khAn's service, and his go- 
vernor at BhiAn, but intriguing with the Hazha 
chiefs, the kh4n had seized him, confiscated his 
effects, and after shaving his beard, and subjecting 
him to a variety of ignominious treatment, set 
him at liberty, when he went to Sind, and found 
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service with M'rr RGetam. Whatever the object 
of his mission might have been, it afforded the 
k h h  an opportunity of vaunting to the H a z h  
that the following year he would lead an army 
of an hundred thousand MGssulmhs against the 
Sikh infidels. MGUa JAn MBhomed brought as 
presents, two Sindi muskets, one mounted in silver, 
the other in gold, cut-glass kiliiytin bottoms, shawls, 
mixed silk and cotton, of Sind fabric, British mus- 
lins, calicoes, &c., with three running, or mGi camels. 

The mGIla, in his route from Khairphr, had passed 
by Tobi, in the Kh&L country, and brought intel- 
ligence to the khAn of the decease of his brother, 
GG1 1\.1[ihomed K h h ,  a rude but gallant soldier. 
This naturally affected the k h h ,  and more parti- 
cularly so at this crisis, when he had expected his 
arrival at B Q d n  in cooperation with the designs 
he entertained. 

While at AzdhL two or three slight falls of 
snow occurred, on which occasions the k h h  sum- 
moned his dzindas, or musicians, which gave rise 
among the troops to a contrast of his conduct with 
that of Amir Mihomed Khiin, who on the first ap- 
pearance of snow hastily decamped for KAbal, even 
though the whole of the tribute had not been 
collected. We  had also for two or three days, 
violent wind storms, which the Hazhw, skilful 
prognosticators of the weather, with the falls of 
snow, ascribed to a tokal, and afirmed they would 
be succeeded by fine settled weather. My horse, 
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however, was nearly destroyed, and having before 
been provided with a better one, for riding by the 
khh, I despatched it to KAbal from this place, 
with YGsef, who also complained of the cold. 

Our next march was a long one of sixteen to 
eighteen miles, and conducted us to the frontiers 
of Jigai and BGrjehgai. On leaving the valley 
of Shesh BGrjeh, a little north of the Azdhb', we 
passed amid low elevations covered with a deep 
red soil, and gained a narrow valley, down which 
flowed a rivulet, and to our left were two or three 
castles ; this valley terminated in a narrow defile, 
which cleared, we entered upon a more level coun- 
try, and the road was good and well-defined. Ar- 
rived at the zikat of Tiitar Wali, whom the Ha- 
ziiras represent as having been brother to Biibii 
Wali, whose z i h t  is at Kandahk. This z i h t  
resembles in form and appearance that of H h t  
ShAh Mi ran  at Azdhb', and adjacent to it are two 
kishllks, or villages. Hence, a long distance, pass- 
ing a castle or two on our right, brought us to the 
valley of Gh'lrG Maini, where we halted. Here were 
three or four castles, deserted by the inhabitants, 
who had also broken or hidden the grinding stones 
of their &~Khs, or water-mills, of which there were 
six or seven seated on various parts of the rivulet 
which watered the valley. Many of the soldiere 
at this place, availing themselves of the castles 
and kishlaks deserted by the inhabitants, had 
made free with the wood employed in their con- 
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struction. The khan, observing this, paraded his 
camp, and with a large stick personally chas- 
tised those he detected with the wood in their 
possession. 

At this place we made a halt of some days ; for 
two or three the khih was indisposed, and his dis- 
order at one time was so serious, that he became 
insensible. The chiefs of J'rrgai and BG jehgai, 
after some negotiation, consented to pay tribute; 
influenced a little by the approach of the khbn, 
but more by the interposition of h1h Yezdkbaksh. 
The former district gave tribute to the amount of 
three thousand rupees, the latter to the value of 
seven thousand rupees. The k h h  originally in- 
sisted upon the delivery of two years' tribute, but 
the advanced state of the season, with his own 
anxiety to direct his attention to the affairs of 
SBghbn and Khmerd, operated in favour of these 
H .  Their chiefs, after the delivery of their 
tribute, joined the camp and received khelats. The . 
k h h ,  profuse in the distribution of presents, had 
long since exhausted the stock he brought from 
Khbal, of shas, IGnghis, chapans, &c., and it was 
now amusing enough to see his servants, by his 
orders, despoiling the heads of the k h & d d &  his 
nephews, and others of his troops, to bestow them 
upon the Hazihs. Even this resource at last 
failed, and the peshkidmats were reduced to the 
expedient of purchasing a khelat from one who 
had received it, that they might re-deliver it to 
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the k h b  to confer upon another. Snow again 
fell here, but not in such quantity as to remain on 
the ground. Gh'lrG Maini was the limit of our 
expedition, from which Kariibkgh of Ghazni was 
represented to me as lying S. 20" E., three marches 
distant. The district of Jirgai was due west of it, 
and BG jehgai north-west ; the southern extre- 
mity of Deh Zanghi was pointed out as being 
about fifteen miles distant, its direction a little 
north of west. 

W e  now retrograded and made a very long 
march of perhaps twenty-two to twenty-four miles. 
W e  followed nearly the same road by which we 
had advanced from Shesh BG jeh, repassing the 
ziiirat Tgtar Wali, and crossing the valley of Shesh 
BGrjeh at a point more northerly than the Azdh$ 

. which, although at no great distance, was not 
visible. At  that spot we were compelled to be 
cautious in selecting our road, for the soil, although 
verdant and covered with grass, was boggy. The 
H a z h  told us that some years since a gun belong- 
ing to the Afghhs had been swallowed up in it. 
From this valley, a slight ascent passed, we entered 
into another, where were three castles, one called 
Killa KAsim; hence, after traversing a bleak wild 
country, we finally reached WGjai, where we halted. 
Here were two or three castles, with a fine rivulet 
of water. 

Our next march was the longest we had made. 
On starting, we crossed the rivulet of WGjai, and tra- 
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versing a high ground, had other two or three castle5 
to our left. A long course over a wild dreary coun- 
try brought us into the southern and most populous 
part of the plain BQd Assiiih, a term which signifies 
windmill, but I looked in vain for such an object. In  
this plain were numerous cardlea and kishlas ; many 
of the houses displayed gGmbGms, or domes, and 
many of the towers of the castles were also covered 
with them, imparting a novel and picturesque ap- 
pearance. The cultivated land was of considerable 
extent. A t  the northemtern extremity of the plain 
we crossed a very deep ravine, with a powerful 
rivule$ flowing through it, after which we passed 
the castle, at which we remained a night when pro- 
ceeding to join the kh&nys camp, as noted in the 
fourth march, and where Shiih Abbh  so signalized 
himself. I was in advance, riding with some of the 
khWs HindGs, and was not recognized by the 
inmates, but Sirkerder Kamber, who was behind, 
was on coming up taken into the castle, and regale& 
with milk. From this spot we passed the Kotal 
Sang SGrkkhi, and descended the valley of Ab 
DilLwer,-both before described,---and crossed the 
Helmand a t  Ghowch Khol, halting on the high 
grounds beyond it, and near a castle, the proprietor 
of which, although a relative of Mir YezdAnbaksh, 
had thought prudent to fly, having on some occasion 
been imprudent enough to say he would slay the 
m h  if opportunity occuned. Above. us to the 
north was another m t l e ,  and two kishlr2ks. A 
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little to the east was a deep ravine, through which 
flowed the stream which I have before noticed as 
joining the Helmand at this spot. The cold here 
was severe, and a rigorous froat predominated. The 
stream was not ice-bound, but its banks and the 
contiguous shrubs, were clad with vast icicles. Our 
ground of encampment was also free from snow, but 
it lay heavily on the hills we had to cross in the 
next march. 

As this march closed our expedition in BisGt, 
M5r Yezdhbaksh had, by previous orders, col- 
lected at Ghowch Khol large stores of provisions, 
which he presented to the k h b .  About to leave 
the province, it may be in place to note, briefly, the 
results of the khan's bloodless campaign. The 
revenue of fistit, farmed by the kMn at its accus- 
tomed valuation of forty thousand rupees, had been 
raised to sixty thoumnd rupees, the incresr~e owing 
to the receipt of full tribute from some districts for- 
herly wont to pay but half, or sang ya bGz, and to 
the receipt of tribute full also from Jirgai and 
BGrgehgai, which before had paid no tribute at all. 

. By the cordial coiiperation of hlir Yezdgnbaksh, 
the collection had been made with facility and 
promptitude, without the necessity of firing a mus- 
ket. The Haz6ra chiefs were full of confidence in 
the good faith of the k h b ,  and even two or three 
leaders of Deh Zanghi had visited his camp at GhhG 
Maini, and promised the next year to lead him into 
t M r  oountq. Nothing but the untoward state of 
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the season, as Yezdhbaksh observed, prevented 
this year the collection of tribute from Deh Zanghi 
and Yek Auleng. During preceding years, when 
Amir Miihomed K h h ,  the sirdh of Kkbal's bro- 
ther, collected the revenue of BisGt, and when, 
unassisted by the influence of Mir Yezdhbaksh, he 
was left to pursue his OWIL harsh and uncompro- 
mising measures, he was always compelled to leave 
a portion of it behind; and of the portion col- 
lected much was lost by the HazBras chapowing 
the flocks in their passage to Kiibal and Ghazni, 
To the European, accustomed to transactions of 
consequence, the advantage of sending a large 
force on an expedition of two or three months 
for so small a sum as 40,000 rupees, or about 
$4000, may appear very equivocal; but, in these 
countries of poverty and bad management, even 
such a sum is deemed of importance. I t  serves 
also to appease the clamours of some of the hungry 
eoldiery, and to furnish employment for others in 
the collection. The superior officer, and, indeed, 
all the troops employed, find a benefit in it, as 
their cattle are supplied gratis with chaff, and 
themselves with fuel, and sometimes food, which 
they would be obliged to purchase if stationary 
at Kiibal. I t  is the custom at every new encamp- 
ment to furnish one day's provisions for the troops, 
collected from the inhabitants of the district. This, 
indeed, is chiefly profitable to the superior chief, 

. who receives it ; and, if he distributes it among 
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his followers, he charges it to their accounts. The 
chief likewise receives a great number of horsm 
as peshkash, for no H u b  chief comes before 
him empty-handed. In the same manner he re- 
ceives a great number of carpets, nammads, or 
felts, and barraks, or pieces of coarse woollen 
fabric, all of which he turns to profit, valuing 
them as money if made over to his troops, as well 
as being enabled to display a costless liberality. 
The provisions received with the peshkash offer- 
ings must all, therefore, be estimated at so much 
value received from the Hazhs ,  and included in 
the amount of tribute. The k h h  had collected 
as tribute, 60,000 rupees ; under the heads just 
noted he had received probably more than half 
that amount, from which deducting the 40,000 
rupees made over to the aw&lehd&, and 10,000 
rupees, the value of the presents disbursed, we may 
safely calculate that the k h h  had netted a profit 
of 30,000 rupees; it being noted, that agreeably 
to the sheriki, or partnership relation, in which the 
kh%n considers himself with the sirdk of Kiibal, 
he did not make over to him the excess in tribute 
collected. 

With regard to the political situation of &Gt, 
it was evident that the k h h ,  had he been zealous 
in devotion to Dost Mihomed K h h ,  had rendered 
that sirdh an important service, having placed the 
province, by his artful management, in a state of 
dependence it had never before acknowledged. The 
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tevenue was augmented by one half, and the next 
year he might collect tribute from Deh Zanghi 
and Yek Anleng, as probably from the ShCkh Ali 
districts, the chiefs of which it were absurd to 
suppose could resist the united forces of the k h h  
and Mir Yezdhnbaksh. I t  was fair to compute, 
that the revenue of the H a A a  districts near KPbal 
might be raised to one 16kh and a half of rupees, 
without including the incidental advantages, so con- 
siderable, as has been previously demonstrated. It 
was also pleming to reflect, that these advantages 
might be gained without bloodshed, viewing the 
high character the khBn seemed to have e s t ~  
blished among the H a z h ,  and the apparently 
sincere attachment of Mir Yezdhbaksh to his 
interests. But knowing, as I did, the khAn's se- 
cret intentions, I was not sanguine enough to 
imagine that these gratifying anticipations would 
be verified. I t  was probable, indeed, that Mu 
Yezdhbaksh, guided by his personal enmit to P 
Dost Miihomed Khhn, and iilfluenced by his con- 
fidence in the khln, would espouse his cause; 
and the large force he could bring into the field, 
with the khhn's KhhkL horse, were sufficient to 
create much uneasiness to Dost hfiihomed K h b ,  
surrounded, as he is, by enemies. It was reason- 
able to suppose, that the khkn and m h  united 
might be enabled effectually 'to resist the efforts 
of Dost Miihomed K h b ,  even if he put forth 
l i i ~  strength ; while, if discomfited, the Shias of 



Kibal, who could not separate their interests from 
those of Mir Yezdinbaksh, and who considered 
the khin as their friend, were always at  hand to 
interpose and negotiate a reconciliation. Mir Yez- 
dhbaksh, we may note, was a man of about forty 
years of age, of tall, athletic form, with a remark- 
ably long neck. His complexion was ruddy and 
his features prominent, of the genuine H a z h  cast, 
but withal pleasing; he had scarcely any beard, 
or rather a few straggling hdrs in place of one. 
When in company, he had always his tasbih, or 
string of beads, in his hand, which he passed be- 
tween his fingers, ejaculating lowly to himself, and 
turning his head continually from one side to the 
other, with his eyes averted upwards, like a person 
abstracted in thought, or even like one insane. 
He usually sat bare-headed, alleging, that his head 
was hot, and that he could bear no pressure upon 
it. On the line of march, were the cold ever so 
intense, he always rode with a simple cap, without 
othkr covering, and only on extraordinary occasions 
did he put on a turban of white muslin. His 
garments were plain and unaffected; his vest of 
barrak of Deh Zanghi, with two stripes of gold 
lace down the front. A 1Gnghi was his kammar- 
band, in which was inserted a H a z h  knife. He  
seldom took part in general conversation, and, in- 
deed, seldom spoke at all, unless immediately ad- 
dressed, when his answers and remarks were brief 
and pertinent. His appearance and manners were 
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certainly singular, but would, nevertheless, induce 
the observer to credit his being an extraordinary 
man, which he undoubtedly was. 
. From Ghowch Khol our march, in the direction 
of BBmiAn, wm a very long one. Traversing the 
table space, on the extremity of which we had en- 
camped, and passing a castle and two or three 
kishliiks, we entered the ravine, down which flowed 
the rivulet before mentioned, and followed its 
course nearly north east ; our road led over rocks 
of dark primitive slate, and, although the course 
of the rivulet was sometimes very narrow, was not 
upon the whole difficult to cavalry, although im- 
practicable to wheel-carriages. W e  eventually 
reached the base of the Kotal Sigh RCgh, or the 
pass of black sand. The ascent would not pro- 
bably be very difficult, or even very long at  any 
.other time, but now was troublesome, from the 
frozen snow, which caused many of our animals, 
particularly the laden ones, to slip, and lose their 
footing. On gaining the summit of the pass, Fdhich 
was strewed with huge fragments of rock, we had 
a splendid view of the hilly regions around us; 
below us were the few castles of the district called 
Siah Sang, to gain which a long and precipitous 
descent mas to be made. To our left we had, very 
near, the craggy pinnacles of Koh Biib6, seen to 
advantage from the plains of the south. I dis- 
mounted, and sat awhile on the rocks; when the 
k h h  arrived, who also dismounted, and took a 
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survey of the country around with his dirrbin, or 
spy-glass. W e  were joined by Mir Yezdhbaksh, 
who pointed out the position of Ghorband, and other 
places. The idols of B h i h  were not hence visi- 
ble. The mir obtained permission to visit his castle 
of KArz;ir, not far distant to the right, and left us 
at this spot. The descent of this pass was so diffi- 
cult that most of us thought fit to lead our hones. 
On reaching Siah Sang we took a westerly direc- 
tion, and crossed two succesaive and long passes, 
with rounded summits, the country covered with 
snow; and descended into a valley, leading into 
the vale of KUG, through which passing many cas- 
tles and kishlliks, we proceeded to the western ex- 
tremity, and encamped near the castles occupied 
by the chief Mir Zaffer, and his relatives. The 
spot itself was free from' snow, which lay on the 
low hills behind us to the south, as well as on the 
loftier ones to the north. W e  here observed the 
scanty crops of wheat at the skirts of the hills 
bounding the vale, still green, and immersed in 
snow. The principal crops had, indeed, been reaped, 
but heaps of the untrodden sheaves were lying on 
the plain, some of them covered with snow. KUG 
is one of the principal districts dependent on BQ- 
mikn, and contains some twenty castles and a few 
kishlliks. Its chief, Mir Zaffer, Hazih, had a 
family connexion with mr Yezdhbaksh. He had 
joined the khMs camp in Bisfit, and now provided 
an abundance of  provision^. The mir was about 
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fifty years of age, tall, atout, and of respectable 
appearance; of manners frtmk, and in conversa- 
tion plain and sensible. 

From KaG, passing south of the castle of M'u 
Zaffer, called Killa N6h (the new castle), built on 
an eminence, with some ruins of burnt bricks on 
the summit of a hill to the left, we proceeded to 
the base of the pass, or Kotal Haft Pail&. The 
commencement of the ascent waa somewhat steep, 
but the road large and unencumbered with rock or 
stone; this surmounted, the road winds round the 
brows of elevations aad then stmtches over a p 
dually ascending plain until we reach the crest of 
the pass. Hence we had a magnificent view of 
mountain scenery. The hills of Wih and via- 
nity were splendid, from the bright red soil with 
which many are covered, 'interspersed with sections 
of white and green. The mountains of Tiirkistan 
in the distance presented a beautiful and boundless 
maze. The valley of E m i h  was displayed, and 
the niches in the hills which contain its idols visi- 
ble. The descent of the kotal, although of great 
length, was perfectly easy, and the road excellent 
throughout : it led us into the northern extremity of 
the vale of Topchi, where we found a rivulet fring- 
ed with numerous mountain willows, a spot revered 
as a z i h t  of H b r a t  Ali, and above which was an 
ancient tower, perched on a rock. A little below 
we encamped ; and near to us were five or six castles, 
of a red colour, which distinguishes the soil and 
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most of the hills of the vale. In  those to the west 
1 were some inhabited caves, or samGches. Up the 

CI 

darra, or defile, leading from Topchi is a road, which 
avoids entirely the Kotal of Haft Paillin, and leads 
to its base. Some of our cattle followed this r od ,  
The inhabitants of the place provided the k h h  
with supplies. 

Proceeding down the valley of Topchi for above 
two miles, we entered the valley of B;imib at a spot 
called Ahinghar, or the iron foundry. The rivulets 
of Topchi here also fell into the river of Biimih; 
its course had been, latterly, fringed with zirishk, 
or barberry bushes, mixed with a few tamarisk 
shrubs. Towards the close of the valley, on the 
hills to the east, were Home ancient ruins. At Ahm- 
ghar were two castles with kishltks, and hills to 
the north had a few inaccessible caves. From 
Ahinghar, proceeded westerly, up the valley of BC 
mign, skirting the low hills to the north, the river 
flowing in a deep bed in a more or less extensive 
plain beneath us to the left. The hills soon began 
to be perforated with caves, which increased in 
number as we advanoed. Passing the castle of 
Amir lbf6homed Tgjik to our right, we arrived 
opposite the ruinous citadel of GhGlghGleh, where 
in the hills near to it on the opposite side of the 
valley, were great numbers of caves. A short dis- 
tance brought us to BArniAn, where we encamped, 
opposite the colossal idols. The troops this day 
marched in line, with banners displayed ; the khPn 
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preceding with his Kh&ii horse, being followed 
by the feebler line of the GhGlslm Khhna. Amid 
the beating of niigslras he entered BkmiAn, and re- 
ceived the congratulations and welcome of his 
raiyats. Our guns had been left in BisGt to be 
dragged through by the Hazihas. 

W e  found a strange state of things at B h i b ;  
the winter had set in prematurely, and the sheaves 
of grain were lying untrodden under snow. The 
oldest inhabitants did not remember such an oc- 
currence 

W e  halted here several days, and a vast quantity 
of provisions and provender was collected from the 
inhabitants of B h i b  and dependent districts. 
The HazQra troops had now beaome guests of the 
k h b ,  and received rations in the same manner 
as his own troops. On our arrival here Mir Wais, 
the agent of Mihomed Ali Beg, accompanied by 
MGlla Shahiibadh on part of the khb, set off for 
S6ghb. Mir Yezdhbhksh rejoined the AfghCn 
camp, and the Haz6ra auxiliary force was augment-. 
ed by the arrival of four hundred horse from Deh 
Zanghi, commanded by two young chiefs, related 
to Mir Yezdhbaksh. In  the course of a few days 
Mir Wais and MGlla Shahiibadh arrived .in camp, 
bringing with them Miihollled Hassan, a son of 
Miihomed Ali Beg, and five or six horses as pesh- 
kash. Miihomed Hassan was a very handsome 
youth, of about sixteen years of age, and was 
received with much kindness by the khtn, who 
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seated him on his knee. MBhomed Ali Beg had 
entirely gained Dver MGlIa Shah6badin by pre- 
senting him with a chapan of scarlet broad-cloth, 
two horses, and, as was said, a few tillas (gold coin) 
of B o k h h ;  and a treaty had been concluded, 
by which the SCghih chief acknowledged him- 
self a tributary to the khAn, and consented to give 
him his daughter in marriage. These arrange- 
ments, however consonant with the khWs ideas 
and views, were by no means agreeable to the 
Hazhras, the destruction of Mghomed Ali Beg 
having been ever held out to them as the reward 
for their co-operation, and which the k h h  had 
vowed, in numberless %tihas, in BisGt. An advance 
having been determined upon, on S g h l n  and 
Kihmerd, Miihomed Hassan, after receiving a mag- 
nificent khelat, was dismissed in charge of Mir 
Wais ; the khin, in order still to amuse the HazL 
ras, avowing, he would only be satisfied with the 
personal attendance and submission of Mihomed 
Ali Beg. One of the khfin's finest horses was 
also despatched as a present to the S6ghAn chief. 
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Colonel Tod's observations on B6miPn.-Opportunities ofexmins- 
tion.-Inscription.-Memoir.-Idols and caves.-Testimony of 
AbGl Fazi1.-Conjecture on idols.-B6ddhist temples and idols in 
Wsette.-Analogy with BAm"in idols.-Paintings.-Parthian 
coins.-Conclusion and influences.-Antiquity of Kailn dy- 
nasty.~Curious coincidence.-Towem-The Castle of Zohirk. 
-Construction.-Probable nature.-Remains of Ghtilgh3eh.- 
The citadel.-Buildings-Discoveries.-Defences of city. 
-Solemnity of scene.-Emotions.-Effect of winds.-Alexan- 
dria ad Caucasum. , ,  % 

WE were encamped at Bb iCn  opposite to t,he 
idols and caves, so much the objects of European 
curiosity. I was aware of the importance attaching 
to them, and that the late Colonel Tod had 
affirmed, that " In the cave temples of B6miA.n in- 
scriptions might be met with; and were but the 
single fad  established that the colossal figures in 
the temple were Buddhist, it would be worth a 
journey. Perhaps no spot in the world is more 
curious than this region." 

As my stay at this time was brief, I could do 
-little more than visit and examine the antiquities, 
with the view of ascertaining what they were,-a 

* 
necessary step prior to speculating on their origin 
and character. On my return from Seghin, one of 



the most. intense winters remembered prevented 
farther research, which I did not much regret a t  
the time, supposing I should be able a t  a future 
period to resume my inquiries. I did not, indeed 
I could not, foresee that circumstances would arise 
to defeat my intentions. 

I had discovered, in the niche of the superior idol, 
a six-lettered inscription, with which, and the other 
facts I collected, I returned to Kiibal. Suhse- 
quently, the discovery of a coin of a well-marked 
series, with a legend, plainly in similar characters, 
encouraged me to attempt the removal of the mys- 
tery enshrouding the remains, especially as the coin 
presented the bust of a sovereign identical with one 
figured amongst the paintings in the niche of the 
second idol as to size, unquestionably establishing a 
connexion between them. I therefore drew up a 
Memoir on the Antiquities of Bbmihn, which I for- 
warded through my friend, Sir Henry Pottinger, t o  
the late ever-to-be-lamented James Prinsep, and 
which was inserted in his Journal of the Asiatic 
Society in Bengal. 

I n  it I pointed out that there were now in exist- 
ence three large idols, with the niches in which many 
other smaller ones had once stood. That every idol. 
had its suit of caves, amongst which some had 
domes or vaulted roofs, being, as I supposed, temples. 
I further sbwed,  that beeides the mass of caves ob- 
viously connected with the idols, there were certain 
apertures in the face of the rock, now inaccessible, 
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which never could have been intended for dwellings 
of the living, but were, probably, the repositories of 
the dead. I could but remember that the corpses 
of the older Persian monarchs were consigned to 
such receptacles, and I thence drew an inference 
bearing materially on the character of the locality. 
I have since observed, not without satisfaction, that 
AbGl Fazil notes, that in his' time the inhabitants 
showed a corpse in one of the caves, whose state of 
preservation, and period of deposit, were matters of 
wonder and conjecture to them. No doubt an em- 
balmed corpse of an ancient sovereign of the coun- 
try, or other illustrious person deposited here. 

Presuming the site to be one of royal sepulture, 
it occurred to me, that the statues might represent 
sovereigns or the deities they adored. This ques-. 
tion remains to be decided. I t  has been remarked 
to me that Lieutenant Burnes in his visit saw the 
remains of mitres on the heads of the two longer 
statues. I did not notice this pec.uliarity, (no proof 
that it does not exist, as it may have 'escaped my 
attention,) yet, could I be certain of it, I should be 
more confident that they are not images of BGddha, 
which I believe are never so distinguished. I have 
recently visited the BGddhist temples in the island 
of Salsette, and certainly there can be no doubt of 
the resemblance between the colossal figures of 
BGddha in them, and those of the B M h  niches. 
They are, in like manner, erect, clothed in the same 
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drapery, and stand in the same attitude. Amongst 
. the innumerable smaller seated figures of BGddha at 

Salsette the attitudes are only three, those of medi- 
tation, prayer, and teaching or expounding. The 
colossal and erect figures invariably represent him 
in the last, or teaching attitude, with one arm ex- 
tended, while the other supports t,he drapery of his 
robes, which attitude is that of the E m i h  idols. 
The latter, in common with those of Salsette, have 
what have been called "pendulous ears," but an exa- 
mination of the Salsette images enabled me to ve- 
rify, beyond doubt, that the ears have been formed 
with due care as to their proportions, the seeming 
excess being merely occasioned by the rings affixed 
to them, which is manifest in all of them when 
closely inspected, but palpably so in some instances 
where circular rings have been substituted for the 
ordinary oblong and lengthened ones. 

The inscript.ion over the superior idol at B h i h  
induced me to suggest to James Prinsep, that with 
reference to the number of its letters, and the recur- 
rence of some of them, it might be the equivalent 
for Nanaia ; but this was merely a suggestion, and 
not entitled to much weight. The painted bust of 
the sovereign in the niche of the second idol, iden- 
tical with the coin bust, I consider, however, of 
greater importance, if the probability be admitted 
that its presence would intimate that the idol and 
its accompaniments were due to the monarch whose 

VOL. 11. 2 c  
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portrait has been preserved and handed down to us, 
for if we can establish the age of the coins we have 
also that of the monuments. 

On regarding the paintings at B M i b ,  it struck 
me that it would be unreasonable to assign them 
any inexplicable antiquity, and equally so to SUP- 
pose them late additions with relation to the idols, 
for they are equally found in all the niches, whether 
now occupied or not by idols, and were clearly a por- 
tion of their original embellishments, and I have 
been gratified to observe in the BGddhist temples at  
Salsette that such embellishments are there also 
part of the very system of the cave temples, which 
would not have been complete without them. 

Reverting to the coin which bears the bust of a 
sovereign commemorated at B&m5b, we find i t  
one of a series extensively found in Afghbistln, the 
reverse of which displays a plain fire-altar, or what 
has been called such. Comparing them with known 
coins, the busts have a great resemblance to those 
of the Arsakian, or Parthian dynasty of Persia ; and 
this caused Colonel Tod, who had discovered some 
of them in India, to designate them as " rare ones of 
a Parthian dynasty, unknown to history." Parthian 
coins, or such as are Arsakian, have never, however, 
the fire-altar, therefore the coins under notice can- 
not be referred to them, unless they are supposed to 
be merely provincial coins, which is very doubtful. 
Sassanian coins have, indeed, the fire-altar, but it is 
always accompanied with two maji, or defenders, 
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consequently there is a distinction between them 
and the coins we find in Afghhisth.  

In considering to what line of princes these coine 
might be assigned, I ventured in my memoir to in- 
timate the possibility of their appertaining to the 
Kaih .  dynasty, so renowned in oriental records; 
and this intimation led me to conclusions and infer- 
ences very much at variance with received notions 
and opinions. James Prinsep privately informed 
me, that he scarcely agreed with me, but afterwards 
in his Journal, on more occasions than one, evinced 
that my conjectures had engaged his attention. 

In the location of the K a i h  kings in Ariana, 
or KhorasAn, instead of in Fars, or Persia, I had 
only adopted the statements of their historians and 
poets; but in assigning their epoch to an intelli- 
gible and comparatively modern period I had im- 
paired the mystery thrown over Zerdasht, and dis- 
turbed the reveries of the learned in Europe, who 
fondly believed the reformer of AzerbijBn to be 
the Zoroaster of Plato and the classical authors. 

It would be inconsistent with the object of these 
volumes, or with the limits prescribed to them, to 
discuss these points with the detail due to them, 
and I may probably take another opportunity of 
bringing them to the notice of the scientific world, 
feeling msured that labour would not be misdirect- 
ed in establishing facts so important to history at 
large, especially to that of the dark middle ages. 
I have suspected that the Kaihs  may have been 
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the White Huns of India, the royal Huns of 
western historians, but I find as many reasons 
against as for the suspicion, both as regards the 
great family of nations to which they belonged, 
and the date of their appearance in Central Asia. 
There is a remarkable circumstance noted in the 
history of the Kaikn prince Gustasp, who has been 
oddly enough supposed to be Darius Hystaspes, 
which I cannot pass over. The Chinese in his reign 
captured Balkh (his capital), and bu~92ed the books 
of Zerdaaht. We learn from other sources that 
Chinese armies appeared, fw thef is t  time, in Central 
Asia, where they penetrated to the Caspian Sea, in 
the reign of Tsin-she-hwang-te, who flourished in 
the second century before Christ, and acquired 
celebrity as a b u m  of 600ks. If this Chinese em- 
peror were the foe of Gustasp, we gain the date 
of the KaiAn dynasty and of Zerdasht, but one fatal 
to the Hun hypothesis. 

Besides the idols and caves extending for miles 
in the valley of Bibnib, there are other objects 
deserving notice; the towers on the summits of 
many eminences, the so-called castle of Zohkk, and 
the remains of the  city and citadel of GhGlghbleh. 
The towers are probably pyrethrae, or fire-altars, 
for their solidity of structure prevents them being 
supposed to be mere watch-towers, while at Skghh 
one occurs immediately over a collection of caves, 
seeming to confirm the relation between them, and 
to indicate its nature. Numerous monuments of 
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this description are found in the regions around 
Brimitn. 

The castle of ZohAk is at  the extremity of a 
defile, through which the rivulet of KAlG flows 
into the river of Ba'mih. The remains facing the 
east encompass the angular point of the hill in- 
terposed between the two streams, and consist of 
walls and parapets, built from the base to the sum- 
mit, with an elevation, loosely estimated, of seventy 
or eighty feet. They conform to the irregular 
contour of the rock, and the difficulties to be 
overcome have been made subservient to the su- 
perior embellishment of the structure, for the walls 
have been carried up in some places by a succemion 
of terraces, or steps ; in some by a slope of inclina- 
tion; in others by perpendicular elevation, but in 
such variety of combination, and so judiciously as 
to create astonishment and give a most pleasing 
effect. Excellent burnt bricks have been employ- 
ed, and in the arrangement of these, along the 
upper lines of parapets, and those of walls and 
their sections, care has been taken to describe orna- 
mental devices of diamond squares, and other figures' 
Owing to the quality of the materials, and the 
solidity of their preparation, the greater portion 
of these interesting remains have as fresh an ap- 
pearance as if they were the work of yesterday, 
while their great antiquity is obvious, and cannot 
be doubted. Conpected with them, on the summit 
of the hill, are the dilapidated walls of a spacious 
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square enclosure. I had not the opportunity to exa- 
mine this spot, and the merely having seen it, would 
scarcely, I fear, authorize me to pronounce positive- 
ly as to its character. That the remains are those 
of a fortress, as asserted. by Abul Fazil, and by 
tradition, I may be allowed to doubt, because it 
is not very apparent why a fortress should have 
been erected in so unprofitable a locality. Years 
have elapsed since I beheld the remains of the 
castle of ZohAk, but subsequent observation, and 
research in other parts, lead me to the inference 
that they are, like so many other analogous edifices 
abounding in similarly secluded sites throughout 
the Afghib countries, places of sepulchral and re- 
ligious privacy, the superiority of their construction 
showing that they received the ashes of the high- 
born and the illustrious of the land. Whether the 
name of Zohkk be as justly as it is intimately 
associated with the spot we cannot determine, but 
the mere circumstance of its being so deserves to  
be noted. 

The evidences of GhGlghGleh are many and con- 
siderable, proving that it must have been an ex- 
tensive city. most remarkable are the remains 
of the citadel, on an isolated eminence in the centre 
of the valley, its base washed by the river of Bzi- 
mi&. They are picturesque in appearance, although 
bare and desolate, as well from the form and dispo- 
sition of the walls and towers, as from the aspect 
of the eminence on which they stand, whose earthy 
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sides are furrowed by the channels silently worn 
in them by rains. Many of the apartments have 
their walls pretty entire, with their niches well 
preserved ; they are, of course, filled, more or less, 
with rubbish and d6bris. 

Some few are distinguished by slight architec- 
tural decorations, as to their plaster mouldings, but 
all of them must have been confined and incon- 
venient dwellings, being necessarily, as to extent, 
affected by the scanty ama comprised within the 
limits of the fortress. Excavations have been 
sometimes made by the inhabitants of the vicinity, 
and arrow-heads, with masses of mutilated and 
effaced manuscripts, are said to have been found. 
The latter are plausibly supposed to have been 
archives, and are written, it is asserted, in Persian 
characters. Chance also frequently elicits coins, 
but so far as I could learn, they are invariably 
Cufic, which, if true, would fix a period for the 
origin of the place. On the eastern front the 
walls of the outer line of defence are in tolerable 
repair, and are carried much nearer the base of the 
eminence than on the other sides. They are taste- 
fully constructed, and have loop-holes, as if for 
matchlocks, though they may have been intended 
for the discharge of arrows ; still we are not certain 
whether the ruins extant are those of the strong- 
hold destroyed by Jenghiz KhAn, or of some more 
recent edifice, which, adverting to native traditions, 
may have succeeded it. The walls of the citadel, 
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and of all the enclosed buildings, have been formed 
of unburnt bricks. The adjacent castle, called Killa 
Dokhtar, the castle of Alladiid K h b ,  is built of 
superior kiln-burnt bricks. 

REMAINS OF THE CITADEL OF GHULGIHULEH. 

Besides these primary objects, there are very 
many dilapidated mosques and tombs, as might be 
expected, on the site of a decayed Miihomedan city, 
and the broken undulating ground south of the 
river of B6dh, to the foot of the hills confining 
the valley, is strewed with mounds, and the remains 
of walls and buildings; and these, say the present 
inhabitants, occupy the " assal," or veritable site of 
the city of GhGlghGleh. 

The traveller surveying from the height of Ghbl- 
ghGleh, the vast and nlysterious idols, and the mul- 
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titude of caves around him, will scarcely fail to be 
absorbed in deep reflection and wonder, while their 
contemplation will call forth various and interesting 
associations in his mind. The desolate spot itself 
has a peculiar solemnity, not merely from its lonely 
and startling evidences of past grandeur, but because 
nature appears to have invested it with a character 
of mystery and awe. The very winds, m they 
whistle through its devoted pinnacles and towers, 
impart tones so shrill and lugubrious as to impress 
with emotions of surprise the most indifferent being. 
So surprising is their effect that often while stroll- 
ing near it the mournful melody irresistibly rivet- 
ting my attention, would compel me involuntarily 
to direct my sight to the eminenee and its ruined 
fmes, and frequently would I sit for a long time 
together expecting the occasional repetition of the 
singular cadence. The natives may be excused, 
who consider these mournful and uneadhly sounds 
as the music of departed souls and of invisible 
agents ; and we may suspect that t h e i ~  prevalence 
has gained for the locality the appellation of GhGI- 
ghGleh, slightly expressive of the peculiarity. 

B h i h  has been conjectured the site of Alex- 
andria ad Caucasum; to which it may be objected 
that it lies north of the Hind6 Kosh, and not south, 
as Alexandria would appear to have been. 
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WHEN the khAn was prepared to march from 
BMlAn we proceeded up the valley, under the 
low hills to the north, mostly perforated with caves 
many of which were inhabited. Cultivation was 
general, and in the bed of the valley were numerous 
castles. After a course of about four miles the 
valley narrowed, and passing a defile, we entered 
into the small valley of SGrkhdar, where we en- 
camped. The soil, and many of the hills, were red, 
whence the name of the spot, the red valley. On 
the hills were some ancient ruins, and a branch 
of the river of BLmiAn flowed through our encamp- 
ment. A little south of us, but not visible, from 
the intervening hills, was the Azdhti, or dragon of 
Bzimih, a natural curiosity, analogous in character 
to that of BisGt, but of much larger size. To it 
the same superstitious reverence is attached, and, 
like it, it is believed to have been a monster de- 
stroyed by Hhra t  Ali. 

From SGrkhdar we ascended the hills to the 
north, and for a long distance passed over an irre- 
gular ascending surface, the road always good. 
Numbers of deer were seen in this march. At 
length, a gradual descent brought us into a small 
vale, where were some chaman, and a rivulet, but 
no inhabitants ; whence another hill, of the same 
easy character as the preceding, was crossed, and 
we entered the valley of Ak-RobLt. Here was 
some cultivation, a fine rivulet, and chaman, with 
a solitary castle. Ascending the valley, we reached 
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the pass, or Kotal Ak-Robait, having passed to the 
east of the valley some considerable ancient remains 
on the hills. The pass was tolerably easy, but on 
the summit we encountered a sharp wind for which 
it is remarkable, and the pass is emphatically de- 
signated a bad-khAna, or place of wind. The de- 
scent was also gradual and unimpeded, and brought 
us into a fair valley; the rivulet flowing to the 
north, as that of Ak-Robit does to the south. At  
length we reached an expanded tract, called Nob 
RCgh, or the nine sands, where we halted. Supplies 
were derived from castles to our right and left, at 
no great distance, but not discernible-those to the 
right at a spot called Gharow. 

When about to march from Noh Rkgh, the se- 
cond son of Mihomed Ali Beg arrived in camp, 
and paid his respects to the k h h ,  who immediately 
dismissed him, and he returned in all speed to his 
father. From Noh RCgh the valley contracted, and 
became little better than a continued defile ; at 
one spot we had to our left a small grove of trees, 
denoting a ziiirat, the branches decorated with a 
variety of rags, and horns of deer, goats, and other 
animals, a mode by which rural shrines in this part 
of the country are distinguished. A little beyond 
it the valley expanded, and we had a ruinous 
modern castle on the eminences to the right, and 
there was also an inhabited village of caves. Here 
we were met by the eldest son of Miihomed Ali 

Beg. Him also the khfln dismissed; and he re- 
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burned gallopiiig to his father. From hence the 
valley was a complete defile, and so continued until 
it opens into the valley of S6ghAn. There M6ho- 
med Ali Beg presented himself, proffered all devo- 
tion and submission, and was, in return, embraced 
by the khan. Commanding the gorge of this defile 
is a castle called Killa Sir Sang, seated on an emi- 
nence ; whence its name, the castle on the rock. 
Immediately beyond it, we crossed the rivulet of 
Sgghfln, and encamped on the rising grounds north 
of the valley. This castle, the stronghold of M& 
homed Ali Beg, had been evacuated by his orders, 
aiid he tendered it to the kh%n as a pledge of his 
sinceriky, who ordered Afghan troops to gaxrison it. 
The castle itself was a rude, shapeless building, with 
no pretensions to strength but what it derived from 
its site, although, in the estimation of the SEghln- 
chis, it is the key to TGrkistin. On our gaining 
this ground we had a fall of snow. About a mile 
west of us was the castle in which' Miihomed Ali 
Beg himself resided. In that direction were several 
other castles, and the valley was pretty open. 

At SCghAn large supplies were received from 
Miihomed Ali Beg, but the k h h  was also neces- 
sitated to draw considerable supplies from BQmih, 
as the consumption of the united Afghin and Ha- 
z h  force could not be met by the produce of 
S6ghii.n. Miihomed Ali Beg, however he endea- 
voured to conceal them, entertailled apprehensions 
for his personal safety, as waa evident from his car- 
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riage and demeanour. On the evening of our ar- 
rival the gun we had with us was discharged ; he 
was in camp, and became much terrified, and waa 
re-assured only when informed that it was an Af- 
ghgn custom to fire a salute on encampment in a 
a new country. This chief, who had rendered him- 
self in these countries of so much notoriety, and 
who had become the terror of the Haziirajkt, was 
of middle stature, stout built, and from forty-five to 
fifty years of age. His countenance was forbidding, 
and his general bad aspect was increased by an awk- 
wardness of his eyes; in fact, he was near-sighted, 
He dressed meanly, but his horse was magnificently 
accoutred, and his saddle-cloth was of gold. For 
his services to Miihomed Moriid Beg in procuring 
slaves, he had been styled Win Beghi, or the corn4 
mander of a thousand men; the flattery of MGlla 
Shahtibadin now elevated him into the Ch'dghadin, 
or the light or lamp of religion. We here learned 
that the superior chief of D6h Zanghi had nearly 
reached B h i h  with five hundred horse, when 
hearing of the negotiations pending between the khln 
and Miihomed Ali Beg, he had returned in disgust. 

The khkn at this place assembled in his tent 
Mlihomed Ali Beg, Wir Yezdbnbaksh, Bib Ali, 
and the various Hmiira chiefs, and exhorted them all 
to a reconciliation. Much debate ensued, and nu- 
merous accusations and retorts passed on either side, 
but ultimately a K o r h  was produced, and on i t  
both parties swore forgetfulness of the past and 
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good-will for the future. During this scene the 
k h h  was much ruffled by the pertinacity of some 
of the H a z h  chiefs. Miihomed Ali Beg after- 
wards restored to liberty some ten or twelve Haziira 
slaves, as he said, on the khln's account. 

The khMs nGb, Sbdadin, who From the first had 
been the medium of his intercourse with Mir Yez- 
dhbaksh, and a party to the many oaths that had 
been passed between him and the k h h ,  was now 
despatched with the m'lr to meet Sh& Pessand, a 
Tiitar chief on the Dasht Saf6d. With a small 
party of horse they proceeded, and were met on the 
Dasht by Shkh Pessand, also slightly attended. 
The Tbtar chief accepted as a present from the niiib 
his chapan of blue broad-cloth, and gave him in 
return his own, lined with fur : to the Hazdra mir * 

he presented three horses as peshkash, and he pro. 
mised the next day to send his brother, accompanied 
by agents, on behalf of his allies, with horses as 
peshkash to the k h b .  

The following day the brother of Sh&h Pessand, 
with agents of the Sirdiir Saiyad MBhomed, Ferhid, 
and other Tiitar chiefs, arrived in camp, bringing 
four or five horses as peshkash. The agent of 
Rbhmathlah Beg, the Tijik chief of Kdhmerd, also 
joined, with three peshkash horses; but it was 
known that IXhrnatGlah had sent his eldest son to 
KGndGz for instructions how to act in the present 
conjuncture. The brother of Shih Pessand was 
the principal orator in the interview with the Kh4n. 
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He said, that if it were required of them to acknow- 
ledge Afghh supremacy, they could not do so, 
as they acknowledged that of Mfr filiihomed Mo- 
riid Beg ; who, content with their simple acknow- 
ledgment, and their readiness to furnish komak, 
or an auxiliary force, when called upon, did not 
exact tribute from them. That they would prefer 
dependency on the Afghdns to that on the Uzbeks ; 
that the season for action this year was past, but 
that if the khtln appeared in the field in spring, 
with a fair force, they would join him, and march 
with him even to Kdnddz. Under any circum- 
stances, he positively affirmed, that they would 
not suffer the khhn to enter their lands ; that they 
had numerous gardens; and that if the khAn ven- 

' 
tured to enter the Dasht SafGd, he must prepare 
for an engagement. This language was but ill 
relished by the k h h ,  who made use of all his elo- 
quence, alternately menacing and soothing; he 
even occasionally indulged in terms of abuse,- 
which he uttered, however, in Pashto, to his 
auditors unintelligible. They firmly adhered to 
their sentiments ; and the k h h  ultimately bestowed 
khelats on them, and dismissed them, vehemently 
sweariiig that he would put an end to the shuffling 
tricks of the Tiitars. The agent of Rrihmattilah 
Beg spoke much in the same strain as the Tiitar 
agents, and observed, that his master had referred 
to Miihomed Moriid Beg, and if he were willing 
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to relinquish his claims, the Kiihmerd chief was 
ready to acknowledge those of the AfghAns. 

The kh%n, while he vowed not to be satisfied 
with unmeaning pretexts, waa very careful not to 
speak in ungracious terms of Wmatiilah Beg, 
for whom he professed to entertain a most par- 
ticular esteem, and regretted that he did not come 
to his camp and seek his friendship. The fact 
was, WmatGlah Beg had considerabls wealth, 
which it was the khhn's object to obtain, and this 
could only be done by securing his person ; on this 
account, even when in Bfsiit, inveighing against 
Maomed Ali Beg, he had always spoken flatter- 
ingly of RAhmatGlah Beg, under the idea that the 
conversation would be reported to him, and secure 
his confidence. This RAhmatGlah Beg is generally 
known by the name of JUhmatGlah Diwllna, or the 
madman. For a number of years he has governed . 
the small but luxuriant valley of Kiihmerd, and 
from his youth has passed his life in the enjoyments 
of wine and music. A man of strong natural sense, 
he has always contrived to command respect among 
his neighbourn, while his inoffensive manners have 
disposed the most rigid of Miihomedan bigots to re- 
gard with forgiving eye his festivities and illicit in- 
dulgences. Many years since he had provoked the re- 
sentment of the illustrious Killich Ali Beg of Balkh, 
who entered K h e r d  with an army. RghmatGlah 
Beg OR this ocwion collected all his property, as 
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shtils, chapans, silks, kimkAbs, broad-cloth, horse fur- 
niture, weapons, &c., and exposing them to the 
view of the Uzbek chief, invited him to take what 
he pleased. Killich A15 heg took one shAl and 
one piece of kimk&b, a demonstration of friendship 
rather than of superiority, asserting for himself that 
he would ever hold his person, wealth, and authority 
inviolate, and as long as he lived cause others to 
respeot them. He told him also to enjoy the plea- 
sures of wine and music as he had been wont to 
do. The same indulgence he experiences from M6- 
homed Moriid Beg, who even, considering him a 
privileged being, himself supplies him with strong 
drinks, when he may be his guest at KGndGz. 

One of the strange events which occurred during 
our shy  at Skghb, was the marriage of the k h h  
with the daughter of M&omed Ali Beg, which was 
solemnized the day after our anival. The k h b ,  
attended only by a few of his pkshkidmats and 
his musicians, repaired to the %gh&n chiefs castle, 
and MGlla Shahfibadin performed the nikiih, or 
marriage ceremony. On the morning of the next 
day the k h h  returned to camp, and received a 
variety of cofigratnlatory salutations, but it  was 
plain he was in very ill humour ; he had been taken 
in: his new bride, whom he had expected to find 
remarkably beautiful, from the report of Mulla 
Shahiibadin and others, and from the universally 
acknowledged personal charms of her mother, 
proved to be an ill-favoured, snub-nosed H a z h  



wench. Moreover, it wras known to othefs, though 
not ti, the k h h ,  that rahe was not the 

daughter 6f M6hOmed Ali Beg, inasmuch as her) 
mother had been married to a Haziim, whom MB- 
homed Ali Beg slew, for the sake of obtaining 
his dB, whose fame for h u t y  was far spread. 
He received her pregnant intb his fanlily, and the 
fruit of her labour was the daughter now bestowed 
upon BAjI K h b .  

At Skghh also adved Aom Ghazni two of the 
khWe brothers, bhoud M&homed K h b  and KhAn 
~ G o m e d  KhAn. They brought about one hundred 
horse, and reported in high terms of aa.tisbtion 
the attentions paid to them in BisGt, particulazly 
theit reception at the castle bf Mh Yeadhbaksh 
at K h k .  

fntelligence Was now received of the arrivh.1 of 
the latge gun at B h i h .  I should beforb have 
noted, that m our fxiwch from Ghowch Khol to 
KAlb by the Kotal Siah Mgh, the two guns, with 
the elephant, were d6spbtbhed bg the route of Ii'erai 
gholni and Kkt~iit. The smaller gun Peached uri 
st B M i ,  but the lager had broken do%% on the 
road, and fFom the delay& &nd diffioulties in repsir- 
ing the cdago ,  had only lid* rewhed B&ntih. 

It wa but natural that the hhb's allimce with 
Mlihomed Ali Beg shduld excite suspitiois among 
the H&s, and the fit~t who manifeded them 
was M'n B b  Ali, next to mr Yezdhbaksh the 
most considerable of them. We, alleging sickness, 
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solicited his dismissal, which the khb  granted, 
but angrily, telling him, not to present himself 
before him again with his s a l h ,  or bow of obe- 
dience, and directing him to leave his son with a 
body of troops in camp. On the ensuing night 
Mi Bbi Ali, his son, and about five hundred 
horse, silently decamped, and the morning but 
discovered to the k h h  that the birds had flown, 
without showing the course of their flight. There 
were still about two thousand H a z h  horse with 
us, under Mir Yezdilnbaksh and the two young 
chiefs of DEh Zanghi. 

The khgn having decided to advance upon the 
Dasht SaGd, RChimdad K h h ,  with one hundred 
horse, chiefly JisAlchb, was despatched, in con- 
junction with Mdhomed Ali Beg, to reduce the 
castles in KBhmerd. The k h h  probably expected 
to gain his objects by finesse and intimidation, as 
he positively enjoined s h i m d i d  K h b  to avoid 
battle and the loss of men. 

The k h h  having assembled ,his Khslkii troops 
in two parallel lines, the march commenced with 
the beating of nagiiras. The GhGldm K h h a  troops 
were in advance, and I this day accompanied them. 
We  passed easterly down the valley, which a little 
below Killa Sir Sang narrows for some distance, 
and again expands, when we found several castles 
and kishlilks, the largest of the former being Killa 
Khwoja. We had reached the foot of the Kotal 
NA1-patch, or the horse-shoe breaking pass, leading 
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to the Dasht Safdd, and were preparing to ascend, 
when people, sent by the k h h ,  called us back, and 
we found the halting-place was Killa Khwoja. 

The k h h ,  before dismounting proceeded with a- 
large party down the valley, which below the pa* 
rallel of the kotal contracts into a defile, for the 
purpose of viewing the remains of an ancient for- 
tress called Killa Klifr, the infidel's fort. They 
were very imposing, and from the bulk of the 
stones employed in their construction excited 
much wonder. At the extremity of this darra is 
a castle, whether ancient or modern I know not, 
called Darband, a contraction of Dam-band, the 
band, or key of the valley; and east of it is 
another, called Bailinir. In this short march our 
route traced the northern side of the vale of %g- 
h h ,  and we passed a village of caves, with an 
ancient tower on the eminence, in which they 
were excavated. This evening we fired from our gun 
several rounds, as well to celebrate our arrival on 
new territory, as to let the TBtars know we had 
come. Killa Khwoja, with another castle, was 
garrisoned with the khAn's troops, and the castle 
of a chief, Faquir Beg, who had been long obnox- 
ious to Mlihomed Ali Beg, and who was related 
to the Dasht Safdd chiefs, was ordered to be de- 
molished. The wood found there was used as fuel 
by the army. Faquir Beg was despatched, with 
his family, to Bibnib, the k h b  promising to pro- 
vide for him there. 
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The day after o w  arrival at Kilh Khwoja snow 
Ml; and the k h b  invited me to take noon's re- 
past with him in his kergha, or felhovered tent. 
Bere were present the k h h ,  his nQib SBdad'm, 
MGlla Jb Mtihomed, ML Yesd$nba,ksh, Mir 
ZgfTer of KQ6, and myself. On my wcolmt the 
k b h  principally diracoumed of Feringhia, and he 
~tonished his H& guests by his accounts of 
their ins8, or equity. He related the hist~ry of 
Amir Khib (the freebooter of Tonk), and so curi- 
w l y ,  that I shall repeat the substance of it, " A& 
K h b  had one hundred and twepty thownd men, 
w d  was flying before twelve thousand Feringhiw 
when the latter m t  to him, offe~pg am much ar- 
tillery qs he needed md a erwe of ~qpees, if he 
would but stand and give battle- Amk K h b  re- 
ceived artillery and a crore of rupees, gave battle, 
and was defeated, with the loss of twenty-seven 
thousand men. The Feringhis lost. six thousand 
men. A 6  K h b  rdkcting on the &nini&ed 
force of the Feringhh, again ventwed to en- 
and suffered defeat, with the laes of twelve thou- 
sand wen; his opponents lwt three thou& men. 
Amb K h h  having still nearly ekhty thousand 
wn, judged it eoncemed h& honour n& to d- 
fer so small a force asl three t h o m a  tp ewpe, 
and surrounded it; but he foupd that In the pight 
the Feringhis had eluded his vigilance, and 1- 
ing that they hwl sw4moped another kfimpii of 
twelve thousand men to their assistance, be shift- 
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ed his quarters to another part of the country. 
Ultimately, when the Feringhia concluded a treaty 
with him, knowing him to be an able, useful man, 
they gave him an allowance of flfteen 16k.h~ of ru- 
pees for his h w  placing onIy one injunction 
upoil him, that he was never to tarn his eyee to- 
wards the Afghh." The k h h  obeerved, that the 
Sirdhr Miihomed h e m  Khh ,  then living, upon 
hearing the tmma of the treaty, placed his turban 
on the ground before him, and prayed to heaven 
that he might one day become the ghf i lh  (alave) 
of the Feringhh. The khh,  in the come of this 
day's convemahion remarked, that. the gross re- 
venue of Kdbal, Ghazni, Jeliibbad, Edb, and 
WuGt, for the year past, 1831,1832, was fifteen 
K k k  Taghow, D M ,  and K h 6 m ,  being rebel- 
lious, not included. =r Y e ~ b ~  spoke, very 
little, continually pawing his h d a  between his &I- 
gem, uttering indistinct ejaculations, with his epee 
averted upwards. AB ~ m m l  with him, he sat bare-. 
headed. The mob& or cholera m o r b  which de- 
d a t e d  m b a l  in 18!27, being alluded to, the mir 
took o c d o n  to state his disbelief in the remedies 
of physichs, and, observing that no one case of 
mob6 occurred in B$& asked, What has dieease 
to do with men who live upon barley-bread and 
butter-milk ? The k h h  cited the case of a portly 
old phpician, who was with &he camp that year in 
ZGrmat, and who one day in his tent afkehed to 
~idieule the mob& aaying, if every one like me 
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anointed his body with oil, he would have no rea- 
son to fear the mow. With the words in his 
mouth, said the k h h ,  he left my tent, and a very 
short time after I heard that the fat old gentle- 
man 4 t h  his oiled body was dead ! 

On the following day, in the afternoon, the na- 
g h  beat to arms; the k h h  having determined 
upon making a recomoissance on the Dasht SaEd. 
Mir Yezdhbaksh accompanied him, with about 
fifty horse only. The troops ascended the Kotd 
NAl-patch, rather long, but not difficult, and at 
the summit were in view three of the TQtar castles, 
with their gardens. The k h h  halted the GhGlh  
Khans troops midway up the kotal, saying he did not 
wish to fatigue them. The Tgtars soon descried the 
troops, and their horsemen issued from the castles 

l 

and took position on the plain, but again re-en- 
tered them. Persons therefrom were observed to 
send them back. The k h h  used his spyglass, and 
speculated on their numbers. During the few 
minutes he remained on the plain he once inquired, 

I 
Where is Mir Yezdgnbaksh 1" and looking around, 

and observing him to be attended by DQond MC 
homed K h h  and his party, remarked " All is well ; 
he is amusing himself with Dioud Mfiomed." 
The k h h  and troops rejoined the camp, it being ~ 
yet daylight. On arrival he despatched Saiyad MB- 
homed K h h  with personal communications for 
Maomed Ali Beg at Kiihmerd. 

In the morning the k h h  summoned to his Ker- 
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gah his nGb SQdadin and Mh Yezdbbaksh. They 
having arrived, he then sent for M'i Abbiis, brother 
to M'i Yezdbbalish, and others of his relatives, and 
officers, with the two chiefs of D6h Zanghi, who came 
supposing Mir Erezdhbaksh required their attend- 
ance, as they were told. The k h h ,  when his bro- 
ther D$oud Miihomed K h b  entered the Kergah, 
followed by a large party of armed Afghhs, angrily 
asked Yezdbbaksh why he had thrown defeat 
among his troops, and occasioned a triumph to the TQ- 
tars ? The mir, aware of his critical situation, said, 
" KhAn, place me in front and see what I will do 
with the Ttitars." The khan spoke abusively in Pash- 
to, arose, and ordered the seizure of the mir and his 
attendants. This ww effected without resistance, 
as those admitted within the Kergah were few, 
the others of the H a z h s  summoned standing with- 
out, and their detention was ai easy matter. The 
n a g h  sounded immediately to arms, and G h i i l h  
HiikamzBda was despatched to plunder the mir's 
tent. The k h h  having effected this coup, stood 
without his tent in a state of manifest surprise and 
anxiety. The presence of two thousand H a z h  
horse might also give him uneasiness, but fortune, 
as if favouring his designs, had divided this force 
into three bodies, one with the mir and the Afghh 
camp, and the two others in villages of Samuches, 
north of the valley, which they had occupied on the 
fall of mow. The k h b  had no cause for apprehen- 
sion from the H a z h  ; the poor fellows were para- 
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ly~ed  by the seizure of their chiefa, and had no other 
thought but to provide each for his individual safety. 
The portion with the camp, mounting as soon aa pos- 
sible, eome passed down the valley of S6ghii.q while 
others amended the hills south of the valley, and 
made for Gandak. Those in the Samnches scram- 
bled up the hills behind their position, which were 
absolutely impracticable to the Afghh horses, and 
wme made for the Dasht S a ~ ~  while others t n t  
versed the Dasht Ghsezak between S 6 g b  and 
KBhmerd, and made for Yek Auleng. As soon 
as the seizure of Mh Yezhbaksh  was known the 
Khiika troops hastened to despoil the H a z k  
and obtained a grwt number of homes, arms, snd 
accoutrements. The p m i t  of the fugitives wsa 
kept up principally by the attmdants upon the 
horses, and such was the panic among the former 
that one of the latter would be seen returning with 
two or even three horsea, and as many swords and 
matchlocks. It was aflicting to behold the un- 
fixtunate Hazhs  made captive& and in the mi& 
of snow and inclement weather redneed to a state 
of nudity by their merciless tyrants; even the 
brothem and oficers of Mh Yezdbbaksh were not 
spared, and the mir himself was the only person. 
the k h h  judged fit, by pwmptary or&, to cem- 
mand to be reepected as to &thing3 and from 
bis girdle the knife was taken by those who seiaed 
him. A son of Mb Mihomed Shhh and nephew 
to Mk Yeahbaksh, one of my hospitable enter- 
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tainera at KerghG, as noted in my third march, was 
among the sufferers, and was dragged past me by 
three or four Afghib, who called him their pri- 
soner, shivering, barefootad, and without m y  other 
oovering than an ald pair of peqj&maa (tmweers), 
which hie despailers, in their humanity, had be- 
stoked upon him. I said, uWlr, what has hap 
pened to you?" He replied, "Bsd roz amed," or 
an unlucky day has come. He was taken be- 
fore the khh,  who, aware that his 'father, lMir 
M6homad Shkh, was inimical to hit3 brother, Mir 
Yezdhbksh, ordered el~thigg to be given to him, 
and his. horses d arme, of some value, to be m 
turned. Them ordexs, were, in part, complied with, 
and the nexi, day I found him only wanting 8 pair 
of show with whieh E WM able to supply bins. The 
only premutimwy meosures taken by the k h b  
on seizing the Hazh chiefs, were the despatch 
of his two brothers, D6oud Miihamed K h k  and 
K h h  Miihomed K h b  to the base of the K o M  
Na-patch, rather to anticipate a movement on 
the p& of the Tiltars t h  ta prevent the flight 
d the. H& in that direction, and the sending a 
few horsemen to the E l l a  Sir Sang, to i n s h c t  the 
garrison of what had happened. It now beoame 
known that Saiyad M&amed K h h ,  PaghrnM, 
who had been ocunmissioned the preceding night 
to Miihomed Ali Beg with a verbal mrmanuaica- 
tion, was sent to manounce the intended eeizure of 
the Haa;ira chiefs on the next morning. The k h h  
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had also sent intimation of his designs to his agents 
at Biimih, and one of them, Wali, a chillam-ber- 
d&, was employed to secure the persons of Alladiid 
Khhn Moghal, and others who were known to be 
of the party of Mir Yezdhbaksh. This he effected 
by summoning them to  the castle of Ak Robit, on 
the pretext that the k h b  had sent for them, and 
on their arrival he made them prisoners. 

Immediately after the seizure of Mir Yezdh- 
baksh I joined the kh& standing without his ker- 
gah, now become a prison. NSb SQdadin, his agent 
in all transactions with the mir, was astounded, 
and said, in Pashto, " K h h ,  se kawi ?" or, k h h ,  
what have you done ? The k h h  replied, in Per- 
sian, " Say nothing ; what is done, is done." After 
standing some time, and observing the departure of 
the H a h ,  he repaired to the tent of MLhomed 
Biigher K h h ,  MorLd Khh i ,  of the G h 6 l h  K h h  
troops. These men being Shhs, and intimately 
connected with Mir Yezdhbaksh by political and 
religious ties, could not but be much incensed a t  
the flagrant act just committed. To them the 
k h h  sought to justify himself, by asserting, that 
the seizure of M'i Yezdhbaksh was a measure 
pressed upon him by the Sirdk Dost Miihomed 
K h h  when in Tagow; that he had repeatedly 
written to him since he lefk Kiibal to seize the 
m h ;  that hitherto he had refrained from doing 
so, nor would he now have obeyed these instruc- 
tions had not Yezdbbaksh treacherously con- 
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certed a plan with the Tiitm, by which they were 
to engage the kh&s troops in front, while he 
was to pillage the camp, and destroy those who 
remained in it. In confirmation of this charge 
he read a letter, that he asserted had been taken 
from a messenger sent by the mh  to the Tiitam. 
I was not present at the reading of this letter, 
which was, moreover, known to be a forgery, and 
written by GhGliim HiikamzBda at the kh&s 
suggestion ; but the GhGliim KhBna officers after- 
wards assured me that it  was far from cleverly 
done, for there was nothing in it to warrant sus- 
picion, even in the khln's mind. 

After remaining with the GhGlh  KhBna until 
after midday, orden to march were issued, and 
the troops, in order of battle, retrograded to their 
former position near Killa Sir Sang. The khan 
with his line marched first, after him the GhGlh  
KhAna horse, and behind them the captives, while 
DBoud Miihomed K h h  and K h h  Miihomed Khan 
brought up the rear. The prisoners were about 
twenty in number, and this day mounted on horses, 
their arms secured behind them by ropes at their 
elbow joints, while other ropes were k e d  round 
their necks, with the ends hanging down to be 
taken hold of by the persons having immediate 
charge of each of them. The unfortunate men 
were preceded by MGlla Shahiibadh and the khln's 
nephew. I saw Mir Yezdhbaksh when he left 
the kergah to mount his horse; he raised his 
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dejected head, cast a momentary look amand, md 
ajpin dropped it. I believe there were few in 
camp but commiserated hie caw; to behold him 
who in the morning was the superior lord of BlsQt, 
who commanded a numerous force, and held arbi- 
trary power over many thousand dependent human 
beings, in the pace of an imtant reduced to the 
powerless situation of a captive in bonds, would 
occasion feelings of consternation, as an exempli- 
fication of the ordinary vicissitudee of life; but 
when the mWs frank and generous character, the 
many services he had rendered the khh,  and, above 
all, the perfidious circumstances of his seizure were 
considered, I believe there was not a bosom in 
the AfghAn camp that glowed not with indig- 
nation, and such aa dared to express their feelings 
coneigned to execration the contrivers and perpe- 
trators of so infamous a deed. I came up on this 
march with the G h G l h  K h h  troops; and M& 
homed Jaffsr K h b ,  MorLd KMd, signiflcantl~ 
asked, " Didi?" or, have you seen? on replfing 
affmnatively, he rejoined "By such pajuries and 
atrocities the Afghans have lost their poli t id 
power and influence." 

During the past night I learned that the KMka 
troops, by the khWs orders, had been under arm, 
and that he himself had a t  up in hie tent without 
taking sleep, his musicians, until near morning, 
playing and singing before him. When he di* 
missed these, he inquired if there were any move- 
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ments among the H a e h ,  and observed to one 
of his p6shkidmats, that if Mir YezdAnbaksh fly, 
" bakht," or fortune, is on his side ; if he remain 
until morn, it  is on mine. 

It was subsequently ascertained that the Haz61-a 
chief, yielding to the unanimous and urgent en- 
treaties of his followers to decamp, had ordered 
his horses to be saddled ; that he had left his tent, 
and actually placed one of his feet in the stirrup, 
preparing to mount, when he withdrew it, observ- 
ing, that he was a Kohisthni, or man of the hills, 
that he had attached himself to the khAn by oaths, 
by which he was resolved to atand even were the 
consequences fatal to him. Having thus spoken, 
he returned to his tent, and the Haziiraa, unsad- 
dling their horses, returned to their quarters. 

I must confess, I was confounded at the khAn's 
procedure. I had never before witnessed the com- 
mission of so flagrant an enormity; and, aware 
of his secret designs, could not conceive why he 
preferred the alliance of Miihomed Ali Beg to 
that of so powerful a chief as Mir YezdAnbaksh. 
I could not for a moment credit the treacherous 
intentions imputed to the latter, who, had he been 
faithless or insincere, could ewily have destroyed 
the khAn and his army when on the frontiers of 
BGrjehgai. The eurprise and sorrow of the khkn's 
nBib, SBdadin, was a convincing testimony also of 
the injustice of the charge fixed upon the mh. 
The letter produced by the k h b  was known to 
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be forged; and on the mir's person at the time 
of seizure was found a letter addressed to his 
dependants at Kbz&, directing them to make all 
due preparations for the entertainment of the k h h  
on his return; and his nazir, Mir Ali K h h ,  had 
been deputed to Ktbal to purchase ten kharwk 
of rice for the festive occasion contemplated. It  
appeared to me also a heinous refinement of 
cruelty in keeping up good appearances with the 
mir until he had led him into the country of his 
avowed and unprincipled enemy, and by his seizure 
there affording the Tiijik chief a gratuitous tri- 
umph, more galling to the generous mind of his 
victim than the loss of power and fortune. An 
secession of territory at the expense of the T6tar 
chiefs of the Daaht SafGd, was evidently an object 
with the khtn, and he may have expected that 
by the H a z h  chief's influence with them he 
might have been enabled to secure their persons, 
after which the confiscation of their estates was 
an easy matter. But, being baffled by the firm- 
ness of the TBtar chiefs, and finding that Riihma- 
tGlah Beg of Kfihmerd would not voluntarily sur- 
render his country, and waa too wary to place 
himself in his power, he, regardless of every tie 
of friendship and moral obligation, seized the mir, 
expecting to procure a large sum for his ransom, 
which might enable him to subsist his troops 
during the winter at B h i h .  Could I venture 
to fathom the original intentions of the k h h ,  he 
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had contemplated to pass the winter a t  Kiihmcrd, 
where he would probably have subsisted his troops ; 
and whence, in concert with the Uzbek chief of 
KhGlm, decidedly hostile to Maomed Moriid Beg 
of Kbndh, he might have been enabled to have 
acted in a very different mode from. that to which 
necessity afterwards compelled him. As it  was, 
the obstinacy of Rihmatblah Beg had foiled him,- 
he could not subsist at S6ghAn; Miihomed Ali 
Beg had no property worth the seizure, and he 
had no resource but to retrograde to B M h  ; and 
the question was, how to subsist himself there. 
The revenue from the soil of B h i h ,  with its 
districts, amounts to fifteen thousand kha rwh  of 
grain, whether wheat, barley, or mGshGng (pea). 
This had been exlausted by previous receipts and 
requisitions while in BMt,  and even at this place. 
The premature and unusually severe winter had 
also materially affected the year's produce, and 
heaps of untmdden wheat were yet lying rotting 
under snow. That the k h h  possessed eminent 
ability in meeting the exigencies of his situation 
may be conceived, although it was lamentable to 
reflect upon the unhallowed means employed. 

At Killa Sir Sang on the next day we were 
joined by Miihomed Ali Beg and Karra KGli K h b  
on the part of R6hjmdtid K h h .  They reported 
the capture of four castles of RtihmatGlah Beg; who 
still held two, the more important, and refused 
to wait upon the kh&n. A negotiation bad been 
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carried on with him, and it had been agreed, under 
the plausible pretext of preventing the effusion of 
MGssulmM blood, to refer matters to = MC 
homed Modd Beg. IGhmatGlah'~ castlea had not 
been taken without bloodshed; two or three men 
on the part of R6himdiid K h b  had been slain, 
and several had been wounded. To attend upon 
these the k h h  despatched his surgeon to Kamerd, 
giving him ten rupees. On this occasion NasrG- 
lah KMn, the chief of Ajer, was introduced to 
the k h b  slld proffered his submiesion. He was 
courteously received, and a khelat was bestowed 
on him. He was a young man, of ordinary appear- 
ance and capacity, and inherited from his fathers 
the hi11 fort of Ajer, some milee to the west of 
Kiihmerd, with two dependent castles. 

The k h h  paid a visit to Mir YezdAnbaksh at 
this place, offering him terms, by acceding to which 
he should be released. These were, the payment 
of twenty thousand rupees, in money or value, the 
surrender of the castle of Khb, and two or three 
others on the line of road from Umih to Kkbal, 
his engagement not to levy duty from kalaa, tmd 
the delivery of adequate hostages for the perform- 
ance of his obligations. 

MQhomed A .  Beg unequivocally pressed upon 
the khan the necessity for the mir's execution, 
alleging, that if released neither one nor the other 
would be able to move in these countries. Ma- 
homed Ali Beg had become proportionately con- 
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fident on the seizure of his adversary, and he had 
probably turned to good account the dispersion of 
the H a z h  force, and recompensed himself for the 
ten or twelve H a z h  slaves he had formerly set 
at liberty. The route of many of the fugitives 
must have been over the Dasht Ghaaaak, between 
Kamerd and SGghb, where he, informed of the 
intended act, would have been ready to intercept 
them. Subsequently Mir Yezdhbaksh affirmed 
that three hundred and ten were missing; but I 
know not whether this number referred to the 
whole force or to that under his own orders. Many 
of these may have perished from cold, but the 
greater number were probably kidnapped. 

Mir Yeadbbaksh was still lodged in the khhn's 
kergah, and the HindGstAni soldiers formed his 
guard. I t  was decided to retire to B W I ~ .  The 
khhn had but three pairs of leg-irons with him, but 
his T&jik ally oheerfully furnished him with six 
other paim from his own stores, and now Mir Ym- 
dhbaksh and the principal captives had their feet 
bound in fetters. Melted lead was poured into the 
locks, whioh secured them, to effectually prevent 
their being opened. 

Another fall of snow occurred at SCghh; and 
one morning, a little before the break of day, the 
heavens displayed a beautiful appearance, from the 
descent of numberless of those meteors called fiall- 
ing stars; some of the globes were of large size 
and of amazing brilliancy. They pervaded the whole 
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extent of the visible firmament, and continued to 
be discernible long after the light of day dawned. 
The phenomena, I afterwards found, were in like 
manner observed at Kiibal, and I have since learned, 
on the banks of the JalCm in the Panj6b. Their 
appearance gave rise to much speculation in camp ; 
every one considered them portentous of some great 
event, which each felt .at liberty to prognosticate 
after his own manner. 

We  now started on our return to B h i h .  The 
kh6n preceded the troops, with a few followers, 
MGlla Shahibadh and the KhhBdas, MGlla J b  
Miihomed, and myself. W e  followed the valley 
until we arrived at the spot called Noh RCgh, 
where we had before encamped. W e  now found 
it covered with snow, but it was determined to halt 
for the convenience of procuring supplies from the 
contiguous castles. At the point where the narrow 
valley expands into the open space of Noh RCgh the 
k h h  and MGlla J b  Miihomed seated themselves 
on a rock overhanging the line of road; and his 
purpose in marching before the troops was soon 
made evident. The mGhrs, troopers, and indeed 
all who arrived, were stopped and examined as to 
their possession of HazBra property. The horses, 
weapons, &c. were taken account of by MGlla J b  
MBhomed and MGlla Sha;hiba.h, with the names of 
the persons possessing them. The k h h  did not 
take the articles from the men, but observed, he 
should consult with his chiefs as to the disposal 



of the spoil; he was, perhaps, also willing, by an 
enumeration of the trophies, to estimate the extent 
of his dishonest and bloodless victory. I had taken 
position on the eminences east of the valley, which 
were free from snow, and as the troops successively 
arrived observed with regret the unfortunate Mh 
Yezdbbaksh, with %r Abbb his brother, the two 
D6h Zanghi chiefs, and other captives, appraach, 
in charge of Dost Miihomed K h h ,  the kh&s 
brother, manacled, and seated on pairs of chests, 
carried by yabhs (ponies). I t  became maaifest 

I 
that the d r ' s  doom was decided upon, for after 
exposing him to so much indignity release was out 
of the question. As the tents had not arrived, and 
snow covered the ground, Dost Miihomed Kh&n 
brought his prisoners near the spot where I was 
sitting, where they continued until the ground 
designed for the tents was cleared, when, a fire 

I 
being kindled, the mir in fetters walked thither. 
He sat over the fire, warming his hands, apparently 
unconcerned, amid snow and severe cold, bare- 
headed. 

We continued our march up the now more equal 
and open valley, and crossed the pass of Ak Robit, 
which, although covered with snow, did not impede 
us, and, fortunately, the wind was little more than 
perceptible. We traversed the valley of Ak Robiit, 
and passing the slight kotal to the east, entered the 
inferior valley before noted, as containing chaman, 
which I now descended, having before seen the 



road to the right over theelevated country. W e  soon 
gained a narrow valley, which, after some distance, 
joins that stretching from Ak Robgt, whose rivulet 
we had now with us. Our road was tolerably good, 
and as we descended the valley a considerable rivu- 
let fell into it from the west, and again lower down 
received also from the west a still more considera- 
ble stream ; these united waters form one of the 
branches of the B&i%n river, and flow through 
SGrkhdar. Just before reaching this place we 
passed a small grove of trees, a d h t .  From 
SGrkhdar we pushed forwards to B&mi&n, where 
we arrived before nightfall. The k h b  on arrival 
took up quartem at a castle, where on marching 
for SdghAn he had left his wives brought from 
Kabal; and myself, with Sirkerder Kamber, the 
physician IddaitGlah, and his son, pitched a tent in 
s hollow under its southern walls. The k h h  in- 
formed the inhabitants of Blimiiin, assembled to 
greet his return, that if perfectly agreeable to them- 
selves, he would be their guest for ten days, i t  
being necessary to settle his affairs with Mir Yez- 
dknbaksh and others. 
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THE k h h  having been accepted as a gued by 
the good people of BBmiBn, his first step was to 
settle the amount of jirim, or fine, on such indi- 
viduals as were obnoxious to him, that is, on such 
as had property that he might appropriate. The 
great,er part of these had been made prisoners at 
Ak Robh, as before not.ed, through the dexterity of 
Wali, the chillam-berdk. The amount obtained 
by jirim was not less than thirty thousand rupees, 
although received in effects, as carpets, felts, wool- , 

lens, copper utensils, lead, and cattle of various 
kinds. Their connexion with Mir Yeadbbaksh 
was the crime imputed to them; and the k h h  as- 
sumed great credit to himself with most of them, 
for having re-directed them into the path of I s l h ,  
from which they had deviated by sssociating them- 
selves with Shias and infidels. Another of the 
khWs immediate objects was to obtain possession 
of the castle of Saiyadabfid, belonging to Alladid 
KhBn, Moghal, who had laid up in it a vast quan- 
tity of supplies. The Moghal was a prisoner, and 
consented to pay his fine, but was unwilling to 
surrender his castle ; on which the k h b  sent for 
his elephant, and ordered him to be trampled under 
his feet. Alladgd now craved for mercy, which, 
through the mediation of the G h G l h  K h b a  chiefs, 
was conceded. The following morning the inha- 
bitants of the castle evacuated their dwelling, being 
permitted to carrylaway, their grain and effects, 

excepting forage and fuel. The khin, with five or 
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six attendants, and myself, rode to survey the new 
acquisition. We  crossed the river of BBmih, and 
skirting the southern face of the detached eminence, 
on which stands the ruined citadel of Ghblghbleh, 
ascended a level space, on which is the castle of 
Saiyadabid. I t  was a dilapidated, but truly impos- 
ing ancient castle, constructed of burnt bricks. We 
entered it by a modern gateway on the south ; the 
original entmnce was an arched one to the west, 
of very large dimensions, which had been long since 
closed up. The walls were of immense solidity, 
while the burnt bricks employed in their structure 
were of surprising size. The apartments were 
ranged in lines with the walls, leaving a small area 
in the centre. Those of the ground-floor were 
twenty-five to thirty feet in height, and. they had 
above them others equally lofty and capacious. 
The whole of them had been originally covered with 
domes,-a construction adopted in the old city of 
GhGlghbleh,-but these have nearly all yielded to the 
attacks of time, and at present the roofs are flat, 
and supported on rafters. West of the castle is a 
large walled enclosure, called the Serai, having on 
the west a line of domed buildinp, but modern; 
near them are the remains of the old masjit belong- 
ing to the castle, exhibiting the same style of solid 
architecture. In the enclosure is a well, also a re- 
cent addition. The castle of Saiyadabid is called, 
in the traditions of the country, Killa Dokhtar, 
the daughter's castle, having been, as it is said, at 
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the period of the reduction of GhiilghGleh, the 
residence of a prince& the daughter of its sove- 
reign, who married the besieging chief, and be- 
trayed her father by disclosing the hidden channels 
through which water was conveyed to the citadel. 
The castle, without ascribing much credit to t m  
dition, was undoubtedly one of the most promi- 
nent structures of the old city of GhGlghGleh, 
but manifesting a Miihomedan origin, and probably 
built under the sway of the Caliphs. GhGlghGleh, 
we know from authentic history was destroyed by 
Jenghiz K h h  in 1220, A. D. and afforded some time 
a refuge to Jeliladan, the expelled Shkh of KhwA- 
rizm. About two hundred yards from it, on the 
north-east, are other buildings referrible to the 
same era. It would appear to have remained in 
an uninhabitable state until about thirty years 
since, when a governor of BAmib, Mirza M9h0- 
med Ali, affecting a kind of semi-independence, 
covered in the exposed dwellings, built the semi, 
and sank the well. In it he endured a twelve 
month's siege by Killich Ali Beg of Balkh, who 
ultimately decamped without effecting the reduc- 
tion of the fortress. Since that time, or soon after, 
Mirza MQhomed Ali retired to ZohAk, which he 
intended to repair, and to place in a state of de- 
fence, and there being proclaimed a traitor he was - 
slain by the inhabitants of Bhmib. Since the fall 
of the mirza the castle of Saiyadabid had been held 
by Allad6d KGn, Moghal, and he, confiding in the 
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strength of his walls, which cannot be destroyed by 
any means at command of the governors of B M h ,  
lived perfectly independent id them, refbed to pay 
the usual third of the produce of his land, and even 
occasionally attacked his neighbours. He and his 
castle had now fallen beneath the ascendancy of 
Hkji Khh's stars, and after a survey of the build- 
ing, its new posseesor decided on occupying it him- 
self, and sent orders for the expedition thither of 
his wives and followers. I n  the castle, where he 
had hitherto resided were left the HmQra pri- 
soners, under the charge of his brother, Dost M& 
homed Khgn, and the HindGstAni soldiers. The 
khan repaired to a modern masjit at the entrance 
of the castle, and, with a KO& in his hands, im- 
plored the favour of heaven on his new conquest. 
The ejection of about eighty families in the midst 
of winter, and depriving them of fuel, and proven- 
der for their cattle, turning a deaf ear to the 
prayers of the aged women of the castle, who ap- 
peared before him, each with a .Korh in her hands, 
exhorting him to look in the face of God, and be 
merciful,-were perhaps M h u l m M ~  actians ; but it  
was necessary in the midst of the perpetration of 
crime to preserve religious appearances, and to 
show his followers that whatever might be done 
from necessity, he was still a true and devout 
Mtissulmiin. Within the castle were large quan- 
tities of clover-hay, wheat-chaff, chelmer, and wood. 

' Without the former the khAn might have been em- 
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barrased as to the subsistence of his horses. I se- 
lected an apartment on the ground-floor, which 
was large and convenient; a stable was adjoining, 
and there were two or three recesses in it, full of 
chaff, wood, and chelmer, and I admitted no com- 
panions but the old physician IddaitGlah, and his 
son. The whole of the khih's horses were brought 
to SaiyadabQd : the most valuable were housed with- 
in the castle, and the remainder were picketed in 
the adjacent semi. The khh's  brothers, Ddoud M k  
homed K h h  and K h h  Miihomed K h h ,  had taken 
up quarters in the caves of B h i A n ;  the Kh&a 
troops had sheltered themselves in the several cas- 
tles, and the G h G l b  KhAna troops only remained 
encamped in the snow. 

W e  shall now advert to the affairs of the Haz& 
mjit. The seizure of Mir Yezdhbaksh had pro- 
duced an universal sensation of indignation among 
the Hazkas ; and Mir B h  Ali had repaired to K b z k  
to concert measures with his friends there for resist- 
ance to Hij i  Khbn. The letters of Mir Yezdb- 
baksh to his adherents were unattended to, and the 
replies were full of terms of defiance to the k h h .  
Whether the m h  was sincere in wishing his letters 
to be complied with I know not ; he said he was; 
and at his instance, seconded by the entreaties of 
Ndib Sgdadin, who, to do him juatice, was ever 
anxious to be serviceable to his unfortunate friend, 
Miihomed GGI, one of his confidential servants and 
a prisoner, was released and despatched to Kirziir, 
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that he might, by personal explanation, induce the 
people there to surrender the castle and the hos- 
tages required, and procure the release of M'lr 
Yezdhbaksh. The k h h  waa not pleased to allow 
Maomed GG1 to depart, and Mh Miihomed Shiih, 
brother to Mir Yezdhbaksh, now, with the k h h ,  
protested against it. He however went, making a 
thousand vows of fidelity to the k h h ,  and impre- 
cating the vengeance of heaven on his head if he 
proved false. On arrival at K h z k  he but con- 
firmed the assembled H a z h  in their determina- 
tion to hold it. The winter seeming to allow 
no military operations to be carried on *inst 
K h z k ,  Mir Bib Ali returned to his home, writ- 
ing a letter, of ambiguous tendency, to the k h h .  
The principal men. at K h z k  were, Ngiir Mir Ali 
and one Kbim ; the former had been sent to Ktibal 
to purchase rice, and articles. for the entertainment 
of the khhn on his expected return ; and the latter 
had been left at K h z k  by the miry to attend to 
the affairs of BisGt during his absence. They 
were now joined by Miihomed GG1. A party of 
four individuals from Kiibal, three KohistMi and 
one native of Kiibal, driving asses laden with fruit, 
and articles to sell in camp, unconscious of what 
had happened at SCghh, fell into the power of 
the Haz6raa near K k k .  The three Kohisthis, 
making resistance, were killed, and the Kiibali w a ~  
brought to the castle, where his life was spared, and 
he was set at liberty, but in a state of nudity. 
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As the communication between K & h l  and l36- 
m'h was now cut o$ there were many reduced 
to much inconvenience and distress, and a good 
deal of discontent existed among such as did not 
like the k h b  entertain the idea of wintering at 
BhiAn. The GhGlgm K h h  t roop were very 
uneasy, and for some time past had been continually 
soliciting riiksat, or leave to depart ; but the k h h  
had hitherto contrived to delay giving it. To their 
ordinary capacities the extraordinary measurea of 
the k h b  were perfectly incomprehensible. Sur- 
mises as to his ultimate intentions were also heard. 
The khb 's  brothers did not approve of his stay 
at  B6mih. The natives of B h % n  were nearly 
reduced to despair by the abstraction of their means 
of subsistence for the supply of the troops; so 
awful a visitation had never before fallen on them. 
The mysterious and absolute k h h  was not to be 
resisted ; but tbey had a slender consolation in the 
reflection that no one had ever, with impunity, 
wantonly tyrannized over B h i i h ,  under the pro- 
tection of its twelve thousand w& (saints). 

Matters remained in thia perplexed state until 
the eighth Rajiib, when the k h h  repaired to the 
w t l e  where Mir Yezdbbaksh wm confined, and 
after a secret conference with his brothers, Dbud  
Mftbomed K h b  and K h h  Miihomed K h h ,  or- 
dered the execution of the mir, as he said, from 
necessity. He inquired of MGlla Shahiibadin if 
the destruction of Mir Yezdinbaksh was justifiable 
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by the laws of the KO&; who replied, that i t  
was absolutely indispensable ; adding, that it was 
better that death should be inflicted by the hands 
of his own kinsmen. 

A pbhkidmat Miihomed K h b  repaired to the 
mir, and told him to rise, as he was wanted with- 
out. The mir asked, if it was intended to kill him ? 
M6homed K h h  replied, that such were the orders. 
On which he immediately arose, and followed the 
messenger. He was led to the border of a canal 
of irrigation under the castle wall, where he sat 
down until the preparations were completed. He 
begged aa a favour that his hands might be untied, 
that he might repeat two r i k h  of prayer. It was 
refused. He therefore, as a devotional act, was 
compelled to be satisfied with p d n g  the beads 
of his tusbih, or rosary, between his fingers, and 
making low ejaculations. The preparations being 
slow,--a controversy having arisen among those con- 
cerned whether a thin or thick rope w e  preferable, 
strangling having been the mode of death ordered, 
-the mir expressed his hope that he should not be 
made to suffer any lingering torment, and wished 
that with swords they would strike directly at 
his neck. A thick rope had been decided upon. 
The' same pkshkidmat asked the mir if he had 
.anything to my. He looked around for a moment, 
and observed, " No; what have I to say? They 
must all follow me, " riih am in ast," or, the road 
is this. The rope being fixed, the mir was led 
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into the hollow south of the castle, and six kinsmen 
were stationed, three at each end of the rope; 
among these was his brother, Abbh, and two 
sons of the Vakil Saifiilah. The former, being a 
prisoner, was compelled to assist, and the two latter 
were afforded an opportunity to avenge the death of 
their father slain by the mir. His corpse was thrown 
across a yabG, and instantly despatched to K h z k .  
Thus fell mr Yezdhbaksh, a victim to Afghkn 
perfidy and dissimulation. His firmness in meeting 
death was admired even by his executioners ; and 
it was observed that in lieu of evincing any 
signs of anxiety or dejection his countenance was 
more ruddy than usual. It was also discovered 
that he had been slain on an excellent day and 
time, as the month RajCb was the best of all 
months for a MGssulmih to die in, and the Roz 
JGma the best of all days. 

The slaughter of their chief did not cause his 
adherents at Khziir immediately to surrender the 
castles, as perhaps the khAn had hoped; but soon 
afterwards letters arrived with ambiguous offers,- 
which Mir Zkffer of KalG pronounced' false. ' Kar- 
ra KGli K h b ,  who had been despatched to KGndGz, 
now returned, bringing with him an agent of M C  
homed Moriid Beg, with a message to the fodow-' 
ing purport. "If the k h b  be my elder in age, 
he is my father, if my equal, my brother, and if my. 
younger, my son." The k h b  now resolved to 
despatch a formal embassy to KGndGz, and G h u l h  
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Hiikamzkda was selected, and to him were given as 
offerings to the Uzbek chief most of the presents 
brought from Sind by Mulla J b  Miihomed. 

The G h b l b  K h b a  troops became clamorous 
for their rGksat, or dismissal ; they had no idea of 
finding themselves isolated among Uzbeks; if they 
remained, a possible circumstance; and at length, 
somewhat angrily, the k h b  consented to their de- 
parture. They were contented to brave the rigours 
of a wintry passage through BisGt, and reckoned, 
by their influence with the H a z h ,  on procuring 
a passage by the castle of K h k .  A kifila which 
had arrived from B o k h h  placed themselves under 
their protection. The Rikas, at variance with the 
rest of the G h b l h  K h h  troops, and being also 
Siinh, with Saiyad Miihomed K h h ,  PaghmAni, re- 
mained. The k h b  on dismissal of these troops 
gave them a barit, or order for three days' supplies, 
on Kiilb. Many were desirous to accompany the 
GhGlh  K h b a  hoops, but the k h b  cajoled them 
with the promise of going himself to Kiibal in a 
few days, when the castle of Kbziir should sur- 
render. The GhG16m K h b a  trows on reaching 
K h z b  were detained three days under its walls, 
and had to endure all the horrors of an unusually 
intense cold, rendered still mom terrific and fatal 
by a powerful s h h a l  wind, amid snow breast-high, 
and without fuel. The H m h  assembled, and 
although a few shots were fired, no one s&red 
from them. Miihomed Bigher K h b ,  Miihomed 
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Jiiffar K h b ,  Mir Ali K h b ,  and two or three other 
chiefs, were only admitted within the castle, and 
at first were made prisoners for some hours, but 
h l l y  an arrangement was mncluded, by which ten 
tombs were given for a free passage, and hostage8 
were delivered as pledges that no violence should 
be offered to the H a z h  peasantry between K h k  
and Sir Chishma. Moreover, all the h o r n ,  arms, 
 accoutrement^, and clothing, spoil of the H a a h ,  
which were easily recognised, were taken from all 
who had them in possession. The terms of this 
$reaty complied with, the G h G l h  K h h a  troop 
proceeded through -fit, having no other anta- 
gonist than the cold, itself a formidable one. Forty- 
6ve individuals of the party perished ; and of those 
who reached Khbal great numbers had to deplore 
the loss of tom and fingers, many of their hands and 
feet entirely. The destruction of cattle was also 
immense, and the camels particularly suffered. 

Mhimd6d K h b ,  with Miihomd Ali Beg, and 
the young chief of Ajer, about this time arrived 
from KLhmerd, a reference respecting that district 
having been made to Miihomed Morid Beg. M6- 
homed Ali Beg strove to dissuade the k h b  from 
remaining the winter at BMh, a purpose which 
he now avowed. Wi,th respect to K h z k  he  ob- 
served, that the k h b  did only half measures. On 
the seizure of Mir Yezdhbaksh he ought to have 
slain him, and sent a force in chapow upon the 

1 

1 
castle. As it was, he suggested that the 616s force I 

I 
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of BBmih should be called out, scaling ladders 
prepared, and volunteered, in conjunction with a- 
himd6d Khhn, to reduce the fortram by assault. 
These mmures were not adopted. 

Another kkfila arrived frdm B o k h h ;  with it 
were two or three Lohiid merchants. These had 
mfficient penetration to conjecture the khWs de- 
signs, and recommended him, in course of conver- 
sation, not to return to Kkbal, where he would 
be degraded, but to  repair to KGndGz, where his 
honours would be increased. Two or three days 
after the k h h  confined those merchants, demand- 
ing from them the loan of one thoueand tillahs (gold 
coin) of B o k h h .  They refused, and fasted a day 
or two, vowing they would starve themselves to 
death ; the craving of hunger becoming intolerable, 
they tendered five hundred tilhhs, which the k h h  
accepted, and releesed them. The tillah of Bok- 
hara is in value about aeven rupees of Kgbal, so 
that the khsln profited by the mmhants three thou- 
sand five hundred rupees. 

Dbud  Maomed Khan, the khMs bruther, had 
for some time been at Ir&, where he had occupied 
the castle, and confitmated the property of Saiyad 
shah Maomed, one of the individuals on whom 
a h e  of three thousand rupees had been imposed. 
He ncnv came to Bibnib, and with his brother, K h h  
MBhomed K h h ,  signified to the k h h  that they 
should proceed to KAbal. He used every argn- 
ment to disauade them, but ineffectually, and they 
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told him that they were servants of Dost Mfiomed 
K h h ,  and not of himself. RGksat was therefore 
given to them and to the Rikaa, and Saiyad M6- 
homed KhAn, P a g h m u  with many others, to ac- 
company them. I had long been very much dis- 
tressed, and refrained from accompanying the 
G h d l h  K h h a  troops, only becaw they proceeded 
a little against the khgn's pleasure, but now that 
his brothers had obtained rGksat, I asked mine, 
which was of course granted. The k h h  promised 
to p h  me under protection of his brothers, but 
did not, and as they had left B&dh I followed 
them, accompanied by one Barkat, a young man 
of the BQla Hi& KAbal, who had two horses to 
convey thither, and who engaged for a trifling sum 
to attend me and my horse on the road, and to 
place my 1uggap;e on one of his horses, so that I 
and my animal might be unencumbered. My ob- 
ject was now to reach KLbal, but how or by what 
read no one knew; the two brothers of the k h h ,  
and Saiyad Mghomed Khlln, PaghmW, had vowed 
not to return to B6mih-but it still remained to 
decide in what mode to reach Kiibal. As Afghhs, 
they could not expect so easily as the Gh61im 
KhAna troops, to pass the castle of KAnk ;  how- 
ever, there seemed 9 general resolution, if com- 
pelled thereto, to force a passage by the castle, and 
to fight their way through BbGt. On the other 
hand, Saiyad M6homed K h b  PaghmMi who is 
believed to be what is called a SGchah Saiyad, 
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or, one whose pedigree is undoubted, and who has 
influence with some of the Sh6kh Ali chiefs, hoped 
by the assistance of Saiyad Sh& AbbL, residing at 
Bitchilik, near Shibr, the Pir of the Sh6kh Alig 
to procure by negotiation or purchase a passage 
through their territories. At the time of my lea+ 
ing Bitmitin it was understood that Kh&n M& 
homed Khdn was at Ahinghar, at the mouth of the 
valley of Topchi, Diioud Milhomed K h h  at IrAk, 
and Saiyad Mihomed K h h  at Bitchilik. 

We  proceeded down the valley of BhiAn to the 
commencement of the valley of Topchi, where are 
two castles called Ahinghar, as before noted, which 
we found occupied by the troops of Khkn Miihomed 
K h h ,  and others. Ae we started late from Saiyada- 
biid, so it was dark before we arrived here, and, as 
quarters were out of the question, I was obliged 
to pass the night in my postin on the ground, and 
although the cold was severe suffered no incon- 
venience. 

About an hour after daylight many of the troops 
were in motion, but the horses of K h h  Miihomed 
KhAn were not yet saddled. I however joined the 
promiscuous group proceeding, Barkat being to 
follow. W e  passed up the valley of Topchi, and 
ascended the Kotal Haft Pail&, but in place of 
making the summit inclined to the left, or east, and 
gained the crest of the Kotal ShGtar Girdan, the 
descent of which is less considemble. Naturally 
steep and precipitous, it was now very troublesome 
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from the frozen snow, although the passage had 
been improved by the exertions of the H a z h  
of KGlii. It became absolutely necessary to dis- 
mount, and with all our precautions numbers of 
horses lost their footing. The descent brought UE 
into the defile of Mod, stretching from north to 
south, where was a castle, deserted by its inhs  
bitants, and the entrance blocked up with stones. 
Here was a plantation of small trees, and a water- 
mill. On the rocks on the eastern side were Con- 
siderable ancient remains, constructed of burnt 
bricks, and remarkable for neatness m d  solidity. 
Our course up the valley was long and difficult, 
and we had several times to cross and recrose the 
half frozen rivulet. . The road generally led over 
precipices, and many of the a n i d s  slipped down 
them, but, thanks to heaven, my little nag was 
sure and firm-footed, and passed all the dangerous 
spots with impunity. 

I t  was still day when we reached l$;116, and 
passing under the oastlee occupied by Mir Zaffer 
and his relations, on eminences now on our right, 
came opposite to a kishl& on the other side of 
the rivulet, which had a rura,l bridge thrown over 
it. The kishllik wtw occupied by ShakGr K h b  
Terin, with his horse Jisklchis. I waited until 
near dark for the arrival of Barkat, who not ap- 
pearing, I was obliged to seek fox quarters for 
the night. ShakGr Kh&n hearing of me, gave me 
into the hands of a brother of Mir Zder ,  enjoin- 
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ing him, if he valued the khh's good-will, to take 
charge of me. The m'rr conducted me to his castle, 
and directed one of his people to conduct me to 
the Mihmb K h h a  (howe of guests), adjacent to 
it. This I found full of men and horses, the party 
of Saifadln, the khWs Sh&ghMi and brother to 
his n&b, Slidadin. They were not willing to re- 
ceive an intruder, and expressed themeelves in 
terms of little decency or civility. I believe, how- 
ever, they did not recognise me, and I did not 
take the trouble to make myself known. I now 
returned to the castle gate, and had reconciled 
myself to pasa the night uhder its wall, when two 
horsemen arrived, inquiring where ShakGr KhAn 
had taken up quarters. k i n g  me, they told me 
to come with them, and we descended towards the 
kishliik. On reaching the intervening stream our 
horses, on account of the darkness, were fearful af 
committing themselves to it, and I believe we must 
have spent above an hour in unavailing beating, 
kicking, and goading, before we finally succeeded 
in making them cross it. ShakGr KhAn regaled 
me with a good wpper, and provided barley end 
chaff for my horse. Throughout the night a 
splendid fire was kept up, maintained, however, 
at the expense of the implements of husbandry 
belonging to the Hazkas. We were yet sitting 
when Zaffer's brother arrived, and showed a 
letter from the k h b ,  commanding the return of 
all the troops to BMi6n. 
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Having no alternative but to return, ShakGr 
Kh&s party saddled their horses, and one of the 
men did the same for me, when it was found that 
my bridle and one of the saddle-girths had been 
purloined. ShakGr K h h  exhorted his men to 
produce the articles, and a saiyad of the party 
stood on the roof. of a house and denounced the 
vengeance of the Prophet on whoever had taken 
the property of a stranger guest, but to no purpose 
-and I was compelled to proceed without having 
in my hand a guide ar check to my horse. The 
good little animal did not allow me to suffer from 
the deficiency. We  returned by the road we had 
come, and in progreas I fell in with Barkat. On 
arrival at Topchi we proceeded to the first of the 
castles, where, every house being occupied, we were 
compelled to select a spot for the night under the 
walls. Here I found Shiihghtsi OmSd of the khWs 
establishment, who interested himself to procure me 
a lodging. Adjacent to the castle was a house in 
which Din Miihomed, a Jbhshir  merchant, with 
his son, had taken quarters. The Shkhghilsk, first 
civilly requested, and, on their demurring, insisted 
on their receiving me as a companion. They con- 
sented, and I in return declined to avail myself of 
what seemed to be considered a favour. Their 
servants came and entreated me to join their mas- 
ter, on which I went, and had a comfortable posi- 
tion assigned me. Dh Maomed was a tea-drinker, 
and was suffering great privation, having exhausted 
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his stock of the delectable herb. I had it in my 
power to give him a small supply, which put him 
in very good humour, and we pwsed a pleasant 
evening, enlivened by the presence of our landlady, 
a pretty lively young Tiijik wife. 

' Shiihghbsi OmCd perceiving my want of a bridle, 
produced a Haz6ra one not worth a din&, which 
he said a friend of his was willing to sell for a 
rupee. I knew that the worthless bridle was his 
own, but considering he deserved a rupee for his 
attentions the preceding evening I purchased it. 
Just as I was going to mount, a man of ShakGr 
Khh's  party came up and returned my own bridle, 
which it was feared to retain, supposing that I was 
returning to BMiAn, and might acquaint the k h h  

- with my loss. There ww a small party of four, foot 
Jis&Ichis, now mounted indeed on horses, H a z k  
spoil, a portion of those under command of JGma 
KhAn, YGsef Zai, and who when at KAbal do duty 
at the Derwbza Sh& ShChid of the B611a Hissk. 
These men claimed me as an acquaintance, and 
attached themselves to me, as did three other men 
of Koh D h a n ,  JisAlchis also, but on foot. Saiyad 
Miihomed KhCn, Paghmsi, I have before noted, 
had proceeded to Bitchilik, and reports reached us 
that his negotiations with the ShCkh Ali H a z b  
had succeeded. We  therefore determined to pro- 
ceed and join him. We  passed down the valley 
of Topchi, and on reaching thgt of B6miih turned 
to our right, or east, and after no very great 
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distance passing a castle to the left, arrived under 
the ancient remains called the castle of Zohkk, 
and erossing the rivulet of KaG, which at  thia 
point falls into the river of BhmGn, ascended 
the hills opposite to Zoh&, the passage over 
which is called the Kotal of IrAk. The road was 
good, and the ascent gradual, and the summit 
of the pass was a large table space, remarkable 
at  all times for wind. W e  had hitherto tra- 
versed ground slightly covered with snow. The 
surface of the table space was, however, clear, the 
violence of the wind having dispersed whatever 
snow had fallen on it. On this day walking and 
leading my horse, the better to resist the cold, I 
was scarcely'able to stand against the wind, which 
blew from the south. The north-westers are said 
to be terrible in power at this spot. The table 
space surmounted, the descent of the kotal com- 
menced, which only at fimt a little steep, led us 
into a stony valley for a few hundred yards, when 
the open vale of Ir& was entered. We halted 
at  the first Gaetle that occuned : there were others 
in front, and to our right, or south, one of the latter 
belonging to Sh& Miihomed Saiyad, who had been 
condemned in fine. About six castles were only 
in sight, but we were told that there were others 
in contiguous valleys, considered as belonging to 
IrAk, which formed an aggregate of twenty inhabit- 
ed castles. The plain was nearly free from snow, 
and the cultivated lands were considerable ; a small 
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rivulet irrigated the valley, flowing from the south 
to the north, and on it were many water-mills. 
Opposite to us, in the rooks north of the valley, 
were many caves, occupied by the ktlfila from 
h k h h ,  as the castles were by the soldiery. The 
inhabitants of Irkk beheld with consternation the 
ingress of so great a multitude, and were at a 
loss how to furnish supplies, which, of course, were 
imperiously demanded. In the castle in which 
we had sheltered ourselves, our party of nine 
persons, and BiX homes, were lodged in an apart- 
ment on the ground-floor; in other apartments 
was a Hdmmzkda of Peshiiwer, with a party of 
twenty, all mounted. The risb d e d ,  or father 
of the family occupying the castle, through neces- 
sity consented to provide c h d  for the homes of 
his guestfl, but he was thrown into great anxiety 
by the arrival of a large herd of camels, the drivers 
of which bivouacked behind the castle walls, and 
laid hands on the old man's dried clover, as well 
aa chaff. My companions installed me their khln, 
the better to practise their impositions on the 
Hazhs, a part they judged me competent to per- 
sonate, being arrayed in garments of British chintz, 
and somewhat more respectably mounted than 
themselves ; indeed, as the r'hh &d observed, 
the khAn's horse was the only one that had not 
been plundered from the Hazihas. I was com- 
pelled to witness, without the power of prevention, 
much insolence, presumption, *and oppression ; all 
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I could do was to conduct myself orderly, atid to 
accept nothing without giving an equivalent. I 
was, fortunately, provided with a mal l  supply of 
gGr, or coarse sugar in balls, the only saccharine sub- 
stance to be prooured at B U n ,  with a few other 
articles prized by H a z h ;  and by making small 
presents, which were gratifying to the receivers, I 
soon. became a favourite. 

The next day, no precise intelligence having been 
received by Saiyad M6homed KhAn, Paghmhi, and 
my companions holding good quarters, they deter- 
mined to halt, aa did the Htiksmziida. In the 
course of the day the khhn's agent at I d k ,  Ph in-  
d6h K h h ,  arrived, and told the rish saEd that 
he was at liberty to eject his intruding guests, who 
were a set of vagabonds, roving about the country, 
contrary to the khWs orders, and that the khQn 
had positively forbidden that any one should sell, 
or give to them a handful of chaff or barley. The 
iish saEd observed that on my account, who was 
a Mbssulmlin among the whole, he waa contented 
to give lodging for the night, and chaR for the 
horses, but prayed that he might be relieved from 
the presence of the camels, that were devouring, 
as he expressed it, his entrails. In the apartment 
allotted to us was a kandGr, or mud vessel of 
capacity, the mouth of which, aa well as the sides, 
was plastered over; by sounding with their fingers 
my companions found it to be full, and they d e  
termined to open it during the night, and evacuate 
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a portion of the contents. A large bag of grain 
was also destined similar treatment. During 
the day a Hind6 from the k&la had come to the 
castle with a trinket, which he wished to sell or 
exchange for necessaries. One of the J idchis  
happened to be at  the gateway, and took the 
trinket from the Hind& under pretence of effect- 
ing its disposal ; he came with it and secreted 
himself in a sheep-crib at the extremity of the 
apartment, and eluded all search that the Hind6 
and H a z h  of the castle made for him, while 
his comrades were highly indignant that one of 
their party should be suspected of dishonesty. Two 
of the three foot Jisachh of Koh D h a n  were 
n'unbzis, or prayer-sayers, and one of them, after 
repeating N m k  S h h ,  or evening prayer, called 
for a m6kh tavila, or iron horse pin, avowing, with- 
out shame, that he was a balit, or adept at such 
nefarious work. He sounded the kand6r in various 
parts with the instrument, selecting the head as 
the spot to open; the operation to be postponed 
until midnight. Ultimately, when it was supposed 
that the H a z h  were at repose, the unhallowed 
despoilers arose, lighted the lamp, and first re- 
paired to the bag, which they opened by cutting 
the threads with which it was sewed, and abstracted 
a quantity of grain. Being provided with large 
sewing-needles and thread, they resewed the bag. 
Between our apartment and that b which the 
H a e h  of the castle slept there was no inter- 
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vening separation, both being as it were one apart- 
ment, one portion lying round to the right, the 
other to the left of the common entrance from 
without; hence it became a necessary but delicate 
matter so to manage the lamp that its light should 
not be seen by the H a z k  and this was dexter- 
ously managed by the assistance of a chapan, or 
cloak. The kandiir was then m i l e d ,  and a 
quantity of, I believe, grain extracted. The aper- 
ture made was next cemented over with moist clay, 
previously prepared, and the rrtolen property se- 
curely deposited in the saddle-begs of the partiee. 
They extinguished the lamp and again went t.o 
rest. 

My companions by times d d l e d  their horses 
and prepared to start, wiahing to precede the dis- 
covery of the nightye thee. One of the H a a h  
youths, however, examined the bag of grain, and 
exclaimed that it had been opened ; the good 
rish deed enjoined silence on him, observing, 
whrt had been done could not be helped, and 
addressing the J i dchb ,  conjured them to behave 
with propriety in Shibr, where they would not find 
the people to be sags, or dogs ; that i t  behoved them 
not to throw obloquy on the PbdshCh, whose ser- 
vants they were; and he commended them to the  
Divine protection. He warmly pressed my hands 
when I mounted, and invoked on my head a variety 
of blesslings, as did the other inhabitants of the cas- 
tle. We crossed the rivulet in front of the &1e, 
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and turning to 'the north passed through a defile 
into a small vale, where were two or three castles, 
the water erccompanying us ; this conducted us into 
another, more spacious, and inclined to the north- 
east, where were four or five castles and two or 
three kishlliks, with several caves, and the remains 
of anoient buildings on the rocks. There are also 
two or three z ihts ,  and numerous small groves of 
trees. The valley was perfectly free from sdw,  
as were in great measure the adjacent hills. It was 
evidently a hvoured spot, and the soil was so ex- 
cellent that I found tobacco was among its pro- 
ducts. It was called BGbGli3c. Its rivulet joined 
that of I& in the valley we had quitted, and both 
augment the river of Bh'BSn. Ascending the val- 
ley of BGbGl&, we psssed a spring, which on ism- 
ing h m  the rocks was sensibly warm. Above thie 
point the valley contracts, and we began to have 
snow beneath ow  feet, the quantity increasing as we 
ascended. W e  arrived where a defile radiated to 
the east, which a guide we had with us told us led 
to Shibr ; but our party, which was this day in com- 
pany with the HAkzumada, resolving to proceed to 
Bitchilik, we kept straight up the valley we were 
in. Our guide here wished to leave us, but the 
H6kaamAda would not suffer him, when, a very little 
farther on, he took the start of us, we being embar- 
rassed by snow and ice, and either hiding himself or 
passing over the rocks, was lost to us. As we pro- 
ceeded up the valley it became a mere defile, and 
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we were grievously incomnloded by the accumu- 
lated snow and ice. A rivulet in it, now nearly 
icebound, proved a serious obstacle to our progress. 
Eventually clearing it, we found ourselves at the 
southern extremity of the vale of Bitchilik, which 
was open, but covered with snow. The vale ex- 
tended from north to south, and passing some eight 
or ten castles and kishliiks, we arrived at the castle 
of Saiyad Sh& A b b k  at its northern extremity, and 
at the base of the kotal leading into the ShCkh Ali 
districts. On one of the towers of the castle was a 
pole, surmounted by a hand of metal, the emblem of 
the saiyad's power and character. We found that 
Saiyad Miihomed K h h ,  P a g h m w  was within the 
castle ; to which none of us were admitted, and Din 
Miihomed, the JGbshir merchant, was at  the Mih- 
m h  Khha, under the walls. W e  learned that the 
ShCkh Ali H a z h  had refused to grant a passsge 
through their territory, and menaced no longer to 
reverence Baiyad Sh& Abbh  as their pir, who 
seemed desirous to introduce the A f g h h  among 
them. They said, if a passage were granted, that 
the Afghbs would the following year enter the 
country with guns, and compel them to pay tribute. 
The saiyad's brother had been first despatched, and 
on his return the saiyad himself had repaired to the 
Hazhm, but it waa hardly to be expected that he 
would be more successful in his mission. Our ar- 
rival waa said to be unfbrtunate, and calculated to 
frustrate the negotiation, and we were recommend- 
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ed to proceed to Shibr, which lay only a little to 
the south, a slight kotal intervening. W e  therefore 
crossed the kotal, which was not long, and rather a 
passage over an undulating high land than a pass, 
and came into the southern extremity of the vale 
of Shibr ; aacended the vale, passing several castles 
and kishlilks to the right' and left ; and at the 
head of it  the HiikamzBda and his party were pro- 
vided with quarters, and we were taken up a val- 
ley extending to the south, where were several 
castles, among which our party was distributed, 
the men on foot at one castle, and the horsemen 
in two castles. The people were willing to con- 
sider us as guests, and to provide us with food 
and our horses with provender, and they made a 

- 
magnificent fire, continually heaping on it  fresh 
fuel. W e  were regaled with a supper of fine 
wheaten cakes and krfit. My companions having 
turned their eyes around the apartment, to disco- 
ver if there was anything to purloin, and there 
being in it  two or three kandGrs, to  prevent a 
repetition of the scene of the preceding night I 
took an opportunity of going outside, and calling 
the rish safgd, cautioned him to make two of his 
young men sleep in our apartment; which step 
being adopted, baffled the furtively inclined. W e  
sat up late this evening, some young Haziiras from 
the other castles having come on my account. 
Little presents won all hearts, and the donation of 
two or t.hree sheets of paper to the son of the rish - 
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saGd, who was a mGlla, or able to read and write, 
wonderfully delighted him, as i t  did the old gentle- 
man his father. 

O w  landlords in the morning, although they in- 
timated the expediency of our departure, had the 
hospitality first to provide us with breakfast, and 
to feed our cattle. One of the JisBlchis had pro- 
ceeded to the castle below, where the HAkamzl- 
da had passed the night, to inquire of him how 
to  act, as we were now situated. H e  replied, that 
if we thought we should not be ejected, i t  would 
be as well to remain, otherwise there was no al- 
ternative but to shift quarters. On return of the 
messenger a council of war was held by my com- 
panions, and i t  was decided that a removal was 
expedient and necessary; both as an ejection was 
to be apprehended, and there was a probability 
that the Haziiras of Sh6kh Ali would be seen 
crowning the summit of the kotal, i t  being un- 
derstood that fifteen hundred of them had assem- 
bled on the other side on hearing of the advance 
of the Afghans to Shibr. 

The Haziiras of Shibr were more independent 
and fearless than those of the other districts we had . 

visited. They said, in course of conversation, thrat 
they were raiyats of the Afghans rather from a 
desire to live peaceably than from necessity. The 
AfghGns, they observed, might talk of their pidshlih, 
but they had none ; Dost Miihomed KhPn of Kilbal 
was not a piidshgh, but a lGtmiir, or robber. We 
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mounted and descended the vale of Shibr which 
terminated in a narrow defile ; which again opened 
into another valley stretching fnun north to eouth, 
and to the left, or south, were some five or six 
castles. Soon after we entered the valley w h h  
led us to BGbGlAk, where we took up quarters at 
a kishla, which proved to be but one house, very 
spacious and convenient. Our presence was not 
altogether acceptable to the owners, two brothers, 
and one of them went to prefer a complaint to the 
khhn's agent, residing at BGbGlAk. This man came, 
and after soothing the H a z h ,  told my companions 
to get as much out of them as they could for the 
night, but to depart in the morning. They needed 
not this encouragement to assume iniportance ; and 
ourselves and horses were provided with food gra- 
tuitously. 

In the morning, having first breakfasted, mount- 
ed, and passing successively the valley of Irhk and 
its kotal, we descended into the valley of Biimih. 
A little beyond Zoh& was a castle, where my com- 
panions would fain have pmsed the night, but there 
were no others than females and children in it, 
the males having been sent with Whimdhd KhAn 
and Miihomed Ali Beg to Khrz6.r. The women 
weeping, and showing much anxiety, I continued 
my course, and was followed by the others of the 
party ; and urging my horse, reached Biimih while 
it was yet day. I found that the khin had removed 

z o a  
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from the castle of Saiyadabrid to that before the 
colossal statues, in which he formerly resided, and 
where =r Yezdbbaksh had been slain. Before 
reaching it, I was met by my companion Sirkerder 
Kamber, who led me to his quarters. 
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WE now learned that the H a z h  of K k z b  had 
despatched letters to the k h h ,  offering to surrender 
the cktles, if assured of indemnity for the past by 
the guarantees of %himdid K h b  and Miihomed 
Ali Beg. I t  was singular to observe these men 
reduced to the necessity of seeking protection from 
their avowed enemies, and how fortune seemed to 
favour the khAn's designs, by his adversaries volun- 
tarily coming forward and relieving him from a 
state of embarrassment. - RChimdid Khan and M&. 
homed Ali Beg had been immediately despatched 
ta Khz&, avd ere they reached it  it was found, 
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that N b i r  Mir Ali and Kbim KhAn were on the 
road to Biimih to pay their respects to the k h h .  
They arrived, and were courteously received, the 
k h b  telling N b i r  Mir Ali that he had a better 
opinion of him for having held out the castle, than 
he would have had had' he surrendered it on hearing 
of his mir's death. Tidings of the occupation of 
the castles of Kirzir now reached, and the road to 
Kiibal became open. 

The khWs two brothers, DQoud Mihomed K h h  
and K h h  Mhhomed K h b ,  had before, with Saiyad 
Miihomed K h h ,  Paghmhi, taken oaths that they 
tvould not return to B&mi&n, and had each thrown 
three stones on the ground, vowing they would have 
no farther connexion with the k h h ,  agreeably to 
an Afghbn custom, called " Sang talfik," or divorce 
by stones. Drioud Miihomed K h h ,  in observance 
of his oath, was at Irik, and K h h  Miihomed KhAn, 
with like scruples, occupied some caves below BQ- 
mi&. Saiyad Miiliomed KhBn failing in his nego- 
tiations with the Shkkli Ali H a z h s  for a passage, 
returned without hesitation to Biimiiin; as an 
Afghh, considering oaths trivial matters, or, as a 
wiyad, looking upon himself privileged to disregard 
them. He brought also with him the sons and 
brothers of Saiyad Shhh AbbQs of Bitchilik, and 
introduced them to the khWs acquaintance, which 
subsequently became so intimate that the khan 
imposed a fine of five thousand rupees on the sai- 
yad, who procuring a letter from the sirdiir of 
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KBbal in his favour, the khan first pillaged and 
then demolished his castle, writing to the sirddr 
that his letter unfortunately had come too late. 
The saiyad, exaggerating, possibly, estimated his loss 
of property at twenty thousand rupees. The k h h  
visited his brother, KhBn Miihomed Khan, in the 
caves, and much urged him to remain at BLmih. 
The latter was inflexible, and many high words 
passed, and it was finally agreed that each should 
no longer consider the other as a brother, and 
written documents to that effect were interchanged. 
But it was all a farce : Khbn MLhomed KhBn's 
departure was concerted ; and if the khWs designs 
were liable to suspicion by the sirdk of Kkbal, it 
was necessary that the loyalty of KhBn Miihomed 
should not be suspected. Ddoud MLhomed KhPn 
had consented to remain. I now made arrange- 
ments to accompany Khan Mdhomed K h h .  

I t  being understood that K h b  Maomed K h b  
would pass the night at Topchi, I was in no great 
hurry to start from Biimih, and remained there 
until midday. The khAn himself took horse, and 
had proceeded to Ahinghar for the purpose, as was 
supposed, of conferring with his brothers. DBoud 
Miihomed KhAn, I knew, had been summoned 
from Iriik. I now followed him alone, a young 
man of Kiibal, who had engaged to attend my 
horse on the road, being to join at Topchi. Pass- 
ed down the valley of B h i h ;  and at some dis- 
tance beyond the castle of Amir &fiihomed TBjik, 
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where the road borders on a precipice, was assailed 
by the cries of two youths, cutting gliaz-bushes 
in the valley of the river beneath. They were 
too distant to be intelligibly heard, but I found 
that they directed my attention to something below 
the precipice. Discovering, after some trouble, a 
path down into the bed of the valley, I found lying 
in agony, and with countenances pale as death, 
Saiyad AbdGlah and his son, noticed as being in- 
mates of the SandGk K h b a  tent in the BisGt 
expedition. They had obtained permission from 
the khtn to return to Ktbal, and he had given 
to them one of the running camels brought from 
Sind, which carried both, and, mounted on this 
animal, they had left Btimikn to join K h b  Mii- 
homed KhAn. The camel at  this dangerous spot 
had slipped, or trod falsely, and precipitated him- 
self and riders from a height of seventy or eighty 
feet. The animal was killed on the spot ; the men 
were still living : nor did I know the extent of 
the injury they had received. Two horsemen 
joined us, and I wished the saiyad and his son 
to be conveyed to the Ttjik's castle behind, but 
this was refused, the horsemen aaking, when had 
TAjik's become AIGssulm4ns 1 As I could not carry 
them myself, all to be done was, to collect their 
effects and place them under their heads. On 
reaching Ahinghar, I found the khtn  sitting on 
an eminence soutl~ of the castles, in conversation 
with Dhoud Mahorned K h b ,  his nGb Sbdadin, 
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IllGIla JBn Miihomed the envoy from Sind, and 
Jehdndiid KhBn, a KhBka ; the two latter proceed- 
ing to Kiibal. I joined the group ; and although 
the discourse was in Pashto, was able to compre- 
hend the general drift. The k h h ,  adverting to 
the probability of Dost Mhhomed KhAn's displea- 
sure, or suspicions, desired Jehkndiid to represent 
to him the important services rendered, with which, 
if satisfied, well ; if not, turning to the castles in 
view, he said, Here I have castles, villages, and 
gardens, and can content myself. DAoud M&o- 
med KhBn smiled, and observed, he feared the 
sirdiir would say that HBji had taken to his &bal 
tagghi," or, his own peculiar mode of humbugging. 
The khhl, on rising, gave me in charge to MGlla 
JBn Mghomed and Jehhdbd KhBn, urging their 
attention to me on the road, and instructing them 
to tell K h h  Miihomed K h b  not to suffer me 
to incur any expense to KBbal. 

In company with my new companions, we passed 
Topchi, when I found our destination was KBIG. 
W e  cros~ed the Kotal Shutar Girdh,  and de- 
scended into the valley of Mori, when yet a glim- 
mering of light remained. As we ascended i t  
darkness set in, and although the road was intri- 
cate and dangerous, and some of the animals some- 
times slipped, we reached Kill6 in safety. W e  
repaired to the castle of Mfr ZaEer's brother, who 
took us to the mihmh khha,  where again was 
Sh&hghbsl Saifadin and his party. They were 
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unwilling, as before, to mceive me, but admitted 
my companions, who made me over to a H e  
telling him to conduct me to Khan Miihomed 
K h b .  I was taken to a castle a little north, 
and introduced to K h h  Mihomed Khhn, sitting 
by a cheerful fire in a spacious room, with some 
one lying by his side hidden under bed-clothes. 
He  waa excessively angry with MGlla J h  BIB- 
homed for having turned me adrift at so unsea- 
sonable an hour, and said, that but for his female 
companion-the hidden thing under the bed-clothes 
proved to be a H a z h  kaniz, or slave-girl-I should 
have shared his apartment. As it was I was fur- 
nished with supper, and then provided with lodg- 
ing in another apartment, where were four or five 
horses. Although so late, chaff and barley were 
produced for my horse, by a brother or son of 
Mir Zaffer. I may observe, that as we traced 
the valley of Mori we met a number of men, 
women, and children, H a z h  of KAlG, who had 
been cbmpelled to abandon their dwellings to the 
Afghtin soldiery, and with weepings and lamenb 
tions, were proceeding, I presume, to the caves 
at Mod. 

Early in the morning our horses were saddled, 
and understanding the night waa to be passed at 
Girdan Diwa, I proceeded, falling in with such 
horsemen as first advanced, without communicating 
with K h h  Mzihomed K h b .  As we traced the - 

vale of K81G the snow began to lie heavy on the 
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soil, increasing in quantity as we neared the Kotal 
or pass of Hkjikak. The ascent of the kotal was 
comparatively easy, and the road, if free from snow, 
is probably good : the descent is much more steep, 
and was now very troublesome. At the base of 
dhe kotal on this side was a castle to the left, 
called Hkjikak. We now entered the valley of 
K&rz%r, and our road was strewed with the ske- 
letons of the animals that had perished during the 
march of the GhGlim K h h a  troops. After some 
distance we reached the two castles of K h k ,  one 
seated left of the rivulet, and the other, that built 

by Yezdhbaksh, right of it, and on the line 
of the road. The latter was garrisoned by Afghhs, 
and the former by MBhomed Ali Beg and his $36- 
ghhchis. From K h z k  the valley widens a lit- 
tle, and afterwards expands at a place called S6h 
Killa (the three castles), where were, indeed, the 
number indicated of inhabited castles, and two or 
three ruinous ones. Hence the valley again contracts 
until we reach Siiih Sang (the black rock), where 
Mir Yezdknbaksh slew the Vakii SaifGlah, the mur- 
derer of his father, who himself was also slain here. 
At this spot it is connected with another, turning to 
the right, which we followed. We marched until 
dark, and I had the mortification to learn that Kh$n 
Miihomed K h h  had remained at K h z h .  I wa~ ,  
therefore, in a manner alone, and left to my own 
exertions and the favour of heaven. The horsemen 
in front of me had proceeded until no vestige of a 
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path was discernible, and as it was night they were 
in much perplexity. W e  had, without knowing it, 
arrived at the spot where the valley of Si& Sang 

. opens into that of the Helmand river. After much 
search a path was reported, leading up the emi- 
nences on our right : this was pursued, and brought 
us on a table space, which we traversed, in hopes of 
finding some inhabited spot. W e  came upon two 
castles, the inmates of which manned the walls, and 
loudly protested against our halting. The whole body 
of horse collected around the second castle, and as 
snow was falling, and our situation was becoming very 
desperate, some of the most belligerent of the party 
called upon their companions, styling them the victors 
of S&gh&n and Kiihmerd, and exclaimed, i t  would be 
disgraceful if they could not compel the H a z h  to 
admit them. The gates of the castle were assailed 
by axes and stones, but in vain, when the owner 
offered, if his guests quietly took up quarters under 
the walls, to provide them with fuel and chaff; but 
he peremptorily affirmed that none should be ad- 
mitted within the castle. These terms were accepted. 
I t  was soon discovered that the two castles belonged 
to two brothers, Mdhomed ShaG K h h  and M& 
homed Hassan K h h ,  Talishes, and not H a z b .  The 
latter was present, the former at Kiibal. My con- 
dition was not much improved, having no one that 
I could claim as a companion, and no one willing to 
admit me as such. In this dilemma I addressed 
myself to I\.Iiihomed Hassan K h h ,  who warc now 
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busy among the men in promoting their arrange- 
ments. He instantly took my hand, and put it 
into that of one his servants, telling him to take me 
and my horse to the farther castle. Here I was \ 

comfortably lodged, had a good supper, and the 
sons of my landlords passed a good part of the night 
with me in chit-chat. I found the name of the 
place was TabGr, and that it was part of the dis- 
trict of Girdan Diwiil. 

I n  the morning we retraced the road to the junc- 
tion of the valley of Sigh Sang with that of the Hel- 
mand river, which we crossed, the stream flowing 
under ice. On the eminences to our left were two 
or three castles and kishlAks, and in front of them 
were sitting numbers of Hazkas, with their f i r s  
locks, not, aa I imagine, for the purpose of annoying 
us, but of securing themselves from interruption. 
From the Helmand we ascended the valley, leading 
southerly for some distance, and then another, 
stretching easterly, which finished in an ascent 
rather than a kotal, which brought us on the plain 
of YGrt, of some extent. Here were three castles 
visible, much to the left of the road; the nearest 
one, of superior construction, was that of Mir Afzil. 
From YGrt another ascent, or slight kotal, brought 
us into the plain of KirghG, at the base of the 
Kotal Honai. The passage of this kotal was die-  
cult, and there were few traces of a road. However, 
we succeeded in crossing it, and descended into the 
valley of Honai, it being still daylight. Many took 
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up quarters ' at Killa Vaz'n; the castle of ZGlfak6r 
KhQn ; others, with myself, proceeded. On reaching 
the castle of Mastapha K h h  entrance was refused, 
and we went on until we reached the castles at 
the openmg of Sir Chishma, belonging to Ismael 
Khin Mervi. It was now night, and admittance 
alike refused. The heroes of Khmerd and %- 
ghtn again had recourse to ineffectual menace and 
violence; the walls of the castles were manned, 
and some shots, probably blank ones, fired from 
them. The party at  length contented themselves 
with a large stable and masjit without the walls. I 
here saw no remedy but passing the night on the 
ground, and the best place I could find was under 
the gateway of the castle. My postin w a ~  wet on 
the outside, as a good deal of snow had fallen 
during the day, but I had a large .excellent nam- 
mad, or felt, fsstened behind my saddle, which I 
now trusted would avail me, but on rising from the 
ground, where I had been sitting, with my horse's 
bridle in m< hands, I found i t  had been cut away. 
While uttering fruitless denunciations against the 
robber, a voice from withm the castle whispered to 
me, that if I saLa little while till the Afghbns were 
settled I should be admitted. These were glad 
tidings, and the promise was fulfilled; the gates 
were opened, and myself and horse dragged in. I 
was led to a warm apartment, where was a sandalli, 
and thrusting my legs under it, was as comfortable 
as I could be. 
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In the morning an excellent breakfast of stewed 
fowl was provided, it  having been discovered that I 
was a Feringhi, and not a Telinghi, as had been at 
first supposed; and some of the ladies of Ismael 
K h h ,  who proved to be in the castle, sent an a p  
logy for having lodged me the night with grooms. 
This was unnecessary ; I was too grateful for the 
shelter afforded to quarrel with the company I 
found myself in, and desiring my thanks to be con- 
veyed, mounted and left the castle. There arose a 
terrific south wind, which carried the drifting snow 
before it. I had never in my life witnessed any- 
thing so violent, and until now had never formed a 
just conception of the effects of a wind-tempest 
during winter in these regions. I bore up, how- 
ever, against it, successively passing through the 
districts of Sir Chishma, t,rkh&na, and Jel lk~,  
when my powers yielded, and I found myself be- 
coming insensible. Fortunately, at this critical mo- 
ment a village was a little right of the road, to 
which I turned my horse, who also had become 
faint. Crossed the stream of the valley by a bridge, 
and entered the village on its bank. Threw myself 
from the horse, and entered, without ceremony, the 
first house with open door. The master, who saw 
how things stood, recommended me to the masjit, 
engaging $0 take care of my horse. I replied, my 
good man, I am a Feringhi, and what have I to do 
with the masjit: On which he instantly led me 
into an upper apartment, occupied by a brother. 
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There was a sandalli ; my boots were pulled off, and 
my feet examined, which had suffered no injury. 
My new host, seeing a good H a z h  barrak bound 
round my waist, offered to receive it  in lieu of other 
remuneration, and to kill a sheep in the evening. I 
gave it  to them on condition, that if the wind con- 
tinued on the morrow they should not turn me out 
of doors. My right eye had been affected by the  
snow, and became very painful towards night ; after 
trying a variety of experiments, the pain yielded to 
the application of pressure. 

On the morrow, the wind continuing with un- 
abated violence, I halted at ZCmann: agreeably to  
engagement. My landlords here were men engaged 
in petty traffic with the districts of SCghh, Kiih- 
merd, the Dasht Safbd, &c. They affirmed, that 
they were at a castle on the Dasht SafCd when 
HAjLji K h h  made his reconnaissance, and that had he 
advanced the TAtars would have fled. 

From Zemanni, the wind having ceased, I started 
for Kiibal, and arrived before sunset. My Arme- 
nian friends were rejoiced to see me again, and for- 
getting the perils of the road and the rigours of 

' BAmign, I passed in their society a pleasant even- 
ing, which, by their calculation, was that of Christ- 
masday. 
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